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M; K FACE.

Tlj great i revolutions which, during the half-

. destroyed the Colonial

governments in America and uprooted the feudal yst<

Europe, also broke down the most formidable barriers that

stood in the way of international commerce. Corn! bullion,

and other commodities, formerly forbidden to be shipped
from one country to another, are now free to go wl

or profit may determine.

These radical changes, followed by the extensive applica-

tion of steam to water and land transit, and the opening of

the Asiatic ports, have ushered in a new era of commerce,

_T with an infinite variety of objects, stretches

its arms to the remotest corners of the earth.

Among the notable consequences of this development of

commerce has been the creation of a more or less common
measure of value. This phrase is not used approvingly, as

though a common measure of value were yet desirab!

is not used in the sense that a geographical mile or a second

10 are common measures, because these measures are

riMj.lnyr.1 in common and simultaneously by all countries,

whereas the gold and silver portion of the world's stock of

money the only portion used by various nations in com-

mon is used by them, to a certain extent, in turns, whilst

iper and copper portions are not used in common at

all. The term common measure of value is employed
:ferent status of money, now and

The money metals are no longer sought to be

polized by means of '*. Restraints,

indeed, still exist, but tln-y are all soluble in price; and
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these metals, wherever they may be, stand ready to become
the property of any nation or nations who command the

means to purchase them with other commodities. It is in

this sense that they and their complementary adjuncts, paper
notes, have, as a mass, become in a restricted sense a com-
mon measure of value : the metals by means of free export
and coinage, and the notes by means of elastic issues and a

promised convertibility. As a mass of money, it is i

heterogeneous and ill-cemented, but during the intervals

when it does hold together it certainly operates as a common
measure of value ; a fact abundantly proved by the app
mate uniformity of price- in various countries at such

periods.

The European system of money if indeed that may be

called a system which is chiefly distinguished by its lack of

system has thus become not merely the arbiter of the

social order in a given state, it has assumed almost univer-

sal sway over the destinies of mankind, a sway in one sense

more potent, because more palpable and direct, than either

politics or religion. Up to the present time, China is the

one important country which has not succumhed to its

influence.

The study and regulation of this mighty engine concerns

not only the nations to whom particular portions of it may
belong ; they are of importance to all the nations whom the

new development of commerce has knit together. Nor can

this study and regulation be longer conducted on its present
loose basis of partial or fragmentary information. Money
has a history which is fifty centuries old, and filled with an

experience too valuable and too dearly bought to be ignored
or thrown away.

From the fall of the Roman Commonwealth to the

Revolution, coins, (made partly from old accumulations of

metal,) were substantially the only moneys of Europe.

During this lengthy period, all general and long-sustained

changes in the level of prices are attributed to the changing
level of the stock of coins, which slowly but continually
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util the tenth century, and then slowly in-

creased until near the nineteenth. So gradual were the*e

changes that it has been remarked tl. first p .

the fourteenth century and the last part of the eighteenth

ically the same prices prevailed in at least one impor-
tant country for all the common necessaries of life and

-s of greatest consumption, such as corn and domestic

animals and their products.
1

with the introduction of bank and government paper
notes, which only became an important part of the monetary

ms of the various states of the Western w
the occurrence of the great revolutions above alluded t-

comparative permanency in the value of money has passed

away. Paper notes now form an essential portion of the

volume of money or Meav alne in all countries; and
in some of them it is, or hat been, the only measure of the

sort. Viewing the subject from a comprehensive stand-

point, it may be stated that, during the past thirty years

alone, the proportion of state and bank paper-money which
s to form the Measure of Value employed by civilized

us, has increased from thirty to fifty per cent, of the

asure, and t arising from insuffi-

supplies of the coinage metals is toward a further

iso of paper. Not only has the paper portion of money
.o whole volume of money, comprising both

coins and notes, has increased, even when compared with a

vastly increased population. The volume of money in the

European world, whirl), thirty years ago, scarcely exceeded

dollars, or, say, thirty-eight shillings sterling per

capita of population, now amounts to fourteen dollars, or,

say, sixty shillings per capita.*

igUnd. Seeptmphl le of FrankUn."
: 'of the rhil..I.-l|.hia Cofcc-

riu.n.M Kogcn on * Sututic* of Agricultural Prices in

tidun. George Bell sod SOB*.

h AcadtttT of
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Tliis tendency of the volume of money to increase cannot

be viewed by Capital but with alarm. It is not as though

money consisted, as it did during the Middle Ages, nearly
< ntirely of coins made from a stock of metals wh

only be kept up or increased by prodigious exertions and

during a long period of time. It now consists very largely

of paper notes, which are emitted both by governments and

banks without any reference to the Whole Volume of Money,
in which volume, alone, is Price susceptible of expression.
In consequence of this loose system the measure of value

is being continually swollen (this is not stated in reference

to any particular country, but to all countries), so that it

continually disturbs the natural tendency of prices towards

an equilibrium. Barring occasionally brief periods of re-

action, the constant tendency of prices during the
]>

adverted to has been upward. The result of this movement
is that property has passed and is still passing away, insen-

sibly, from the hands of its original possessors and rightful

owners, to be distributed among classes who never earned

it, and who neither know how to keep it nor to dispos*

economically.
On the other hand, the interests of Labour f <rlml the

consideration of any policy designed to diminish the

sure of Value. Wo may with justice oppose further infla-

tion, we may put an end to those mischievous ag(

which tamper with the Measure of Value ; but we can never

dare, we should never wish, to contract it, nor p< -runt it to

contract ; for, as history abundantly testifies, a contni

of money, when production is increasing and commerce ex-

panding, means the arrest of one and extermination of the

other. And it is, perhaps, the conviction of these conse-

quences, crudely formed in the popular mind, which lies at

the basis of the many illiterate plans and ill-advised clamours

for inflation, which, l> .urope and America, mark the

financial and political measures of recent years.

Amid this conflict of interests and the arguments by
which the pretensions and claims of each interested class



are strengthened, the student, the legislator,

the Advocate, seeks in vain for that stead/ light of recorded

experience, those fixed monuments of history, which can
alone guide him toward correct theories and practical

result*. To offer such a j/ui<lt howsoever much the

work i! . short of the design was
of tin- principal inntivrs \vhirh led to the preparation of the

pretc: vo turn from illiterate plans and popu-
unours to those teachers whom the world has been led

to regard as masters of financial science, instead of obtain-

ing i in a ready solution of He tilties sur-

rounding the question of Money, wo only encounter di*-

cordance, dogmatism, and intolerance, a r >f affairs

vod, has resulted solely from the want of

some general fund of information, open to all, which should

embrace the monetary expe: many countries, of

many ages, and of many phases of society : for if the :

any one great truth which more than another is bound to

impress r at of monetary
this, that the evolution of money as an institution of law, is

inalienably connected with the evolution of society, and that

monetary systems which are quite impossible at one period
v practicable at anot

Many < fallacies concerning the nature,

ion, and use of money have arisen from the M-stems

now in vogue, all of which are of feudal origin. These fal-

lacies are similar in character to those fictions of the Com-
mon Law which were only dissipated when the older and

clearer light of the. Roman Law was brought to bear npon
them, and they can only be successfully dealt trith in a

similar way. To the modern mind, money is a coinm

rives its value from the cost of production. In the

free states of antiquity mom-y was a concrete aeries of num-

bers whose value arose from state monopoly, legal limita-

tion, and forced currency. The growth, establishment, and

. of this conception of money and its displacement by
the feudal conception of it as a conim- at the tore*-
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hold of all precise inquiries into the science of money, and

must be thoroughly mastered by the student who designs to

make any practical use of his researches. To afford ample

opportunity for the study of this essential feature of mone-

tary history, extended space has been accorded to the expe-
rience of China and Rome, in which two great states of

the ancient world numerical systems of money have left

behind them the clearest traces and most important conse-

quences. Where the imperfection of existing evidences

may lead to doubt concerning the details of the systems

ibed, it is hoped that the conclusions at which tin-

author has arrived will be found as worthy the scrutiny of the

learned as it is confident they must awaken the attention

of the curious.
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CHAPTER 1

SUPPLY OP MATERIALS FOR MONET AMD DEVELOPMENT OF

COINAGE AND PRINTING.
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2 HISTORY OF MONEY IN AN .FES.

paper man u: .

l'.iin.|>e eoiueident with tli

metals from America Influence in retiinlin<; n*- moneys
Bank:. mm-nt note- Coinage Cast moneys Arti-ti.

lence of the (ii nage* Engraving -Printing with movable

typea not invented until the art ot' iiiakin-j paper \\a- -ixtcen centime-

old It- inline '.inline the use of
p..

WITHOUT entering upon the Doctrine of Money,
1

and confining ourselves strictly to its History, it

may be said that what is commonly understood as Money
has always consisted, tangibly, of a number of pieces of

some material, marked by public authority and named or

understood in the laws or customs : that its palpable cha-

racteristic was its mark of authority ; its essential character-

istic, the possession of value, defined by law ;
and its func-

tion, the legal power to pay debts and taxes and the

mechanical power to facilitate the exchange of other objects

possessing value.

Whatever view may be held of the value of money
whether it is due to the material of which the pieces are

made, or to their number, or to the operation of law, or to

some other circumstance 2
it will be admitted that to be of

practical use, money must be made of some tangible and

ponderous material, as porcelain, glass, copper, gold, silver,

wood, clay, leather, or paper, and that the supply of such

material must have had and must continue to have an im-

portant influence upon the history of money itself.

So, in like manner, it must be conceded that whatever

marks of authority it bore, it was necessary to affix those

marks to it so skilfully as to distinguish genuine money from

1 This will l>c fully treated in a volume on the Science of Money.
* The value of money has been attribnn d to a variety of . -in -11111-

stance-s sometimes to the material of which the pieces were made
;

sometimes to their number, sometimes to mint, tender, t..

tion. endorsement, or hank, or to certain sumptuary laws or customs ;

sometimes to the laws or customs of foreign countries: sometimes to

the vicissitudes of war, or other causes threatening the >ul.

of existing laws; and sometimes to two or more of thc-c causes

combined.
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false, ami . development of coining ,

engraving, stamping, and ha* also had an imporUol
story of money.

so reasons, it will be profitable at the onUet of a

work wliirh inu.t concern iUelf with all kioda of mom-
ni.l I:I|.IM.-I! M!, !!.. unsuccessful and successful, to

.s of prodootion relative to tbo

i pal materiaU of which money, or strictly speaking, iu

symbols, have been made, and ut t h- progress of invt-i

in the art of fashioning, stamping, or otherwise marking,
those materials t' -r th purpose of money.

Of these materials the principal ones have been clay,

copper, gold, silver, and paper. The principal arts relating
to it> ion have been punching, casting, and printing.
Of the former, clay is so common a material, and has been

so familiar to man from the earliest ages, that not

er need be said of its production or fabrication than

one has always been ample and the other facile,

irtof making and stamping baked clay tct

for money is probably ient with the earliest period of

systematic agriful tir

Id was undoubt' first metal produced by man.

more generally .litl'used than any other. It is always
I in a native state, that is to say, but slightly mixed

with other metals and rarely in mixed ores. It it therefore

easy to detect. It is equally easy to mine; the process
for placer gol washing in a gourd or hand-bawl, and

for quartz gold, first, pulverization in a hand mortar, and

second, washing in a bowl.

would be a grave mistake to suppose that gold was

ually procured for use as money symbols or coins.

was not the case. It was used in the arts long before

any km. I of money or monetary symbols were invented.

: arrow-heads, gold knives and swords, gold rings and

bracelets, and golden chairs were fabricated, long anterior

to the era of mon iis is proved not only by such few

finds of prehistoric golden objects as the avarice of
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querors has 1* ft untouched in the old and oft plund
countries of the Orient -. it is corroborated 1\ the condition

in which the aboriginal inhabitant* of Africa, America, and

Australia were found by modern discoverer-. The negro

King of Dahomey had a golden stool or throne, but no

money: tin- North American Indians had golden ornaments

and idols, but no money: and the Bushmen of Australia

used golden arrow-heads, while they were so t'u-

from the use of money that they were not even familiar with

the art of exchange.
Gold was undoubtedly first used for monetary symbols in

/the Orient ; and that too, at a period as ancient as that of any
/extant scriptures or monuments; but before it was thus

/ used, other moneys must have been long in vogue. It is a

substance but poorly adapted for use as money. Although
it is so widely diffused by nature that it may bo found in

almost any kind of volcanic rock or earth, or in any of the

drift, washings, or sediments from such rocks, yet it is

usually deposited in such fine particles that it is difficult

and expensive to collect. Hence its supply is scant and

irregular, and these are fatal objections to its use for money.
Gold is found in two ways. Fir>t, in placers or beds of

gravel or sand ; second, in rocks, usually quartz gashes or
" veins." In all old countries the placers have long sinoe

been sifted of the larger pieces or grains of gold which they

contained ; and nothing is left in them, but those minute

and invisible particles of gold which it did not pay, even for

slave and captive labour, to collect. Among the exhau.s

countries are all Asia, except Siberia, all Europe, the coasts

of Africa, and the whole of America except the Pacific coast

of the United States, and some neglected spots in the interior

of South America. It is in these few regions chiefly Siberia,

California, Australia, and the interior of Africa that any
considerable quantity of "

pay gold
"

in placers is 1

The combined annual product of these countries now

amounts to less than 4,000,000 ounces. It has been de-

clining year after year, and in spite of what discoveries of
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new placers may take place in tin* interior of Africa, or

rovementa may be invented in the art of mining,
tins pi.*! 10 to decline; bocauae the African

placers, no matter how inaccessible to the white race, have

long been worked by the blacks on the basis of nakedness

and slavery, and because no method of mining gold is so

cheap as tlmt .ne u y costs the necessary
to rob the metal from him who has already produced it.

> was the origin of most of the gold now exfci.

As for the gold found in quarts gashes or veins this

usually occurs in quantities too minut.- and in situations

too difficult to extract it with profit at tl ling level

, which, it must be remembered, hat been

inaoY uey alone, but by the combined influ-

ence of gold , and paper moneys,
ore or less ii _reablo and all operating together
to volume upon the mass of exchanges. Of course

are exceptional mines which must pay hand-

nit as there are exceptional placer mines which did

pi will pay for generations yet to come.

ri lining except in the few regions
alluded to unl quartz mining, everywhere, must continue

to dt having long been a losing indu>*

ise now, when the various regions of the

earth are so widely opened to commerce, that what is pro-
1 in "in* country i> tree to become the property of any
which may did the most in exchange for r

certainly wa> the case when each country
was a w If, and held no <>th >ns than

those of warfare with tin- iv>t ,.f mankind.

Gt! v scarce and irregular of supply, because the

ipal gold placers of the world are exhausted, and the

pay to work. In the ancient world,

gold except when a new placer was discovered was

scarce, n hese reasons, but also for other

ones. It could rarely be obtained by foreign commerce;
and when it did come, whether from discoveries of new
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placers at home, or through tho opening of a rowboat or

caravan commerce abroad, it came suddenly and as

denly stopped coming. As a material for coining, it

possessed every requisite nty, <li

ability, etc.: as a material for 1 in tin-

most important requirements: amplitude and regular

supply. Hence although gold pieces for uso as multiples
of money were occasionally employed by the East Indians

and other nations of high antiquity, gold pieces for use

as money itself, were probably unknown until a much later

date.

The inscription on the bronze coins of Sung, B.C. 2i!">7,

lood for gold, points to the use of this metal for money
multiples in China more than a score of centuries before our

era, and although the inscription is ambiguous, the sub-

stantial correctness of the indication to which it points, is

confiumed by the high antiquity of gold multiple moneys in

India. These moneys were not in common use : tint

say, no debtor could be compelled to pay with them.

The common moneys of China were usually made of

copper-bronze, and so were those of India. The gold

moneys were merely multiples, probably overvalued and

certainly used only for convenience in making up large
sums. The permanent use of gold as legal money, cannot be

positively traced back farther than the time <>f .In lius Caesar,

although it may have been used for this purpose by
Alexander the Great, by Darius of Persia, by some of

the Pharaohs of Egypt, and for brief intervals by other

monarchs.

The ancient method of extracting gold is the same as

that still practised, excepting as t rcury for

amalgamation ; and even as to this art, there are not want-

ing evidences that it was known to the East Indians, the

Phoenicians, and the Greeks. The old and the new methods
of obtaining gold differ only in details, not in principle. It

was separated from the gravel, sand, or pulverized rock,
which contained it, by means of water and its own superior
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gravity; and such is still the method in vogue. Tho

mechanical power in ancient time* wa* the labour of starv-

ing slaves and captives, and UiU was quite as cheap, perhaps]

cheaper than either steam or water power is now.

my era existed when tho supplies of gold in Asia

were sufficiently ample and regular to warrant iu use for

money, it must have been long anterior to tho historical

period, which may be approximately fixed at about thirty

centuries B.C. Twelve or fifteen centuries later the coasU

of southern and western Europe were explored by the

Phoenicians, and the supplies of gold which they obtained

from the aborigines were carried to Egypt, there to maintain

a system of gold multiple money which had been based upon
the at first abundant supplies of her own placers, and the

expectation, equally common and fallacious in all gold
countries that these supplies would last for ever.

period and to the Phoenicians, Europe was, what

America at a later period seemed to the Spaniards, the

Ps Dorado. It was valued chiefly as a source of gold
and afterwards silver ;

and the various colonies which were

founded on its shores were all planted with reference to

this expectation. But when these colonies grew, as many
of them did, into self-sustaining agricultural communities,

the Phoenician domination was thrown off, the search for

the precious metals gave place to more necessary and

permanent industries, and the supplies of gold to Egypt fell

off, so thn ially, that country was obliged to relinquish

the use of gold for money.
The next period when gold became common enough in

any large country to warrant its use as money, was when
the Persian and Greek conquerors plundered Asia

ancient accumulations of this metal ; and the final period

(previous to the discovery of America) when a similar

condition of affairs existed, was when the Romans plundered

Europe, Asia Minor, and the northern coasts of Africa, in

like manner.

Copper was probably the next metal to gold which man
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learnt to extract and reduce. It is often found in a native

state, it is very widely diffused, it is quite abundant. The

present state of archaeological research does not enable us

to locate the principa r mines of the ancients, nor to

compute the quantity oT metal which they yielded : but it

is known that both the Chinese and East Indians com-

manded supplies sufficiently ample to warrant them in

making moneys of this metal at a period which may
approximately be fixed at twenty-two to twenty-five cen-

turies before our era. From that time down to the Roman

period, the vicissitudes of mining and of wars which altered

the possession of mines, were such that copper was often

too scarce in one or another country to warrant its use for

money ; and other expedients had to be resorted to. But

on the whole, it maintained its ground longer and more

satisfactorily everywhere than either gold or silver; and

until the discovery of America, it was, throughout the

entire civilized world, much more truly and essentially the

65818 of money ili:m cither <>t' the other im-tnls <>r tlum

"incTe< . Viewed from this point, its

ry as one of the precious metals, has not received the

attention whirl i ii> importance deserves.

Silver is rarely found in a native state,and then only in com-

paratively small quantities. It is commonly mingled with

other metals and minerals, forming a compound known as

ore and presenting none of those attributes, either to the

eye or the other senses, which distinguish it when i

from its matrices. Most of the ores of silver arc difficult

to reduce, a fact that bespeaks a long familiarity with the

art of smelting before >uld have become as amenable

to treatment as copper. It is therefore deemed quite safe

to regard this one as the last of the three great coining
metals which canie into use. With regard to its diffusion,

silver is originally as widely spread as gold, that is to say,

it occurs in nearly all the volcanic rocks and always in

conjunction with gold. But there is an important diffe-

rence in the deposition of the two metals.
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Gold is usually carried away long distance* from it*

nal placo of occurrence! by the breaking down of the

rocks whi

i- as otht : or as placers of gravel or sand,

only t<> do places of its original

occurrence. This difference re* MI the fact,

tiiia unaltered nud uninfluenced by the action of

the element*, whilst silver is soon driven into new mineral

combinations or dissipated and lost to view. A single gold
do of California, may be the parent

ami mines, some of them far

removed from the mother lode; but a -hough it

be as rich as the Comstock lode of Nevada, produces no

progeny. Hence the finds of silver are more concentrated

than those of gold, and this fact has had no little influence

in determining its relative vn

Apart from other consider i iore can be but 1

iio average cost of producing a pound of silver,

from the beginning of the world to the present time, has

been far grc . that of producing a pound of gold,
vas produced at all, was produced in

unreal i|u:mtitie>, all at once, that combined with the

operation of seignorage laws a circumstance explained

Isewhen >m time to time and continued

thus to fall until a very recent date. There are, however,

strong reasons to believe that this fall has quite ended, and

\vill always continue to rise.

We are left in almost as great doubt with regard to the

location ami prolificacy of the most a; :ie* as

liose of copp
u as ha.s 1 down to us through the

bewil will be found in the aut

work on tin- i * no evidence to

show that silver was common enough for money in any

country previous very of Europe by the Phcani-

pp. Stt,

Ml
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cians, and the silver procured by tlusr Argonauts of il;

Levant, most of which found its way to India, was insuffi-

cient for this purpose. The first great supplies of silver

known of with certainty were those from the < minefl

of Laurium, and the first monetary systems posit ively 1

upon this metal were those of the Greek states and col<

Indian silver coins of an undoubtedly far more ancient date

than the remotest settlement of Greece by the Phrenic

are still extant ; but they do not bespeak a system of s

money wherein the creditor has the right to demand silver

coins at their market value as metal in discharge of his

claim. They were used merely as multiples, the essential

standard being copper coins, or some numerary system of

money, in which the number of pieces emitted, and not the

material of which they were made, formed the basis of value.

Paper (felted) is said to have been invented in China

] . . 177. and pasteboard notes were certainly used for money
during the reign of Wu-ti, B.C. 140. *

Judging from the

flimsy appearance of a Chinese paper note, which the author

has seen, of the Ming dynasty some fifteen centuries later

this pasteboard, though answering well enough in theory,
was found to be practically inconvenient for monetary

symbols, on account of its inability to stand the wear and

tear of circulation. The ancient Egyptians made a sort of

paper from the leaves of the papyrus, but this also, was too

flimsy for use as money. That the idea ofmaking paper serve

this purpose was not wanting in remote times is proved by
the quickness with which the Chinese adapted it for money,
and by the fact that numerical money symbols, and also

the idea that money of all kinds was symbolical, was familiar

to all the nations of antiquity.

ted paper was first brought into Europe from Asia by
the Arabs about the sixth century of our era, but no Euro-

pean manufactures of it were established until about the

twelfth century, and it did not become common until the

fifteenth century. The social condition of Europe was at

1 See chapter on China and the several authoriti quoted.
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that period wholly ui. < use of any /tern of m
I.-;-.

!:!. .1. as
] j>on the rectitude and

uoe of government i.r tho proficiency of the me-

it was overvalued sun sly, waa impotaible. Such a

system had ceased to bo openly used when the Roman Re*

had been repeatedly tried

by the t'.-u.lal 1 >rds who ruled the dis-

l fragi: liad always failol.

It was eventually to be res; the service of the world by
had long and successfully r-

tained a paper system without notes ; to Holland remained

the task -ng one with notes.

An emission of pasteboard tablets about the size of a

mil stamped with somewhat similar designs,

waa tri< tl in Lcy.i >.% the struggles of the Dutch for

freedom; 1 ut this, too, failed; and it was not until the

American and French i established that

systems of this character obtained any footing which lasted

longer than a few months. Indeed, no entire system of

nniueraries, whether of paper or other materials, has ever

been openly and avowedly attempted since the fall of tho

Roman Commonwealth, and it yet remains to be seen, if

the power, integrity, ami s< If- restraint of any state and tho

such

a system as pr ly and mechanically, as it un-

doubtedly is fina:

The era when the mam. <>f paper suitable for

ug notes became so common in Kurope as to fender a

in of paj> wries mechanically possible happened
to coincide with tho arrival of new and great supplies of

the precious metals from America, and :' together
il condition of the European states, may

have bad its inilm m r in retarding the use of paper for such

a purpose. However, paper soon crept into use for making
i of mon notes. These were first

issued at about the same period in the American colonies
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and in Sweden, and not long afterward by the Bank of

England, since which time their use for this purpose has

become common throughout the entire civili /.<! world.

India never seems to have used paper notes until the

century ; whilst China and Japan have never ceased to use

them from the earliest period when the manufacture of

paper was established in those countries.

With regard to the progress of coinage, or the art of im-

pressing em 11( 'ins and letters upon moneys with a punch

(cuneus, whence coin) , the belief prevails that this art arose

in Asia Minor about the ninth century B.C., but this belief

must give way before the well established greater antiquity
of Indian coins; and if the term coin may be taken to

include all kinds of metallic monetary discs with emblems
ur letters upon them, as, for example the Chinese cast

coins, which go back to a period nearly thirty centuries

before our era, the prevailing belief is susceptible of being
. h dim nLfly refuted. However, so much attention is

Devoted to this subject in the following- chapters that no fur-

ther allusion to it is necessary in this place. At all periods
and in each country where metallic moneys were used, the

i -suing power commonly the State doubtless employed
the best workmen to fabricate them, so as to prevent coun-

terfeiting; but it cannot be admitted that their mechanical

excellence was ever quite sufficient to attain this object
until the era of the later ( I reek e"in:i^,. s> t] 1;m which no i

of moneys were more artistic, and therefore none more

difficult to imitate. Some of the earliest <

moneys were exceedingly well done, but it is believed that

in spite of this fact they were not hard to counterfeit so

much fewer are the difficulties of imitating cast moneys
compared with punched ones.

For many ages subsequent to its invention, coinage and

this includes both the casting and punching of coins was

ted with a sacred charact archaic Chinese and

Indian, as well as the early Greek coins, were often marked

with emblems, which in the former cases are supposed to
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be, aii'l it -or case are known to be, religious. The
mint* were in the temples, and the priests monopolized, or

tried to monopolise, the secrete of metallurgy.
1

This cus-

tom may have arisen < riest-

hood to reap the profits of coinage, or solicitude on the pan
"1* the sovereign to prevent counterfeiting or to render n ih.

more heinous.
'

<*r was the case, the industry and

skill of counterfeiters rarely failed to tear these secrets from

the temples, and there is scarcely a coinage, however

antique, which was not closely imitated by contemporaneous
com

graving has rarely been bestowed directly upon

moneys. It has rather been reserved for the dies, matrices,

types, and plates from which moneys have been punched,

cast, or printed, and it will bo fo - art known
to the earliest ages of / has faithfully kept

pace with the opportunities which have been presented for

This is not tho case with printing, wln-n this term is con-

fined to the use of movable letters. Paper had been known
and widely used in the Oriental world for upwards of

sixteen, and in the Occidental one for upwards of three,

, before printing was invented ; and this circum-

stance may not have been without some slight influence in

retarding the introduction of paper moneys.

ary.
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Antiquity ot' : than letter (iold an<l liron/e in

< T Sm. -"7 Tortoi-e i II. and
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Carolu- dollar Brick-tea money Bullion trade Mine-..

IF
history be examined by the discerning eye, it will

not fail to impart this lesson on almost every one of its

pages, that social life at a certain phase of its development
cannot go on without commerce or exchange, and that

exchange, as it progresses, necessitates the use of money :

or to put it in the terse language of Bastiat, society implies

exchange, and exchange, money.
The phase of social life in which the use of money is im-

plied is that one which follows after the agricultural state has

begun, and before the pastoral state has entirely ceased. A
proof of this is derived from the pastoral roots for the names
of moneys, as pecus, feoh, etc. When society has passed

beyond this phase: when its main support is a varied

agriculture, when an extensive commerce and numerous

manufactures have grown up on the basis of this agriculture,
it is unnecessary to look for evidences as to whether money
was in use or not. Money must have been in use, because

such a phase of civilization is impossible without it. The
niceties of exchange and division of labour which are

involved in the conduct of a varied agriculture, the com-

bination of capitals, and the partition of profits which result

from an extensive commerce, and the still greater refine-

ments of effort and result which are comprised in the
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organization and conduct of manufactures, all bespeak tho

iMMpl.vui. ni <t* tlmt measure of value, that common
denominator of unlike equivalents, which we call money.

There i room to doubt that for more than fifty

tries China has enjoyed that phase of social life, and

that degree <> lion win. -h implied the use of money.
To be c<> it is not necessary to scrutinise

the regnal marks upon her numismatic remains. Her
ral history, her religion, her language, her archaeo-

logical monuments, all tell tho same story of program
remote m To doubt these proofs in favour of an

_ruous passage in a classical writer of a compare t

recent age, to whom Greece or Italy was the centre of the

habitable world, and when to go a couple of thousand

from these countries in any direction, was to walk off into

infinite space, is to lend the ear to doubt and close it to

conviction.
l

Anothr Notwithstanding what seems to be

asserted by Herodotus that the invention of the alphabet

preceded the use of money I say, seems to be asserted,

because perhaps conscious that he was treading on question-
able ground, his statements on both of these subjects

loose and ambiguous it may safely be believed that

the facts are precisely the reverse, and that money preceded
the use of letters. This not only follows from the necessity

10 case money being of so much earlier and more

pressing importance to man than letters it is proved by
the earliest writings known to

man invariably allude to money ; whilst the earliest moneys

uvariably destitute of letters. Money is men
\'edic writings, in the Code of Manou, upon the oldest

1

Concerning nome blunder* of chuwical writer* consult Hn

.mltMit !'. I'liiix. Dr. Roberuon on Plutarch,

ariwbe ee a run : nation of the reracitv of the

in RoberUon'^ of Inlia." p. 37, awl

conm- dboorerr of Greco-Hadrian and Indo-

1840 and tuUequtM

unali
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monuments of Egypt, and in the Bible. But neither the

Aivhnic moneys of India, of Egypt, nor oi contain a

line of writing.

Among the first forms, perhaps the first permanent form,

neyusc- uawasp r coins. Says
Du Halde, on the money that at different times has

current in that country: was also money made of

tin, lead, iron, and even baked earth, on which figures and

characters were imprinted. It is related that after the

reign of Han (B.C. 2119), a prince caused money to be made
of stamped earth united with a strong glue, and taking it into

his head to put down copper money, he gathered as i

as he could, buried it very deep in the earth, and killed

the workmen that were employed about it, that none might
know where it was hidden." l

Clay money was probably used in Archaic India, Babylon,
and Egypt, and we know it was used in Siam, Etrurin,

Rome, Palmyra, Arabia, and other ancient count!

Following the era of clay money came that of the per-

manent use of copper money, which, in China, has last'

the present day.

Melees, at numerous periods in the long history of

this extremely ancient country, notable experiments have

been made, either with the object of reforming the system
of money in the interest of the public, or of subverting it

to the necessities or cupidity of the Crown ; and as such

experiments are the best guides which the philosopher and

legislator can rely upon for correct doctrine and enlightened

law, they will be among th- chief object! of r -carch and

subjects of explanation in this work.

Owing either to the poverty of her silver mines or the

inability of her ancient inhabitants to work silver ores

1 Du II ssiblc

that Du Halde alludes to a pri t Han. This began
K3, and IM ! s9. Hut I 1 ... in- \
I in tin- tv\t, because the introdu<-ti<-

Hoaog-ti (B.C. 2687). Ibid. i. 276.
'
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econ- nm does not appear to hare ever adopted
the silver stands: y remote date the

appears to have tried the gold standard, and failed to main-

\ring probably t the un--. -plain and fluctu

minrs, riinl the absence of an

foreign commerce to make good a deficiency, or

pose of a surplus. This experiment took place so early as

the reign of Sung, :
, and is attested by th.

somewhat ambiguous leg< xisting coins which reads

f r ;.././.

nts took place in the second can-

. when skin and afterwards pasteboard notes were

used as money, and during the ninth, t< nth,

twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries of

\ hen various omissions of paper notes were used

for the same purpose. Of these emissions, that of which

we have the most definite information belongs to the reign

ng-wu, -S-99, and will be treated of at length
10 following pages.

1

Previous to the era of I-'uhi. which, according to Du

Hnlde, commenced about B.C. o annals of China are

mingled with fa> ram l-'uhi to the present tune we

possess a con story of the sovereigns of China, with

the details of i ^ns, their personal character, and the

u instances of the Empire during their sway.
9

The comiiK Chinese in very remote

times, and therefore the use of money at such periods, is

established, in one way, by tracing the i
- whu-h

d between them and the Western world. Small

Chinese vases or bottles have been found in Egyptian
tombs of the eighteenth dynasty, at Thebes.

1
Others are

1

Facsimile* of 1 1
>

i ma,"
author

one (of three or :!.. ImmU .<t Mr.

h MUM-. mi. lie valued it, for the owner. Sir 11

100.

I eigh

c
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claimed to have been found by Dr. Schlicmann, in the ruins

of the Troad; but the inscriptions on the latter which arc

alleged, on the authority of the Chinese Ambassador at

Berlin,
1
to be in Chinese, are asserted by Professor James

Legge of Oxford, to be in some other language, and that

they differ from Chinese writing, in reading from left t<>

right.' Certain porcelain seals with Chinese characters,

have also been found during the present century in various

parts of Ireland, particularly in the Southern counties ; but

doubt has been thrown on the antiquity of these monu-

ments; and although the finding of them in so strange a

place has not been accounted for, it cannot be asserted that

they prove any ancient intercourse between China and

Ireland.
3

China is believed to be alluded to in Isaiah xlix. 12, as

the distant " land of Sinim." This was during the eighth

century B.C. It is alluded to by Herodotus, B.C. 450
; by

Aristotle, B.C. 350 j by Eratosthenes, B.C. 230 ; by Strabo,

d. A.D. 25 ; and by Pliny, d. A.D. 79, who mentions the various

Chinese products and manufactures which were imported
into Egypt.

The Greeks and Carthaginians appear to have occa-

sionally traded overland with China, via India, several

centuries before our era. At a subsequent date, the latter

began <luriii'_r the sixteenth and ended during the fourteenth century.

B.C. The vases or bottles alluded t<i appear therefore to have been

sealed up in the tombs for Upwards of thirty-three renturies. The-e

seals have been since regarded by Wilkinson to be spuriou-.
M The

Chinese vases in Egyptian tombs are of recent date." says Wilkinson,

iition 1878, chap. ix. p. 154.
1

Li-fang- pao.
I \ .r an allusion to these vases see London

)
i y H-vii-v.

April, 1874
;
and for a detailed account of them, see London " Times "

for 1879. Prof. Legge's doubts with regard to their alleged character

are expr--i-d in a letter to me, dated Oxford. July 17th. 1880.
?
Prof. Legge write- me that about forty of the-c seals have been

found in different parts of Ireland, that they were not found in Imrrows

or mounds along with Celtic remains, but picked up or du<j near the

surface. He claims that such seals were first made in China during
the twelfth century of our era, but herein he must be mistaken.
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ntained regular commercial intercourse with the Chinese.

The Romans also maintained a similar intercourse, which

began about ti. h >ntu: In the third and

second < this trade went through Palmyra, the V<

*ian < - > the Indian ports. A Roman commercial expe-
iiti--ii t ii- 1 <lnring the reign of Domitian,

>m Marcus Aurelins Antoninus reached

166. An embassy sent by Alexander Severn*,

rear other Roman embassies entered

Afu i this the Arabians were the

China by sea. See Robertson's " India/' p . 1 <

These dates are those which have survived the wreck of

tinif : the absence of earlier ones do not prove that no

earl :-*e existed between Europe and China. The

/ early use of the Chinese abacus and stove in Rome
affords an evidence of this trade ;' and the imports of silks,

presumed to be Chinese, into Rome, and exports of silver to
"
Seres," mentioned by Pliny, prove that this intercourse,

at least in his day, was regular and important
3

According to Mr. Medhurst's translation of the dictionary
or c : by the Chinese emperor Kang-he,
A.D. I7-'-'.

" in anck'iit times the money of China was of

tortoise-s! ng-ho's meaning of " ancient times "

is defined by the fact that he himself possessed a cabinet of

.< dating from the reign of Yaon, B.< to his own
".* The "ancient times" of tortoise (cowrie?) money seem

to relate to a period anterior to Ynou. The Chinese annals

uropeans to China, consult Martii

110.

14. :tnnil Ili^ 18.

IxMidoo,

tlinr av- that M-ns. Hn^or. in ; .i^aa*

tiipu>.s
(' iork that to

^lu-11 in unknown in

1

: ;

. j.uh. by Kaat India Company. Da\

ing n., gays that cowrie shell*, known t the Chineae

a," are n- -1 in Yun-nan and other plae
'

Fi>rbea, p. 58
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carry this date back six centuries earlier than ^

they state that metallic coins were used in the reign of

Fuhi. r.. . -'.'!-. Sliin-nuug, B.C. 2827, and Hoan

2687,
1 and that during tho last-named reign, both coins,

weights, and measures were employed.
2 There may be

some uncertainty in fixing the reign of theso monarchs

within a century, or even two centuries, but notwithstand-

ing the suspicion usually thrown upon the validity of

riiinc'se annals, there can be little doubt that these per-

sonages are authentic, and that they were acquainted with

the use of coins.

In addition to the evidence on this head a In -ady a< Id need,

we are informed, that during the Hia dynasi -207-

I7i7, the punishment of crime was commuted with metal;
3

that coins struck by Tai-Kung or Ching-Wang, B.C. 1120,

are mentioned by various European writers on the subject;
4

and that in B.C. 1000, six taels of" metal" would ransom a

inal from mutilation.
5

These archaeological and literary evidences of the early

commercial character of the Chinese, and their use of coins,

prepare the way for the introduction of that in<>n j.ositive

evidence which is to be gathered from the coins themselves.

I have before me at the moment of writing, twenty trays

of coins collected in China by the Rev. Dr. Justus Doolittlo,

an American missionary at Foo-Chow. From Dr. Doo-

littk-'s hands they passed in 1872 into those of a merchant

of San Francisco, who politely placed them at my disposi-

tion for the purposes of this work.

These trays contains 464 bronze coins, the dates of whirl i
,

derived from the regnal periods of the monarchs whose

mortuary names they bear, range, according to Du Halde's
1

Forl.c.s
]

vying copper coin*, they fell back ujxm clny. Du Halde,

ii. 288.

Ii:t;j< r. ntcil in Forbes, p. 58.
'

\\ . Yi-*ering on ' M, :iml 1'

'him- .y," xx. 290; Dickexon, in Lnmlnn -Numismatic

roni. .08, p. 58.
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om B.C. 2257 to the present time. With the

exception of seven coins among those of the most ancient

dates, they are all round, with square or round holes, nearly

always square ones, in the centre, and they vary iu weight
from a few grains to half a pound each.

The seven exceptional coins are of the bell and knife

shapes. These are as follows :

i shape ; weight

In-'-ription in anr: uese, as read

xing Ho. As read by Mr. H. T. Knen,
1

Chinese Vice-Consul at San Francisco, an American acade-

">odfor gold.

ouzo coin of the Chau or Chow dyna*

hapod ; hes ; weight
280 grains, Leu To. These coins are called Kin-taon-

teeen, f the inotal knife. Kang-he's dictionary

assigns to tins type a place among the earliest coinages, that

say, among coinages that long preceded the Chow

dyna us, says the impei :gth
. Some of the larger ones, he con-

haracters Yih-taou and Ping-woo-neen,
i.e. one knife worth 5000 (Le) of the snmlU r. He says,

there are several kinds uf tin-so coins, one of which having
the characters Yih and Taou, inlaid of gold, has also

000 Le.
9 The coin before me has none of these

en others that have.

3rd u r bronze coins of the Han

dyna.-- '.. Two are knife-shaped, rather " Yale lock

key "shaped. Length 2 an ight 280 to

/rains. Two are bell-shaped, weigl md 200

grains. Legends : Kie To. Yih Taou. Fo IV IVu To.

he usurper Wang-Hang, of the

Han . hed an innovation by imitating in his

coinage the knife-shaped coins of the Clmu dynasty. The

coins before me prove that the imitation was not a close

one. To procure metal for his mints Wang-Mang despoiled/

':- Kan. '
Forbe* .
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the tombs of coins which ancient custom had caused t !>

buried with the dead.

Beside the six coins described, there :m twelve others

in the collection before mo of very ancient date. T

are:

7th. Half Tael, B.C. 178. Paun Liong.
8th. Another, same date.

.tli. Another, B.C. 139.

loth. Five chue or units, B.C. L89, I'nir H
1 1th. Fifty chue, A.D. 9. Tai Chuen.

Uth to 18th. Seven coins of same period.

The last twelve named coins are of the familiar " cash
"

type, round with square holes in the centre and to 1 inch

in diameter. They are smaller than the modern cash and

the square holes are larger.

In addition to these, I have seen in the collection of the

Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, bell- shaped bronze coins,

measuring upwards of six inches in length, by four in

width, and round bronze coins, fully five inches in diameter,

and weighing a pound .

These ancient coins have been sulmiittcil t the inspec-

tion of Chinese numismatists and antiquarians, both in

China, Europe, and America, and by them pronounced

genuine. Among those who have passed this judgment
upon them are natives of China who have been educated in

European and American colleges.

In short, there are no reasonable grounds for impeaching
their validity, and, until such grounds are discovered, these

coins must be accepted as authentic monuments.

Thus accepted, they open a wide field for the history of

money. They prove not only that money was known and

used at least twenty-three centuries before Christ, but that

even at this remote period representative and probably
numerical systems of money were employed. The bell-

shaped coin of Sung announces itself as good for gold, im-

plying that gold had previously been used as money and

hat bronze coins were now used to represent it. Coins
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Not. 7 and 1 1 contain the inscriptions
"

half-triel," and fifty
"
chuon," or nniU ofaccount . Chuen are now called "oath." '

-I with the fact that these coins are quite light (weigh-

ing from 30 to 50 grains each) , the inscriptions prove that

their value was many times that of the metal they contained.
9

This value was probably maintained by limit m^ their num-
ber. In such case the system was numerical.

When we come to examine the history of money in other

countries of the ancient world, we shall find that owing to

the unequal distribution of the precious metals, and the

obstacles to foreign commerce, commodity systems of money
would have been dangerous to employ, and that, at one

time or another, numerical systems were established in all

<m.

That ( 'inn i should have employed a numerical system is

therefore no matter for wonder. The same reasons that im-

pelled other nations to do so, impelled her likewise.
1 The

only won it she should have employed one so long

ago ad the period of Sung ; and that at this period, almost

the very outset of monetary history, we are brought nice

to face with a system whose advocacy and establishment

form at the present day the objects of influential political

parties in the United States and elsewhere.

The Chow dynasty lasted during the long period B.C.

Towards the end of this dynasty the empire
fell into decay and feudalism. It was divided into 123 dif-

ferent states, each probably with its own system of money.
4

1

Cn- Indian origin from Karshapana, a certain coin. The
coin*, tokens, or numeraries, whichever they happened to be at the

time, called by the English cash, were termed .y tl><- PortugMf*
traders sqpeca and I ;X?M*. The smallest of the modern

M coins are two-cash pieces. : .*e name for cash is chne.
( opper money of a nominal value has in times of scarcity been

made to represent a certain amount of rice or grain, parable at the

'
Scarcity of metal is mentioned at numerous periods in

history. See Forbes, 60, 61 , 63, 67

.rbes, 64. Du Halde alludes only to the imperial systems </
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The TBIU dynasty began B.C. 245. In the reign of Che-

hwang-te or Tsin-chi-hoang-ti, the unity of the empire was

restored, and the building of the Great Wall completed ;

but this Emperor sullied the lustre of his administration by
destroying all the ancient literature upon which his emis-
saries could lay hands. It is this destruction of original
works that obscures the earlier annals of China and renders
her numismatic remains peculiarly valuable.

The Han dynasty began B.C. 200, with the reign of Lew-

pang, otherwise Kaou-tsoo. During the reign of one of

this line, Wu-ti or Woo-te, B.C. 140, the ancient literature

was restored so far as possible.

)
It was during the reign of Wu-ti that the first paper

money of which we have an account was issued in China. 1

According to Klaproth and Forbes,
2
the notes were called

p'i pi or skin notes, and they were made of white stag skin,
a Chinese foot square, each note representing 40,000 chuen.

According to Martin 3
there were others of about the same

date made of pasteboard ; and it is said that one of the

latter, which had been preserved among the relics of a

temple of worship, is still in existence.
4

Between the third century of our era and the accession

of the Tsuy dynasty which began A.D. 590, with the reign
of Yang-keen, we have few accounts either of the money of

China or indeed any important circumstances which connect
the history of the empire with that of the outer world.

The first coins extant bearing the actual name'of an em-

peror are those of Ho-King, deposed A.D. 465.3
Unless this

was the son of Wan-te, who (the son) reigned from 454 to

465 and then died, I cannot identify this monarch. In

605-618, during the reign of Yang-Kwan of the Tsuy dy-
enturie* j.revioua to r -oins covered with

leather or |iarrliuieiit were used as m .rthage.
1

Klaj.roth's "Asia," i. 375, que.u-.i in "Chinese Report
289-95. F.rU. R.G7. I)u Hahle.

(01*1
'

Hi-t. China." i. 173.
*

Private information, considered doubtful.
a

Forbea, p. 60.
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nasty, a period of great confusion and scarcity of metal,

round bit* of iron, pieces of pasteboard and even articles

of wear served as money
l or media of exchange.

ing the Tang dynasty, A.D. 619-907, the empire seems

to have enjoyed the advantages of peace and prosp*
1 11 t ho reign of Leshimen or that of hi* immediate successor,

Nestorian < n Olopwen or Olopuen is

said, f>, to have entered China : idea and

preached the religion of emperor having ac-

corded him permission to do so, and having even erected a

is convenience; l>ut thin account, upon tin-

of an alleged anachronism, has been regarded by
taire as a pious fraud of the Jesu; <-r.

f

Tai-tsung was an enlightened prince who gave encou-

ragement to science and literature. His successor, Kan-

tsung, earn. .1 iho arms of China into Thibet and Persia.

A subsequent emperor of th ;-Uung, who as-

cended the throne at some date between A.D. 713 ami

has been called i un Alraschid of China. During
his r- a census of the population was taken

of itself no insignificant evidence of national prosperity

growth the result being 48,143,600 mouth* pro-

bably an increase over the population of the preceding era.
9

In A.D. 807 during the reign of Heen-tsung and in con-

sequence of the scarcity of copper at that time, paper notes

were issued in place of copper coins. Forbes says that

they were issued upon deposits of metal money in the

public coffers. They were suppressed within thn

1

Klaproth in
" Chinese Repo* '-95*

:Mi Translation, London,
I. pai:i- 14.

ulutions are rarch i in periods of d* iisvlt

Essay u mill Spwie." by the Mone-

tary Commissioi. ;o. A census of China was taken

era, when the number of motttkt prored
to be 59,594,978. 'i'lii* n.m.l..-r |.r..UMy t, 11 to somethiit.

40,000,000 at more thai. l previous to toe Tang dyna*
-, 67, and Klaprot!. in "Chinese Repository." xx". 2U9-W.
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Some Arabian travellers who reached China in the ninth

century describe the metallic cash in use at the time.
1

Tang dynasty endl in '.'"7 and was succeeded l>y

five dynasties, the last of which ended in 960. During all

nno it has been argued that copper must have con-

tinued to become scarcer, or else thecop]>< r . -linen were con-

tinually degraded, for the sake of the profits arising out of

the coinage; because, it has been alleged, during the Sung

dynasty which began A.D. 960, they became " so small that

they were called geese eggs
" and so thin that they would

" swim upon the water."

In A.D. 960, reign of Tai-tsu (Sung dynasty) the imperial

treasury was constituted a bank of deposit tV-in which notes

were issued upon deposits of silver, precious arti< 1< >, and

other merchandise, in government warehouses.

In A.D. '.''.'7 tin-re were 1,700,000 nominal taels of these

notes in circulation; in 1021 there were over 3,000,000

taels. These notes are described as having been a foot

square in size and negotiable. M< tnl was scarce at this

period.
4

During this century (the tenth) paper bills of ex-

change were employed in China.
5

During the early part of the eleventh century, iron chuen

were in circulation, whether as numeraires or coin in < 1 r

not stated. They were probably at first highly over-va

and being issued redundantly, fell to or near their commo-

dity value. It was to represent these coins that the first

notes of true (felted) paper were issued in China. These

were emitted by a private banker in Sze Chuen province
and were made payable in three years. Each note was for

inese Repository."

M -

ltd) in I: Thi-

ii MI exaggeration. KM of these cash hcf.n- n,,-.

are of bronze, measure one inch in <li:ini.-t r. .in- 1 . .i_-ii al.nut -JO to 50

grains each. Some of them are verv thin : l>ut neither in thi- respect,
nor any other, do they differ essentially from tin- eat) : -resent

tint,
1

Klapruth and Martin.
'

Forbes, 67.

Martin, i. 173.
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1,000 chuen or one tael of pure silver. The example of the

8*0 Chucn banker was aoon followed by other* aome fif-

teen ! nber it i i.l l>v the year A.O. 1032 more than

'(5,340 nominal tools of theao note* were in circulation.

In ilini year all tho bankers who issued them failed and

the notes became discredited. Yet they must have con-

ulntion, for we read that in 1068, counter-

H of these notes were CM. Tho notes were called

-ii "f Kau-tsung, according to Dn Haldo

and Kla n-tsung, according to Martin, paper
due-bills were issued by the govern i r military

Mpp]
During the reign of the same monarch a new sort of

paper money called hwni tss or exchanges was put int ^.cir-

culation. These notes were at first redeemable. They
were in denominations of 1,000 chuen each. Later on 500's,

300's, and 200's were issued. This emission was continued

during tho reign of Hiao-tsung, which began in 11*

During the five years ending 1167, there were outstanding
more than 28,000,000 tools of this paper, and by the end of

the same year over 43,600,000 tools.
3 Besides these, the

provincial governments issued circulating paper of their

own/ robable that by t th -Lr"\ mment had

suspended metallic payments and that the notes it issued

were irredeemal

ug dynasty, which con-

tinued until the Mongolian invasion, these paper emissions

were increased. At the same time the three-year privu

bank notes which had been issued during the previous

century, continued to remain in circulation. he

ngol dynasty was pretty well established, in 1224, the

;

Klupruth ami Martin. Klaprvth.
t;n. In a.iiii: <e cmiMtoOB we are informed bj KU.

proth that in A.D. 11&5. in the Tonguaian ktngdoin of Kin, North

v cmrce, paper note* were Umed to repbceth^
copper coin* previously in circulataoa.
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notes of the Sung dynasty were all
"
suppressed ;

" whet IUT

by redemption or repudiation is not stated; probably the

bitter.

In A.D. iL'K), Genghis Khan, emperor of the Mongol
Tartars, entered China at the head of a vast host, attacked

and captured Pckin, and, leaving an army to further reduce

the empire, marched to the west and entered upon th.it

series of astonishing conquests which rendered his name a

terror to the farthest ends of Europe. Genghis died in

. leaving the command of his armies to his four sons,

under one of whom the conquest of China was completed,
his grandson Kublai-khan, otherwise Shi-t-u >r Chi-yuen,

nding the throne of that empire in 1 :i81.

Previous to the submission of the empire, that is to say
in February, 1236, the Mongols revived the use of silk or

: money similar to that which had before been used "
by

Chang-fong, sixth emperor of the Kiu "
dynasty.

1

In 1260-68, and still previous to the submission of

empire, Kublai-Khan then in command of the .Mongol

army of occupation, issued paper notes and int reduced them

into those parts of China which his force- h i.l Milidued.

These issues soon became redundant and tell in purchasing

power. They will be distinguished herein as the First

Mongol Issue..

Between 1264 and 1290 a Second series of notes were

issued. Like their predecessors they were without sp>

limit as to numbers, and thus became in time depreciated
below the level of the coins after winch they were named,
and for which the law compelled them to pass in the pay-
ment of debts. " Pauthier has given, from the Ch i

annals of the Mongol dynasty, a complete table of the issues

of paper money during every year of Kublai-Khan's reign

(1260-94), estimated at their nominal value in ting or tens

of silver taels. The lowest (annual) issue was in 1267, of

228,960 taels, and the highest was in 1290, of 50,002,500
1

Universal History." Modem part. vol. iv. p. 200. ThU was a

dynasty of the kingdom .f' Kin. referred to in a previous note.
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taels, whilst the total amt I years was 249,to4,290
taels.

1 A tael really meant 1,000 copper" cash "or"chaen,"

depreciation first became rapid in 1287, when the

emission** were Tory extensive. Before this occurred the

notes of the I >o of 1200-63 had been exchanged at

the rate < one of those of the Second.
H these notes of the Second issue that are described in

the pages of Marco Polo.

s was the most brilliant period in the history of
Kul lai Khan, after subduing ami lie whole

country and adding Itunnah, Cochin China, an

the empire, CM. i>on a series of internal improvements
and civil reforms, which raised the country he had con-

quered, to the highest rank of civilization, power, and pro-

gress. Tranquillity succeeded the commotions of the pre-
vious period ; life and property were amply protected ; jus-
tice was equally dispensed ; and the effect of a gradual
increase < rrency, which was jealously guarded from

counterfeiting, was to stimulate industry, and prevent the

mon< u of capital. It was during this era that the

Imperial canal, 16t>0 miles long, together with many other

notable- stiu. -tures, were built.*

There is sot discrepancy in the dates assigned by
Du Halde and 1'authier to Kul-lii Kahn's reign, which 1 am
not prepared to recoti

specific '.mm- having been assigned to this emis-

of notes, they fell in value, until in the reign of

Woo-tsung, l . a new emission, which we will call

the Third Mongol, was begun. Like the Second

with respect to -t, the Third were now
1

Col. V 1

been able Pauthier. Col. Yale MT that in hot*

toast (thoee of 1*260 *n<l |>|T money wm in o
ilf it- nominal value ill Ucr : c

r\ eaijr t. The muKm mmr burr been tfcat

note repreaented laels ofcopperchacn, wfcich thesMshreswmovsrvsl

sssfaii
69.
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for the Second at the rate of five of the latter for one of t In-

formor.

Population and trade had greatly increased, but tli--

of paper notes were suffered to largely outrun

both, and the inevitable consequence was depreciation. All

the beneficial effects of a currency which is allowed to ex-

pand with the growth of population and trade were now
turned into those evil effects that flow from a currency

<d in excess of such growth.
These effects were not slow to develop themselves. Ex-

cessive and too rapid augmentation of the currency, re-

sulted in an entire subversion of the old order of society.

The best families in the empire were ruined, a new set

of men came into the control of public affairs, and the

country became the scene of internecine warfare and con-

fusion.

This condition of things did not occur all of a sudden,
but became slowly evolved during the reigns of the five

monarchs, between Woo-tsung, 1309-13, and Shun-teo,

-68.

It was at this period, viz., A.D. 1330, that the Moorish

traveller, Ibn Batuta, reached China, whose paper money is

described in his itinerary.
1 Sir John Mandcville was also

in China at this period (about 1327) ;
but whether it is of

the reigning monarch of that country or one of his pre-

decessors that he speaks in the following extract, is un-

certain :

" This emperor makcth no money but of leather im-

printed or of paper. And of that money is some of greater

price and some of lesser price, after the diversity of his

statutes. And when the money hath run so long that it

beginncth to waste (wear out) then men bring it to the

emperor's treasury, and then they take new money for the

old. And that money goeth throughout all the country and

1

Ibn Batuta states that pold and ltl
*:.. !! ::.-::.:;..- ti.. lir!..::i.

" Tin (

'

':. in- -. ." I .\ .1. .lm 1-Yam-i-

Paris, 2 volt. New York, Harper, 1858, pp. i. 23; ai
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throughout all hi* provinces. For there and (even) beyond
no money neither of gold nor silver

,n- the U-t diixi. uf the Mongol d>'D !, ftO
effort was made to reform the curren time
the evil lay too deep for remedy ; for many kinds of paper
money were ilation government, provincial, and

private besides mnuy counterfeits ; and the government
was powerless to limit the nn-ulati..n. Th<* notes there-

fore d to depreciate.

Mongol dynasty was overthrown, and the

nasty commenced with the reign of Hung-wu. In

the seventh year of his reign (1374) a new issue of govern-
notes took place, a facsimile of one of which is pub-

lished in Vule's " Marco Polo." It is correct as to

colour, 1 > convey a truthful representation of the

v silk paper upon which the original notes were

printed, one of which, tin- property of Sir Harry Parkes,
the writer inspected in 1883. i:. I '74 the notes of the

Mongol emperors were still in circulation, though at what

relation of value to the Ming issue is not stated.

At a subsequent date during the same reign the Mongol
notes were r< it ion. The new Ming notes

read: "This paper money shall have currency, and be

used in all respects as if it were copper money." The de-

nations were from 100 to 1,000 chueu. Martin ntates

us they were issued redundantly, it was attempted to

maintain their value by forbidding the use of gold and

silver; but since, in point of fact, these metals were not
'

then coined or used as money in <'hin:i. i. ther their nse

nor disuse could have had any effect upon the value oi

paper notes ; and Martin must be mistaken. Their value

could only have been affected by their number and that of

any other pieces of money then in circulation, such aa

copper chuen, private bank notes, counterfeits, 4c.

At the outset of the Ming issues, 17 paper chuen were

equal to 18 metallic chueu ; by the year 1448, the issues of

r ravel*
"

nulovillc (Ed. 1*39), p. t.
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paper notes having meanwhile been greatly incrca : tlr.-

relation became 1000 paper to 3 metallic churn. In 1 ) . >

the government decreed that the taxes should be paid in

paper money, and forbade the circulation of coins (chuen).

The Mings, so far as excessive issues are concerned, were

but too clearly following in the worst footsteps of the

Mongols.

Nevertheless, the condition of the empire had greatly

improved. Whilst Hung-wu, who reigned 1868-99, was

still on the throne, that is to say, in 1393, a census of th<

population showed 60,545,812 mouth .*. -had

red but half a century previously in lol'J one of

the greatest famines of which mention occurs in hi.--

when no less than 13,000,000 of human beings i

st roved in this empire alone.
3 But the prosperity v>

this increase of population evinces, gradually disappeared,
and after Hung-wu the empire again fell into <1

was repeatedly subjected to the incursions of the Tartars.

In 1-148, and with a view of improving the credit <

government paper notes, the circulation of metallic chuen

was prohibited ; but this measure proved abortive, and by
the year 1 l

""
the paper issues appear to have become

entirely discredited, and metallic chuen resumed their old

place in the circulation. This was the last issue of impe-
rial govern incut notes in China.

3

H. T. Ku.n (Chinese vice-consul at San Francisco) states

that leather notes were issued by the Ming dynasty during
the rebellion of Lee-cheong. Undated porcelain coins are

still extant, stamped with Chinese letters signifying

"Eternal prosperity." One in the author's possession
measures about three-quarters of an inch in diameter and

one quarter of an inch thick. Another one, of different

type, is in the San Francisco Mint collection.

Towards the latter part of this century (the fifteenth)

the population of the empire had fallen to 5-3,281,158

Malte-Brun.
* A pp. Cyc.i

1879, pp. 65-68.
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igure it WM greater than thai of

We now come to the period when China WM opened to

the maritime commerce of Europe. This was effected by
the Portuguese in would bo interesting to know
what had been the ratio between gold and silver in China

previous to this eve: how such r.t; came to be
afterwords changed by its influence; data on the

t are too meagre to warrant an \ conclusions.

We a KM! that at about the beginning of the four-

h o-ntury the ratio was 1 tael of silver equal to 1 mace
of gt> re is no up-
wards of three centuries after this date. The ratio was,

however, not important. The Chinese coined neither gold
nor silver/ and although the latter is at present used for

money, and was probably so used, at least to a small ex-

tent, at the date mentioned (1264-1*1), the national policy
of keeping the mines closed, which appears to have been

adopted so far back as that period, and perhaps for agea

before, must have caused the ratio to depend upon sur-

rounding countries rather than the relative abundance of

the precious metals within the empire. The countries

most likely to have exercised tin- influence at the date

ioned were those which had ly been over-

run and plundered by Genghis Khan and his successors, to

wit, Turkestan, Persia, Asia Minor, and Eastern Europe.
1596 the emperor (contrary to the advice of his

ministers, and probably at the instigation of the Portu-

guese) ordered the opening of six mines of gold and sih

1
Ifaltt-Krim.

U'lirenxl before

ia, January. 1879.

>? Ling ; pamphlet.
San Fi

.aeRepo^ 289-95.
< liina innue* no other coin but the haw me

tokrn t composed of copper and sine with, perhaps some lead.** Da
*8.

D
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provinces of Honau, Chensi, and Shansi ; but six

years afterwards they were closed.
1

. Colwcll says- that "in China, tin- skill of coui.

h as wholly to prevent the use of coins (mean-
ing gold and silver ones), and that vast population is for

that reason, it is said confined to the primitive mode of

weighing, in payments, all the gold and H!V<T used m com-
merce." Hut this opinion is clearly wrong. Ji U true tlu-

Chinese are skilled in counterfeiting ; but they are more
than equally skilled in being able to detect count,

coins or even impure metal. The fact is, they do use

silver coins, only they are all, with the exceptions men-
tioned below, and when not counterfeit, coins of foreign
nations. The real reason why gold and silver coins are not

fabricated in China is that the money of the country is, and, ex-

cept when replaced by paper notes, has always been,
"
cash/'

generally copper, but sometimes iron coins. These cash

have been issued from time to time, not as commodity but

numerary or highly over-valued coins, the value of which is

endeavoured to be regulated by laws limiting their issue.

Under these circumstances, it is only necessary to say, in

reply to Mr. Colwell's theory that the money of the country
whether commodity or numerary being made of copper or

iron, it is impossible to introduce gold and silver coins

into the circulation or to make them legal tender at any
fixed ratio of value to the cash ; because the latter are com-

posed of metals whose value in gold or silver is subject to

violent fluctuations; there being now no great hoarded
stock of them on hand in the commercial world, as there is

of gold and silver.

Since the opening of China to maritime commerce the

changes in her monetary system have not been important.

During the last years of the Ming dynasty, which end'

1645, the empire became the theatre of internecine wars,

1

Pautlm-r, "GUne," \>. 40.5, e<l. 1835.
'

"Ways and Means of Payment," p. 109. He m .;..rmati.n

Du HahU-. ii. 287.



aiul fli. num. -r -u -y rhh l*ing issued without limit but

, and large)/ oounter-

*, they tVll to thfir commoditj value, and, a

nod, to- :h the* iril.uti- rice, the pnnci|al,
almost tho only, moneys ot

r Taetaing, ; <x> Tartar, dyDJUty began
l". wirh tli. IT if!. ; and an era of peace and

progress succeeded. Tin Russians were allowed to trade

the northern parts of the empire. Formosa and Thibet
t rade was permanently opened

seaports. A< .Jesuit, Adam Schall, was ap-

pointed prim rchea

were restored to the missionaries (1671), and tho country
was surveyed and mapped out 1>\ Kuropeans. These re-

torms indicate an era of prosperity, which soon demanded a

more equitable and . than copper cash;
and acoor iper money, at first consisting of private

bank notes, followed afterwards by provincial government
credit notes, crrpt into : .'itmn.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the popula-
tion . had grown to perhaps 175,000,000 souls, and

notxv no- i-unvnt lu-licf to tin- i-.-ntrary, and tho

ususes adduced to support this belief, this

be deer greatest number known to have been

Attained in China, an :k the highest point

prosperity, which, since the period mentioned, has greatly
!i 1875, at the beginning of the present reign

:uang-soo, ninth emperor of the Tsin dynasty the

population of the empire could scarcely have exceeded

'00,000.' These numbers ami tlu> n of pro-

gress which they indicate, have, it is thought, lost

rograde, and at the present

inire, if not slowly progressive, has at least

nnry condition.

I Sin FrmnrMoo "
\rf&-

nauC Spt. i;th. ls;s. a ,,.l itir therein

i^t actual CliintiM rvtiMi (1761).
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monetary system of China at present consists, and

for some time past has consisted, principally of cast c

or bronze cash, of which there are two classes in circulat i< n.

Tin- first of these nre the large cash, which are cast by the

Imperial authorities, and circulated almost exclusively in the

city of IVkin and its suburbs, where no other ca-li is current.

It is presumed to be these coins whose composition
is said to consist of six to eight parts of copper, and from

four to two parts of alloy, either lead, zinc, or tin, and

whose legal composition is described as follows : copper

54, tutenag (zinc) 42, lead 3.4, unenumcrated 0.6 ; total

100. The ingredients are, however, not always the same. 1

Between these cash and silver bullion there is said to

be established a legal relation of 1000 cash to the tael

of silver.
2 But since cash are legal tender and silver

bullion is not, this relation cannot be deemed effectr

However this may be, the cash, if composed as above

set forth, are, at this relation, undervalued, and silver bullion

overvalued.

The second class of cash consists nearly entirely ofcop
and are smaller and lighter, weighing when new, about eight
to the ounce avoirdupois, and when worn, say after fifty to

one hundred and forty years of use, exactly nine to the

ounce. These cash are cast by the provincial authorities

or by private parties under their permission.
4

The market relation between cash and foreign dollars

varies from 1200 to 1800 cash to the dollar; the variance

being influenced by the local supply and demand of par-
ticular coins at the Treaty ports.

1
GutzlafTs China."

3
Stanton's "Laws of China," London. 1810. pp. 124-5.

1

Farming out the mintage to private partie- l.y the imperial
unent i mentioned l.y Forbes, 65. The same author (p. 63)

BUte* that companies of men -bant- have been permitted to i-<ue coins,

ness, and variableness of ( hiin-e <:.*!, 166 Wiley in

"Trni '--.rih China Jiraneh of Royal

(about) the year 1865. The weights given in the text are from my
own experiment*.
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The- laws of China contain provision* designed to pre-
the oxportation, sequestration, monopoliialion or

i copper metal or copper oath and the counter*

ig
<'t' th Copper metal maybe used in the

arta only for certain specific purpose*. None ia to be con-

cealed, or sold excop government.
1

Copper ore,

copper sheatl mil copper wares, may be exported on

payment of -,* but not c is.

Officers of - ;ose gov< u (under

pain of sixty blows) from retaining and accumulating coin.
1

> Penal Code of China provides that when cash is

cast it shall be deposited with the Board of Revenue* until

required tor ;ml>l
'' The qu f metal coined

is issue are fixed by the Board of

Revenue in - t the successive supplies of coin for

the use of the people may correspond with their wants and

_r to the market prices of gold, silver,

grain, and ot in general use and commmpt.
M uivhison's opinion/ why the gold mines of <

were forbidden to be worked, may have been derived from

thr.M' IVL'ulati. I1-.

Men to be cast by individuals under

pain of death.

Copper cash is forbidden to be exported abroad on penalty

(to foreigners) of a su to its value ;

7 but it may be

poster/,"
ii 68.

June 18, ISM.

ite* ot I d IJniwn. <l \**2. j. 190. The
I at 1.1$ taeb per

100 ca

rhim-M- i; ..ic of China.*';.

.II.M-1, in i'.rit." !.>
I

I tii China." Statutw at Large, IS6i.

, Knplainl. Comolt

III.. andSE*!w. VI.. rind ia

69
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shipped by foreigners under bond, from one seaport of

i to anotli. r.
1

No provision appears to be enforced at present against
the importation of silver, which in re^rd t. < 'hina is unim-

portant; for the relation established 1\ tin- Chinese

not between copper coins fabricated by the Chinese authori-

ties and silver coins similarly fal>ri<-at< -<1 (of which tin-p-

are none), but between copper coins so fabricated and

bullion.

Nevertheless, such an interdict was probably enforced in

former times, for Postlethwayt, an old author, inforn

that silver was imported into China, sunvjttitiously, in

order to counterbalance the export of gold, which,
'

prohibited, was also effected surreptitiously.

Martin says that "
gold and silver may not be legally

exported from China except in limited quantities, and in

foreign metal/' whilst in another place he says
" the Censor

of Fuhkein has appealed against this law, (permitting the

exportation of the precious metals,) saying that the expor-
tation of silver

' touches the vitals of the empire.'
'

The fact is that these, in common with most of the ot :

laws relating to the money of China, are grossly violated.

Says Martin :
" A large amount is, however, annually taken

away (exported) in broken Spanish dollars and sycee I

and gold/' And in another place:
" A Censor from ( h

keang complains of the exportation of silver and yellow

gold and that there is no law to punish the guilty/'
1

'

Copper metal is concealed, copper cash is either d. -

signedly or unavoidably rendered scarce at times in one

place and abundant in another ;

4
it is largely counterfeited j

5

Cnited States Treaty with China/' Statutes at Large, 1862,

p. 194.

"Die. of Com.,** article
"

(Jol.i."
3
Martin's "

History of China." i. I /TO.

lliains's" Mi. M> KiML'.Inn,."
'
Counterfeit <-:i*h arc so common that it is customary in tra-l.

to allow five to ten j.cr cent. <.f payments in cash to be made in

counterfeit'*. Information from Mr. James White, M.P., long a rcsi-



and it has 1

.sly exported by foreigner*;
sorootiinoM by shiploads.

1

itioii in this respect is, that

whilst the Chi in -MI* u , undervalue copper cash as

against silver bullion, thoy overvalue cash as against rice

exacted as tribute. This grain is so important an article of

commerce in China that the over-valuation of copper oath

in rice has the effect of over-van. 1 other com-
mo.. '-opt silver.

The taxes which are payable in money are collected

by the tax farmers or official collectors, as the case may be,

in copper cash, and by the latter paid to the Imperial
Government in silver. From these transactions the col-

lectors derive a considerable profit, for they always charge
the people for the exchange more than enough to protect

-elves from loss through fluctuations in the value of
- measured by cash. In 1847 it was estimated that

of the population paid th< ir taxes in cash, the

value of which had to bo remitted to the government in

silvr

d that these arbitrary and complicated regu-
lations are somewhat similar to those which prevail'

Rome during the failing periods of the Commonwealth and

the Empire. There can be no doubt that the true principles

of money, the causes of its value and its relations t

growth of industry, have been more than once caught sight
of in China ; nay, even that they have been acted on and

into practice. But owing to the absence of advanced

education among the people and of strength in the govern-

ment, this never continued long. The theory of money is

Davis China." ii. 390, quote* from the

Gm* the confeanion of a forger who
7000 rl.ur plural. .1 1U1II ) by carting them in lead.

. commercial returns show something of the

movement in copper from China.

:ne*c Repository," xvi. 275.277, and M:
i. 178.
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very correctly outlined in a memorial to one of the emperors
of the present century.

1

However, it was known in ('liin.-i

ages before. At present, it is forgotten.

The cash of the empire have always been issued as

numerary moneys ; several circumstances have nt times more
or loss altered this character. These are the vicissitudes of

the government, which have induced it to break down the

limits it had set to the emissions; its inefficiency in guard-

ing against counterfeits, which at these or other times have

had a similar effect ; and the emission of private bank notes.

These circumstances have frequently altered the numerary
character of the cash to their commodity value. In other

words, they have lowered the value of the cash to that of the

metal they contained. Precisely at what several periods
this occurred, and therefore at what several periods the

cash and their paper representatives possessed a more or

less numerical value, and at what periods a merely com-

modity value (that of the copper, etc., contained in the

cash) it is often difficult to determine. But the general
fact that the cash are or have been numerical appears to be

beyond dispute.

This fact is proved by several circumstances.

I . The government mints for coining cash were stopped
in the province of Fuhkien for upwards of twenty years,
in Chihli for sixteen years ;

in Hupeh for upwards of ten

years; and in Hunan for ten year> ; :m<l during this time

no new cash were coined in these provinces. The motive

for this measure was to diminish the number and thus

increase the value or purchasing power of the cash already

existing. This long continued course of contraction, whose

only mitigation arose from the fabrication of counterfeits,

must have had a most depressing effect upon industry and

population."
II. It is proved by the enormous profits which, at some

1

Tin- "Chinese Repository." ii. -J79, contain* tl,.

well worthy of perusal.
Chinese Repository," ii. 279.
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not very remote date not mentioned, but probably within

the present century were derived by the government from

the fabrication of caah. The metal contained in the oaah

illy coined in fourteen province* coat 800,000 taeU of

silver and waa coined into caah amounting by talo or num-
! ,200,000 taela, a profit of fifty per oei

1 1 1 proved by the absence of open and gratuiUMM

coinage in China. This is an i:

radically or commodity system of money is iropos*

ree to be supplied in response to the

demand f- -r tin -ir use are, or become, necessarily over-valued,

fore to a more or less extent assume the character

of numeraries.

.:-ning now t mese coins to paper mon<

must be stated again that no pap y has been issued

10 Imperial gover nee the middle of the fifteenth

r during the Ming dynasty.
1 Other paper money

has, however, obt m tin;.- t<> tnne,andat

present t h- r<> are vast quantities of it in use. Of the paper

money which has rirrulatcd in China during the past four

, namely, since the last issue of Imperial govern-
tin-re are three classes, all of which were

in cash, or silver taels at a fixed ratio to

cash ; and were therefore . ra-h . These classes are :

1. kink notes. These are issued by private

bankers* *. They are of all denominations

from one cash to 1000 taels. They sometimes pass with

With reference to

N nee Martin i. 176 ami " Chinese Repository," iv. 544 and

.-I in tht>p*Af(eUt referred to were, tome

and.

lini: r.N.k Mil of China at

uthor that the Imperial in'|- rr paid
. wrrv thru | IH8O) afloat and

:it at 90
]>.

nt in il\rr. ami that tbeae a*f
i! .;-.: ren n ai.K- in pax meat for purelisnii thlet of

nobil reason they were in demand by
ir face value in Mirer.
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an endorsement or "chop;" at others witli"ut. Their

ition is strictly local, and as to quantity, it rises and

falls with local demand. The notes are payable on demand
or in five or ton days, in cash or in taels of cash, that is to

say, taels of silver at a fixed relation to cash. Failures of

banks or bankers are rare. They have no connection with

the government.
1

These notes are preferred to metallic They are

easier to carry and their redeemability is unquestioned.
In Foochow in 1845 many of the mercantile firms issued

similar notes for 400 cash to 1000 taels.
8

Similar notes are issued by banks or bankers payable
not on demand, but in five or ten days' time. These pass
current as money the same as the others. Demand notes

for one, two, and five cash each are also issued by the salt

farmers throughout the empire. These also pass as money.
The use of cheques is so common that people travel with

their blank bank cheque books which can be filled up to any
amount.3

1 1 . Provincial notes. An emission of these during the

seventeenth century was alluded to on a previous page. It is

not known to the writer if any have been emitt. -<1 -ince.
4

111. Notes for brick tea used near the northern boun-

dary. These are unimportant. Being unconnected with

the cash system they will be alluded to further on under

the head of " brick tea money."
Besides the cash and the various sorts of paper money

which have been issued to represent them, other forms of

money have been or are used in China ; though only to a

limited extent. These will now be briefly treated and in

the order of their importance.
''cr bullion a <>jn silver coins. Neither silver

1

Martin'-* "China," i. 17.
"

( l.inene Repository;' xv. 211 n.,

Information from Mr. .In*. White, M.P., ami Forbes, ]. 71.

Mr. Sit Ming Cook sajrf there are none of these not. - in < insula-

tion now.
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coins nor gold coins arw fa bricati i }IOn-

ties. I'ti. it r.t! . s '
.

, however, fabricated foreign
coin* within i \<* contrary to

law. This was done at Fuhk th yar I -^M.
1

i similar illi

u was conduct' <l in tlih, south of

:i, :md ili.it M in.iny as one hundred workmen wen*

m|l..y.-d in a single establishment. They used European
noes. Furthermore that an Knglish

mercantile firm at had a mint there in which Spanish
dollars were coined.*

. n has not disdained to engage in

busin< s. In 1- reigning Emperor, Taouk-wang,
caused silver dollars to bo ca> ugchow and Formosa.

They were caUed " Soldiers' 1
'

he course of

missions be< '.- n th.-y ! and

disappeared fV >n .

*

. er bullion is generally cast into ingots, in shape

y resem i >es; hence its name of "sh<>

is called sycee,* and, as the means of refining
the metal were fornifrly t, sycee d in purity
with the met.; ..ininj*- districts, Altogc-
there were five kinds, all of dittorent "

touch," or per .

n-hoang or Kwan-leang, in whirh

the Imperial duties are paid, being ninety-seven to nil

nin< At present nil the tame, whet

. i j. Imitation ilollm are mntiooe<i at

nil and Mimciinii-* |>Uil
.ina,"

later Komnn* ralltKl the ancient anrens, the nolitlu*. From

'* *ilk, Fnrlti--

-

IticU enumerated in Plir

modem time* all ilver and all copper are the wun
rcdu purity.
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from one district or another, or whether native or foreign.
The name sycee has, therefore, a difl. i. nt meaning. It
now simply means any silver bullion which i-> pure or nearly
pure.

The foreign silver coins which circulate in China are

ly Spanish and Spanish-American pieces-of-eight and
dollars and American dollars and trade dollars. As these

pass from hand to hand they are " chopp ., marked
with the seal, device, or stamp of the owner, tv way of

rsement; hence the name of "chopped" dollars.
\\ hen these chop marks become so numerous that there is

om on the coins for more, the coins are reduced to
bullion. The value in cash of the various foreign dollars

bating in China is much subject to local capn
given coin being worth more or less in one city than
another. It is also subject to caprice in favour of particular
coinages, a dollar of one date being worth more or less tli.-m

one of another, although both may contain the same weight
of silver. Something of what is regarded as caprice is,

however, due to difference in weight and also to the presence
of a small proportion of gold (from 2 i to 5 per cent.)

present in some silver coins, particularly the Mexican and
old Spanish,

1 a fact due to the imperfect assays and mint-

ages of Spanish-American silver. The presence of this

gold is certain to be detected by the superior acuteness of
modern Chinese bullion deah

The most extraordinary anomaly in valuation relates to
the Spanish Carolus dollars, or more properly speaking,
pieces-of-eight. These coins are no longer fabricated by
the Spanish mint. The supply is thus very much limited,

:

'

'i" tin. Mc.xinm GongMM, n-port.-!
Diftrio"(offida1 .LM/I-M,.) OrtolM-r 14,1876, ':in<l qu.-t^I in

United States M.-n.-iarv Commission, vol. i.
A,,},. ,..

Mllt a - T "
I'lirtirulnrs my Mi,,,,-

U. S. .M,,M,-t:irv Commi^im, : .,). ])

nd "Chinese Repository," passim.
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whilst the demand due to Chinese habit being Minis*

rnpted, it has occurred tint the/ hare gone to a premium
to 40 per cent, over Mexican dollar* said to contain

an equal arm : .' Something of this t due
to the i these pieces-of-oight are old one*, and
contain more silver than the modern Mexican dollars.

Gol.l Ihtll ion and foreign gold coin*. Gold bulli<

used y to a small extent It is cant into mgoU,
several of which, assayed by the U.S. Mm: m 1858,

weighed on the average 11.8 ounces Troy and were 0.966

fine, value $235.50. They were intended to repreaeu
taels (of gold) each, which would make the value of one lael

it date, $23.55.'

Gold leaf, thi.-kneHs not stated, is said to have been us^l

. Chin.-i ;

'

Imt tin, use was probably merely
loosJ -!i'l Ptop rarj .

Bit ,,/,.. During the 250 years when plato-ships
went dii . Acapuloo to Manila, it is stated that

$400,000,000of silver found its way thither, au.l th.it one-

!i (f this sum was shipped Jr.. in Manila to China.
1

From 1784 to about the year 1850 (date of Martin's work)

$100,000,000 in silver were shipped from the United Slates)

to China. Siain and Cochin China were also accustom

send large quantities of both gold and silver to China.

ng sixty years of free intercourse between Japan and

i, there wore shipped from the former to the latter

at least $100,000,000 in the precious metals.

From all other sources during the past (eighteenth) cen-

tury, China received over $50,000,000 in the precious

metals.
4

At one time or another in the long history of this extra-

ordinary country, cither th*- importation or exportation, and

sometimes both, of silver and the exportation of gold,

have been prohibited. It is doubtful, however, how far

1 Tookc> 680.

Marti. Martin's "Chin*," i. 176.
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the government succeeded in pi > enforcing these

Brick tea money. Brick tea is a mixture of spoiled leaves

and stalks of the tea plant, of leaves of wild plants and of

bullocks' blood, driiMl in ovens. These substances being

pressed together in tin- form of bricks receive the name of

brick tea. It is manufactured in Southern China. The

infusion made from it is minglrd \vith rye im-al, mutton fat,

and salt, and this mess is usc<l as ;m article of diet by tin-

inhabitants near the frontier which separates China from

the Russian territory. Each brick weigli^ from 3 to 3J

pounds, and in the year 1851 they were worth about

two Russian roubles each, and passed, in the neighbourhood
where they were consumed, as money. Written promissory
notes payable in brick tea were also employed for the

purpose of money.
2

Mines. In 1838, a memorial addressed to the emperor
stated that forty to fifty thousand workmen were employed
in silver mining in certain specified districts of the empire ;

and that the annual produce was " not far from two million

taels of silver."
; The same memorial adds that there are

also other mines in the empire, not so rich as those named,
but which probably produce more silver.

Martin, writing a few years later, says, that the working
of some of the silver mines is forbidden; and that the

others employ 20,000 workmen and yield $3,000,000 a

year. Also that very little gold is obtained.
4

Randot says, that " some one has estimated the produce
of the Chinese mines at 6000 kilograms of gold and

2,000,000 of silver."
5

Otreskoff, writing in 1856, is
"
dis-

posed to think that the present production of gold in

1 Commit I'lMli-tliwa ' 'M."
* u

( ;U).
1
Dr. William.- erd*J Gride,*

1
!. II. n- Kong, 1863, p. 275.

4
Martin'-

'

I: 177. F( r q
i< ! Martin.

i. 379. Tin* metal i now obtained tr<>m California.
5

Report of the t'niud S: Commission, i, 560.
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i is about 000,000 per annum, and of hilver 180,000

per annum." Baron n, writing in 1

graphic account of th<< imp..Mti. n, robberies, and violence

to wl Miners are subjected, and declares thst mining
Is impossible vader sv meet. The proceeds are

d into three parts, one for the emperor, one for the

mandarins, and .- he owner, who rarely succeeds in

Mr. Seward says, that

since IK roads are more secure from highway
robbers, and that it is possible th raining may have

gained encourageme:

Baron Richtofen says, that gold in produced in at least

; uirtments distributed throughout fourteen pro-
s and always at a loss.

" The gold washers probably
earn less than they can get for ordinary labour, and take to

occupation only when there is the least demand for

work. We can, therefore, safely assume, speaking
old of gold is a measure of the poverty

is province." Mr. Kiugsmill says essentially the same

thing.
1

From these various evidences I have ventured to make

following rough estimate of the production of the pre-
cious metals in Chin two periods named. 1838:

riu-n in >ilvrr min.-s 30,000, annual product of -

$3,000,000. 1856: workmen iu silver mines 10,000,

il product of silver $1,000,000. 1838: workm

gold washings 30,000, annual product in gold $3,-000,000.

The product in gold has sinct lied.

will probably be safe to assume the production of the

ils in China at the present time at about

$5,000,000, one-half each of gold and silver.

1

-i

Mr. S*.ir<r> ...miir la u-*t information

mm i* fin

.aim 1. 1H84 : **Th
m ha* issue*! a lUvrrv onlorin- .atenwr pf

Yunnnn t<> -t.u itli a %iow t> JHMI ail the mine* in

Yunnan to
|>r<
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I have DOW brought the Monetary History of China down
to the present time. If it appears to have been treated t<><>

briefly, my apology is the difficulty of condensing events,

covering fifty-eight centuries of time, into the few pages to

which I nni limited for the purpose. These events are full

of interest to the world ; and it is my sincere hope that the

coarse which J have herein so rapidly outlined, may prove

sufficiently attractive for other scholars to more thoroughly
and definitely trace.



CHAPTER 111

JAPAV.

Ancient money Eariieat coin* Gold tod

money Copf* tal period <

Nfinu Progressive periodArm.! ,.ftl*

Till
il period and era of Japan

* commence with

the year B.C. 660.

Previous to that period its history is obscure. Some
native writers are of opinion that the present inhabitants

owe t -jin to aboriginal Ainds; while others regard
the Ainos as the degenerate survivors of an ancient race,

which also gave birth to the Japanese, and whoee history is

lost.

The curved and perforated pieces of soap-stone occa-

sionally dug up in various parts of the country, and ascribed

to a pro-historical period, may have been used as money/ or

not; it is difficult to determine. There is little about the

appearance of the oldest known coins of Japan to

conjecture that these soap-stone relics were money,
it be the holes through the middle of them ; and as to

drawing any inferences in this connection from the

of society in the remote times to which the

belong, the Japanese themselves appear to place too little

reliance upon the historical accounts of their own anti-

, to warrant the act.

The analogy between the perforations in these Japanese

1 Known to the native* a* Dai-nippou ; corrupted by the

-o into Sbi-pen-kue ; Marco Polo a* Ztpaufs or

Jipan-gn, whence Japan.
1 See " The Mikado's Empire," by Griffia, New York, IS76,

p. 53.

E
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soap-stones and in the copper coins of a later period on

the one hand, and the clay scarab of Egypt, whose peculiar

design or shape was stamped upon the early coins of the

neighbouring Greek colonies, on the other hand, is certainly

worthy the study of antiquaries and archaeologists. It may
lead to a corroboration of the view maintained by Japanese

scholars, that there existed in Japan a pre-Aino civilization

of a high ord

Our accounts of money in Japan begin with its ear

historical date. Mr. Titsingh, a Dutch author quoted 1-y

Malte-Brun, was said to have possessed a collection of

Japanese coins which went back "as far as 600 yc
before Christ."

' These coins, if genuine, and if there is no

mistake as to the date, are probably all of copper ;
for we

hear of no gold or silver in Japanese history, either as

money or otherwise, until the period of the invasion of

Southern Corea, A.D. 203, from which country, it is stated,

the Japanese conquerors returned home with "
eighty

ships well laden with gold, silver, articles of wealth, silk,

and precious goods of all kinds."' With regard to the

metal of which these coins are composed, it is worthy of

remark that Mr. Titsingh says that some of the coin-

were "
engraved," a fact that would seem to point to a

more valuable metal than copper.
4

The much higher antiquity of money in China, the

intimate relations between China and Corea, and the

proximity of Corea to Japan, suggest the probability that

money was introduced from the first into the last-named

. illi-v on tin- rnntrary. in-innate-, that tin- Aino-. MM

whom Mill dwell in remote parts of the Maud-, were the ah- !i L-in -.

and preceded all civilization in J;>

1

Tit.-inph i- tin- author of 4i

Verhamlclingen Van In t

Hataviaatch jrenooMchnp." Midte-Hrun. ii. f>l. Philadelphia edition.

1827. Sir Stamford Raffle*.
'

11 :. .Fa\a." i. xxvii.. mentions in the

-:..n a Mr. (
. I

(JrinX 78, 79.
4 Malte-Bnm. ii. .W, quoting Tit-high, as cited by Charpentier-

in 1 jo to Bengal**
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period than the seventh century B.C.,

lie writer baa met with DO historical trace of inch an

The next mention of money occurs in the fifth to the

seventh centuries of the Christian era.

fifth and sixth centuries the religion, laws,

customs, ions of China were introduced into

Japan, and it seems probable that among the latter were

the kinsatsii, or small paper notes. They were en:

nively by the feudal lords or daimios.
1

Until a very
recent period they were never issued by either the imperial
or sbogunatic governments.* They were probably ledeeia*

, were redeemed in early times in nee.

grain was the standard of value in the eighth century, and

is stated tint "silver was first presented to the

emperor in A.n. 670."
*

It w difficult to reconcile this

statement with the account of gold and silver captured in

Corea, i.n. 203. Surely some of these spoils, if indeed not

all of them, w> ored to the emperor.
Whether we believe that gold or silver pieces were used

as money at the time of the Corean invasion, or in the

seventh century, or at neither time, but that instead,

kinsatsu, representing either copper coins or rice, were

used as money at these early dates, it sounds strangely to

be informed that in the eigh 1 1 1

'

rice was the standard

ry great tlaimio hat tamed
.urn-Mi i are over one hundred local varieties

in t!n- mi- int. value*, ami MICH." GriflU, p. 425.

-11111111: the Japanese Consul at 8aa

-

ice* b*ue,each in hi* own

paper money, takinir the j-la

: -IJXT uioiK inn I )iv the prince at hi* yuki (residence) in

i Van VUkenbarg to the Scale

l>rj.;irtni.-!! of t
;

i. I'!:it.-l BtatSf,

.

'

chapter on Japan, rol. I p. 291.
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of value and all taxes were paid in tins Lr ruin," and that
" the treasury consisted of imperial store-houses and

granaries, as money was not then in general use.'
1 Grain

of any kind is greatly inferior as money to either metal or

paper. Why, then, should a nation which had once learnt

to employ the latter, return to the former ? One answer is :

irregular supplies of metal and danger (from counterfeits)

of using paper; but this is not proved. Another answer

is : that during the interval between the ancient times, when
metallic money was exclusively employed in Japan, and

the mediaeval times, when rice formed some part, or else

the basis for some part, of the currency, the empire sustain* <1

a decline of peace, security, and civilization, such as that

which befell Europe at about the same period, and that

corn-rents in Japan for, except as to the extent that it

was represented by paper-kinsatsu, corn-money seems to

have been used only in the payment of agricultural rents

corn-rents in Japan are explicable upon precisely the same

grounds as corn-rents in mediaeval Europe.*
A review of the history of money in Japan from tin-

earliest times to the eighth century of our era leads to the

following conclusions :

is possible that money formed of perforated pieces of

soap-stone was employed at a very remote period, and

previous to the era of the Ainos.

At the beginning of the historical period, viz., in the

seventh century B.C., metallic discs were employed.
In the third century A.D. it seems probable that metallic

discs were in use, and that at this date, if not earlier, some
of them were of gold and silver.

In the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. the use of small

paper notes emitted by the feudal lords, and, at first,

probably redeemable in rice, was introduced from China.

1
Gritti*.

j..
104. Agricultural income* have for centuries past been

reckon* 1 in ri< . indeed, they are still reckon* -i in it.

1
See, on this subject, Adam Smith on Corn-Kent* in England, and

Hodgskin's
M
Travels," ii. 84, on Corn-RenU in Germany.
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In the eighth century A.D. corn (rice) reoU

common, and rice appears to have been the standard of

value in the limited class of large transaction* which the

times permitted. This currency was probably supplemented

by local kinsatsu and copper cenni for small changes th-

kinsatsii being probably redeemable in rice, and the copper
senni receivable only in retail transactions and at some

fixed ratio to rice.

The period under review particularly the last five

centuries thereof seems to have been one of political and

social decay. Among the marks and consequences of this

decadence were the interruption of commerce with sur-

rounding countries/ the practical overthrow of the imperial

govern in- >n of inland commerce from civil

war and ins the prostration of credit, the era of

feuda B emission of kinsatsu by the feudal lords, who
t tir-t lii|uiiluuul them in rice, but afterwards over-issued

and failed to redeem them, and paid their debts in

depreciating paper, while they collected thrir rents in grain.

Although some of these indications of decay are traceable

so late as the <>ntury, a contrary movement seems to

have begun at an earlier period. Commerce was opened
with China in the fifth and sixth centuries, and in the seventh,

the central government of Japan resumed its authority,* and

the progress of feudalism was arrested . With these changes)
d another phase in the history of money in Japan.

MIL: tlu> period A.D. 708-715, copper mines were dis-

covered.
3

In A. _rld mines were opened.
4 The

copper obtained from Suruga is said to have contained a

considerable admixture of gold, a fact which, in the early

days of their intercourse with Europeans, was probably not

\nd the top|apc of tho*e supplier of copper from which the

ating zcnni had theretofore been fabricated." Martin. I 891.

(Jrirtb, p. 94.
'

Griffim 111

n rear* before thiv . A.D. 739, a cnloaial copper figur*

Idha, fifty-three feet hii>li and corered

Japanese shrine. A ning gold mine*, see Martin, I *91.
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known to the Japanese, and of little value to tin

wa known, for until quite recently they do not appi

have been acquainted with the art of separating these metals

economically.
1 Those facts will perhaps account tor the

eagerness of the Dutch to obtain Japanese copper, and for

the enormous qunnt it us of this metal which they exported
to Holland.

The mediaeval Japanese mining laws concerning copper
are not known. Of the gold produced, two-thirds were

claimed as his proportion by the emperor, and only one-

third allowed to the proprietor of the land,* who, in all

cases, was the lord of the feud. The actual niin.-r, a serf

or villein belonging to the soil, probably received a mere

pittance of rice for his labour. X<> mine could 1-e opened
without express permission of the emperor, and tin T-

a prohibition against digging beyond u certain depth.
3 In

nt times these rules have been greatly modified.
4

The first mints, we are informed, were established in

1588, forty and odd years after the arrival of the Portugi.

This statement appears to need qualification; for, if tl.e

account concerning Mr. Titsingh is to be credited, metallic

moneys were fabricated in Japan 600 years before Christ,

and, according to other evidence, copper zenni of native

fabrication were common, though not plentiful, when the

Portuguese arrived. Previous to 1588, the only metallic

moneys fabricated were the zenni, and some rude gold and

silver pieces; the former having been cast, and tin- latter

Martin, i. -J^. and Cah.wnin. p.
*

Maltf-lirun, ii. .53, uiul Martin, i. 288.
'
Malte-Hrun, ii. 53, and Martin, i. 289. The former MMrfa

reignn for tin- ruU- to have bec-n tin- dt-in- to -tradv tin- value of tilt-

metal by r. its production u polk-v not without \\i-dora in a

small and isolated rountry. 1 r asgert* the reason to have

been the fear that the mines would be too soon exhau.M< <1.

_' mining laws of Japan are set forth in Mr. I'. 1.'.

Plunkett's Report to Sir Harry Parkes, 1876, and Miiumarized in

Grimj,602.
'
Martin, i. 292, and Griffin, 286.
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hammered. The meaning of the statement quoted from
Martin and Griffia may therefore bo, that in 1588 the firat

ug preaaea were introduced, and that moneys ofgold and
silver were first made in considerable quantities, and altar

some regular system of sire, weight, finenes*, and design*.
Or it may mean that in 1588, metallic moneys were first

systematically or exclusively made by authority of the

shogunate ; those of a previous date having been fabricated

chiefly by the daimioa.
1

From the seventh to the twelfth centuries of our era, the

money of Japan appears to have consisted of rice, supple-
od by copper moneys of provincial, or yet more local,

fabrication. There are no evidences of paper money during
this period ; although, as its history is somewhat obscure, it

is not impossible that such money may have been employed.
Feudalism was still the characteristic condition of society,

he feudal system waa passing away ; at least, it was not

gaining ground. The physical resources of the country

appear to have increased during the first part of this era

and during the last to have diminished.

From the twelfth century dates the usurpation of the

shogun and the establishment of the shogunate sa the prac-

tical government of Japan. Feudalism was now again

repressed this time with greater energy than before. The
daimios were compelled to personally reside at the seat of

the shogunate ; the mikado, though respected as the

supreme power, waa secluded and deprived of all substan-

tial part in the affairs of the empire ; and the usurper exer-

cised many centralised functions, and in after yean con-

ducted all transactions with foreigners and foreign govern-
ments.

During the four centuries from the establishment of the

shogunate to the arrival of the Portuguese, the money of

Japan differed from what it had been during the previous
five centuries. Generally speaking, it consisted chiefly of

I.pan u it Wa. and U," by Richard HUdreth, Bottom 1836, p.

900, and Universal History," vol. ix. p. 70S.
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rice with copper moneys for small change. These may
have been supplemented by rude pieces of gold and silver

money, and kinsatsii.
1

I have not been able to determine

whether the copper or other metallic moneys (if any) which

circulated during this period were emitted by the shogun or

by the feudal lords. Probability points to the former.

This brings the history of money in Japan down to the

opening of intercourse with the Portuguese in 1542; an

event that has at length had the result of bringing Japan
within the family of Modern nations ; while the same event,

operating upon a different state of affairs in the other

countries of Asia, has left" them where it found them, be-

longing to the Ancient world.

1

In Japan paper money was emitted from 1319 tx> l.'J.'tl under the

dairi Go Daigo No tenoo. It remained in circulation for sixty or

seventy years. "Chim^e Repository," vol. xx. pp. 289-295.



CHAPTKK IV.

I A, PRIOR TO ALKXANDEK THE GREAT.

I under one government: hence difficult t

scribe its monetary systems comprehensively These system* mclndc
sevem xperimenu, particularly those of Mshosned bin

-four era At i" money in

: :.i .1. in < r.m.i l'n>ofs; from popnloinnesa and phase of

in Code t.i from the N
tings ; from the

liuddl rom numismatic remains; from language fiapply

tttng metals from the mines, and from foreign commerce 8can-

danl of money at rariotis eras : the copper stands? : . tandard ;

the copper utandard again Silrer money not permanently employed
until A. i.. 17J:> : u,.r paper money, permanently, until during the pre-
sent century 1 : v alue between gold and * een sflrer

and copper Ro ..-- 1 lUtorical eras of India marked by foreign inva-

sions Senoatri* Darius Alexander Selencus Embassy of Mega**
thenes Invasion

'

Anti<>chus Mahomedan conquest.

T TM.l ma, India has never been united by one

vJ government ;
hence an attempt to describe its nume-

rous and varied monetary systems under a single view runs

risk of becoming misleading. Notwithstanding the objec-

tion to such a coarse, the paucity of historical materials

compels it to be pursued until the period of the Maho-

medan conquest, when a consideration of the subject under

the three great natural divisions of north-western, north-

eastern, and southern India becomes feasible.

To describe a series of monetary systems extending back-

ward for, perhaps, fifty centuries, would appear an idle task

in a work which, like the present one, aims to be of prac-
tical utility , .1M not such a retrospect serve to prepare the

mind to understand and derive instruction from the more
modern systems of the series, among which are the very
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interesting experiments of Mahomed bin Tuglah, a mone-

tary reformer of the fourteenth century of our era.

The antiquity of money in India appears to be as great
as in China, and is susceptible of being traced backward to

about thirty centuries before Christ. The proofs of tins

great antiquity are d :'rom various sources, each of

u-hirh will be examined in due order. These sources are:

(1) The most ancient accounts of the population and con-

dition of society in India ; (2) The Code of Manou
;

The Vedic writings ; (4) The Buddhic writings ; (5) Nu-
mismatic and other archaeological remains; (6) Comparative

philology.

1. Accounts of the population and society of and' nf

'. h is generally conceded by those who have made a

study of the subject, that the race who now form the bulk

of the Sudra, or lowest class of persons in India, were very

anciently a numerous people, who had " attained to a high
condition of civilization, so as to form large communities, to

establish kingdoms, and, besides cultivating the soil, to carry
on extensive commerce ;

" l
that the Hindoos entered India

from a foreign country, and having possessed themselves of

the soil, they reduced the Sudra, or aboriginal inhabitants,

to serfdom ; that they brought with them the Sanscrit lan-

guage ; and that all this happened more than three thou-

sand, and possibly more than four thousand five hundred

years ago.* At later, though still very ancient periods, the

populousness and commercial phase of India are proved by
Manou, by the Vedic writings, by the Indian remains found

in Egyptian tombs of the fifteenth century B.C., and, lastly,

by Herodotus.3

A people may exist in the pastoral state without the use

of money ; it may enter upon the agricultural phase of social

Land of the Veda," by 1 tal, London. 1854,

P. :1.
2

Lieut. -<,n. Briggs, F.R.8., as quoted in IVn-ival, pp. 29-3'J.
1
See extract* from the Code of Manou further on in tin- text;

Wilkinson's "Ancient Egyptians;" Herodotu-. lil>. iii.
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existence before the necessity of employing money
-owering ; bat when, as in the present case, the agri-

cultural phase has continued so long that manufacture* and

foreign commerce have began to develop themselve*

ventured to be assumed that no large society could long hold

together without the agency of money/ and therefore, that

>iu h .-.

Kxrietj

'

hold together, mut, of imcumltjr,
hare employed money of some sort ; not merely commo-

- nsed in voluntary barter, but money, that is to say,

r ('tun lols, or numeraries, stamped by

public authority, and used as the common means of pay-
ment and legal or customary expression of price. That

India .VIM invaded by the Hindoos, contained

a population suftuimtly dense and civilized to require
the use <: . there can be but little doubt, and, upon
the strength of the implication which these fact* conv.

is regarded as quite safe to date back the use of money in

this country to, at least, the period of that ev-

2. .

-

of Manou. Amongst the most an<

rary monuments of India are the civil and religious institutes

commonly known as the Code of Manou. The age ascribed

to this work varying usually with the cosmogonal belief of

the commentator is from the sixteenth to the ninth century

B.C., the former being the view of Mr. Colebrooke, and the

iliara Jones and Mr. H. H. Wilson.'

As a mean 1 these discordant opinions it has been

led to adopt the view d de Ste. Martin,

who, after a very careful consideration of the subject, has

age, and exchange, money." P. Ha*

monii it certain!,* the rae when aoeiety, aa in

India at the pet numerous, bat

advam-rd in . mh/ation beyond the early agricultural into the manu-

facturing f>!VJ CQflUnerv ial phaae*
*
Meaara. Max M v , xtrrmc riewt oo tais

- Mai>: Miimnata Orientalia." c<litr<l l>v K^U.nl

Thomas 1. to be remarked thn tie of

the e<liti.i publbhcd in 1876 the word "Manden" u

replaced bv "
InternationaJ."
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assigned the era of the extant Code of Manou not that of

Manou himself to the twelfth or thirteenth century B.C.
1

Like all civil and most religious codes, this one has evi-

dently undergone modification, and part of this modification

may possibly be traced down to so late a date as that assigned
to the entire code by Max Miillor. Among the unmodified,
or at least most ancient portions, would however seem to be

included all those to which are prefixed such phrases as," This

law was enacted by Manou," chapter viii. svtin 1:5'.)
;

"
I

will next propound the established law concerning assault

nnd battery/' viii. 278 ;

" The names of copper, silver, and

jrold weights which are commonly used among men/' viii.

181, Ao.
1

That the equivalents alluded to in the last paragraph
were handed down from a higher antiquity than that of the

extant code appears to be also implied in the fact that while

the order of importance in the paragraph is, 1st, copper,

2nd, silver, and 3rd, gold, in the table which follows it is

1st, silver, 2nd, gold, 3rd, copper. This bespeaks re-

arrangement of some previous table.
3 What is far more

certain, however, is that the table relates to moneys as well

as weights.

Omitting the first portion of this table, which relates to

minute equivalents of mustard seeds and barley corns, and

adapting Marsden's English equivalents, determined after

the studies of several distinguished metrologists, the table

stands as follows :
4

1 -Tim.nicies of the Pathan King* of IK-lhi." by Edward Thoma*.
London. Triibii.-r. Is? I. Hvo. p. 168.

' ode of Maiioii." trans, by Sir Win. Jones, ed. by (.. <

I laugh ton, London, 1825.
* Man*den holds that alteration in the Code is implied in the use of

two discordant systems of enumeration in the table of weights and

moneys, viz., the binary and decimal. There is no doubt that the Code
has undergone many changes ; but ioular reason for thinking
so is far from being conclusive. It is possible that the binary and
decimal systems were used simultaneously; and if nt. it i- probable
the change, was made long before the era of the Code now extant.

4
Marsden's "Numis. Orient.," p. 13.
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HVfcA*. or COM.

:ti

2 Rali = 1 Ma.haka . 3.50

89 Rati = 1 Dharana (from rfAri. to bold), or

ranm (jmrmma, old)

ttO Kali a 1 Satauiaim . . 460.00

II Vi/rAft. or Cbfcf.

a Rati = 1 M.i.ha
l

. 8.75

80 Kali = I Smnnui UO.OO
920 Kali = 1 I'aL i . 560.00

3800 Kali = 1 Dbarana . ^600.00

i>rr UVif At*, or Coins.

80 Kati = i Kiii>hapana 140.00

Elsewhrn- in the Code of Manou there are references to

the precious metals, that is to say, gold, silver, and copper,
M point t<> a higher estimation of them than of mere

commodities. The italics in the following examples do not

appeal original text :

"Of ol- and precious minerals in the earth, the

king is entitled to half, by reason of his general prot<

and because he is lord paramount of the soil/'

"From s (combined use?) of water and fin,

arose gold ," v. 1 1

Of a v. says : "By speaking falsely in a cause

concerning />//, he kills the born and the unborn"an ex-

treme anathema, viii. 99.

l.
' the judge cause ... a merchant to swear by his

cattle, grain, and goltl," viii. 11'.. Other clsisns of persons
are to swear by other characteristic or important objects.

Day by day must the king, though engaged in forensic
t.

liiAiiJ arc alluded to in the Code, viii. 298 ;

" a MO*At of

:
; and a plant called a mdjla, in ix. 39. WiUuBton

tnuulatea the Egyptian word awuAa M weighu or halanco. and mrt

mojAa M upcrintcndcnt of weighu or balances See hi*

Egyptian*/' Scribner't Am. Ed. i. >.
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business, consil T the great objects of public measures, and

enquire into the state of his . . . mine* of m'tals"

&c. viii. 419. The precious metals are meant, of course,

nclude copp*
'

fobbing tin :' a priest/' ix. 235, and stealing
" sacred gM," ix. 237, are classed with the highest cri

A similar solicitude and high regard for sacred gold occurs

in chapter viii. and elsewhere. The words which follow tin-

quoted clauses in chapter ix., namely,
" Such is the ordi-

nance of Manou/' seem to indicate that, whatever may be

the date of the Code which has come down to us, gold was

held to be " sacred
"

so far back as the time of Manou him-

self.

" Debaters of mctah
"

are classed with rogues, ix. 258.
" The most pernicious of all deceivers is a yol'ltinith who
commits frauds

;
the king shall order him to be cut piece-

meal with razors/' ix. 292.

We now come to plainer implications of, and allusions to,

money.
" If he speak falsely, through covetousness, he shall be

fined a thousand panas," viii. 120. As no reference is here

made to gold, silver, copper, clay, wood, or any other sub-

stance of which these panas may have been composed, the

fact was probably of no importance, and this could only have

been the case when the panas were money.
1

The prices of commodities are to be fixed by the king,
viii. 402. This clause not only implies the use of money,
but also that the whole sum of money in use, as related

to the number of exchanges to be effected by it, had

1 The word "money" occurs in many places in the Kni_r li-h tran-

l.ition of the Code, e#. viii. -Jli'. -JIM. Arc. Thi< word in any document
;ii:in tin- ilcdifatimi of tin- temple of .Inno Moneta M a mint in

the city . - an anachronism, although an unavoidable one,

because in Knjrli-di there is no other well-known term for nummnx.
44

numerary
"
being too techni ' the reason that **

money" in

. if* an annehroni-m. and i- not warranted hy the

original Sa -.tii.n ha M ]:tid to its appear-
ance in the tran-lation.
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undergone, or WM subject to violent or injurious fluctua-

tions. There could hare been no other reason for the enact-

ment i a law.
" Usurer*" are mentioned in viii. 102, and a tax of 5 per

cent, on the profit* of sale- 398 both of which pas-

sages are regarded a* implying the use of money.
The law of usury or interest is set forth at some length

:. 1 I". ail'l 1U tl:.- sivti-.n which follows it. Alluding
to the very proper regulation that the scale is "in propor-
tion to the risk/' the rates are fixed as follows : on pledges,
1 J per cent, a month ; without pledges or security, 2 per

; from a priest, 2 per cent. ; a soldier, 3 per cetr

merchant, 4 per cent. ; and a mechanic or servile man, 5 per

mpound interest is forbidden altoget i . 245.

is true that usur rest may be a payment in

commodities for the loan of other commodities, yet it is held

that, where the usurious transactions are so numerous as to

call for the use of a refined scale of payments like the above

one, and a scale wherein no provision is made for the dete-

rioration i ogs loaned, they relate not to commodities,
> money. The employment of pledges also indicates

the use of money. Whatever doubt there maybe on tin-

subject will certainly be dissipated by a subsequent para-

graph of the same chapter, which reads as follows :

1 : . rest on money must never be more than enough to

double the debt ;" on grain, fruit, wool, animals, or

gs in kind (translated "same kind"), "it must never

be more than enough to make the debt quintuple."
'

Whilst in making this distinction between a just rate of

n money and on commodities Manou commits au

error of principle which is not to be passed unnoticed, it i*

held that this passage conclusively establishes the inference

MO extant Code was written, money was, and had

been for a long time, in use in India.

"
Damathat," a commontarr on the

Code of Manou ( Damathut." Knsr. tnuv
j..

->. There wa* a

law in Pbara.- & 136.)k
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3. The Vedic writings. These scriptures have been as-

signed to so remote a period as the thirty-second century
B.C.

1 With more moderation they are attributed by Sto.

Martin to about the year 1200 B.C.*

In the Rig Veda Sanhita, 4th ashtaka, 7th adhyaya,
sukta xlvii. verse 22, an allusion is made to purses of gold.
In verse 23, purses and lumps of gold are mentioned in a

connection that appears to indicate money. Mnr-d.-n, p. 33,

supposes that the passage refers to stamped lumps of the

value of a suvarna. In another part of the Vedas, allusion

is made to dinara? a name long used in India for that of a

coin or sum of money. From India it made its way to

Persia and Arabia as the dinar, and to Rome as the </ -

narius. From the denarius it became corrupted into the

/ and penny, for which coin or sum of money its

original initial letter, d, is still in use in England.
The Sutras of Panini, a Vedic work which is assigned to

a period ranging from the twelfth to the sixth century B.C.,

speaks very distinctly of coined money, and derives /

from rupa, i.e. struck, or coined. It is from this word that

the modern rupee is derived.4

The M'l-lnililuirata, sometimes called the Fifth Veda, is an

epic composition whose subject is a great war that occurred

about B.C. 1400. The date of the poem itself is not deter-

mined, but it is beyond all doubt earlier than the fifth cen-

tury B.C. It makes frequent and unmistakable mention of

money.
5

The Buddhic writings. The next allusions to money
in Indian literature occur in the institutes of Buddha. The

age of these scriptures is variously ascribed to periods be-

tween the eleventh and sixth centuries B.C. The weight of

evidence, however, is in favour of the more modern date.

1

Dcn\ I-, \\vii.
1 M N'mni.*. Orimt.."

]

8
Mftnti<-ii.

- Numi-. ( >ri.-nt.." pp. 34, 35.
* Mar- .mi-. Orirnt.." p. M: Sutra, v. 2. 119.
* Some of the passages appear in Marsden'g " Numis. Orient
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'nmflmt contain an ordinance forbidding the)

touching of gold or Mirer. 1 Whether this singular mter-
i to bo atthbuUnl to an observed immoral influence

exercised bj mining for the precious metals, or was p
a system of cUy or copper moneys, the integrity of which

demanded the prohil ill other moneya or materials

f winch Mi..m-y< might be made, or whether il had

tome other origin or object, is not to be gathered from the

account of it before us. Mr. Ball recently noticed il

Laddak. ib, the Buddhists, not daring to

for gold, had abandoned the industry to certain

from Bali, and, evidently unaware of the interdict in the

Sramantu, ho aacribee the avoidance of gold mining to a

deaire not to neglect agriculture.*

th-T places, are full of allu-

sions to moneys and coins, many of which allusions haTe

been collected together by M. Burn*

A commentary on the FYiuiya, which (the commentary)
is supposed to have been written about the fifth century of

our era, mentions gold, silver, copper, wooden, and lacquer

moneys, the latter being of lac or resin with a figure stamped

upon thorn ; but, aside from its allusion to these singular

moneys, the passage is assigned to too recent a date to hare

any bearing upon the present iuquir

5. Numitmitiic Remain*. Modern archsftological dis-

cover}' and research have done much to elucidate the early

history of money i. The credit of the former be-

longs chiefly to Englishmen ; of the latter, to the French

and Germans.6

1

Del liar 1'rec. Met,- p. 34ft.

Surrey of hxli*." part iiL. oo Eoosv Ossi
London, 1881, p. -.I3 ; and Cunningham'ii

M Lidak M
p. ttt.

'
Burnouf. Introduction a HlUtoira ds Rondrftissis." Pan*. 1844.

pp.91, 102, 103, 146. 147, 23ft, **ft,*4*,S4*,Sft3,*l9s, 497.
'

M.ir,.l,- !t . -Nu.n:. l, 5 ,,,! .." ,, 4J

hi England the medak (coin*) of the E*rt hare never been

thought worthy of attention. ... We mart seek for intimilisi in

Goatbentnl rather then EnsjUsh pahlioatiom.- Wfeon* "Ariana A-
F
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Numbers of ancient Indian coins have been unearthed in

various parts of the country, chiefly, however, in Bactria,

the Punjab, and generally the more northern regions ; few

having been found below Allabahad. 1

By far the greatest

number of those found in north-western India were of

stamped copper, although many were of gold, silver, billon,

plated copper,
7
bronze, brass, cast copper, nickel, tin, and

even lead. In Bengal the principal money finds have

been of cowries, the metallic moneys being comparatively

few.

Some of the coins in these various finds belong to an

archaic period, one that must have antedated any of the

foreign invasions of India. This inference rests upon the

rude and unconventional forms and types which the coins

present, and upon the absence of symbols belonging to any
known political or religious system. Upon first seeing the

Behat coins,
3
the learned Prinsep cautiously ascribed them

to the early part of the Christian era ;

4 but a closer study
induced him to attribute them, without reserve, to a period

anterior at least to the Greek invasion of the fourth cen-

tury B.C.
5

They are entirely independent of the Greek type
of coins, and undoubtedly preceded them/ 5

Still later on,

tiqua," p. 27. The principal English contributors to Oriental numis-

matics are Masson, Prinsep, Maj. Cunningham, Gen. Ventura, Col. Stacey,
Col. Tod, Marsden, Wilson, and Thomas.

1

Marsden,
" Numis. Orient.," p. 37.

2
Plated copper coins of Indo-Scythic kings of the second and first

centuries B.C. "Essays on Indian Antiquities of the late James

Prinsep," edited by Edward Thomas. London, Murray, 1858, 8vo. ii.

89, 214.
* Found by Capt. Cautley,in 1833, near Behat, the ancient capital of

a district extending down the Doab of the Ganges and Jumna below

Hastinapura, and westward along the last-named river, and along the

foot of the Himalayas to the Punjab. The corns were of silver :ui<l

copper, chiefly the former, and belonged to periods beginning with the

most ancient archaic time, and ending with that of Buddhism. Con-

sult Prinsep's
"
Essays," i. 204, and Wilson's " Ariana Antiq.," pp.

16, 20.
4

Prinsep's Essays," i. 202.
*

Ibid. pp. 208, 209.
'
Marsden,

" Numis. Orient.," pp. 35, 36, 43.
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Prinsep aays :
" We may mfrr that At or about the aim of

Man < were dread/ in poasaaiion of such a

scheme of exchange M reoogniied the use of fixed and de-

terminate weight* of metal, not onlj aa general equivalent*
measnrea of value, but further, that the a/stem had

already advanced ao far aa to adopt small and
section* of metal into the category of current

that the punch-marked pieces may be taken to exemplify
the first germs of improved commercial and fiscal aptitude

expressed by the i ial movement from normal weights
to absolute coins." The view herein assumed by I'rinsep,

that these coins were the earliest moneys of India, may or

may not be correct ; it does not affect his arguments that

were ante-Grecian, and that they were also ante*
'

:

Says Thomas :
"
They were the produce of purely home

fancies and local thought, and have no reference to either

the Veda, the doctrines of Buddha, or any other religious or

political belief or trail

Says Wilson :
"
They extend downward from the moat

ut period, until that one which immediately preceded
Buddhist

Says Marsdi i. We can produce flat pieces of metal,

some square or oblong, adjusted with con-

ible accuracy to a fixed weight, and usually of

uniform metallic verified and stamped anew with

ictive symbols by succeeding generations, which

clearly constituted an effective currency long before the

ultimate date of the engrossment of the Institutes (Code)
ofMano
A large hoard of this class of coins, supposed to hare

belonged to the remote Pandu race (a sort of Indian

Druids), was fou -7 in Coimbatore. 4

From a careful study of the types of the archaic coins of

mam in Mandtn, pp. 58, 59.

pp. 16. 20.
'

Mandco. p. St,

Waller Elliott,
- Madna Jour, of Liu and flcisaei." 1S5*. p. tt7.
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India, from observations based upon the respective methods

of coining these coins and those of the western world, and

from the fact that the finds of Gneco-Bactrian coins always
included some of these dissimilar, and evidently older coins,

it was concluded by Marsden that the various steps of the

art of coinage in India, both as to stamping and casting,

"must have been effected before the advent of the

Greeks." !

Thus much with respect to the numismatic evidences of

the antiquity of money in India. With regard to the indi-

cations afforded by the relative numbers of coins found of

copper, silver, and gold, no safe dependence can be placed

upon them. It is well known that where copper coins

will corrode and disappear from the action of the elements,

silver, and especially gold ones, will survive. Moreover, as

it does not appear that either silver or gold coins were ever

used as money in India until very recent times, but only as

adjuncts to or multipliers for the copper coins, it follows

that the silver and gold coins were overvalued, and there-

fore that it did not pay to melt them down ; whilst, on the

other hand, whenever, indeed, the copper coins themselves

were not overvalued as against commodities, which might
have been done by means of limiting their emission, or by
an arbitrary regulation of prices they were worth as much
in the melting-pot as in the form of money, and immense

numbers of them were doubtless melted from time to time.*

6. Comparative philology. From this source are obtained

still further proofs of the antiquity of money in India.

Among the archaic coins found at Behat, only one pos-
sesses what appears to be alphabetical characters, and these

resemble the Lat, or most ancient form of Sanscrit.
3

In allusion to the term kasu, corruptly cash, meaning
coins, or coined or cast money, it is stated that the study of

.M:ir-.l* -n.
j,.

55.
2 An instance of this sort (the melting of copper coins) is supplied

by Tavernier, and relates to Persia, A.D. 1664. Marsden, p. 53.
1

Priiuep, i. 210.
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Dravidian root* in the existing Tamil languag* tends to
"
prove that coined money was in ase at the period of the-

compilation of the text of India's earliest lawgiver." Thi

carries it back to the period of the oldest Veda, and it may
have been in use ages before.

1 The occurrence of the word
dmar in both the Vedas and Buddha is another proof of the

We can now advantageously survey the evidences of the

of money in India. They are derived from so

many independent sources, and some of them are so strong,
that it will b< t to successfully impugn their val.

They certainly prove the use of money, nay, of coined

mont long before the date assigned to it in Asia

Min<> i
'

,
ii date which, by the way, rests solely upon

the testimony of Herodotus, and the conjecture perhaps
well enough founded that certain unlettered coins dis-

covered in Lydia and Greece are those to which the Greek

historian refers. That the Lydians and Greeks coined

money at the date assigned to them is not what is doubted

M. 1-u! th.it they coined the first moneys known to man.

This is an assumption which, in the face of Chinese and

oology, should no longer be ac-

corded a footing.
1

It not only shuts out all the an

history of money, it asks us to believe that the earliest

Kar*ha|m > ipanu.

lie most recent authoritative opinion* on the

anbjci Mommaei all that i- to be gathered from the

remains ot il and traditional, it i I tiblJaWH

beyot y was first made in Aia Minor, and that the

I 'he moat ancient money* (SMNUNNM)
art- i xt**,**

iaine." par TfcsodoTC Moinmsen. traduite

dr r A Demand par 1. u-as. Pari*. F.-uardrnt. IHI;.'I. 3 vols. Sro.

-ay that thi* weeping assertion U orer-

whelmingly contradicted hot! utal liu-r . 'l^y. ami

numUmatic*. Lenormant Min.il % follow- Mommsen. and with mttch

more heat than becomes a numismatist.
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moneys were of gold, and that their value was regulated by
the cost of producing this metal, both of which assumptions
are quite erroneous.

Supply of coining metals fr<nn tin mine*. 1'rom Mr.

Ball's able survey of the economical geology of India it is

qnite clear that, although indications of gold are to be

found all over the country, from Thibet to Malabar, yet

that the placer deposits were exhausted at a very early

period probably before that of the Vedic writings except
of what little gold the freshets brought down each year into

the river valleys, always an insignificant supply. The gold

quartz deposits, if not naturally shallow, which is usually

the case,
1 were not capable of being worked by the natives

to more than a superficial depth.* The silver deposits were

few and inaccessible to all except the inhabitants of the

extreme northern regions.
3 The copper deposits of India

were more ample and more widely diffused ; yet copper was

always scarce in Bengal, and difficult to obtain in the Dekkan :

facts which were due to the infrequency of the deposits, to

the political disunity of the country, and to the bad state of

the roads.

1 The author is prepared to assert, after a lifetime t -tudy and

practice as a miner, and after having personally in-
j>

ted nearly every

important auriferous region of the world, that it contain- 1'Ut few gold

quartz districts which have paid to work at a depth exceeding 300 or

400 feet.
3 The ancient East Indians worked their quari/ mine- down from

50 to 70 feet, in some instances 100 feet, and in a \< -r\ few 150 feet.

In recently found excavations exceeding this depth, the excess wa
the work of their successors, the Mahomedans. A lln >!!. i- made to

ancient gold mine- in the ranges of the Hindoo Koosh, Belur Tagh, and

Altai, by Ileeren. in his "Asiatic Nations, i. 47.
*

Sir Roderick Murchison had previously alluded much more favour-

ably to the argentiferous resources of India, especially to the u wealth
"

of the Kulu Valley of the Vasour country, between the Beas, Sainji,

H.utti rivers, and of the Manikaru mines
; but Mr. Ball's opinion

on the subject is entitled to the most weight. An old -i)\<-r mine was

found at Perwan, lat. 35.9, long. 69.16, near the Hindoo Koosh. Others

are mentioned by Ouseley, p. 225
;
in Erskine's "

Baber," pp. 139, 146
;

and by Masson, iii. 166.
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Supply of coining metaltfrom foreign oommire*. It baa

been coxyectured bj at least one antiquarian that in very
remote times commercial intercourse existed between India

and the silver-producing countries of America hout

absenting to an opinion so little susceptible of convincing

proof, it is tolerably well settled that commercial intercourse

prevailed between India and the silver-producing countries

irope. Evidences exist of Indian trade with Egypt
fifteen centuries B.C. ;

* with Babylon and Phoenicia, and

therefore with Greece and Spain, previous to the seventh

century B.C. ;

J

and with all these countries, by way of Pal-

myra, at a later, though still very ancient date.
4

By all

these channels of commerce silver was transported from

Greece and Spain to India, although in what quantity

cannot now even be estimated. In the time of Pliny, the

annual shipments of silver to India and China were given at

a sum which modern commentators have computed as equal

to about three hundred thousand ounces.* Assuming this

computation to be correct, and that two-thirds of the silver

was destined for India, it yet remains too insignifica:

amount to have been of any practical assistance towards

the maintenance of a system of silver money in any con-

tble portion of India. In the very much more

1 Such is the opinion of Mr. Treadwell, of Brooklyn. k, an

antiquarian who ha devoted many yean to the study of lhi subject,

kinson'i Egyptian*," ii 237.

tory of Commerce," p. 2*. At that period Grtate

and Spain possessed the only considerable stiver mines in the world,

bertson's India."

is: "Minimaqne

ill. (Arabia) imperis nostro adimunt. Tanio nobis delicts* et

constant." This sum ha* been variously translated at from 70.000 to

800,000. As this equivalent depends upon the value of the umarfasl

sestercium, in metal coins, at a given time, and as both of these

factors are undeterminable, the translation is purely nhhnariral On
this subject, consult Del Mar's "History of the Preckws MeW

1. Many of the silver coins exported to India were Ailed a
with iron or lead. Leoonnant, La Munnaie," i. *54.
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ancient period under review the shipments of silver to

India must have been even less than they were in the time

of Pliny.
Aftor all conceivable sources of supply, both domestic and

foreign, are considered, there does not appear to have been

enough, either of silver or gold, obtainable in India after the

period of the Hindoo invasion to have maintained a system
of money composed of these metals at cost of production ;

and it must be admitted that no such system could have pre-

vailed throughout any considerable portion of the country.

Shi <>f money in India. Taking together the

various evidences before us, it would appear most likely that

the earliest money of India was made of copper. Of this

money no traces now remain, except such as are to be found

in the archaic languages and literature of the country. The

fitful and uncontrollable supplies of copper from the mines,

and the difficulties of transport, must however have soon

caused it to be abandoned for use as money, and to be sup-

planted by some other substance more amenable to control.

Before this took place it could hardly fail to have been per-

ceived that the number of pieces, rather than the quantity
of material in them, was what affected prices, and no

doubt many unsuccessful experiments were made with the

view of enabling light coins to do the work of heavy ones

unsuccessful, because coins are easily, and at that

period were sure to be, counterfeited. The fixing of prices

enjoined in Manou, viii. 402, is a proof of such an experi-

ment. But even after the adoption of mint monopoly and

overvalued copper coins (an expedient which every nation

of antiquity has tried at least once), the supplies of copper
metal must have been too irregular for a permanent govern-
ment to endure, and this must have compelled all such

governments to have recourse to some other material for

money.
The material out of which money or monetary symbols

can safely be made no matter in what age or country
must combine the following essential qualities :
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I 'ufaiif*. It miwt be sufficiently abundant u>

amble a suitable number of piece* to be made frot

2. Certainty of Sii/>p/y. The iupply must be regular,

and not subject to interruption from the chance* of mining

discovery, from private monopoly, the seasons, the condi-

tions of transport vicissitudes of war.

-It must be readily divisible into small

pieces of uniform sue and appeam:
mst be sufficiently plastic or irapres-

pieoes to take suitable marks of autli

5. Dur It must be capable of standing a consi-

derable (i f wear and tear.

In arc I: *ls no substance combined these qualities

so well as clay, and it is, accordingly, of this substance

that all of the earlier moneys of any extended or permanent
.
- .*. .

.. .
.

As it may be difficult for those whose reading hat taught
them the easy creed that money hat always been made of

gold, silver, or copper, to believe that populous and civilised

countries have < rely dispensed with these motels

and employed far different materials to embody mon
is deemed essential in this place to adduce those authorities

upon the analogy to be derived from whose testimony tin-

assert ade.

Says l)u Hald- is related that after the reign of

Han oe caused money to be made ofstamped
earth h a strong glue, and, taking it into his

head to put down copper money, ho gathered as much as

he could, la;- de<p in :!. earth, and killed the

workmen who were employed about it, that none might
know where it was hidden

Says Humphreys :
" It will be at once obvious that some

other species of money preceded the use of coins."
1

Stiegliu says that the most ancient moneys of the
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western world were scarab of clay or stone.
1

In this

opinion he is supported by S. Quintino.*
Suidas says that the moneys of the early Romans wore

scarabaa of baked clay.
9

And to strengthen this testimony it may be added that

porcelain coins or moneys of China, clay coins (probably)
of Assyria and Babylon, terra cotta coins of Palmyra, and

glass coins of Egypt and Arabia, are still extant. They
will be described in this work under the heads of the

countries to which they severally belong.
With regard to the affinity of clay dies to metal dies,

and the derivation of mint stamps from the presumed earlier

use of seals, the celebrated Thomas Burgon, in the course

of an essay on Representations on (upon) Ancient Moneys,
has said :

" As the act of impressing a seal or signet was

an understood sign of solemn compact from the most early

periods, and as engraved seals and signets were un-

doubtedly in general use long anterior to the invention of

coining, it appears highly probable that the original idea

of impressing a stamp on the uncoined lumps of gold or

silver was derived from the common application of a seal

to wax. The earliest coins" (not moneys, generally, but

coins)
"
may be therefore looked upon as pieces of sealed

metal, which in fact they are, it being well known that at

first, coins were impressed only on one side."

Marsden, writing on the same subject, has said :

" The
universal employment of clay for almost every purpose of

life naturally led to marked improvements in the processes
of stamping and impressing the soft substance nature so

readily hardened into durability and indestructibility

Yielding metals were speedily subjected to a similar process ;

for the transition from the seal to the die would demand
bat a single step in the development of mechanical appli-

<

atalogus Xumorum Veterum Graecorum," Christ.

nlnv. Stic:litz. Leipsig, 1837, pp. vi. and 2.

Humphreys, "Ancient Coins," p. 17.
3

Ibid. p. 17.
4 " London Numismatic Journal," 1837, p. 118.
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.ut stamp* were nothing more
than AU ve seals.

Both of these writers alluded to Assyria and Babylonia,
whoso clay seals they knew to be older than the supposed

metal coinage in Lydin.' Wh.Ut the affinity of

til moulds or dies alluded to by them it of

t in this connection, the derivation of mint stampt
the assumed earlier use of seals cannot be admitted

ut reserve. Money and even coined money is pro-

bably tian the art of writing, and certainly at old as

the use of seals. Many of the supposed seals of Babylon
are, in all probahi .s ; but whether they are teals or

coins, they are fifteen centuries later than the copper coins

and therefore at least that interval of time later

than the origin of stamped money.
< objected to the assumed use of clay coins in

ancient India that no such coins have yet been found, it is

to be ropln 1 tlmt whm Henry wrote his
"

History of

no coins had been found of the Scott, Picts, or

WeUh <>f the Anglo-Saxon period; yet that the ancient

Welsh lawt on coinage, which still survived, proved that

MI. h .-. M~ must have existed.
4

Similarly, when Mill

wrote his "
History of India," no coins had been found in

that < of a date prior to the Mongol conquest, a act

that '. into the extraordinary conclusion that

none bad ever before been used in India/ Since the

puMication of Mill's "
History/' myriads of such coins have

been found.

1 1 remains now to show how it was financially practicable
to employ clay coins or tablets for money. With this

object in view, it was merely necessary that the state should

assume the monopoly of their fabrication, that they should

Mamlm, Numb. Orient^** p. 56.
'
See note a. p. 69 of the prrrnt work.

'
See chap. ii. herein on the History of Mosjsy in

*
Hei

'

Mill.
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be rendered an exclusive and unlimited legal tender in all

payments, that their number should be specifically and

permanently limited, and that counterfeiting should be

successfully kept down. History and analogy combine to

assure us that these regulations will confer a value on any
money, no matter of what material it may be composed,
and that they will sustain that value without any other

variation than that which may be occasioned by the greater
"V less frequency of the exchanges. Practically, and in

order to maintain prices at the accustomed level, the

number of such coins, tablets, pieces of paper, or what not,

should not exceed the number of copper, silver, or other

pieces which they may have been made to supplant.
If such a system of money existed in India and there

can be little doubt that it once did it remains to show by
what means it came to an end. These are to be found in

the comparative ease with which clay tablets can be counter-

feited and the difficulty of preventing unlawful additions

to the circulation, and in the temptation on the part of a

despotic and irresponsible government to surreptitiously
increase the emissions of such a highly overvalued money.
The inconveniences arising from the weight, cumbrousness,
and liability to breakage of clay tablets, or the discovery
of new mines of copper, or of other metals suitable for

coinage, or the conquest or re-occupation of old ones, may
have hastened its downfall. Whatever the cause or causes,
it is quite clear, both from the Veda and Manou, that at

the date of those writings the standard of money in India

had returned to copper. Says Marsden :
" The entire text

of Manou proves that the standard of money, when metallic

at all, was always of copper, a metal which in remote times

was superior to any other for the purpose, on account of its

more ample and steady supply that of gold or silver being
deficient and irregular.

1

This view is, no doubt, substantially correct ; yet, con-

sidering the long period covered by the mutations through

tftandeo,p.6S.
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h thi ancient and probably oft altered code of ifanon
hM passed, it m reasonable to suppose thai more than 000

experiment was made during this period to economise the

use of copper, or avoid the inconvenience of iu ramble

supply, by retorting to the oae of overvalued moneys,
rr of clay, wood, lacquer,

1

or copper itself. In the

however, these experiment* gave way to the copper

karshapana standard,
1
as set forth in Manou. The at

of karshapana appears to have been eked out with multipliers

composed of overvalued silver and gold coins, and perhaps
rs composed of lead coins, cowries, almonds, or

something of the sort ; but the standard in India, aa we
, was essentially and

Ttnin interruptions occasioned by
whi.-h will be noticed in their proper place, this yt*ra of

t, similar to that of Japan previous to 1858,
and of China at the present day, continued down to the

year .rave way to the regulation* intro-

duced by the British East India Company.
Before closing this account of the monetary standar

India, it is worth noticing that, except as to the Isle of

France, which can scarcely be considered as part of India,

no paper money was ever issued in this country until the

year 1861 of our era.

The Hindoos of India had, in this respect, the example
linn before them, and the H*k*a*mAm*m of India that of

China, Persia, and other countries ; yet no effort appears

*lm and Uccjuer money* are mentioned in ths praam* Mat
the betel of Itu.l.ll.ir u-timoay.

copper coin* which, in the time of the extant Code of

are calculated to have weighed about 140 grain* each. K*r-

appear* to have alway* meant copper coin*, except in Ceylon
and oo the western con ..a. where it u. allied to gold sad
diver one* (Manden. p . verity of ctutoei may be am*

plained either by mppottng that Kinhapana berame a gmtrit term

for money, or that the copper COSM were overvalued. In thU raensst

it will be observed that the gold coin (?) Jfcvarna. of 140 grains awdlfce

eopper coin Kanhipana, of 140 grain*, wen both of the me % aluc.
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to have been made to utilize printed paper for monetary

purposes. This may have been due to frequent wars and

changes of administration, to the absence of a suitable

material for making paper, or, as is most likely, to the

inability of the people to read.
1

Ratio of value between the coining metals. The few

a and inferences concerning the ratio of value between

the metals, which are to be gleaned from the ancient history

of India, are too unreliable for use as the basis of any

precise inferences. It is probably safe to assume that,

jiiwious to the Phoenician and Babylonian commerce

with India, silver was more valuable in that country than

gold ;

*
that during that commerce, or at least during the

earlier portion of it, silver was exchanged for gold at an

equal value, weight for weight; and that, owing to the

prolificacy of the Phoenician silver mines in Spain and the

Laurium silver mines in Greece, the value of silver continued

to fall until at about the period of Alexander's invasion of

India, when it stood in India at probably about 2 silver=
1 gold. As for the ratio used by Herodotus in computing
Darius' spoil in Bactria and the Punjab, this was the ratio

prevailing in Greece and not in India. From Alexander's

time, owing to the establishment of systematic commerce

between the East and West, the ratio in India gradually

Iu China everybody is compelled to learn the art of reading; in

India it is forbidden by the Brahminical code to instruct the Sin

mo-t numerous class of the people.
" Land of the Veda," by Rev. Peter

Percival, London, 1854, p. 40.
3 The superior value of silver to gold in very ancient times is attested

by Boeckh, "Polit. Econ. A then." i. f>. Alter any long interruption of

commerce between the East and Wot. this superior value asserted

itself. The ancient inhabitants of Germany valued silver more than

gold. Tacitus,
** German." 5. In the time of Nadir Shu)., A.D. 1 749, the

Kurds gave gold for silver, weight for weight Ritter,
"
Erdkunde," 395,

in Wni. Koscher's "
Polit. ECOIL," New York, 1878, i. 356, and note 10.

He adds "copper," but this appears incredible. A similar ratio <>f

exchange is said to have prevailed in recent times between the Chinese

and Indians (Tavernier's "Travels," Eng. ed. ii. 2, 23, 156) ;
but thi>

mu-t have been quite local and temporary.
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widened, until in the fifth century of oar era il probably
stood at 5 or 6 stiver=1 gold, and there remained until

the opening of the tea route to India bj the Portuguese
was effected.

As for the ratio between copper and silver, our informa-

tion on the subject is too meagre to warrant any general
conclusion*. During the Mahomedan domination it is esti-

mated by one author to have stood at 60 to 120 for 1 ; but

the present ioves that copper was more valuable

how much more, cannot be determined with precision.
1

Reviewing the history of money in India, we find that

money was employed by the aborigines prior to the Hindoo

invasion ; that it was employed successively by the earliest

Hindoos, and by the earliest Brahmins and Buddhists ; and

that, in short, there is no period of written history so re-

mote that it does not contain allusions to some Ian

money. We find that the supplies of the coining metals in

India were so irregular and precarious, that overvalued

moneys of clay, wood, and other substances were probably

experimented with at very remote periods, to give place at

last to copper coins ; and that, substantially, copper metal,

coined, may be regarded as having been the standard of

value from at least the period of the Hindoo invasion to

the British conquest.
In proceeding to divide the further history of money in

India into convenient eras, it will be found that these art-

best determined with reference to the great foreign invasions

h from time to time have changed the dynasties and

altered the destinies of the country.
o next alter the Hindoo invasion is that one imputed

to Seaoti i'gypt* about B -c - 2000.* After a careful

examination of the subject by Dr. Robertson, that historian

was forced into the conclusion that the account of tin*

expedition which has come down to us is apocryphal.'
About the year 525 B.C., Darius Hystaspes, King of

Consult Festu* ; Letroone ; Perron ; Thorns* ; sad
' ' -"w t m>m wm v^mm^r 9 ^

^
PW %

Di. 34. Robertaoa-t^India.-p.T.sadnoto I.
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Persia, appointed Scylax of Caryandra to take command of

a squadron of boats fitted out at Caspatyrus, toward the

upper part of the navigable course of the Indus, and to fall

down its stream until he should reach the ocean. This task

Scylax performed, though the obstacles he encountered

lengthened the period of the expedition to two and M

years. The account he gave of the populousness, 1< -rtility ,

and high cultivation of that region of India through which

his course lay, resulted in its being invaded about the year
521 by Darius himself; and although his conquests do not

appear to have extended beyond the district watered by the

Indus, he returned to Persia after having imposed tributes

which were equal in amount to nearly a third of the whole

revenue of the Persian monarchy.
1

So far as the conquest of Bactria and Ariana are con-

cerned, these tributes may have been paid, as Mi. Mi

argues, in grain.
2 Herodotus does not specify the mode of

payment. But as to the Indian tribute he is explicit, and

says it consisted of 360 talents in "
gold dust/' and esti-

mates the value of this, according to the Greek ratio, at

fl thirteen times the value of silver."

I am inclined to believe that if such a tribute was

exacted, it could not have been paid for more than a very
short period. Columbus, Cortes, Pizarro, and the other

conquerors of America tried the same thing, i.e. to exact a

permanent tribute of the precious metals from the peoples

whom they had subdued and they all failed. After the

usual preliminary plunder of trinkets and robbery of graves,

the gold tribute must have come either from the placers or

the river bars. The former are always exhausted of their

principal contents when a country is first opened to that

phase of civilization which demands the use of metals ; the

accumulations of the latter are too meagre to satisfy the

requirements of a conqueror.
The invasion of Alexander the Great occurred about the

1

"Herod.," iv. 90, 96, and 166.
1

Mill'- "India," ed. 1820,1.280.
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year B.C. 360. Thi commander rrnascd the Oxus, snhdaed

ravaged Bactria. climbed tbo Hindoo Kooth. ^"~fiHtit
the Punjab, defeated Pom* on the Unl

Hjdaspes (CheJum) , and thiu made himself master of north*

western India,

Like that of Darius Alexander'! arm/ did nol advance
far beyond the Indus. On the banks of the Hjphasis
(Beyah), hi* troops, worn out with fatigue, satiated

slaughter, and OTerladen witb spoil, demanded to be led

back to Persia ; and their leader was fain to submit to their

wishes. He retreated in boats or rafts down the Indu% to

the ocean, and thence marched overland to Persia ; whibt
his fleet, under Xearcbns, sailed up the Persian gulf, and re-

opened a long forgotten channel of commerce between India

gold and silver spoil of this expedition, must hare

consisted of trinkets, jewellery, idols, furniture, and mural

ornaments. To appease the clamour of his men for a speedy
division, Alexander coined it in his camps.

1

Although, on

account of the native standard of money being copper, there

were probably but few gold or silver coins in this spoil, yet
the total quantity of these previously in circulation (as

multipliers), was so small, that there is evidence of an extra-

ordinary scar hese metals for a long time after the

conquest ; an inference gathered from the subsequent nee of

overvalued nickel coins (about three-fourths copper and one-

fourth nickel) by Kuthydemus and Agothocles, kings of the

Bactrian Greeks.' These coins were also used aa multipliers.

About the year B.C. 3 1 2, Seleucus Nicator, a Greco-Baby-
lonian monarch and one of the successors of Alerander, is

said to have conducted an expedition into India, which

penetrated further than Alexander's had done;' although
this is doubted by Robertson.4 Desirous of cultivating

AciitminfUntiaIaccoa0torAlssawlsr*sllator
will I* f,.und in WilW. " Arian* Aniiqaa,- p. 164.

r^lrn.43.
'

Ju.un IT. 4; Pliay %

4
Robtrtooo's- India," note

O
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friendly relations with the sovereign of the Gangetic regions,
Seleucus accredited to him, as ambassador, one Megasthenes,
who, after reaching Allabahad, continued to reside there for

several years. He is probably the first European who ever

beheld the Ganges.
1 His account of the country, published

after his return to the West, furnished the source of most of

that information concerning India, which Diodorus Siculus,

Strabo, and Arrian have transmitted to us.

About the year B.C. 200, Antiochus the Great of ^

after subduing Parthia and Bactria, entered India and, con-

cluding a peace with one of the sovereigns of the country,
received from him a present of elephants and money and

retired.

From this time until the Mahomedan invasions, which

commenced during the seventh, and ended with the conquest
of the country in the eleventh centuiy, no Western powers

acquired any territory or established any dominion in India.

In view of these various conquests of India and their

several degrees of importance, it has been determined to

divide the monetary history of the country into two other

portions, the first of which will cover the period from

Alexander the Great to the Mahoraedan conquest, and the

second from the latter event to the present time.

1

R<> i . 33.



CHAPTER V.

INDIA, FROM ALEXANDER THE GREAT TO THE

MAHOMKDAN CONQUEST.

Fur , .ending upon Greek or Latin author* for the tutor? of
c derived from Chineae authority From arctaao-

logical authority Character of die Indian trade vita the Wt
-r shipments Supply of coiniaf metals from

the mine* numismatic find* The tope* Vhi ding infe-

rence* to which such finds may point, unlc** studied with caation

Aneient Indian custom of coining: I, gold and river multiplier* of

copper money* ; 2, gold, silver, and other coin* lor commemorative and

urposcs These practice* found their way to Roan
'. *tandard of money in India during the period under review

;-. with gold and silver tnult thorn, and

cop|M .n, iii Southern India Abnormal

ages
- These had no effect upon the copper

Rise
|.

-wt-r in the seventh century Rapid conquest of

and monopolization <: in trade The
>i carry a )e through Tartary, and aAervanU

- and trade in Alexandria The Crusades,
M concentrating the Indian trade at Constantinople

- ngrossmiM \ tians The Genoese capture Pera. and

comp' m to again trade through Alexandria Capture of

Consta . and end of the Genoese trade with

India Rivalry rade leads to the dtscoverv of the sea route

America Silver ihipmenu to India during the
- Age*- .inedans invade India Gradual progress of

their anus, until they completely conquer the lav

of this conquest upon the monetary ytea of
i -The standard remains of copper.

Tl
i I : examination and comparison of the fragments left

us by Greek and Latin authors, or their monkish

censors of tl. o Ages, was for a long time ranked

among the highest efforts of learning. Modern research
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has done much to overthrow this view by proving that tin-

classical authors, particularly where they treat of affairs in

countries other than their own, are often too unreliable to

repay the effort to reconcile their discordant accounts.
1

An instance has already been given where reference to

Chinese annals supplied a link in the chain of history, which

subsequent numismatic research proved to be authentic/'

Archaeology has supplied further information, and the in-

dustry and patience of Prinsep and others in deciphering

inscriptions in the dead and forgotten languages of India

has resurrected a number of philological evidences, which

add their testimony to the rest, and, combined with the

closer study of Arabian authors, serve to throw a strong

light upon the obscure portions of Indian history.
'

From the conquest of Alexander to the Mahomedan in-

vasions, several commercial routes were opened between

India and the West, among the most important of which

were those by the Persian GulfviaBassora,by the Red Sea

vi& Berenice and Alexandria, and overland by Samarcand

and Palmyra, or vi& the Caspian and Euxine Sens. The

1

Arrian's account (in Greek) and Qnintns Curt in-' (in Latin) of

Alexander's invasion of India both state that money formed part t hi-

spoil. Arrian, vi. 16,4; Quintus Cnrtiu>. viii. <. xii. 14. 1

iii. < . xiii. 16, and v. c. ii. for meaning attached to Signatiia (('<

ien, 6, 7). On the Other hand, Arn'an (v. 4) H Indians

with whom Alexander was engaged were without gold ;
while IV

the traveller, second century A.D., says (iii. c. xii. 3) that no -..in>

were in use in India (trana. of T. Taylor, London, 18-24. vol. i. p. 264) !

Strabo is still more extravagant. "Gorges, the miner of Alexander"

is his authority for the statement that "the Indians. una< juainted with

mining and smelting, are ignorant of their own wealth." Strabo.

30; see Dr. Robertson's criticism on Plutarch, Robertson's "In-la,

;06.
a See chap. ii. p. 15, note 1, of present work.
3 The principal writers upon the history of India, from Alexand*

the Mahomedan invasions, are Megasthenes, fourth century B.C.
;

Diodorus Siculus, B.C. 44; Strabo, died A.D. 25: Arrian. A.D. 140;

Cosmos of Egypt, sixth century A.D. ; and the two Arabian travel!. T-

of the ninth century A.D., edited by Abu Zeid al Hasan, of Siraf.

See Robertson's "
India," 331.
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successively engrossed bj the Egyptian*, the Greeks,
the Babylonian*, the Persians, the Roman*, the Persians

again (sixth century A.D.), the Arabians of the seventh and

.tunes, and the Italian repoblica. The exports
from India were chiefly cottons, spices (mainly pepper),
silk, precious stones, ivory, and tortoise-shell. The export*
from *t were chiefly woollens, linens, glass Teasels,

wine, and the precious metals, chiefly silver. Allusion has

already been made to the possible quantity of the latter,

h
f at the utmost, could have been but trifling.

As to the supply of coining motals from the mines, no

change can be discerned from the condition of aflairs that

< Alexander's invasion. From Gorges
4
exag-

gerated accoi. probable that although the Hindoos

were far from being
"
ignorant

"
of mining, their mode of

treating silver ores was inferior to that which had been ac-

quired by the Greeks in dealing with the refractory oala-

> of Laurium. With regard to gold washings,

noimpn upon the most ancient method was possible,

and as to gold (j
was rather a question of abi.

excavate the rock below certain depths, and of the con-

tuce of the deposits, than of art in extracting the metal

:. 1 11 neither of these respects, however, could

ioos have learnt anything from contemporaneous
us until after the Mahomedan conquest.

dealings with the monetary systems of this period, the

most important guides to their proper understanding are

numismatic finds and comparisons, which have rewarded

the labours of modern archaeologists. The bulk of these

finds are represented in the following list :

r ftb

ISO to :. IVr*>.Bctrkn 8atrpj
31*
310

.

i
,. v ...

Pria*ep, ii. 89, 2 14. and WiUoo'i " Arun* Antiq."
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Era. DynMty. Character of coin* found.

B.C. aboot

85to Mngsof Kabul i

A D. about phiset and Kanerkes) . . . Gold, Copper.
S19 Gupta G. S. C. (the latter

over

226 to 632 Stssanian G. S. C. Billon.

6th-8th cent. Gupta
10th cent. unin king* of Kabul uixl I'linjal. ppcr.

I"th-l2th c.-nt. Kaiput coins, W. and N.W. India . G< Copper.
llth At 12th cent. Kanauj coins Gold, Silver, Copper.

Uil. Gha/; .';. N.NV. India . . . G. S. C. and Brass.

G., gold ; S., silver
; C., copper; P. C., plated copper.

Some of these coins were found in circulation, others in

buried hoards, amongst them a single find of 35,000 coins

in brass boxes,
2
whilst others, again, were found in temples,

topes, and other secure places of deposit.

Gold, silver, and copper coins have been secured of all the

dynasties mentioned, together with the following excep-
tional pieces: a gold slug, weighing 2593J grains, of

Eukratides, Greco-Bactrian line, B.C. 185 ;

3
nickel and

copper coins of Euthydemus and Agathocles, two other

monarchs of the Greco-Bactrian line ; billon coins of the

Sassanian dynasty; and cowries; the two last-named speci-

mens coming from the Manikyala tope in the Punjab.
4

A large proportion of all the finds hitherto made in India

have been in the Punjab. Whether this resulted from the

superior opportunities or industry of the antiquarians
stationed in that region, or the comparative scarcity of

ancient coins, cannot yet be determined. The period from
1 " The Mahawanso," one of the Buddhist books, states that the

Brahman Chanakya, a minister of Chandra Gupta,
" with the view of

raising revenues, converted (by recoining) each kahapana into eight,
and thus gained eighty kotis of kahapanas. Turn* Mahawanno,"

Ceylon, 1837, p. acl., and Max Miiller's
" Sanscrit Literature." p. 289;

from Marsden, 45.
3
These were found in 1853 at Korch Bahar, three miles touch-west

of Decahatta on the Dhurla ("P. K. D." 114, 115).
1
Akber, A.D. 1550, coined a gold slug worth 1000 rupees.

1

In this tope, opened in 1830, were found luinL'led together cowrie

shells, gold coins of the Kadphises and Kanerkes, Roman consular coins

shortly before the Christian era, and copper coins of the Sas*anian line.

Marsden, 35, 36, and " Ariana Antiqua,
M

p. 15.
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the fifth to the tenth oratory of our em is also but slightly

represented. No afo inferences can be drmwn from these

The toj>v was a species ofshrine built of solid masonry, and

having a small apartment remotest interior, to gain
costs to which the entire pile had to be perforated. Thepur-
pose of the structure wss evidently the preservation of the

sacred relics and valuable historical signs found within them
From the emblems found in or upon the topes, they are

conjectured to be all of Huddhio origin, and from these and
othcM .r date is assigned to the period from
Buddha until about the fifth century of our era.

1

Because gold and silver coins, among others, have been

found of nearly all the dynastic lines of India, it would be

rash to assume that coins of these metals were used by
them as money. Many of these coins have been found in

the topes, a (act that of itself, and in the absence of contrary

evidence, appears to indicate rarity, as is certainly the case

with regard to the Roman coins and sacred relics found with

them. Others of these gold and silver coins have been

mink- -ry small numbers with copper coins in vast

quantities; and a considerable proportion of them are

unique or nearly so.

Bearing in mind the ancient and long accustomed use of

gold and coins in India as multipliers for copper

moneys, and the comparative scarcity of these metals,

whether from the poverty of the mines or the remoteness and

difficulty of obtaining further supplies by means of foreign

commerce, it is regarded as quite safe to conclude that

coins were either used as multipliers or else for

live or proclamatory purposes. The entire history of India

is a protest against the assumption of their use as money.

1 The Ceylon topes ; identified u bekmfrinf to tk*

that of Hidds, to 'auto smith of JrUkbtd. fa

contained touts BTHH coins of \\tf Lower

If, *, 41.
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As the use of coins for multiplying, and also for memo-
rial and notarial purposes the latter would be called medals

in modern days are subjects that have an import

ing upon the history of money! it is deemed essential at

point to refer to them more particularly.

Until the Mahomedan conquest and then only in those

parts of the country completely subjected to the conquerors
the sovereigns of India did not claim or enforce the pre-

rogative of coining gold or silver. It was a privilege con-

il upon anybody who chose to ask for it, and wlm

agreed to fabricate the coins of a given weight and fine-

ness.
1 This clearly points to their use as merely multipliers

of the standard copper moneys fabricated by the State, pre-

cisely as Spanish and other foreign coins, having no legal

function, are to-day used by the Chinese to multiply sums

in their standard copper cash . This custom appears to have

found its way from India to Rome, where it appeared in

the license accorded to the various gens to coin

silver, having no legal tender function. Whenever these

multipliers were overvalued by law, the government, of

course, monopolized their coinage.
At certain periods of the Mahomedan supremacy in India,

whilst attempts were being made or contemplated, to

change the long time standard of money from copper to

gold and silver, the prerogative of coining these metals was

asserted and enforced by the sovereign, but this exceptional

practice did not long prevail, and the common license of

coining gold and silver was resumed. Traces of it are to

be found from the remotest era until very recent times.
2

The fact that the value of the gold and silver could only be

.rsden, 57.

The sr.vt rriirns of the Dckkan and others accorded to village pold-
smiths and others the privilege of coining gold and >i!v.-r with ti..

devices.
" Pathan Kings of Delhi," p. 344. This custom was noticed

: ishtah, 1357-74. " Hmnl.av T.-xt." i. 537. And so late a>

before the British East India government had been extended to all

parts of the country, it was exten-hdv prarti-rd in Central Indi... -

.T. Malcolm. "Cental India," 1832, ii. 80.
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copper coini is sufficient to prove dial they
were not the standard money of the country. Their fine.

tion was simply that of representing large sums of coppers.
The moat significant evidence of royal aooeeaion or ooaqueet
in a country whose inbabitanU were entirely illitorat*, wee
the appearance of the new eorereign't superscription on the

, and aa thie announcement could not, with conve-

nience, be made on the copper coinage, oa account <

great t wae made on the gold and

silver inultiplicn. A curious proof of this custom wa*
nffor i he action of the Persian general of an Indo-

Mahomodan army, who having been victorious over the

Turks, no,! Wing suspected of high treason, diverted suspi-
cion from himself to the long's son by coining tad

ting pieces with the bitter's soperscriptioa.
1 This

can, however, be traced to the earliest period of lettersd

. i>oth from the distinct proof* that copper waa alwayi
tandard of money, and the rarity ofgold and silver piecee

and their fineness, which latter quality unfitted them for the

wear and tear to which circulating money is

Says Thomas: Some (perhaps many) of the

coinages of India constituted merely "a sort of

proclamation or assertion and declaration of

suprew.t Where printing was rare and reading un*

ion, a new gold and silver coinage, and a change in

prayers for the royal family were the most effective

nnd (ins of proclaiming the accesiion of a aew

;* custom also found it way to Rome, and is to be

traced in some of the otherwise superfluous coinages of that

empire.
4

: nUa King* of Delhi," p. 54.

, -M .ml ,Urcr ,-,. of thr Knrrh Bthir fed rr t! to

990 Ana* and in gaimal tk* Delhi and rl,-Mt- coin* of tfcsw BMiali

W9n 900 to 996 fta*.
- Pithan Kings of Drlai.- II 4

ml 111.

cr mwd tetraytd. ta* nawU af Hadrlaa a%te
be knii -T hi* coim lone." Gibbon*.

- DrrUor sad PaB of UM
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The standard of money in India during the period under

review remained substantially what it had been during the

previous one. There are not wanting indications to be

derived from the plated coins of the Indo-Scythic monarcbs,
the over-valued coppers of the Gupta race, and the billon

coins of the Sassanian dynasty that efforts were made at

various times to change the standard from copper to silver,

or from copper to a numerical system ; but all these efforts

appear to have failed. So few particulars are left to us of

these experiments, that the causes of their failure can only
be surmised at as having resulted from the insecurity of the

governments which tried them, the backwardness of the art

of coining, or the absence of any well defined monetary

principle to support them. In all cases the standard of

money reverted to copper. In Northern India the copper
s were supplemented by gold and silver multipliers,

in Southern India by dividers of cowrie shells ;

l a fact

which, by the way, points very clearly to the higher value

of copper in the south, and the proximity of copper mines

to the north.

It is true that certain abnormal coinages of gold and

silver took place from time to time as the result of invasions

and conquests, and for the purpose of enabling the con-

queror the more readily to divide the plunder of the expe-
dition among his followers. We know that camp coins

were struck by Alexander, by the Greco-Bactrian kings,
and by others ; but it must not be forgotten that even these

coins, no matter what their number, were only multiply-

ing tokens j that they did not derive their value from the

materials out of which they were composed so much as from

the quality which the law or immemorial custom conferred

Empire." With the a^i.-tanrf f coins yon teach posterity the events

Theodoric the Goth, in
"
Cassiodorus." Humphreys'

"An ." London, 1850.
j

P. K. D." 110. Marsden (37) says that cowries formed the bulk

of the currency between the beginning of the Christian era and the

Mohamedan dynasty of A.D. 1203.
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upon them of being exchangeable for a specified number of

copper coins or cowries, which formed the real monetary
circulation of the country.

The advent of Mahomet and rise of the Arabian power

gave a new direction to the commerce between India and

the West, and eventually subjected the former country to a

new set of conquerors, whose dominion lasted until its pre-
sent subversion by the British.

rapid waa the spread of Mahomodanism, that within

a few years of the Hegira, Omar, the second in descent from

Mahomet, conquered both Egypt and Persia, and thus

secured the two principal gates of the lucrative commerce
with the East. To obtain the productions of India without

being obliged to subject themselves to the humiliating and

ruinous exactions of the Arabians, the Christian states of

Europe were obliged to conduct their trade through Tartary,
a course that subjected it to groat inconvenience, expense,

Towards the close of the seventh century the Italians so

far conquered their aversion to the Mahomedans, as to

ago Indian products in the markets of Alexandria;
and this city again became the principal emporium of the

Indian trade until the occurrence of the Crusades in tho

eleventh century. At this period, and by assisting

crusaders with sea transportation for their armies, the Italians

secured the valuable privilege of buying in the markets of

Pyre those products of India which found their

way to the West by the Persian Gulf.

In 1204 the Venetians, by taking part in the reduction

iople, secured the exclusive privilege of the

Indian trade which centred at that great city, and acquired,
with the Peloponnesus and some of the islands of the Archi-

pelago (portions of the Greek empire), a complete chain of

settlements from the Adriatic to the Bosphorus. With
these advantages the route by Constantinople and the ports

o Euxine Sea became the most economical. The
Genoese conquest of Pera in 1261 broke up this trade,
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compelled the Venetians to resort once more to Alexandria,

where the dt&ies levied on the transit of Indian goods by
Soldans of Egypt amounted to one-third the value of

the commodities. Nevertheless the trade was so lucrative,

that tho Florentines in 1425 petitioned for and obtained a

share of it. At this period the most valuable goods were

transported by the Persian Gulf, Bussora, and Bagdad, and

the heavier ones, including spices, by way of the Red Sea,

the Nile, and Alexandria. In 1453 the Turks conquered

Constantinople, and the Genoese trade came to an end.

The rivalry for the trade to India had now become so

tense, that every means were resorted to in order to com-

mand it
;
and it is to this feeling, far more than to any hope

of glory in the discovery of new lands, or the propagation
of religion, that is to be ascribed the patronage of Henry 1 1 .

to Tasco de Gama, and of Ferdinand and Isabella to the

immortal design of Columbus.

Among the articles of European production which were

exchanged for Indian products and fabrics during this

period were gold and silver, chiefly the latter, which, being

produced from the Saxon and other German mines, and

coined by the Easterlings, whence its name of sterling silver,

made its way from Bruges, the principal entrepot of

Hanseatic League for the trade with Southern Europe, to

Italy, and thence to India. The quantity of silver which

thus found its way to the East is not susceptible of being
estimated with accuracy ; but it will probably not be wrong
to regard it as having been far too small to have any effect

upon the monetary systems of India, and barely sufficient

to eke out the demand in that country for bangles and other

trifling articles of jewelry.
The conquest of Persia had scarcely been effected by the

Mahomedans, when they began that series of incursions

into India which ended with the entire conquest of that

country three centuries later.

Mr. Thomaa more than once remarks that the sole object

of the Mahomedan conquest was plunder, an inference which
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he derives from the haste of the , who coined

their gold and silver spoil in camp, and before the metals

were properly separated or refine ;

coint opper spoil.
1 Bat this may hare been said of

Darius, of Alexander, indeed of all the conquerors of India ;

it may likewise be an x Mr. Thomas also

holds that the Mahometans did not even pretend to con-

tor the sake of religion. Here I think be is mistaken.

There wan no want of religious pretence in this or any other

conquest of India, not even in that by its present masters,

these speculations, however, this history has little to do.

The essential point to consider in respect of the Mahomedan

conquest is whether its circumstances were such as to bring
about any change in the monetary system of the country.
No indications of any such change are to be perceived.
After every conquest, after every expedition for spoil, there

was a molting down of jewelry and ornaments, and a fresh

coinage of gold and silver multipliers ; but the spasmodic

supplies of metal thus converted from the arts into coins

were more than counterbalanced by the cessation of mining

during the prevalence of hostilities; and no addition can

be discerned to the quantity of gold and silver in circula-

tion. The bulk of the exchanges continued to be made in

copper coins, in billon valued in copper coins, and in cow*

ries, which latter were used as dividers for copper coins.

I'athra Kings of Delhi.- ltt>. 174.
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INDIA, SINCE THE MAHOMEDAN CONQUEST.

The Mai.- '
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deeper and more systematic mining Increased. Imt insufficient -upplirs

of -ilvcr Hillon coin- Method of notation Liability to error in

translating Indian sums into gold or .-ilvn- moneys Distinction b<

the tank and tankah Minute :old coins shot from catapults for pur-

poses of bribery Bad sta- . and difficulty of gathering the

tribute in kind Attempt of Mahomet -)>in-Tii'_dah t. alter tin-

standard from copper to -ilver Failure of the scheme Doubts as to

the true date of this experiment Apparent adoption of

ments Thomas's opinion that the real standard \\ ;^ r..pprr Decline

: Pathan kings of Delhi Inva-ion and plunder \>y Timon tin-

Tartar Renewed scarcity r.f coinage metal Etlort- of Bahlol Lod!

to sustain prices by means of highly overvalued copper coins The

particulars of this experiment not known Fall in prices Mimu
coins Return to copper standard Advent of the Portuj.Mu-.-e Di--

of America Influx of -ilver into India for gold and
I]

-timulus afforded to mining Gold and silver become more

plentiful Akl'M t Failure Return to andard

Detached portion- of the Mongol empire The Dekkan B(

:. Europe ' >t- in India Continued influx of rfh

D and plunder by Nadir Shah Renewed influx -

Estab! .-f gold, and afterwards of silver standard, by East Inlia

1
.'. Mi.de of determining w rupee sam< ;

American dollar M
dian standard Stoppage of Bank of Kn-jland These conse-

quences still in action Local systems of money at the 1

,tury Introductio!. Continued influx of

-iher recently interrupted by operation of railway system Exi-tin-j

tary system of India Comparative scarcity of pn-< iou- nn

Ity of maintaining silver standard Impracticability ol

standard Estimates of quantity of precious metals in India.

THE
Mahomedan conquerors of India, after firmly esta-

blishing their power, directed their attention to the

industrial affairs of their kingdoms, including the coinage.
The invasions and disturbances which had preceded the
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conquest had laid bare the defects of a system involving

gold and silver multipliers. When theae were overvalued,

M to tome extent they generally were when iaaoed by

government, they were exposed to the danger of becoming
excessive, either from the cupidity of the coining power, or

the activity of counterfeiters. When this excess, or th<-

fortunes of war and the coinage of bangles and other spoil,

reduced their value to that of the copper coins which

represented, they were liable to be made up into bangles

again. In this way, and also from the continually changing
ratio between gold and silver, due to the small and fre-

: v disturbed stocks of these metals on hand, the various

moneys of India had become greatly confused. The Maho-

medans would have preferred to change the standard entirely

from copper to silver; but this was impracticable, n:

half measure which, like most half measures in monetary

systems, only engendered doubt and hastened failure, was

substituted instead. This was the introduction of a i

jital of a value between the largest copper coin and the

smallest silver multiple, and the use of this piece as a com-

mon denominator of value.
1

However, the legal ordinances

i all gold and silver coins in copper, and thus

established a copper standard, were not changed : so that the

or custom of using the new billon piece as a

denominator, while it seemingly did so, did not really

change ing system.
To substitute a piece even of this base character for copper

coins, involved a material increase iu the supplies of si

could only be effected by stimulating the yield of

s. Accordingly a new impulse to this branch of

production is to be observed at this period. The experience

gained by the Arabians of the Hedjaz was made use of in

, the excavations both in the silver and gold mines were

proved means of draining them were adopted,

common mom "tan. tar* the

"Tabakat- *lem work of the thirteenth ocntun .

- I'atimn

K
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and greater care was bestowed upon the treatment of the

ores.
1 These measures may have led, for a time, to an in-

creased yield of the precious metals, but it soon relapsed
into its former dimensions and silver, at ecame as

scarce as before.

The new coin, known in the Punjab as the tl> ////</

after the name of the place where it was first fabricated and

elsewhere as the jital or chital, now became the general de-

nominator for all sums of money. It was usually composed
of about forty-two grains of copper, and from twelve to four-

teen grains of silver, and derived its value from the legal

regulation which made it equal to a given number of copper
coins.

It was in this billon coin that all sums of money were

expressed. For example
" a hik

"
(100,000) meant in India

100,000 dehliwallas or chitals ; just as "a million" means
in France a million francs, in America a million dollars, and

in England a million pounds sterling.

The precise value of the dehliwdlla can neither be deter-

mined from the quantity of metal it contained, nor the

quantity contained in the copper coins which it represented ;

unless it is also known how much the latter were overvalued

by the operation of mint, maximum, or other sumptuary
laws.

To show the risk of error involved in translating sums of

money from one currency to another when the laws upon
which they are respectively based are but imperfectly known

a species of error into which, as we shall see further on, all

translators of ancient Roman sums have fallen it will be

interesting to adduce in this place two instances from the

history of India during the period under review.

In the reign of Tiraz III., 1351-88, a certain farmer of

revenues, one Imod-ud-din, was said to be worth 13 kross of

iankahs. A Jcross is ten millions. The tankah was a silver

coin. Originally it weighed about 175 grains of fine

1 The Arabians were certainly acquainted with the amalgamation

process, and perhaps introduced it into Persia and India.
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.n form it was the type of the modiru

ri/*r, wi of about the same weight.
1

I).

the early part of the thirteenth century a great portion

newly coined t<tnk<ih* were reduced from r.

166 grains, and in subsequent issues, under the name of

dirhtttu, tho lower weight was more or less closely adhered

to.
9 At this weight, and at tho European ratio of silver to

13 krossoftonA-a/u would be worth about 18,000,000

ng, and this is the value given to this sum by Mr.

.us.
1

Such a translation is incredible. Even if the

value of silver to gold be assumed at the Indian ratio, the

result would be about 6,000,000, which is also incredible,

and suggests that the sum meant, if indeed it was not so

expressed/ was 13 kross of tanks : the tank having been

a copper coin of the same period, weighing about fifty-

six grains,
4 and worth, if not overvalued, and at the pre-

sumed Indian ratio of copper to silver, something like an

English halfpenny or American cent. This would make
Imad-ud-din's fortune equal to 26,000, or $130,000, and

if, as is probable, the tank was overvalued, the equivalent
would have probably ranged between 30,000 and 50,000,

r of which sums would have been a large fortune at

the time. But such speculations are little better than

guess-work.
a later period, when tho effort to keep up the supply
ver was abandoned and the emissions of dehliwaUas

M arden, 36. The toaAoA, tlirkem, and rupee are substantially the

MOM coin. The adali. of 140 grains fine, fir*t minted in the fourteenth

century, was a degraded JoNJbA, which, however, fubtegoenUy dis-

<:{ .ir- -I !:< 1:1 t.'ir I-..IM.I;.'' > - t I:i'i::\.

1'athan Kings of Delhi), 114.

D.-296.
.ere WM a billon JoaAoA, called tankak ridk or black AMJkiA. t<.

<>m the tamkah dkniA. or while Ankak, which wa of fine

I many Indian dialect* tank means money in general, and

nAoMf/4, a mint. The Russian word dngi\ money, is attributed to

the tame source. 17
1 The copper tamk is snppoaed to be the same with the

/mraaa of Manou. P K. D." 363, 408.
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grew smaller, the copper coins resumed then previous posi-

tion in the monetary system, and not only continued to form

its basis but again gave to it its denominator. This

either the kas orfollis, as Hindoo or Moslem regulate.! tin-

coinage.
1 Under the Mongul kings the common denomi-

nator was the dam, an overvalued copper coin of similar

character.

In 1526, Baber or Babar, a Mongul king and conqueror
I' the Punjab, stated that his revenues amounted to

kross." As a kross is ten millions and the dam was the

common denominator of the time, this term is assumed to

mean ten million dams. Mr. Erskine, in trying to reduce

this amount to English money, "was constrained to le.

an open question between no less than five several amounts

ranging from 1,300,000 to 52,000,000."
2 A subsequent

study of extant coins and contemporary histories, led Mr.

Thomas to translate this sum into 2,600,000,
3
but the de-

termination is by no means satisfactory.

As for the revenue of Abul Fazl, stated at 3,'

dams, Mr. Thomas, after numerous trials, gave it up as quite

untranslatable.
4

Going back to the establishment of the Mahomedan con-

quest, it is to be observed that a complete series of coins

are now extant of all the dynasties up to the present time,

and that these more or less all include gold, silver, and copper

coins, the former used as multiples and the latter as stan-

dards. In many cases the copper coins were overvalued by
means of mint and sumptuary laws.

To extricate the sovereign from the consequences of this

overvaluation, it was customary to exact the revenues in

kind, an undertaking of no little difficulty in a country where

' "The foffli or feloot were always the representative of price."
Hamilton's " Mussulman Laws of India," ii. p. 563.

*
Erskine's "

History of India," i. 542.
8 " P. K. D." 387.

4 " P. K. D." 387. The following specimen of notation is from the

reign of Buhlol Lodi, A.D. 1451-88: 5,84,00,50,000 reads 5 arabs,
84 kross, and 50 thousand. "

P. K. D." 351.
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almost the only practicable avenues of commerce were the

rivers and canals.
1

ttengal, the system of a copper standard with cowrie

i ors and gold and silver mult i pi iers remained unchanged.
It u n :':! unately happens that those who have communicated

to as any knowledge of this system have valued the cowries

s copper coins to which they were the nearest re-

lated by law, bat either in the silver or gold ones from which

they were the farthest removed by law, bat which were more

ir to oar informants.

The common "
money

"
of Bengal, says Ibn Batuta, an

Arabian traveller of the fourteenth century, is composed of

cowries. A b\i$tu$ is a lak of cowries, and four lak* go to

a gold cfi'imr. On other occasions he states the equivalent
/dJL-j of cowries to the gold dinar.

Orissa, which is the next kingdom south of Bengal,
the following scale of values prevailed during the early part
of the Mahomedan rule : 1 kh'wans = 16 to 20, say 20 />uu :

1 pun sr 4 boorit* : 1 boory 5 guiulas : \ yunJa
~

I

cowries; hence 20 x 4 x : x 1 = 1600 cowries. This was

the value of a silver rupee of that period. In 1740, a rupee
fetched 2400 cowries; in 1756, 2560 cowries; in 1883,

6400 cowries ; in 1845, 6500 cowries. These figures are

derived from accidental allusions in books of travel, and not

from any systematic averages of values during the years
mentioned. Until the entire monetary systems of which

these cowries formed a part are rescued from oblivion, par-
: relation to the copper coins, and the relation

of the latter to commodities, their value in the silver and

gold multipliers of the periods named, can serve no practical

purpose.

Among the many curious monetary phenomena of thi*

period is the following one :

Alladir. 1315, while besieging Delhi, shot gold

imilar custom prerailcd in Sumatra in the early part of tfc*

MTcmccnth century. Bcaulivu'c Expedition,
* Maror't VorafM,**
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coins from his catapults, and thus conquered the city by
bribery.

1

The coins thus shot were said to have been mans and

these are explained to have been the same as the more

modern fanams. The fanam contained about six grains of

gold (similar to the old California 25 cent gold piece).

were also i and i fanams ; but whether these were

coined in gold is not stated. These minute gold coins

were known collectively as "
star

"
or "

spangle" gold.*

We now come to the first Indian experiment in money
of which we have any tolerably explicit account : that of

Mahomed-bin-Tuglak, king of Delhi, 1331-51.

Upon the accession of this sovereign the condition of the

roads was so bad that the royal tributes in kind accumulated

at Deogir, instead of going on to Delhi, and at Deogir they
were captured by insurgents.

To avoid the recurrence of such a catastrophe and at the

same time to unite, by means of a new and uniform mone-

tary system, the somewhat disjointed members of his king-

dom,
3

Tuglak appears to have entertained the following

scheme of finance : 1st, to alter the standard from copper
to silver ; 2nd, to render money more abundant ; 3rd, to

levy the tributes in money instead of produce. In pursu-
ance of this scheme he began operations by debasing the

silver coins with copper, not perhaps with the design of cir-

culating them at a material overvaluation, but of rendering
the silver or quasi-silver pieces more numerous, and with

the view of ultimately retiring the copper ones. Finding
that the numerical increase of the billon pieces had no other

result than to make a given sum of money heavier than

before, he had recourse to overvaluation.
4 This device

appears to have succeeded so well that it led to further and

further debasement of the silver and billon coins, until

1 "P. K. D." 157.
2
"P. K. D." 170.

3 The kingdom of Delhi at this period was compose*! of twenty-three
feudal provinces, never free from local wars.

4 "P. K. D." 116.
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finally tho iUrer maid entirely disappeared from every
t*low the toiUaA, and all the minor coin* became Alto-

gether of copper or bra*, which bj menu of maximum law*

were highly overvalued. 1

.o other mean* of payment had been lawful than the*e

highly overvalued brass coins ; if the number issued had

been specifically limited, no matter to what extent, at

proclaimed and rigidly adhered to; and if it

had been impossible or exceedingly difficult and dangerous
to counterfeit them, they would doubtless have folly served

urpose in view.

all these circumstances were against Tuglak. He
permitted the circulating of gold dinars and coined new

ones, and gave them both the function of money at a legal

i ocbanged ratio to other moneys, as in the previou*

reigns ;

* he placed no limit on the coinage of the overvalued

brass coins, or if he did, this limit was not proclaimed or

not adhered to ; and he took no sufficient guards against

counterfeiting. There were no finely-executed vignettes
or figures on the coins ; only coarse arabesques and letters,

which were easily imitated.

The consequence is readily foreseen. Tho number of

* was so rapidly and enormously multiplied, both by
the government mints and by count . that in the

course of three years they fell to their metallic value, and

the whole scheme came to an

is recorded that when this result seemed inevitable,

Tuglak promised to redeem the overvalued coppers in silver

at par ; and that he actually carried out this promise, heap-

ing the redeemed coins in vast mounds within the fort of

Tuglakadad (Delhi), where they were to be seen a century
later.

1

How the means were obtained to effect this redemption

.'40.
' The tlimar of gold and dirk, r vert of the MBM or nearly

1 valued at eight for one.
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is not stated. Confiscation of the property of rich offenders

and discovery of hidden hoards are alluded to, as where

Tuglak obtained 437 million miskals of gold by confiscation

and 40 babars of gold (each of 833 mans) by discovery ;

l

but this is doubtful, first, because the sums, however large

they appear, must have been, from the known scarcity of

gold, really small; and second, because it was not gold but

silver that was needed to redeem the brass coins. The

impracticability of suddenly coining an adequate quantity
of silver is also overlooked. Possibly a solution of the diffi-

culty is to be found in the supposition of redemption, not at

par, but at a greatly reduced rate, and in gold coins, not

silver ones.
2

It is to be regretted that Col. Yule in so popular a work

as his superb edition of Marco Polo was bound to become,
has thought fit to allude to this notable and instructive

monetary experiment in a strain of derision that hardly befits

the professed scholar.
3

From the fact that no notable rise in prices is said to

have followed this experiment in money, and that the public

works and reforms of this reign were few and unimpor-

1 - P. K. D." 245.
3 The scale of weights used in the reign of Mahomed-bin-Tuglak,

-ai-1 to have been derived from the "
Atharya Parisian a." a Vedic

work dating "some centuries** B.C., is given )>y Mr. Thomas, as follows:

1 drona = 4 atham = 16 prastham =512 palum = 32,768 masha =
163,840 ratis; though it is difficult to see of what possible interest tin-

fact can be in connection with monetary systems, all of which were con-

fessedly based more or less upon numbers (in maximum law*, over-

valuation, artificial ratios of value, &c.), and very little, if at all, upon
weights.

1 As might be expected under such circumstances, Col. Yule exhibit -

the utmost ignorance, not only of the character of the transn-iiiu. Imt

of its particulars. I: -hat Tuglak's monetary scheme was "in

professed imitation
"
of the Chao notes of Cathay, whereas it had not a

single feature in common with them, except overvaluation of some of the

pieces a feature that may be discerned in the monetary system of

Col. Yule's own country and time : indeed, of every known monetary

system, except those imaginary ones which are to be found depicted in

the works of political economy.
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tant/ wl. y were exceedingly numerous and note-

succeeding reign (that of Piras Shah, 1

88)," be suspected that the date of the experiment
had been misapprehended. This could easily be the case if

the date was derived from numismatic researches; f

was a common practice at that time as indeed i th<<

ice in some countries to use old dies in the fabric*-

<>f new coins. Numerous instances of this sort are

Ir. Thomas's " Pathan Kings of Delhi," both

and alter Tnglak's reign, the latest one being that of

i sicca rupees, which were all coined as though

they had been issued in 1779. Hut the true date seems to

be well settled by the reference in Ibn Batuu.

Speaking of a period during the reign of Mohamed-bin-

Puglak before any highly overvalued copper or brass coins

formed part of his monetary systems, Mr. Thomas says :

standard, if any distinct conception of its meaning, as

we understand it, existed at all, seems to have been baaed

upon the primitive copper currency, which was of such uni-

versal distribution as to be confessedly less liable to fluc-

tuation than gold or silver.'
19 In another place he says,

real pervading currency of the realm consisted of

! ill u-rnoney and copper pieo
Allusion has already been made to the reign of Firs*

Shah, 1351-88, and nothing further appears worthy of note

D.-360,

1, in Manden, 60.

53. Shaikh Mubarak, an Egyptian trareUer of the

fourteenth century, has loft us a complete teals of aaootyt of one por
lion (probably the earlier) of the reign of Mahomed-bin-TugUk. a*

follow*: 4 fab of copper = 1 kini, jital.
. hital. or dehliwmlla; '2 kani

= 1 .l.-Uni. , r Miltani: 6 kani = 1 .ha.h-kini : 8 kani = 1 bsSSS-
-

1 iluwaxiUh. kani : 16 kani = 1 thaBadah-kani ; 64

_ 1 tank. '." 219. It will of course ho

undertootl that the relation between the thanxdah-kani of copper sad

lanku .!. and 1

nth the coounerctal relation of raloe
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concerning it except that at its close i notary system
consisted mainly of copper and billon coins, with a few

silver adults of 140 grains fine, and gold dinars of 175 grains

fine, at 8 for 1. The adalis were accorded the same value- ii,

gold as the old tankah s of 175 grains, and the ratio between

gold and silver in the ad nils and dinars was consequently

6J for 1. The principal billon coin, the dehlhvnlln, weighed
about 50 to 55 grains, of which 12 to 14 grains w< :

silver ; the principal copper coin weighed 66 grains.
1

Up to about the middle of the fourteenth century the

kingdom of Delhi appears to have increased in territorial

dominion, population, and industrial resources, arid .

wards to have declined. Bengal, the Dekkan, and other

tributary provinces, all became independent, until they were

united again under the powerful reign of Akbar, I

Meanwhile all these provinces established monetary sy-

and issued coins of their own of gold, silver, and copper.*

Among the Pathan kings of the fourteenth century, the

reign of Alladin is distinguished for many fine public works

and political reforms ; whilst his plunder of the Dekkan is

said to have brought a vast accession of gold to Delhi. It

would appear, however, that this gold was coined oiily to

be left a prey to the victorious Timur in 1398.
3

This conqueror so entirely denuded India of the precious
metals that Bahlol Lodi, 1450-88,

" was obliged to impro-
vise a new compound copper currency to supply the demand
for money/'

* The particulars of this experiment, however,
have not been preserved, except that the paisa or I

was identical in weight with the double karsha of remote

antiquity, namely, 280 grains, and that this piece was equal
to five degraded tankahs or dlurnnas of 56 grains each;
coincidences which, at present, are of merely nuini

-1'. K. I)." 174.
-

!'. K. D." 330, ami
' "P. K. D." 171.! .ou.thokiiuA share

of booty is one-half; among
' ic!an j>rim-e> it was onr-fit'th.

thw the origin of the Sj.ani-h
4 Marxi,
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interest.' Copper and silver in the coinage of this reign

appear to hare been valued at the ratio of 64 to 1 ;' hot

this may not hare been the true value of tbeee metal*.

The scarcity of the precious niotali oocaoioned by Timur'*

conquest eventually had the effect which Buhlol Lodi had

foreseen and tried to prevent by means of an overvalued

coinage; it resulted in a general (all in prices. In the

reign of Baber or Babar,a Mongnl long of Delhi, A.D. 1526,

gold coins weighing not over 10 or 12 grains were
j

n.' In the reign of Shir Shah, an Afghan long,
who In 154" porarily regained Delhi from the

Mongula, the billon coins were abolished, and a new coinage

per and silver coins was made at the ratio of 7 1

Rut these measures were of no avail. The country from

.u a I wars and frequent ravages waa hopelessly poor in

everything, and poort
- metals than in any-

thing else : so that all measures looking toward their pro-
Q to the office of money proved so ineffectual that they

usco de Gaum rounded the Cape of Good

Hope, and reaching India by sea, opened a route for com-

v.th that empire, so much easier, cheaper, and safer

than any that had previously been used, as to eomp
change the destinies of the country and its relations to the

general affairs of the worM.

orover the Portuguese penetrated they found the

ancient system or systems of copper money in vogue. A
considerable display of gold and silver waa made in and

about the Courts ;* but there were few coins of those metals

-dilation among the people. The first operation of

1' K I> 964.

of gold and lw coin* in

Dehli t this period, * r K. IV 300, 408.

iuu Roe** " Emt>*Hr to the Ore*! Mofol" in 1615;

BmgU-T
M
CoUectk>! . ami a cturioiu rtlilkm of CoasMMJOFt

Bcanl . which dcribt< tW ornrt of
.'..-. in 1619.
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the new-comers was to plunder the coasts; but after this

brigandage had aroused sufficient resistance to render it

dangerous, they began to trade, at first, by exchanging tin ir

stolen silver for gold at the Indian r.itio of 6 to 8 for 1, and

afterwards by paying for spices in reals of European metal.
1

It was a strange coincidence of affairs that, at this period,

opened to Europe a populous country accustomed to the use

of the precious metals, and yet comparatively devoid of

them, and at the same time another one replete with these

metals, but unaccustomed to employ them for money. But
for the fortunate discovery of America within a few years
after De Gama's opening of the Cape route to India, the

Utter would have become of little practical value, and the

Indian trade have soon dwindled to the narrow limits which

had confined it for upwards of thirty centuries.

During the first hah-century after the discovery of

America the shipments of metal from that continent con-

sisted chiefly of the gold trinkets, effigies, and furniture plun-
dered by the Spaniards from the helpless inhabitants ; but

from 1545, when the rich silver mines of Potosi were opened,
the shipments became chiefly of silver, and so large a pro-

portion of this metal began to be shipped to India that

before the close of the century the Spaniards regularly

despatched two ships a year laden with 200,000 in silver

from Acapulco to Manila, whence' it found its way through
the Portuguese factories to India.

2

One of the results of direct European commerce with

India was to impart to the precious metals in the last-named

country a commercial value which had hitherto been but

imperfectly realized. This not only led to increasing impor-
tations of silver, but to a renewed activity in native mining,
the combined results of which is seen in the great develop-

1

Hills of exchange, locally known as hoondees, were found l.y tin

among tip IJnynal. in (ianilli'- *
I'.. lit.

The ancient Babylonians nsecl tin-in. Lcjx.nnant. "La
Mominie," i. 118.

3
Del Mar's "Hist. IW. MrtaU." p. 193.
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meat of coinage which now began, and in the

recurring tendency to abandon the copper standard

marked instance of this kind occurred in the reign of Akbar
the Great, 1555-1604.

!4 monarch, the sixth in descent from Timur, recovered

a the Pathans, conquered the whole of N. W. India

to Kabul and Kandahar, and merged all these kingdoms,

together with several provinces of the Dekkan, into one

Amongst his monetary measures was the creation of tl

five mints for gold coins, ten for silver, and numerous ones

for copper; the interdiction of tho private coinage of gold
and > imposition of a seignorage of 5i per cent, on

linage of gold and silver, and an attempt by means
lion pieces to bring silver into more common use,

preparatory to a change of standard from copper to silver.
1

This attempt, however, was a distinct failure; not so much
from a scarcity of silver metal, which now came in more

more freely from America and Europe, as from the

. in so large and yet so dis-united a country as

India, of circulating the new coinages and retiring the old

ones without disturbance. The general ignorance and

poverty of the people, whose exchanges were few and small,

and who had become so accustomed to measure value by
means of a copper denominator, as to regard the introduc-

tion of billon and silver coins with indifference, if not

distrust, had also much to do with the failure of this

experim-

The mint regulations of this reign are the earliest ones

of which we now possess the entire text, and these enable

us to dis ii.sivru that the real basis of the system
was the copper dam, weighing 5 tank** The old silver

1

P. K. D." 4:21. 428.

69. "Certainly in Akbart time,

when theory wa* more distinctly applied to the sntjtet (of a moottary
*tanlanl). copper wa ctAl.li*hcd a* the authoritative t*i* of all money

computation*." -'31.
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tankah of 173 grains now (A.D. 1543) called the rupee, was

valued in the law at 40 da***,
1 and when a given sum was

expressed in silver rupees, or gold dinars, it essentially

meant only so many 'lams as the law declared these pieces
to be wor

Until the mint regulations of the British East India

Company swept away the whole of- the native monetary

systems, and eventually replaced them with a single system
based upon the silver rupee, this experiment of Akbar \VM>

the last one of any note connected with the indigenous

moneys of India.

Turning from the important kingdom of Delhi, and the

almost universal empire of India that grew out of it, {<>

those minor political divisions of whose monetary
sures history has preserved some fragments, it is to be

observed of the Dekkan, that up to the thirteenth century
but few coins of any kind appear to have been minted ; the

currency, as shown in previous chapters, appearing to con-

sist almost entirely of cowries, which, because they were not

marked as money, were probably valued with reference to

some marked pieces ; in archaic times, perhaps of clay, in

later times probably of copper metal. We hear of the first

mints about the year 1300, when they were established in

seven leading cit

Bengal, from about the middle of the thirteenth to the

commencement of the fourteenth century, was independent of

Delhi; but no essential alteration appears to have been

made in the long time monetary system of that kingdom,
which was of copper coins with gold and silver multipliers

(chiefly the silver tankah or of l'V, grains), and

cowrie dividers.
4

Toward the middle of the fourteenth century, Alladin of

Delhi ravaged Bengal and carried to his capital a large

booty in the precious metals.
6

Notwithstanding this loss,

T." 18,1
'
Mnrsden,54.

I' K. D." 146.
* "P. K. D."260.

I'. K. D." 234.
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the coinage of silver and billon piece* in Bengal appear*
have ever oeaaed,

1 a (act which may be attributed in

part to the yield of native gold mines and the proximity of

:-H in Malacca, Sumatra,' Ac., and in part to the superior

advantages of Bengal as an emporium for exchanging a

portion of this gold for Chineae silver.

Ion hat yielded to numismatic researches, a few

specimens of ancient gold coins and a fragmentary aeries of

gold, silver, and copper ones, which stretch back to about

the beginning of our era ;
but HO little is known <

monetary systems with which these coins were connected,
that in the present state of our information upon the subject,

it would be futile to attempt to draw from them any con-

< ns of a practical value.
9

The hook money of Ceylon, and other maritime portion*
of the East, all of which kind of money it believed to have

originated in Laristan, a desert portion of Persia, deserves

some mention in this place. It was first noticed in Persia

during the sixteenth century, in Ceylon during the seven-

teenth, and in other places during the seventeenth and

eighteenth. The pieces are formed of silver wire of a fish-

hook shape, stamped with a die and weighing from

to 170 grains each. They are usually called form*; but iu

Ceylon are known as

D.
M
ttl.

*
Bcaulieu oUerre* with regard to Sumatra that the itativr*

" havr

inioea which they know not how to work, and, therefor.

atUfV themselves wi ng the particles of that metal deported
floods in ditches and trachea." It would be interesting to know

what improvement upon this method of placer mining was known to the

v Commodore. Mayor's M
Voyage*,** tl tt*.

'
Consult Prinsep, i. 87. ur. Atiat. ST." "Norn. Cfaron."

4kc. Except the direr hook money mentioned in the txt farther on, no

Over coins of Ceylon, earlier than the Dutch nofaagfj of the eighteenth

century, had been found at the date of Mr. Davids' researches. -Ancient

Coins and Measures of Ceylon,** by T. W. Rhys Daridt, in Intern..

tionml Num. Orient.**

.11 Chardin, Voyages," Amsterdam, 18S* iil 128; Robert

Knox, *
Voyages,** London, 1817, p. 197.
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Turning now from these detached portions of India to

India as a whole, it is to be observed that whilst the initial

proceedings of the Portuguese and other European adven-

s of the sixteenth century, consisted in plundering or

otherwise acquiring so vast a quantity of gold and si 1 VIM

(chiefly gold from Japan), as to set on foot an import .nit

movement of these metals from the Orient to Europe/ it is

evident, from its rapid decline, that this movement was

chiefly supplied from hoards or from superficial placer mini-.

and unimportant river washings. So far as India is con-

cerned, it quite ceased before the opening of the seventeenth

century, when the movement in the opposite direction is to

be observed in full flow. From this time to the middle of

the eighteenth century, India received from Europe several

hundred million dollars in bullion, chiefly silver, a move-

ment which was afterwards greatly accelerated by Nadu-

Shah's invasion and plunder of India in 1 749.
2

The urgent demand for silver which the movement pre-

viously alluded to evinces, also gave rise to renewed efforts

to extract the precious metals from the native quartz mines ;

but these efforts, notwithstanding the improved methods and

appliances introduced by the Europeans, do not appear to

have met with results of sufficient importance to arrest the

flow of silver from Europe and America.

These arrivals of foreign silver again and again altered

the ratio of value between that metal and gold, and gave
rise to recoinages so numerous, as to have caused India to

appear to be a country overflowing with the precious

metals, whereas in point of fact no large country was so

devoid of them.3

The year 1766 marks the most important occurrence in

1 Del Mar's "Hist. Free. Met." p. 195.
a The spoil of Nadir Shah, including the Peacock's Throne and

Kohinoor diamond, both of which frequently figure in accounts of In-lian

spoil, is valued in Haydn's "Die. Dates" at the preposterous fi-_

625,000,000 !

3 In 1640 gold pagoda* and/onam* were coined in great numbers at

Ikkeri, Mysore. Lock, on "
Gold," p. 307.
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the history of money in India, and 000 whose practical coo*

sequences are far from being exhausted at the present time.

was the socceatfal change of the standard of money by
the East India Company, from copper to one of the predos*
metal* employed for money in Europe.

1 The metal chosen
^t WM gold, but after a brief experience, which ended
'

3, the company changed the standard from gold to

.-, which latter metal haa formed ita baaia substantially
ever since.

year the company baring determined to adopt the

o as their integer of account and basis of money,

weighed a number of those coins which were foot:

actual circulation, and after determining the average weight,
. was found to be 173 grains (or thereabouts), they

mintage of a new rupee, the sicca rupee, of

this latter weight.' This was precisely the same course as

that which a few years previously had been adopted by
Jefferson and Hamilton in determining the weight of the

new American dollar.* The East India Company, bowerer,
than the American statesmen. Instead of

ting a new design, they (holding in mind the ignorance
of the natives) adopted the familiar Mongul type, and eren

decreed the continued use of Shah Alain's name and date,

\vas ordered to appear on all the company's

mintages, no matter what their real date happened to be.
4

The effect of altering the monetary standard of India

was to bring it at once into correspondence with the mone-

tary system of Europe ; and it now became only a question
of commerce and time, when prices in these two important,
but diverse portions of the world should attain to more or

leas the same level. One of the first and altogether unfore-

seen results of this momentous step, was such a drain of

bullion from England, that within a few years it caused the

most important banking institution in the world to

"l. K D
Del list. Free. Met** Appendix to ,-h.j

-
Uieftd Table*." p. *4.
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"
specie" payments for twenty-four years, and involved n t ra i n

of other consequences as wide and as deep as the e

ramifications of European commerce and finance. This

subject will, however, be treated of in another place.
1

At this period (at beginning of the nineteenth century)
the monetary system of India may be said to have consisted

of : 1 . Copper coins (follis), the standard of value to the

natives. 2. Silver coins, the principal one of which was the

, the standard of value to Mahomedans and
( lnistians. 3. Gold coins, minted in very small numbers.

The principal one was the mohur of the same weight as the

rupee, and valued in rupees according to the European ratio

of gold to silver. 4. Inferior commodity moneys in various

localities.

This general system is described in Dr. Kelly's Cambist,

published in the early part of the present century. The
inferior commodity moneys were as follows :

"tx inferior commodity money* used in the Indies and I>

Material of Money.
Cowrie shells.

AlinomN from IVr

"Cas-h" of tun-mi^

Tin (cast) coins.

Tin (cast) coins of singular

shape.
Pieces of cotton cloth.

Pieces ofsilverwire called /////.

Convertible govennm-i.t JKIJKT

notes (lv-

Cotton-cloths with
;

in the husk), for small

change.
Cakes of gum benjamin, 1m Ha-

loes, brass wire, beads and

salt.

Cowries (Postlethwayt).
in almonds (Tavernier).

Place.

Calcutta .

Cambay .

Falfoe .

Qot,

Jnnkccylon

idanao

Maldivi- Islands

Mauri

Sooloo

Tappanooly

Various .

Variooi

District.

il.

Malabar Coast

Coast Cochin China

Malabar Coast

West Coast, Malay

Philippine Islands .

Off Cape Comorin .

Isle of France

Sunda Islands

Siam .

Gujerat

1 For full description of the present system of money in India, consult

Prinsep's "Useful Tables," p. 18.
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Bombav ;, the legal ratio of silver to gold was

nearly fifteen to one ; afterwards, thirteen to one, and in

1800 fifteen to < : < system laated until On

September Ut of that /ear a new silver coin <vMiS*iHy
165.92 grains of pure silver, and called the Company'*

rupee, was coined in gupercession of the numerous varieties

;>eet (Sicca, Sum h were preTiooaly current.

A g- >f preeiaely the tamo weight was also truck,

called the Mohur. Hut the tame law provided that there-

after silver should be the sole standard of value. In 1841

the double standard was again permitted until December,

1852, when it was finally abolished.*

. Newmarch, while conceding that there are no means

of ascertaining by any authentic data the amount of tilver

money in Imlia, deems it oncciTable that the mass

of silver (so used) may amount to 400 millions starling/'
'

an estimate too guarded for practical use. There is **&**$
to warrant one-half of this sum.

1875 inclusive, there were received into

-h India, chiefly from Europe, 1,200 million dollars-

worth <>: . and 580 millions of gold. Of

1,000 millions of silver and 5 15 millions of gold
tained in the country. Of the latter very littlt

($50,000,000)
*
remains in the form of coin, the rest having

been consumed in the arts. Of the silver, about 100 mil-

lion dollars are to be counted in treasuries, banks, &c.,and
there are, perhaps, 100 to 150 millions more in the hands of

Europeans ; the natives possessing little or no silver coin.

European settlements and large cities, but

little gold or silver was in circulation in 1863 ; nor has t hi A

state of affairs materially changed/

: 2i. i

I'arl. Kr|irt .*. 038, 945. ami App. p. I
MT or no silver coin* outtide of dtist eren M late M I

MMO WDrminofS, otu" Same op to 1876.

Part Rep. on SUter,~ 1876.

1
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It would, in my opinion, be a liberal estimate to reckon

the amount of silver and gold coin in India at the present
time at $300,000,000 or 60,000,000, of which not more

than one-sixth is gold.
As for Mr. Darnell's estimate

1

of five hundred million

pounds ($2,500,000,000) gold in India, it is simply pre-

posterous. The entire stock of gold coins in the world does

not equal this sum.

The systematic introduction of paper money in India

dates from 1861. Previous to that year there had been

small emissions by the three government banks of Bengal,
of Madras, and of Bombay, which circulated rarely elsewhere

than in the three cities in which the banks were, established.

In 1861, by a decree of the British Government of India,

the three directors of the mints of Calcutta, Madras, and

Bombay were severally made chief commissioners of paper

money, charged with the emission of government paper

money in exchange against silver in coin or bullion. Of
the silver thus to be received, 400 lacs of rupees, or such sum
as the government might subsequently decide, were to be

invested in government bonds to form a reserve or guarantee
for the notes emitted. The notes were declared legal

tender money, within their respective presidencies. Those

who deposited silver in ingots or foreign coins were to be

at the expense of its conversion into rupees. A later

decree provided that all persons depositing silver in bars

or specie would be given a receipt for the value thereof

(deducting in case of bullion the cost of mintage), bearing
a date at which the bearer would be entitled to receive

notes in exchange. In March, 1862, an engagement was

made with the banks mentioned, for a period of five years,

giving them, instead of to the commissioners, charge of the

emission of paper money and obliging them to establi>h

agencies to that end at the most important points in the

three presidencies. Thus, ten centres of emission were

...1,1 in t>,, Kant," by Claremont J. Daniell, of the Bengal Civil

Service, London, 1880.
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< d, and the notes were of the

five, ten , fifty, one hundred, fire hundred, am
*nd rupee*. By 1866, the circulation of these

bud reached the turn of $50,000,000. The following table

- the paper circulation at the periods understated :

tt.lS4.000

1*0*

^~T^B
IS70

I

56.790,000

Arcraft &S5.O4O.OOO

A review of the history of money in India brings to light
u facts and confederations of present importance.

It i* rvul.-nt that until the advent of the

:t, and excepting the Greco-Bactrian coinages,
nor silver was in common use in any part of that vast

von at the present time, coins of

these metals are for the most part employed only Cor

tnges between Europeans, and in the largest com*

mercial transactions ; and that the entire sum of silver and

gold moii.-v in lu.ii i does not exceed one dollar per capita

of population. So that if the level of prices in

ever to approximate the general level of prices in the

western world, vast supplies of the precious metals must

mg, or else a monetary system most be

devised t which shall be independent of the precious
metals.

ts evident that the native mines cannot be expected
to furnish these supplies. Mining can no longer be carried

on by slavev be continual, if at all, upon the

basis of commercial profit. Hut whether by slaves or

freemen, the silver mines of India arc few and un prolific,

and have been long since worked out to
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Tin- gold placers, the source of her immense supplies of

this metal in ancient, mediaeval, and moden . uv

completely exhausted. The gold quart/, mines, as proved

by numerous ancient and mediaeval workings, and by tho

notable failures of 1882,
!

are shallow, and have all

carried below the level of prof] t .

Nor can these supplies come from hoards. Whatever

gold or silver India has from time to ti
1 >s< <! IMS

been plundered from her. Darius, Alexander, the Maho-

metans, the Monguls, the Portuguese, Nadir Shah, and

the English,
2 have all taken part in this plunder. As for

what remains in the form of bangles and trinkets, it is too

trifling to consider with reference to money, which, when
made of gold or silver, requires not only a large stock of

these metals to begin with, but also perennial supplies to

make good the losses by abrasion, caprice, or accident.

As for establishing a monetary system in India which

shall be independent of the precious metals, I consider it,

for many reasons, quite impossible. Even her partial

independency of these metals, which has been contrived

through the use of convertible bank and government notes

in British India, cannot probably be materially extended

amongst so poor and backward a people as the Indians,

without grave risk of failure.

The only practicable resource which remains for India is

to extend her issues of silver and gold coins, and to obtain

upplies of the precions metals (chiefly silver) from the

West ;
and this policy must continue to exert, as it always

has exerted, a powerful influence towards causing an

appreciation of silver as compared with gold in the western

world.
1

In 1S79 I doubted that the goldmines of the Wynaad would t'urni.-h

any supplier "Hist. Prcr. Met.."
j,.

K. In 1-so I |.rrlirtod their

utu-r rollaj.M V. Mining Record," August 7, 1880. This

Collapse occurred in 1883.
2 The gold and silver spoil of Hastings, Clive, &c., is included in the

commercial movement of the precious metals between India and

Europe*
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into consideration the fact that the world's tap-

plies of the precious metals arc at the present time A-M-kf^
its demand for them in increasing,

1
the inflosoos

mutt aUo extend beyond the appreciation of

must tend to appreciate the value of both gold
mod silver its compared with oommoditie* ; in other words,
iU tendency is to occasion a gradual and general lowering

of commodities in the western world. Thus

tendency has been nullified and overcome by the

great expansion of Paper Money iu the West ; so that, as a

matter of fact, prices have risen rather than (alien ; but un-

less new means are devUcd to still further and safely

expand this important portion of the general measure of

value, the commercial world must look* forward to falling

prices and numerous failures.

Aside from the general supplies of money (not loans of

money from one pow< . y to another, but supplies

Mint*, and authorised printing presses), and

general demand for its use, which in the western world

may be assumed to have attained an equilibrium, the measure

liu's future influence upon prices must be the develop-
ommercial intercourse with the West, and this

may be appi mined by observing the in*

crossing traffic which flows through the Sues Canal, whose

incapacity to accommodate its present volume is attested

y serious discussion of a proposal to con-

struct a second water way through the Egyptian isthmus.
9

See abo Mr. Onsnhai's
'

It lit* been alleged that during the quarter of a eiatai

with the rear IS**, ingot* of copper were imported into India

hoarded therein, or uaed a* mooer ; and thai after the opening of

nia and Australia, >m ceated. ThU tatcmctu h in-

u-kft c..miniiaiion. See J. RMS Browne. "Mineral

Resooreet of tl \ ^hingtoo, 1WS, p. *07.



CHAPTER VII.

ARIANA. BACTRIA. CAUBUL. (KABUL.) AFGHANISTAN.

Tin- boundaric- - f Ariana as given l>y ;m. lent writers It includes

the more modem Hactria. Caul. ul. and Afi_'hanMaii At piv.-cnt rather

an ethnical than political division of the earth History of money in

Ariana connects it with India Includes tin . ..-trian empire
;

ii>tory of Ariana, and its connection with India Niuu> >emi-

ramiff Darius Alexander Its various dyna-iir-, <l..\\n to modern

times Character of it- ancient population Development of agricul-

ture and commerce Ariana the supposed liirthplacc of the human rare

Supplies of precious metals from the mines From commerce
< ssive standards of money ( per Numismatic find-

tional coins Kxpcrimcnt of Kancrke- with .ver\ allied co{)pers

Scarcity of silver after the Greco- Bactrian monarchy Ni

Longevity of bad money Punch-marks on coins.

A RIANA was a term used by the Greek writers to mean
\ all that country extending from the Aral on the north

to Beloochistan on the south, and from Yezd in Partlna

(Persia) on the west to the valley of the Indus on the east.

It includes the ancient Greek kingdom of Bactria, and the

more modern empires of Caubul and Afghanistan.
1 This

country has been so often divided between the contending
monarchies which surrounded and composed it, that it mu> t

be regarded at present, and for many ages past, rather as

an ethnical than a political division of the earth. Numis-

matists are asked to look upon it as the habitat of the oldest

monuments the Indian archaic coins as yet known to

man ; archaeologists to recognize it as the seat of the oldest

literature, the Vedic scriptures ; and ethnologists to pro-
claim it the cradle of the human race. Whether Ariana

1
II. H. Wilson,

" Ariana Antiqua," London, 1841, 4to, pub. by the

East India Co., pp. vii. and 214.
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was ever a united empire, inhabited bj a homogeneous race

a matt oonseqaence in the present rela-

tion. From thi> period of the earliest connected history
known to us, it was the home of several warring races and

the theatre of continual conflicts ; it is now a country long

>:il intercut which belong* to the history of

money in Ariana connects that country with India, and also

with the Greco-Bactrian dynasty. In on: these re-

lations may be the more clearly understood, it will be neces-

sary in this place to introduce a brief sketch of the history
of the country.

earliest classical record of Bactria relates to its inva-

sion by Ninus, King of Assyria, and the second husband of

the famed Semiramis. This event is assigned by chrono-

logists to about the year B.C. 197 , said that Ninus

invaded Bactria with an army of two millions of persons, and

after defeating it* king, Oxyartes, he annexed it as a de-

1 1 is Assyro-Persic empire. Upon the decay of

this < ttactria regained its independence, which it

.1 until it was subdued by Cyrus of Persia. Its next

rulers were Sphendadates (who falsely impersonated Tany-
oxartes, the youngest son of Cyrus) and Darius Hystaspes.

brings it into the domain of accepted history. As for

the storv 4 and Semiramis, though it rests upon as

good evidence as any one of the numerous accepted classical

predicates about money, the chronologists throw the same
f doubt upon it as they do upon the story of Sesos-

It was too long ago ; therefore it could not have

happened.
1

Both the expeditions of Darius Hystaspes and Alexander

the Great connect the history of money in Bactria with that

of India and Persia. Upon leaving Bactria Alexander ap-

pointed a Persian, one Artabazas, to rule the country as a

Uon's "Ariana Antigua," p. 126: lUytln't
M Die

Dal*;"
" TbcUnirta^l Biography," art. "Nmiu;" and Dr. Robertoon't

li*," nol *i.
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satrapy in his name. In B.C. 312 this satrapy was over-

thrown by Selcucus Nicator, who ruled the country for two

yean, and then was forced to retire from it, leaving it inde-

pendent In B.C. 256 it fell under the rule of the Greco-

Bactrian line, and afterwards under the various dynasties
set forth in the note at foot.

1

1 The follmviu- li>t of the dynasties of Bactria also shows tin-

character. >Mh- ...MI- i -uod by each sovereign, which ha\. tlm< far been

found and deciphered :

Period. Sovereign or dynasty of Bactria.

B.C.

Artabazas . .

:? 1 J N
r

icator of E&byl >n

310 Iiulcpdident sovereigns of Bactria .

GrecO'Bactrian Line.

256
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Although tlu- countries competing Ariana are more
deru readers M pastoral than as agricultural

state*, it IMUHI not be forgotten that thU baa not always
been the oaae ; and that in ancient times this country was

famous for iU agricultural development, but

actually g*vt it* name to the plough (arairum).
luustono estimated the mbul in

1809 at fourteen millions, and alth i-h this was no doubt

xaggerated number at the time, there are many
noes, both in its archeology and literature, to prove

that the population of Ariana in not very remote times

greatly exceeded this figure.
1

oA Sovereign or djrna*ljr of Bacuria.

50 .>.

BIG

Indo-PartMc /

s

iopharv
AhiiL'aMi* . C.

8.

>. ;,rW Princes of Caubul and Jelalabad.

KadphUcc . G
60 Ka.Uphe* . G.

i-bUw II. .

Kanerkes .

Ooerki

lUr.t

.

iuitv until

one's computation eon (ieo-

graphical Dictionarr." 1. 1846, art.
"

( aul.ul."

* r -r I'latecl copper coin*, from the size of a sixpenny piece to

that of a florin, Engiiah.
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ana was also at a very early date a commercial

country. This is proved l>y tlu \Ydic writings and the

Code of Manou, both of which an- 1>< -lii-ved to have

brought into India from Ariana
;

' and by its geographical

position. It was the earliest, and for many ages the only
route between India and the >il\t r- producing countries of

the West, and what supplies of coining metals it failed to

produce from its own mines were afforded by the caravans

that passed through the country from Europe to India.

Gold mining was pursued in Ariana in very roin >t<- 1 i

text of the Vedic writings, the allusions of Herodotus,
and the researches of modern geologists and numismatists

combine to settle this fact beyond question. Here origi-
i that sacred character of gold mentioned by Manou ;

that attribute of royal metal which has clung to it through
all the ages, and is found in a charter BO late- as that of Queen
Elizabeth of England ;

and that fable of the ants with which

Herodotus puzzled the learned world until very recently,
when it was found that he had stolen it from the Mahab-
harata.

2

Says Von Humboldt : "The old Indian mythologista
make the ruler of the North (Kuwera) likewise the god of

riches
;
and it is remarkable that the residence of this deity

(Alaka) must be sought for not on the Himalaya itself, but

< 'ii the Kailasa, beyond the Himalaya, in Thibet. Still further

to the north-west, beyond the mountain chain of the Kuen-

1 "Land of the Veda," and authentic riu-d therein.
1

Amongst the many attempts made by the U-arncil i<. n ncilc this

fantastic story of II* r< <ltus with truth, the most iujjeniou* i- that by
Mr. Hall, who informs us that tin

'

: men eh.thed in -

skins (wool outward): the ant-hill*, huts, who*e lower part i- In-low the

ground, and surrounded by a raised hillock of exeuvated i-.u-:h: and the

horns pickaxes of buffalo-horns used by the miners : that the elevation

of the place is 16,000 feet above the sea. It i- a piiy that the

discovery of the story in ; hharata" destroyed all this super-
*trm ture of" classical learning;

"
see "

Mahabharata," Sabha '*

Parva,"

printed edition, vol. i.
j

" Ariaua Antiqua," p. 135. The

quotation mentions the "drona" as a gold weight
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Ian, which separates the districts of Laddakk and KboUn,
Heeren place*, ami 1 think with much probability, the great

u sand deserts Tinted by the IndiaoH, bordering on

Kaschtnir, and containing ants leas than dogs, but larger
than foxes. It is on the western declivity of It i >r, chat

the most rec< igeut e.v : this t> ,-,-.i
iiieog-

-Alexautl--:- I lurries has described the gold-sand beds

>urwazand and the upper course of the Ox
small

<{t
f metal with which the

annual freshets en rich the valleys of every gold-bearing

stream, Ariana has long since been exhausted of its gold

deposits, and although not far remove* 1 from the

mines . !' the Caucasus or the gold ones of Semirit-

chin.sk, t! is been remarkable for its poverty in

respect t the precious metals ever since the invasion of

iwifr tin- (m-itt, nor is there any evidence to prove
that it was rich in them before that time.

The earliest moneys of Ariana were probably the clay
tablets alreadv mentioned, and these were followed by

copp< -vith gold and silver multiples, a system that,

with few breaks, has continue. I to the present time.

se breaks are indicated by the exceptional coins of

certain reigns : the billon coins of the two Theodotuses, the

ms of I ims and Agathoklcia, the plated
Azes and Gondophares, and the highly overvalued

copp. Kanerkes. The last-named ones, and the

tt'ul inscriptions upon them, afford us the only due to

y of monetary experiments in Ariana.

se copper coins rkes are precisely like others

of the same monarch of gold, which bear the legend in

in an unknown language, VANA (or XAXAIA)

PAO KAXBPKI KOPAHO. Although SANA (or NANAu) has been

conjectured to relate to the name of a tutelary goddess of

Armenia (!),' it is probably the name of the coins, both

because it appears in both the gold and copper coins, and

V,.. llumU. tiuUiOQS ofGold," 1887, p..
.nmii.1 Anliqua,** p. 962.
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because it is alluded to in the Prakrit drama called the
"

Mrirl;-
" and the Sanscrit

"
Mit.-ikshara."

'

These allusions clearly prove that the coins were so

highly overvalued as to invite count < -i -t'. -it ing, and this

could only have been the case with the copper coins, because

they were the only ones in common circulation, the gold
ones being necessarily scarce. To overvalue the copper
coins, it was necessary to fix a legal scale of prices for com-
moditi< > . l.ut this was common in all eastern countries

(see Manou,viii. 402),and probably long precededKam i

attempt to fabricate his gold multiplier out of copper.
further account of this experiment appears. It need

only be observed that the view of it here taken is fully

supported by the collateral evidence of the numismatic finds.

These indicate great scarcity of the precious metals, and the

almost entire absence of silver after the decline of the Greco-

Bactriau monarchy, and the cessation of active intercourse

with Greece. Of the Jndo-Scythic line, only three kings
coined silver, and one of these mingled with it plated coins

of copper. Of the Indo-Parthian line only two kings coined

silver, whilst another issued plated copper ; and of the Indo-

Scythic kings of Caubul no silver coins at all have been

found, except one or two of the last one (Sassanicus). It

is a curious instance of the longevity of bad money, that

many of the (once) silver-plated coins of Kanerkes, of which

the original emissions seem to have been very plentiful,

1 A pa**age in the " Mrirh-ehakati" alludes to
"

this filrher of i

The accompaiiviiiL' < omment calls a Kanaka "a coin with the

mark of Siva." "
Mrirh-rhakati," act i. >e. 1. The text of the

"Mitakshui ;itors of false coins shall hep ui

as also the assayer who gives a false valuation. The passage reads :

**The faki' grants, measures, and also of the

Kanaka." And again : "The aasayer of Kanakas, who eall* that \\hieh

is genuine an imitation, <,r fails to detect u ei.uiiterf.-it. i- to IK- punished
Mil. Vyavahara," p. M> (Wil>..n eall> this work

14

Tajnawachya's legal dicta "). These works are ascribed to a remoter

period than Kanerkes' coins, so that they must have related to Kanakas
older than his. And he may have got his hint for imitating them in

copper from these very works. Consult Wilson's " Ariana Antiqua."
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have been t'.un<l m urtivo circolit' in the bands of

D the larger towns of Hindustan. 1 Another
: t ho same connection is that the Mahomedan

invaders of the seventh <ontur\ punched the coins v.

they four ^ in Afghanistan with ih ir owi

vices, a practice known ua as affixing a "chop

i story of money in Ariana would be iucom-

plete without some further reference to tho antijur

Manon, and tho use of tho precious metals for money,
or gold, .silver, <>r copper; because all ihr u. i. the

dim lines of remote hist- appears to run a thread

oints out the Aryan, the f.-ll . Manon, as the

hunter, tho argonaut, the pioneer, par etccllc*

Code of Manon has already been discnssc>< i -. non

is not been. The Arians revered Manu ; t he-

Thibetan- iana, Manou ; the Siamese, Manu ;

the Lydians, Man ipans, Manis ; the Egyptians,
Menes ; the Cretans, Minas ; tin- aboriginal Germans,
Mannus. All these names are < same. He
was always a god, a law-giver, a hero. Dates, eras, epochs,
are almost everywhere lost, and where they are not lost

they are obscured by prejudice or religious bigot r

single positive date relative to Manou has survived,

fixes his era at B.C. 2950, 3643, or 3893, accordingly as

jua."

.0 coins found thus punched were of the Rattaniin

' The "
Injtitt . pn>fea* to bare been written by

this conqueror u of the fifteenth century, very plainly

bow that at that period the country had long since fallen into a |*toral

They ar- . and are only fitted fcr a

people of scanty numbers and uncertain habitation. A single ordi-

. might well be : at the present time: And I

onUm.il that to rvery bureau of the departmen t.<* of government an

scennntant should be appointed, and that be should keep a journal of

the daily expenses, and of the receipt* ami dUhurtements," "Iwlitute*

murr Oxford, 1783, p. 307.
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Manetho's Egyptian dynasties are computed.
1 At a very

remote date we find bodies of men Lydians, Phrygians,

Phoenicians, Greeks, and others belonging to Aryan races

pushing out in all directions into the desert wilds of

aboriginal Europe in search of gold, silver, and copper.

Inachus, Jason, Cadmus, all these are evidently treasure-

hunters whose deeds, clothed in the hyperbole of newly-
found letters, formed the basis of ancient mythologies. It

was the same class of men who subsequently discovered,

robbed, and depopulated Spanish America, who ravaged
the East Indies, who scoured the high seas for trea-

sure-ships, and who, when there was a law even for

pioneers, ransacked California and Australia in the name of

industry.

1

Del Mar'* "
Hist. Procimi- MrtaK,"

j..
:?. and authoritir- iln-r.-in

citcnl.
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IOYPT.

The gold mine* of K<> ir rat!

N tV,- ..!' ll untrv bj
nunr,- T:,, *! Nffal 0*%ii 01

Egypt .itinn Nubia the land of gold Analog? to Italy, Gaul
and California ;- The Buharee mine* fmimnc
excavation* Their ann.j >blv coeral with the first in4ftniiii-

tkm of Kgypt by Indian* Placer* impoverished and quarU worked

ao earir a* .. 2830 Deteribed br Diodortu Further mining db-

oouragcd bv Diocletian Ami j-Mty nf money in Egypt Probably de-

ririnl from 1 u. of the' early gold period remain Probable

OMjn ''
'

ptriod KM lw tb d IM of .-
paid m3m \ m

quart of the Pewiaiw The gold rings not money Nor the gold plate*
Scarab money Stone nummulitc* Iron money at Kordofcn It.

fiaaaerit name Iu resemblance to certain Chinese and Astec coin*

The Penian coinage Since that period the money of Egypt hat been

that of it* conqueror* Glaw coin* of the Patimite caliph* Theae in

use ao hit.- :i- the eighteenth Ori-iimlly bwued at numerical

moner, they eventually, from recklc*t nTor omiaiinni, biffanw neu

rorlhlam

B:K proceeding to d he development

money in Egypt, it is imp >rtaut to ascertain with

some degree of preci> ut, resources, produ.

ness, and con >f mining for tli-- precious metals in

. and as these matters have not hitherto en-

listed much a i from scholars and miners, and there

is therefore no comproh^nsive literature on the s

becomes necessary to devote some sp

hapa, appear surprising that the Nile, wl.

from time immemorial, hat been regarded chiefly as a

great agri<ultu nil stroam, should be classed among mining
ore is ample warrant for so doing. Not only

this ; but its history as a inin appears to be more

ut, and considering the geographical change* it has
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brought about it is certainly more important than as an

agricultural one.

In the remotest historical period the Nile, though never

a rapid stream below the junction of the Blue River, had,

undoubtedly, a greater fall than at present. The country-

rock, which appears at numerous places along its bed, did

not form, as now, merely rapids, but cataracts. Tins tln-ir

ancient names attest. The hills of Sennaar and Nubia,

which now are destitute of timber and water, were once

wooded; and from their flanks flowed numerous feeders,

which, after enriching the soil, added their floods to the

Nile. These feeders now flow underground, through the

mining debris which underlies the sand of the plains.
1

The Bisharee or gold country was once cultivated,
2 and

populous.
8 Much of it is now, and has been since the

time of Cambyses,
4 a desert of sand and gravel. The Nile,

which now washes the Arabian side of the valley, formerly

skirted the Libyan side.
5 From lat. 27 40' N. to the

a portion of Egypt was at one time a morass.6
It was like

1

KlunziiiL'cr'-
" Man-h through the Desert, from tin- Nile to th>

Sea," contain- many allu-i- -e streams, e.g..
- Channels are seen

on the sides of mountain-, traces of brooks, of waterfalls, of the beds of

rivers, some of them strewn with wide valleys of embouchure.

along the very summit of the mountain mass run- a regular watershed,

from which waters must run either westwards into the Xilc vnll

eastwards into the Red Sea," p. 230.
" The soil in which we are march-

inp is not loose sand, but very solid gravel," p. 216. New York, ed.

1878.
* "The soil is naturally black." Dio. Sic., iii. 1.

1 "That the valley was once a busy scene of life is evidenced by the

numerous ruin- and ancient Ivjyj.tian -cnlptun- hewn on the rocks."

Klunzinpcr, p. 2:i~>. Kdri-i. A.M. 1150, calls Wady Al-aki, a "
fertile

..lit.
"

1

Herodotus, iii. 25, alludes to the grassy region followed by the

" bare sands."

1 1 rodotun in "Euterpe" says this change was effected by a canal

cut by King Menes. There are still some traces of an ancient river bed

along the western hill*. Consult Rawlinson's " Herod." and Dejardin in

Reclus's
"
Earth," p. 371.

' Herod, in
"
Euterpe."
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,

:

and covered with trees.
1 This was

probably during the first era of mining, and before the

river wa* dikod by Menes. It is now all dry land and tree-

less. Tli- \; . once emptied into the sea, a little below

whore Cairo now stands. At tho present runs

ninety miles farther, through a Delta whose vast dimensions

owe to the operations of those multitudes

who for generations were employed in washing the sands of

itisharee region for gold.
9

After the era of mining, which had bestrewed tho plains
of Lombardy with sand and gravel from tho mining regions

the annual floods of tho Po wore able to cover

the mining deposits with layers of loam, which, in tho course

of ages, became sufficiently deep to restore the ancient

agricultural character of the coun

Not 80 , which, fn.tn F;i/. >u'l", in lit U'N.,
to the Delta, had scarcely enough full : purpose.

Consequent Is .in brought upon Nubia was irre-

parable; and its inhabitants were driven for support to

the narrow valley of the Nile proper, where agriculture
had to be conducted under condr 1 to the per-
manent enslavement of tho people and to those extraor-

dinary systems of government and religion which have

exercised such a potent influence upon the destiny of the

worl

vt to a comprehensive study of those systems, nothing

1

lU.nl Smith,
-

Italian Irrigation," p. 134, on the marshes of Lorn-

bardj (luriiii: tl..- MuMU- Ages.

* The certaintv that at least a portion of the vast quantities of gravel
and sand which can be seen to have been washed down from the Bisharee

region, must lie beneath the loam which now covers the Delta, invali-

dates all calculations concerning the supposed age of the earth which

have been derived frt.m observing the depth of the formation. Indeed

the entire topography of the country has been changed, largely by
mining ; ai> has led to industrial and social consequences

have deeply affected the history and the fate of

65.
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ao well marks the uncertain nature of Egyptian agriculture/
and the abject and defenceless character of the people who
had to depend upon it for support, than the frequency of

n to foreign conquerors, and the number of

alien dynasties to which Egypt has been compelled to

subi:

This furnishes a curious contrast with China, which

during forty centuries has not changed the nationality of its

dynasties half-a-dozen times.

The civilization of Egypt, like that of all ancient coun-

tries, appears to have begun in the hilly regions, because in

the early stages of society these portions of a country are

the most secure.
3

- Beside this general theory, there are

particular evidences to support such a conclusion in the case

of Egypt. Before the Delta assumed its present vast pro-

portions, the only considerable agricultural surfaces in

Egypt were in the Fork, anciently called the Island of

Meroe, and in the plains below the foot-hills of Nubia. The

edifices and works of art discovered in Meroe, and else-

1 The system of culture Dimply rnn>ists of waiting upon the animal

overflow of the Nile to fill the irrigating canals, an<l when the river ha-

Mib-ided, of maintaining the level of tin- water in the ranals and reser-

y pumping, bailing, and ladling. This work, and the dijjL

fresh canals, engrosses the labour of the people for months. Without tin-

incessant struggle with nature the land- would become nncultivahle, and

eren with it the result is doubtful : for if the next overflow of the river

exceeds thirty feet in height, everything on the land i- dcinoli>hed and

swept away; while if it falls short of eighteen feet the 1 :'.:il and

famine ensues. Del Mar'- ll_'\|.t." p. 11.
*

During the course of twenty-six centuries these have been no f.

than sixteen in number, with an average duration to each dynasty of not

than 165 years, as follows: 1 i: B.C. 700-800,

Ethiopians ;
B.C. 525, Persians under Cambyses ;

B.C. 41 1, Indi-p.

Egyptian kings; B.C. 351, Persians : B.C. 332, Greeks under Alexander .

B.C. 30. Romans under Augustus ;
A.I. ians

; 626, Romans ;

639, Arab*: 1171. Turks; 1250, Mamelukes; 1517, Turks; 1798,
i 'ii I.: 1^01. Briti-h protectorate; 1802, Turkish

protectorate ; 1804, Independent Pachas, Mahomet Ali ; 1881, European
protectorate.

i

l.-nry C. Carey,
"

Polit, Econ.," and authorities quoted.
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where ID Nubia and Upper Egypt, Appear to bare preceded
those wh been found in the lower country. The

Egyptian* an us are regarded as of Indian origin,

*ical appearance, their com pi-

and earliest edifices, their ecclesiastical and political institu-

tion*, and the origin of some of the plants and many of the

*s of commerce their tombs, all point to this

conclusion.
1

t-rm Nuhia appears to hare originated in EK
where .Vo/> or AV signifies gold, hen , tho land of

In a similar manner na originated in

l>e. Mai to -Brim regards Nubia as the Ethiopia supra

Egyptum of the ancients. It embraces the foot-hills of

mountainous ranges that constitute a great pan of

Abyssinia, whilst K#ypt is a country of low plain* bestrewn

vni.l Th< tin. <i languishing characteristics of all

great gold-mining count rios are here apparent : the sierras,

Abyssinia; the 1" :l>m; tin* plains, Egypt; the

connecting link between them all, the Nile. Analogous

geographical surroundings characterize those other great

S the Po, the Rh< ;ne, and th

Sacramento. Like Italy and California, Nubia has also

its coast range. These mountains separate the Bisharee

count: the Red Sea, and rise to an altitude of 6000

U
Below the foot-hills of Nubia is a vast expanse of sand and

gravel, known n aharee or Great Nubian Desert.
4

as we shall y see, was once the centre of tho

greatest . ning works known to the ancient world.

According to Diodorus, Book i\., the Pharaohs derived

from this region in gold and silver/ a sum which Mr.

.it tl*y were not black 1 iaa U noticed by 1'

D.: M.- 1 : M ,:. p. -i (hi tlM N '

IS1 I

:---. : !.. I I

.-

i. 6A and lUwlnuon-t Herod.." it 90.

4
McGreggor. ii. 271 ; McCulIoch; Maltc-lirua.

Over mine* appear to hare been in the coast range on the
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William Jacob computes to have been equal to 6,000,000

per annum. If this computation can bo depended upon,

the Nubian mines were as prolific as have since been those of

either Italy, Spain, Mr.-i/il, Uussia, Australia, or California.

In Lower Nubia, in or about the same latitude as the

Second Cataract of the Nile, lie
" vast and fertile, but neg-

lected plains, which it is conjectured were, at some remote

period, reached by the inundations of the Nile."
' If the

inundations of the main stream could have reached these

plains at any former period, they certainly can reach them

now that the bed of the river is higher than it ever was

before.
8 So that the Encyclopedist must be mistaken as to

the cause of the desolation noticed. The fact is, that

anciently Nubia was watered by numerou- small streams

that flowed into the Nile, and were employed to irrigate

these deserted plains once the Lombardy of Africa but

which, after they had been diverted by the gold miners,

and their sources of supply cut off by the destruction of the

forests in the foot-hills for mining timbers, fell into the con-

dition of "
washes/' which now are only flooded for n

period during the rainy season, March to May,
3 and are dry

for the remainder of the year.
4 These "

washes/' or dri<-<l-

up water-courses, are called by the Arabs "
wadys."

Besides these are the underground rivers alluded to in

Reclus, 278. Without surface rivers, there are, of course,

no irrigating canals.
6

Red Sea. "App. Cyc.," xii. 437. A silver "forge" query, furna. . is

mentioned as having been found at Shendos, on tin Nil< . MrCullorh,

"Geog. Die.," ii. 428.

p. Cyc.," article "Nubia,"
* At Thebes it has been raised seven t

> \rar-s and at the

Delta more than half as much. Marsh,
" The Earth' as M<><]ifil l.y

Man," p. 520.
3

Malte-Iirun says the weather is scorching from .January to April,

and that it rains from June to September.
"
App. Cyc." says there is no

rain in Lower Nubia, and that in Upper Nubia it rain- from March to

My.
4 Lock on "

Gold,'* p. 6.
4

Marsh, 623.

McGreggor,
"
Statistics," ii. 267.
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Such is Nubia to-day. lu hilU have bean levelled into

u of aand and gravel ; iU alluvial noil baa been washed

baa transported it a distance of a

thousand miles to fill up the morasses,
1 and form the Delta

H forests have been cut down ; its rivent hare

been either dried up or submerged ; and whore man has

l*ndoned it, he has degenerated to the level

of a savage. Tin- Arabs call the natives Berber*, a term

the Roman word barbarian, and possibly of

the same orig <Iihom- kennesa, and

tilth characteriie the men, and vulgarity and licentiousness

the women ,

J
many of whom are worked as beaats of burden,

to plough the land or tow the boats on .* Both

exes go naked, and the money of the country is a sort

>om-corn, called dourra.
4

Gold has b< i in nearly every region tributary to

the > M the Equator to the First Cataract The

following su of these regions affords a

view >n which baa been collected on this

subj.

foor. Hon. Robert Curzoii in his "
Armenia," Lon-

. says that some years previously he met at

Assouan, -can from the mountains beyond Darfoor,

East, who showed him several strongly
made iron-bound chests full of gold from that region.
Some of the gold was in nuggets, but most part in the

form of rings the size of bracelets, and others of the size of

large heavy finger-rings, all of pure gold. These rings
ware pasted in Darfoor as money, and were of the

1 Above the Delta Kgvpt WM anciently aU tuora**. Ilerodotas in

M -*5 .

rt are duhonourablv, faithle**, and rirtotu. Klunsinger'ft

p.aftt; Mult.-H, ,. McCulU^b, -Geog. Die,,-

-

Greggor. !/.... in Malte-Bni . aays
all cooBMroe i* 1>> Urt. , .% that tribute it

pakli
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form as those used for a similar ]Min>s<' lv tlio ancient

Egyptians, and of the rings found in Celtic countries, in-

cluding ancient Britain.
1

Kordofan. This region li- t-n Darfoor and tin*

Nile. It abounds with auriferous pincers, which are washed

by slaves.
9

Thirty years ago the trade in gold was mono-

polized by the pasha; but gold was sold clandestinely at

the rate of $8 in silver for 430 grains of fine gold, c<[u;il

to $17.30 per oz. Troy, or about 15 per cent, under the

mint value.
3

Takalc District
, Wit / Sheiban, modern Seizaban,

on the west bank of the White Nile, within the Takale or

Takla district, in the Kordofan country, lat. 12 N., is

spoken of by Pinkerton as a placer gold country. At

Luca, apparently in the same district, as well as at Shei-

ban, gold, probably gold-dust, in quills, is the only money.
4

Shoa. Albuquerque, a Portuguese commander, gold-
hunter and pirate, landed on the coast of Abyssinia about

the year 1510, and at once proceeded to ransack the

country for gold. Amongst the means which he employed
was to enslave the living in the mines, and plunder the

graves of the dead. His rapacity and cruelty left so

strong an impression on the natives, that up to a very
recent date, 1841, and perhaps even still, the use or pos-
session of gold is strictly forbidden in the kingdom of

Shoa. The monopoly of the gold trade by the sovereign
of that country may have something to do with this i i

In spite of it, however, gold is sold surreptitiously
for about nine silver dollars per ounce Troy.

6

Fazooglu Country on the Blue Nile. The Suakin mer-

1

It ia greatly to be regretted that Mr. Onnton'i -t:it-nn-nt is not

more definite. Tin- weight <.f these rings, the mark-. if';my. upon them,
and the equality <!' wri^lits in rings of like MZf. would all lia\.

matters of interest in rnnnertinn with the suspicion that the\ were used

aa m<

-CH an overvalued iron money. Set fart In T on.

reggor,
" Com. Stat.," ii. 272.

4 Loek on "
(iold," p. 5.

5
Harria in McGreggor,

" Com. Stat.," ii. 348, 354.
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chant* deal in gold brought from tbia region, which t in

In October, 1888, Mahomet Ali left Cairo in *

steamboat to visit this c ues proved to be

near the confluence of the Blue Nile and the Paiangoro.
After inspecting them, ho left a colony to work them for

wages, and laid the foundation of a town near by, to con-

tain fifto od families; but the mines failed to pay,
the town has gone to ruins.

1 The previous produc-
tiveness was duo to the fact that the mines were worked by
slaves, who were paid nothing for their labour but blows.

Ka/a.ln the Kafla country south of Abyssinia, lat. 7*

said that gold is found so plentifully that it i* not

it dearer than silver.'

So** Country on the Takiue. Adowa is in Abyssinia,
abou iles from the Takase, and in lat 14 N

is one of the principal articles of the transit trade through
this place, and of the export trade from Abyssinia

rally.' Some of this gold probably comes from the

country. Cosmos, a Greek writer who visited Ethiopia

ssinia) about A.D. 535, gives an account of this trade,

MO, appears to have centred at Axum,
h was the capital. The gold came from a country

called Sasu.
4

Iftfrw. Strabo, xvii. 2, 2, while describing Meroe, says,
" there are also mines of copper, iron, gold, and various

kind* of precious stones.'
1 Tins rvfrrence is applicable not

merely to Meroe, which is an alluvial plain containing no

gold mines, but to the whole of Nubia. The mention of

gold mines in connection with Meroe may have bean

derived from the fact that Shendy, lat. 17 N., was a mart

he gold of the Upper Nile regions. It is so still, tho

price of gold being $16 an ounce.* Sennaar on the Blue

;
', is also one. Price of gold, $12 an

-73.
1 Herr CamOl Emm, in " Load. Gcog. Mag," 1 87 S. p. $,

M>n M
(Sold.-|i. 3. 'Jacob,*.

oof. Die. art. "Nubia."
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Bisharee Country. The mines of this region are re-

served for a more extended description farther on.

Below the Cataracts. There are no gold mines below

the cataracts, says Engelhardt The first or lowest cata-

ract is in lat. 24 X., and this, therefore, is the northern

limit to the gold mines of Egypt.
SoHKtli. The above list comprises all the gold mines in

the valley of the Nile (except the Bisharee) from the llth

parallel, which may fairly be regarded as the extreme

southern limit of Egyptian authority, to the 24th parallel,

north of which no mines have been found. Besides those

of the Nile Valley, there are numerous gold mines in the

surrounding countries, other than those mentioned by
Herodotus,

1 which are supposed by Rawlinson to have been

in the Somali country. This is on the south coast of the

Gulf of Aden. At the present time there are some small

lots of dust shipped from Leila and Berbera, long. 45 E.2

There are gold mines also in the Kaffa country previously

noticed, and others in the coast range of the Bed Sea.

We now come to the principal gold region of Egypt,
and the greatest of all antiquity.

The Bisharee Mines. These auriferous mines are in

the Bisharee country, situated in the great Nubian bend of

the Nile, between lat. 20 and 22 40' N., and long. 32 30'

and 35 20' East.8 The quartz veins have a course N.W.-
S.E. In the Pharaonic period the produce of these mines
was sent down the Nile.

4 In the Ptolemaic it was trans-

ported to various ports on the Bed Sea, among them

Berenice, lat. 24 N., a distance of about 260 miles from the

most productive mines. This place is now a mere ruin.

The Bisharee country forms the foot-hills to the sierras

1

"Thalia/ iii. 17, 23.
1 Lork 4.11

-
<,o].l." and " A pp. (ye.." artirh-

" HrrU-ra."
' Lock. pp. :. 1(. from Limtnt d<- BrlU-f.n<U' map.
4 The shipping port was dfou t or Apollinopolis Magna, or Kl< -i;th,

illUt I M ten days* journey N.\V. from the mim-. Oppo-
site to Edfou was Bahayreh.
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.0 sierra* are 12,000 to 15,000 fcel, whiUt

the bights of the bill* U about 0,000 foot in altitude.

The biter gradually diminish until t hoy melt into the plaint

According to Linant de Bellefonds, tbere are remains of

gold mint* at tbe following place* in the BUbaree region :

Gum Gnereyatte; Cciga, 2: ;* 60* B. ; Gebel

Offeno; Gob, la; Gebel Muu lioucbolonnayo ; Gebel

otu ( Tamillo; Gebel Essewed; and Gebel Telia-

tabd. All tbeao are titoated in tbe country of tbe Cawatil

Arabs, between about 21 30' N. and 32* 50* and 34* 20*

discovered by Linan .J.

Ouni Taj'uur; Wady Sobone; Wady HagaUe; Wady
Aflawe; Wady Dagnena; Wady Camolit ; Derebib, 21* 4tf

i" E. ; and Wady Cbawanib. Theee are in tbe country
< Mansour Melocat Arabs, lying east of tbe foregoing

and weat _'/ E., and were examined by Linant d<<

BaUefonds. At Derabib tbe quarti excavations are of im-

mense ex:

Raft ; K.-llo; and Abeab. These are in tbe country of

tbe Foukara Arabs, between 20 and J 1 X. and about

, and were all examined by Linant de Bellefonds.

Water. Among tbe water resource* now traceable are

tbe following wadys:* Al-aki (anc. Akita) ; Sobone;

Hagatte; Afiawo; Daguena; Camolit; and Cbawanib.

It eeems probable that in remote times all these wadys were

running streams. Tbere are also numerous small streams

that, in flood-time, swell into devastating torrenU and lose

themsolv( , in the desert, to make their way underground
to Ui here are also numerous wells to up the

underground streams.

McCulloch; Rcrliu, 318.

11 torrent ooonw." Ravlm.
Herod.. . (<> iii. 26.

ninjffr' Upper Egypt,** ami LomtMnitni in Rccfas, 176. TW
Arabian geographer Edrui relate* that he MW Mu.rkilTCT Mtd for

amalgamating gold in tbe nine* of Al-aki. HumU.l.lt, Fhu tuatiooa
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While /Elius Gallus, governor under Augustus, about

\vas absent on a military expedition against the

Arabs, the Ethiopians took Syene, Elephantine, and Philee.

On his return the Roman governor forced the enemy back

to Pselchis,
1 which place he took, as well as Ibrim,

2
.

travelling over the same hills of sand that had once over-

whelmed Cambyscs' army. Ibrim, he took the

capital, Napata, and razed it.'

Antiquity <>f
tl> />'/>/// Mine*. X\t to the mines of

the Altai mountains of India,
4
the Bisharee mines of Egypt

are probably the oldest in the world ; and in view of the

Indian origin of the Egyptians, and the distant researches

and conquests which have been made by the leading
nations for the acquisition of gold, it seems not at all im-

probable that there existed a close connection between the

discovery of the Egyptian mines and the original settle-

ment of the country by Asiatic races.

At what era this occurred cannot be determined with any

approach to certainty. Scholars of the present age are no

less anxious to find a place in chronology for Adam and

Eve, than were Hecateus and Herodotus to assign an actual

era to Hercules and Venus ; and the entire current of

literary and archaeological research is vitiated by the un-

warrantable intrusion of personages whose only legitimate

domain lies within the pages of theological and mytholo-

gical history.

If conjecture be admitted where dates are thus confused,

it appears likely that the Bisharee mines were worked as

early as the era of Menes, which is variously assigned to

from twenty-nine to thirty-nine centuries B.C. ; for in the

Modern Dakkeh.
3 Above Mcroe.

I :-allv placed at the east extremity !' that reut head of

tin- Nile whirh kii t- tin- <lr*-i t .f Hahiuuda, and near Mount Hrikel.

.in.- which j.rolialily cover the site of tin am-iciit Napata
are two lions of red granite, one bearing the named Amncpli III., the

other Aimintuonch. ru brought to England by Lord 1'rudhoe,

and are now in the Briti.-h Mu.-cuin." Nofe t<. liolm'.- -trabo."
4
Heeren's " Aaiatic Nations," i. 47.
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monarch or lawgiver, tbo Nile waa diked, and

from the charact* uga them
ve been no neoeatitjr to :*uig had

iuurged iu water* with sediment.

B supposed u tboao minea derives support
from the fact that even at the period of Mono* gold had

been used for money hat Menea waa an Indian

leror and lawgi\ linn Code of Manou,
still extant, and aasigned variously to from the fifteenth t .

-compiled from a

i older code, now lost; that commerce between India

1 from the remotest times mentioned in

rom archaeological remains; that an

Egyptian expedition to India is attributed to Seeostru,

-!000,
f and from other considerations.*

Howev< .ay be, the Biaharee mines are known to

have been work* :iartz so long ago n

dynasty/ which Lepsius aasigna to the period B.C. 2880.

the fa< stood by every miner, that quarto is

never worked so long as the plaoera contain the smallest

ical quantity of metal, and judging from the experience

Spain, and Brazil where extensive placer deposits)

were worked, as in Egypt, by the hand labour of slaves

the Bisharee plat s were at least two hundred yean
: i/. was worked under the t\\

of the Pharaohs. This carries the era of their li-

back lirtieth century B.C. ; and they may be much
old-

I ite at which these mines are known to have

been worked is umler the eighteenth dynasty, about B.C.

1548. They were also worked under Thutiiu 1 1 1 >f the

1
See chap. rm work.

*

.Milt iu:

*l.,*r .I.",,. SHi: Airmth. in 1>

Free. Met.," p. 31.
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eighteenth dynasty ;

l under Seti Sethos, or Sethosis, of the

nineteenth dynasty, B.C. 1443 ; and Ramses, or RamesesII.,
son of Sete, B.C. 1324.

2

All those dates are derived from inscriptions on the

neighbouring rocks and temples, and possess the highest

archaeological value.

The vast sum of "
silver and gold money

" which is said

to have been contained in the treasury of Rhamsinitus,
3

a monarch whose era is attributed by Rawlinson to the

eighteenth dynasty, points both to the working of the

Bisharee mines for gold, and to commerce with India for

silver.
4

The quantity of gold amongst the spoil (jewellery and

works of art, not money) carried away from Egypt by Cam-
-

, about B.C. 526, part of which was regained by Ptolemy
Eucyetes, B.C. 346 ; the extent of the tribute imposed by
Darius, which was 700 talents in gold (?), besides 7,000
talents-worth of corn and the produce of Moeris ;

6 and the

annual revenues of Ptolemy Auletes, the father of Cleopatra,
which were "

1 2,500 talents
" a year,

6
imply if these trea-

sures are meant to be expressed in gold the production of

this metal upon a large scale.

In the reign of Ptolemy Philopata, B.C. 180-170, the

Bisharee mines were visited by Agatharcides of Cnidus, who
has left us a brief account of them.7

By this time the placers had been thoroughly exhausted

and probably re-washed, and the mining was entirely in

quart /. .

In B.C. 50 the Bisharec mines were visited by Diodorus

1 Mines of Derehih.
*
Wilkinson and K:i\vlm>on.

:-Ji.

Tli- ' tin- only miiir* known to have ln-en worked at that

iL'C' Mipplief of rold coidd have I-..HH-; the latter is

the only country which could have Mij.j.licd any considerable quantity
of -il\< I'huMiician Mipplies of -ilvcr appear t<> have come at a

*
Jacob, 3(>.

'

II. ::.:-. iii. 91.
'
Strata, xvii. 1, 13.

T
Sec Agaih. in Dio. Sic., iii. 12-15 : Jacob, 31.
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Siculus. He says:
" On tbo confines of Egypt an<)

neighbouring count riot there are regions full of gold mine*,

whence, with the costs and pains of many labour*

gold is dug. The soil is naturally Murk, but in the body of

the earth there are many vein* of shining whit* quartz,
with all sorts ot metals, out of which those

appointed to be overseers cause the gold to be dug by the

labour of a vast multitude of people.
'

^s of

Egypt condemn to these mines not only notorious criminals,

ves taken in war, persons accused of false dealings, and

those with whom the king is offended, but also all th.< kin-

dred and relatives of the lattor. Those are sen

her as a punishm 1 gain of

the king may be increased by th< rs.

"There are thus infinite numbers thrown im these

mines, all bound in fetters, kept at work night and day,
and so strictly surrounded that there is no possibility of

- an escape. They are guarded by mercenary
soldiers of various barbarous nations, whose language is

foreign to them and to each other, so that there are no

means either of forming conspiracies or of corrupting those

who are set to watch thorn. They are kept to incessant

work by the rod of the overseer, who often lashes

severely. Not the least care is taken of the bodies of these

poor creatures ; they have not a rag to cover their naked-

ness; and whoever sees them must compassion

melancholy and deplorable condition, for though they may
be sick or maimed or lame, no rest nor any intonni**ion of

labour is allowed them. Neither the weakness of old age,
nor the infirmities of females, excuse any from the work, to

h all are driven by blows and cudgels ; until, borne

down by the intolerable weight of their misery, many nil

dead in the midst of their insufferable labours. Deprived
of all hope, these miserable creatures expect each day to

be worse than the last, and long for death to end their

griefs."
1

1

Dio. iii. 1-6. See tbo Dio. i. 49.
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After having been worked successively by the Egyptians,

Persians, and Greeks, the Romans worked the Bislmree

miu os
;
but by this time even the quartz mines were pro-

bably in a very exhausted condition.

Diocletian, about A.D. 296, issued an edict in Egypt com-

mitting to the flames "all the ancient books which treated

of the admirable art of making gold and silver," apprehen-

sive, as we are assured,
"

lest the opulence of the Egyptians
should inspire them with confidence to rebel against the

empire."
The historian insinuates that the interdicted works were

devoted to alchemy, a science whose name appears to indi-

cate an Arabian, and therefore a later origin, than the

period of Diocletian. Be this as it may, alchemy in its

earlier developments included both metallurgy and mining,
and there can be no doubt that, assuming the story to be

true/' the interdict of Diocletian was aimed at the delusive-

ness of gold mining, and not at the black art.

During the Roman period the Bisharee mines were

visited and described by Cosmos, a Greek writer, A.D. 535.
3

During the Arabian period they were visited or described

by Edrisi, A.D. 1099-1164; Aboolfidda, King of Hamali in

Syria, 127:3-1331 ; Ibn-al-Wardy, d. 1358 ;

4
Macrizi, 1385 ;

and y
i, of the fourteenth or fifteenth century,

6
all

Arabians. These writers allude to the Bisharee country as

the " land of Bega."
In recent times these mines were visited by Belzoni,

Linant de Bellefonds, and Mahomet AH, the last of whom

reopened and worked some of them for a short time, but

without success.
6

Having thus traced, as accurately as the paucity of

(iil.l.on. i. 441, from John of Antioch.

Crt-\ Hi-t. <!> Kinp. Horn.," xi. 254, voc. Diocletian, <!;-< -rnlit.-

the story entirely, but gives no reason for so doin.ir.

Jttd :.," p. 39.
'

Malte-Brun, ii. 469.

Quatremere in Jacob,
<

'ulloch, il 427, and Rawlinson's "
Herod.," note to ii. 23.
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"
history of gold mining in

we are now hotter prepared to follow that of money.
ha* heen asserted by competent authority that not s

ingle metallic coin nan been foui. :is of Egypt
1

I word coin is restricted to a piece of money struck U
the atnrut, tliiit atsortiou mu*t U accepted as correct ; Imt

s a -otninonly taken to mean any kind of metallic

money, the absence of coins in the arclueological remains of

Egypt hat canted it to he generally h* ! /Vp-
tians were ignorant of the use of money, and has furnished

an additional ground for the erroneous theory that money
wait i ians or the Greeks.

ians were not only familiar with the use of

money, they probably had several kinds of it ; and, moreover,

possessing the most extensive and productive gold mines

whh-li are known to have been worked at any certain period
of air hoy furnished to other nations, including the

Indians, the material out of wli . >o could make money.

Eg> - od its i n from India, and conferred

urn upon < Jreece. Both of these countries, the former

at a period probably a: he settlement of Egypt by
an oriental race, were familiar with the use of money. Long
after the settlement of 1 < commerce was

maintained between that country and India. This is proved

by the presence of indigo, tamarind wood, and other Indian

product* in the tombs of loained unopened
until a recent date.

9 At a 1 *d, and before Egypt
was invaded by the Persians, an active commerce and social

intercourse existed betw. :>t and Greece, the hitter

j- a country where it is admitted money was in common
use. Under these circumstances, with India behind it and

1
Rawli> '. Uranl r UM Maw of A*yrU.

Upon removing the obefok from Egypt which now stand* in Crntral

Tart maunder unoanccd thai brnrth tne

nooolith be had fond tome ancient Kfjpdan com*, bat bt Mem* to

.lkio'. - Ancil Efrptiai. Sae of thsst ftnck dat*
M far Uck M the efehtosata dyn*tr, or the fiftvrnib century n
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Greece before it, and both countries using money, it cannot

be supposed that Egypt was without it .

The state of society in Egypt also bespeaks the use of

money. The principal industry of the country was agri-

culture ; the arts had reached a high degree of proficiency ;

the population was numerous and highly civilized. These

are conditions which it is held have never existed, and never

could exist, without money. Kven the brief and formal

literature of the tombs bespeaks the use of money ; for it

tells us of contracts for the sale of lands, stipulations for a

rate of interest, and prices for the manumission of slaves.

Such transactions are inconceivable without money.
On the tombs at Thebes are sculptured slaves weighing

certain rings in a scale, the weights representing, as many
ancient weights did, some animal, as a lamb, a lion, a bull,

&c. These rings are decided, both upon the evidence of

the neighbouring cartouche, and upon analogy <1. nv< .1 from

the finding in the tombs of numerous plain gold rings, too

large for use upon the fingers, and too small for the wrists,

to be money.
1 This I cannot admit. The fatal objection to

their being regarded as money is that they have no mark of

authority, no sign, no symbol, no peculiarity of sli

nothing to distinguish them from pieces of bullion, or from

ornaments of some sort. Moreover, there is no analogy in

the types of other moneys to afford strength to the belief

that these rings were money. The Indian type of money
was a round piece of metal with a square hole in it. The
African and Celtic types were pieces of metal of a horseshoe

shape, more precisely like the capital letter C. The Indian

money was marked, the African and Celtic moneys were
not ; but, in the latter case, the peculiar shape was itself the

mark, as is proved by the fact that such pieces still circulate

in some parts of Africa.
2

ilkinmmV
"
Smith's " Die. Bible," art.

"
Money ;

"

in "London Num. < h,

' The writer has one of them in his possession. It is male of copper,
is 3} in. in diameter, and weighs about five ounces.
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, those piece* are represented M being weighed,
and this, perhaps, is the strongest of all arguments that they
were not money. u needs to be weighed, for it is iU

weight that determines its value ; whilst the value of money,

provided it in genuine, and not clipped or sweated, is not

derived from its weight, but from the whole number of

pieces at issue a fact very much better known to the

ancient than to the modern world. Nor can it be argued
that the Egyptian rings were being weighed to determine

their vali this can only be done with one piece at a

time; whereas the sculptures represent a number in tho

scale together.
11 Count (.'ay lu* mentions the small pieces of gold some-

times found under the tongue and sometimes in folds of the

drap- .cyptian mummies, as possible money."
1 A

similar objection to the one first above advanced is to be

made against regarding these pieces of gold as money :

they have nothing to distinguish them from other pieces of

gold, no peculiar type, no mark of authority.
That gold was once used as a material for money in Egypt

is amply attested by the extent of its placer mines, but I

am inclined to put this period back to a very remote date,

probably more than thirty centuries B.C. The reasons, already

given at length, are briefly these : the diking of the

uted to the age of Menes, could hardly have been called

for unless the regimen of the river had been disturbed by
long continued and extensive mining operations. Placer

mines are soon exhausted of their coarse gold, and this

forms the bulk of the product. Hence it is believed that

the main portion of the vast operations which the present
remains attest, were conducted at or near the period assigned
to Egypt's great law-giver. It is true that the placer mines

continued to be worked at later periods, but the close of

their most productive era is marked by the prosecution of

quarts mining under the twelfth dynasty, which Lepsius

assigns to the period B.C. 2830. Quarts mining, even m
1

Humphreys* "Ancient Coins," p. 19 .

L
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these days of giant powder and compressed air drills, is

rarely attempted whilst the neighbouring placers continue

to remunerate the miner. From these considerations it

follows that the era of gold money in Egypt had long

passed away when the weighing of gold rings was sculp-

tured on the tombs of Thebes, or when any of the gold

rings or flat pieces of gold which have been found in the

tombs were deposited therein. If such is the case, it should

not be a matter of wonder that no examples of this money
hare been found. At the period of the gold rings, the ancient

tombs and places of deposit had probably been rifled so

often of their precious contents that not a piece of the ancient

money remained.

The next appearance of gold money in Egypt was when

Cambyses introduced it from Persia, about B.C. 525. But

what had happened during the twenty odd centuries inter-

vening ? Had the Egyptians continued to till the earth, to

fabricate an endless variety of useful objects, to carry on an

extensive commerce, to maintain a social order, both indus-

trious, peaceful, and refined, without the use of money ?

This is not only inconceivable, it is refuted by the evidence

of the papyri rolls, which record numerous money transac-

tions. The only question is, of what did this money con-

sist f

The Egyptians possessed several substances out of which

they might have made moneys :

1. Pasteboard. The cartonage, or case fitting close to

the bodies of the mummies, was made of this material. Boats

were also made of it.
1

2. Parchment, which was used in Egypt at least 1200

yean beforethe era of Eumenes of Pergamus.
3

8. Rolls of leather were used to write upon in consequence
of the high price of papyrus.

8

1

Wilkiiwon, ii. 396, and ii. 97.
1

Ibid. ii. 99. The word "parchment" is from "Pergamena" or

1
Ibid. ii. 99.
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ftecct of pottery, wood, and leather were freqm
used to write upon; also stuccoed doth. 1

5. Wooden ublou, covered with wax, were long in nte

among the Humana, at well at the papyrus ; and the .

bark of trees and pieces of linen had been previously adopted
hem atx ID.

1
\Vhy not alao the Egyptians?

6. Papyrus. It was a government monopoly.*
mulites. Many portions of the limestone rocks

through which the Nile cuts its way, and of which the

pyramids are constructed, consist of masses of fossil nummu-

lites, easily detached from their surrounding matrices. The
author has in his possession a number of these interesting
stones. They are in shape exactly like a Grecian coin,

round, almost flat, and thicker in the centre than at the edge,
'i is bevelled and, like the rest of the surface, smooth.

They range in sice from that of an English sixpence to a

crown. Nothing could have been more admirably adapted
for money than these pieces, a fact which their name

sufficiently attests.
4

They only needed a mark of authority

imprinted or cut upon them, and a government virtuous

enough to restrict their issue and strong enough to prevent
the money mark from being counterfeited.

8. Scarabsai. The immense number of stones and pieces)

of baked clay or porcelain which have been found in Egypt,
r moulded into the shape of beetles and tortoises

known to archa&ologists by the name of scarabsri

suggests that these were used in that country as money.*
This view is confirmed by other considerations. The In-

dians who traded with Egypt used cowries for money; tin

'e, who also traded with Egypt at a very remote

period, used "tortoise
"

(probably cowrie) shells for money.
This system, which dates as far back as the tweir

W: 99. 100.
'

Ibid. 981

ii from jnonjNiM. won-
' CM -inos, Stieplit/.. Humphrey*, and the other

an.! hijrhlv qualified Authentic*
j .{tinted. Per

WOtisnl "
K-rvpC ii. 341.
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century B.C., and may be earlier, was revived during tho

Trin dynasty, which ended B.C. 20 1,
1 and continues in some

parts of China to the present day.

Unless these shells were marked by authority they could

only pass at their commercial value ; if marked, their value

would be determined by their number. Whether marked

or- not, they offered a type that of the tortoise back

which is to be found on many of the Egyptian scarabs and

the early Greek coins, and strongly suggest that the former

were used as money. I am inclined to the belief that nearly

all of these substances were at various times during the

period referred to employed in Egypt for money.
It is evident that after the gold mines ceased to be pro-

ve, the country was left without any certain source

whence supplies of the money metals could be obtained ;

for the cessation of the gold product must have been soon

followed by a cessation of the supplies of silver obtained

through commerce with India or Phoenicia. Seven millions

of civilized people living within a narrow space of territory,

and therefore engaged in constant exchanges, were not going
to lie down and submit to commercial decay and social re-

trogression simply because the supplies of a particular metal

had ceased ; and the suggestion that the nuniimilites, or the

clay scarabs, or some other like objects, were resorted to

for the purposes of money, acquires a high probability.

Overvalued Iron Money of Kordofan. As going to prove
the likelihood that the ancient Egyptians were familiar with

numerical money, as well as to preserve in an appropriate

place the record of certain interesting coincidences which

may yet develop into proofs concerning the migration
of races, mention should be made of the iron money still

nsed in Kordofan.

These pieces vary in weight from 121 to 428 grains

each, yet they are all of similar value ;
a fact which proves

that the latter is determined by number and not by weight.

They go at a para each, forty paras making a piastre, and
1
King-he's

"
Dictionary."
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one hundred piastres exchanging for a pound sterling.

Each piece will exchange in American money for one and

a quarter mills.

*e pieces are called ka*ha*ba, a word of Sanscrit

origin, whose use suggests intercourse, direct or indirect,

between India and Kordofan, and therefore Egypt.
Their shape is that of a bird on the wing, more exactly

like the section of a mushroom. This is the shape of cer-

tain very anci< nt Chinese coins which the author has seen

in the numismatic collection of the Bibliotheque Rationale

is also the shape of certain tin coins found in

Mexico by Cortes, one of which is preserved in the same
collect

: ning away from the interesting speculations suggested

by these facts, and resuming the consideration of money in

Egyi ountry appears to have conducted its ex-

change* with cowries or scarabs, supplemented possibly at

later dates by Lydian or Greek coins for foreign commerce,
until the Persian conquest, when it was supplied with a

rial coinage, of probably very limited extent, by Gam*

byses and Darius .* Aryandes, who was governor of Egypt
r those reigns, struck silver coins in imitation of the

gold claries of his sovereign. For this he was condemned
to death.

9 The next coinages in Egypt were executed under

the Ptolemies, who struck both gold and silver, chiefly the

latter ; the silver mines of Laurium by this time affording

steady supplies to the world.
4

his date forward the money of Egypt has been

1
Consult Ixwidon Num. Chron,," vol. I ; Humphreys*

"Ancient Coin* ',o. p. 16; and W ilk in* Kgyp-
.

1 The earliest certain Egyptian coins commence with CtubyMt,
although it that copper coins were used prior to the Peraan

conquest. Kncy. 1 Numismatic* .** This last,

however, though only an opinion, is that of Madden (- Jewuh Coinage,"

P. I),*** '''"'* * !""> "" H"" 1

.. to* lift

168.
4 SOrer was coined at Athens B.C. 519. An*tot., Econ..
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that of her conquerors, and calls for no especial mention

except daring the reign of the Fatimito caliphs, A.D. 909

1171.

This money was made of glass, and was used possibly

continuously, but certainly at intervals for upwards of

six hundred years, for it was current under the Mame-
luke sultans so late as the year 1766. It will not bo

disputed that these pieces derived their value from their

number, and not from the worthless material of which they
were composed. It is greatly to be regretted that no re-

cords have been preserved of the emissions, and the effect

of such emissions upon prices. It is possible that the

Fatimito caliphs were virtuous or wise enough to restrain

these emissions within proper limits, and even to make

publicly known what these limits were ; but it is too much
to suppose that their successors pursued a like enlightened

policy. In all probability, the glass coins of Egypt followed

the fate of all overvalued moneys in ill-governed or igno-
rant countries ; they were issued without number and with-

out limit, until they either fell to the value of the material

which composed them, and which, in the case of glass, clay,

or paper, would in the end render them useless for money,
or were issued to such an excess as to fall to a very low

value, and serviceable only in the smallest and least im-

portant exchanges.
'

1

Lenormant,
" La Mnmiair." vol. i., p. 94, rimtrniU that tin- Pha-

raonic outen, so frequently mentioned in tin- papyri, was a copper weight;
whereas it ia evident from the very examples he gives that it was
or sum of money. It is possible that like the Frew -h livre and Knglish

pound, the Egyptian outen was a weight as well as a sum of money.



CHAPTER IX.

PIBSIA, ASSYRIA. BABYLON, AKD PALEST!*!.

Little known of the monetary histories of these

nerer an important mining country Darius The Mai

Orervained copper intern of K.i Khatu Its failurn Melting of

copper coin* mentioned by Tarernier Assyria hat left no numismatic

remain* Babylon Her moneys of baked clay Palestine anciently a

pastoral cot. . cattle for money Conjectural system of money
daring its agricultural and commercial period No coins struck prerious
to the Maccabees The Roman and Mahometan conquest* Interest

.o t'rtuki Turkomans-fiarer-plated dirhems and
:r.- of tliin system, and causes of same Restoration

lirhcm Merging of Palestine into the Turkish monarchy.

A LTHOUGH numerous coins of Persia and a few re-

-/*. lating to the other countries included in this chapter
have been found, so little is known of their monetary histories

as scarcely to warrant allusion to them under a separate
head. The account here given is, however, furnished in

order to provide a suitable place in the work for such future

discoveries as may occur in connection with the subject.

Persia, apart from those regions which are supposed to

have anciently formed a portion of Ariana, does not appear
to have ever been an important mining country ; at least, but

little mention is made of it in this respect in the various

works which have fallen under the author's notice. Strabo,

. 11, says that one of the rivers of Carmania brought
down gold dust, a fact that goes but a small way towards

conferring a mining character upon the country . Of similar

little import is the statement of a modern German mining

engineer, that formations of quartz rock not known to

contain any pay gold are to be found near Zengan.
1

The earliest notice which has come down to us concern-

1

Lock, on "Gold," p.
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ing the monetary history of Persia relates to the conquests

of Darius Hystaspea and his coinage of the well-known

gold darics, an act that implies not only previous familiarity

with money, but also with coins. As these events have

been treated upon elsewhere at sufficient length, no further

allusion to them is necessary in this place.

Between the era of Darius and that of the Mahomedan

princes of the thirteenth century of the Christian era, an

in6nite number of coinages took place in Persia both of

copper, gold, and silver, chiefly the former, but few or no

details have reached us concerning the monetary systems to

which these coinages pertained.

In A. n. 1204, one of these princes, Kai Khatu, observing
the mischiefs occasioned to his country by the scant and

spasmodic supplies of the precious metals, matured a plan

which, had the government and social condition of Persia,

and the perfection of the mechanic arts, been such as to

render it practical, might have greatly promoted the welfare

of his subjects. But such was not the case, and in the

course of two brief months the scheme utterly failed. Its

main feature was to substitute overvalued copper coins for

gold and silver ones. But as no specific limit was assigned
to the emission of coppers ; as the latter, in point of execu-

tion, were far from being difficult to counterfeit ; as no

interdict was enforced against the concurrent circulation of

gold and silver coins; and as the government was weak
and despotic, and the people enslaved and ignorant, no

confidence was felt in the value of the new coins, and they
were refused almost as soon as issued. The prince's own

nephew, Ghazan Khan, governor of Khorasan, openly set

the example to his subjects of refusing to accept them, and

after this they rapidly fell into disrepute.
1

1 Few details, consult Malcolm's "
Persia," i. 430 ; D'Ohsson, iv. 101 ;

De Guignee, ami. 267; Langle's "Mem.de 1'Institute," iv. 115; Price's

"Mahomedan History," ii. 596; De Seulcy, in "Journal of the Asiatic

Society," 1842
; and Pro E. B. Cowell, in " Jour. Aaiat. Soc.," Bengal,

I860, p. 187.
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That numerous other monetary experiment* hare been

made from time to time in Persia, there can be little doubt. 1

The country has rarely or nerer been in a condition to

successfully maintain a numerary system, and it haa quite
aa seldom been able to control such adequate supplies of

gold, silver, or copper, as would ensure the continuance of a

metallic standard, even when the coins were made of copper.
No details of these experiments have, however, found their

waj into western literatu

Assyria, though one of the oldest of the Asiatic mon-

archies between India and the Occident Oppert assigns the

date of its mythical foundation to the thirty-sixth century
before Christ, while Clinton dates its real foundation from

about the tw< "ntury B.C. has left no remains of its

doubtless very numerous monetary systems. It was an

agricultural and commercial country, its inhabitants were

high, <<d, and its annals extend downward to the

seventh century B.C., when Nineveh and the Assyrian

government both fell beneath the conquering arms of

Babylon, the an haldea, was a monarchy of equal
with Assyria, the dates assigned by modern

commentators to its foundation varying between the thirty-

md twn nt uries B.C. A more reliable proof of

its anti.juit \ is derived from the fact that its astronomical

registers, dating back to B.C. 2234, were sent for inspection
to Aristotle. The territory of Babylon was under an ad-

vanced state of agriculture ; it was a commercial country ;

its inhabitants were highly civilized. Although its annals

extend downward to the year B.C. 538 or 536, yet only

slight and doubtful remains are left to us of any of tho

numerous monetary systems which so long a history and
so highly developed a condition of society imply.
No coins have ever been found, either of Assyria or

1

Tavenm-r. .'.I. quoted in Maraden, 53, tart that in A.D. 1664 the

Persian* m -, their copper money* known aa caahbekea. There
be a curiout aiatory behind to stmsfs a
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Babylon ; yet mention it frequently made in the clay tablets

upon which the public annals of these countries were in-

scribed, both of sales of property for money and of loans of

money upon interest. It is difficult to escape the convic-

tion that the moneys of these empires were made of baked

clay, and that many of the exceedingly numerous so-called

seals or signets of this material which have rewarded the

researches of Layard, Loftus, and Botta, are in fact moneys.
Sucli certainly seems to be the character of some of those

found at Nimroud, and now in the British Museum. They
are small cylinders of baked clay, about an inch in length,
and impressed with the figure of a king slaying a lion. If

they were seals and not moneys, they would surely present
a greater diversity of type, and have been made of some
harder and more valuable material than clay. Their re-

semblance to the clay moneys of other countries is a strong

argument in favour of attributing this character to them.

Palestine, whose importance to the world is derived from

religious rather than political considerations, is not known
to have ever had a monetary system until the era of the

Maccabees. It was a pastoral more than an agricultural

country, and until a comparatively late period neither its

people nor its government were of that settled character

which bespeaks the necessity of money. The sums in

shekels mentioned with regard to Abraham's purchase of

Machpelah, and elsewhere in the earlier history of the

Hebrews, were weights or quantities not coins of silver.

Such infrequent exchanges of property as the inhabitants

found it necessary to make, were effected by means of

cattle, which, as in all pastoral countries, formed a rude but

convenient medium of barter.

Following this period, several centuries elapsed before

the era of the Maccabees ; and during this time the Hebrews
had become so much of an agricultural and commercial race,

their dynasties had become so well established and their

civilization so far advanced, that some form of money more
convenient than cattle must have come into use. If con-
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jeotnre may be allowed to fill the place left vacant by history,

noney consisted of clay cylinder*, after the example of

Babylon, with perhaps gold or silver coins or rings from

PDCDII i'tfypt an multipliers. Such a theory, however,
has to contend against the belief that no Phoenician coins

have been found of an earlier date than the Fenian rule,
1

and no Egyptian rings with a monetary mark upon them,

wedifoval ages, when Palestine, after a long

10, had passed into the possession of suc-

cessive races and dynasties of Mahometans, to become at

length an object of regard to the Christian world, it was the

scene of a monetary experiment more interesting than any
h is known to have preceded it in that country. Dur-

ing the period A.D. 1084-1257, Palestine was governed by
the Urtuki Turkomans, who, having commercial rela

with the Greek and other Christian peoples of the coasts of

Asia Minor, had coined certain of their moneys to suit this

trade. These moneys consisted of gold dinars and silver

dirhems with Arabian inscriptions on one side, and European,

usually Byzantine designs, on the other. Besides these,

they coined during the twelfth century a series of over-

valued copper fals for domestic circulation. These fals

were plated with silver and called dirhems, for which coins

they were ordered to pass. With a view to deter the too

tor from testing the thinness of the plating,

they bore thi> inscription : "Cursed be he who tests this

<lirh< is device not proving effectual, the plating
in subsequent coinages was omitted altogether. In a

tr way other copper coins were gilded and ordered to

pass as dinars.

History affords us no information with regard to the fate

of this monetary experiment, but it is not difficult to portray
it. Neither the character of the government, nor the state

of society among these or any other of the Syrian tribes,

were snob as to render an overvalued money practicable.
The emission was made without specific limits, and no

" Jewuh Coinage;' p. 10.
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which their governments were capable of con-

veying would have been sufficient to allay the fear that,

whatever the limit, it would not be suddenly and secretly

OXCt-r.1,,1.

The condition of the mechanic arts afforded no security

against the fabrication of numberless counterfeits, and the

inability of the great mass of the people to read lent every

facility to the circulation of false money. In short, every
circumstance was unfavourable to the maintenance of an

overvalued system of money. It was not the outgrowth of

an intelligent desire to improve or reform the monetary

system, but merely the desperate resource of a monarch

whose power rendered him incapable of controlling an

adequate supply of the precious metals for his country, or

whose poverty or dishonesty drove him to essay an un-

timely and disastrous scheme of finance.
1

No real silver dirhems were minted by this government

during the progress of the overvalued copper system, nor

until the year A.D. 1200, by which date it is presumed
the copper dirhems had fallen to their ingot value.

From this time forward the monetary history of Pales-

tine presents no details of interest, until it came to form

part of that pertaining to the Turkish Empire at large.

Tin- view taken in the text, that the copper dirhems were ordered

to pus for >ilver one*, is that which is supported by Dr. Korabacek, in

the "
Nun.iMiiatiM-ho Zeit*-hrift

"
of Vienna: M6 Bd i. for 1869, pp.

265-300. On tin- >tlu>r hand, Mr. Poole, in an ensay whieh appears in

the ** Numis. Orient./' opposes it, though with Mii<:ular weakness of

argument. He says : "Though the weight of evidence leans heavily to

Dr. K. - -M<-. it must be admitted that his point is not yet absolutely
-



CHAPTER X.

ABORIGINAL IDBOPI.

The eoa*u of Europe discovered by Pbomieko gold-hunter* The
interior probably colonised from Aoa at a later period IWeeding. of

the dbcovereri Pertruction of forest* Derangement of water-counei

Caj he natire* Difterent habiu of the mining coloabu and

the agricultural oolonUu Trace, of theo hal.it. . U- found in the

character of the natiuoi who have sprung from them The monetary

yttem* of Northern Europe were of the bronze bell and ring type*,

and came overland from Northern Aia, whtUt thoee of Southern and

maritime Europe were bated on gold and wlrer Introduction of Greek

types of money* about the tizth century B.C.

THERE
ia every reason to believe that the discovery

and colonization of Europe occurred in nearly the

same way as afterwards did that of America.

Twenty centuries before the Christian era much of the

uent of Europe was covered with primeval forests,

which man had not as yet learnt to cut down and convert

to his use. On the borders of these woods, on the sea

bores, the lake shores, and the river banks, roamed tribes

of savages similar to those who, thirty centuries later, were

found in America, and wbo, like them, lived on mast and

wild animals, painted themselves, scalped one another, and

worshipped the devil. Upon the prairie lands, and iu

regions where the natural clearings were of ample extent,

there dwelt a more settled population, whose occupation
was pasturage and agriculture, chiefly the former.

About the seventeenth or eighteenth century B.C., the

southern and south-western shores of the continent were

first coasted by some Phoenician Eric or Columbus, and

settlements were afterwards made in Greece, Etruria, Gaul,

and Spain, with the object, not of colonization, but of con-
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quest and trade. Like that of the later Spanish settlements

in America, this trade was chiefly for the precious metals,

which, in the days of Phoenician empire, meant gold, silver,

copper, and tin, and we may reasonably surmise thai in

their acquisition the Phoenicians paid as little regard to the

righto of nature or humanity as the Spaniards afterwards

paid to them in America. Forests were hewn or burnt

down, rivers were turned or filled with mining gravel, and

the land was torn up and ransacked in every direction.

Peaceable natives were conquered and entombed alive in

their own mines,
1
others were slain while defending their

homes against the newcomers, and others again captured
and led away to a distant and cruel slavery.

Following these earlier adventurers came regular colo-

nists. Both Greece and Etruria were settled from Phoenicia.

These colonists partook to some extent of the character of

the discoverers and adventurers who had preceded them.

They retained their mining character, they spurned agri-

culture, and preferred buying their supplies of food in

Egypt to raising it themselves. They were brave, reckless,

adventurous, and cruel; they fought one another with

ferocity ; they imperilled their lives for the most trifling

advantages; they pushed their way into the forests and

explored the newly found continent from the Mediterranean

to the Alps ; they forced the natives into their mines and

slew them without remorse. On the other hand, they had

their own women with them, which their predecessors had

not
; they reared legitimate offspring ; they built permanent

homes, and they introduced the social influence of the

mechanic arts and the refining effects of letters.

These Phoenician colonists had been slaves in their own

country, for such was then the condition of all the peoples
of Asia ; they were slaves to nobles and priests just as

the people of India remain to-day. The motive of their

voyages to Europe, and of their subsequent settlement

therein, was not alone wealth ; it included liberty. Like
1 YeaU' M

Commerce," p. 20.
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the Spaniards who flocked to America in the sixteenth

they had been either slaves or vassals in the old

count the new one they were freemen and lords.

the advancement of agri
. i t ho new settlements

came a more orderly state of affairs, and one that conformed

more nearly to that which the colonists had left behind

them in Phconi t wages were higher, land was

much more easily ac, ptional fortunes more

froqti ide than in thr in..th-r country.
\\ hilst I'h.i-nu-ia was founding colonies in Europe, she

was trading by sea and land with India. 1 She exchanged
her Spanish silver for Indian gold in Babylon, and with

this merchandise went the tale of its origin a tale tha

ng the of the Tartars, Indians, and other

nations, to whom nor irope was accessible by land,

led to the conquest of the new continent from that direction,

and eventually to the subversion of Phoenicia itself.

The so-called Indo-Gormanic emigration could not have

been an emigration at all. Europe was undoubtedly

approached from the north as it had been from the south, at

first by discoverers and explorers, and afterwards by armed

colonists, who in the south went to subdue and despoil
and in the north to conquer and displace. The same

remarkable difference that afterwards distinguished the

southern and northern colonists of America, distinguished
those of Europe. The southern colonists were adventuivr>

and miners, the northern were conquerors and agriculturists,
while it was the pel he former to enslave tin

native races and of the latter to destroy them, precisely

opposite effects followed enslavement ended in destm
and the attempt to dr troy in amalgamation.

There can be little doubt that the original differ

herein pointed out between the characters of the northern

and southern colonists of Europe has made such marks

' beads were made in Sidoo for the S|*nuh tnule. Yen-. 1 : -

90. Bftctrian gold .' xchanged by the PbctnicUn* in Btbrlon
for western Mirer. Yeats, 84.
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upon the polity, the genius and history of these peoples,

that traces of them may be discerned to this day.
m the number of mines of this era, say B.C. 1700 to

800, in the south, and the absence of any in the north of

Europe, and from the greater extent to which the northern

nations, as compared with the southern and maritime ones,

relied for support upon agriculture, it appears probable that

the monetary systems of the former followed types which

were introduced from China, Northern India, or Tartary,
while those of the latter were based on the more precious
metals to whose search they were indebted for the origin

of their settlements. Some remains of the bell and ring types
of money have been found in the Swiss Lake Dwellings,

1

and both of these types are from China and India.

I have not been able to trace the bell type moneys
farther west than is indicated by these instances, but the

ring type, which was common in Egypt, has been traced to

the western coasts of Africa, where it is still in circulation,

and to the confines of Britain, where it was used by the

ancient Celts.
2 This ring money appears to have circulated

throughout aboriginal Europe until the Greek types were

introduced, about the sixth century B.C., by the lonians and

others, through the various settlements which they founded

on the coasts.

1 " Smithsonian Report," 1865, p. 376-7, on the palafittes of Lake
;it 1. l.y E. Desor, with designs by A. Favre-Guillarmod. This

essay contains a drawing of a piece of bronze bell money found in on.-

Of the lake dwellings.
1 Humphreys, "Ancient Coins;

"
Sir John Lubbork, "1

l.i-toric Times;
"
Napoleon's Cesar," p. 116.
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- pencrallv i)i<- Mipplies of the coining metals were alwav*

irregular-
< -r had to be imported, whiUt the silver

were controlled \ .Hence the other Greek states were

pelled to employ i.-.i ueys Ph
..M- *f otiMd HI..IM.V i., (ir^ece Cooeededlj older

than Lycurpis Ilia memorable system of iron mim.-r . **rma-

ncixw; iu benrli > Itlun.lrr of IMutarch Decline of Sparta,
and f.t t/item Ionia System of overvalued in-u

duc IU /ami.mi I ni Iu decline Growth of corporation
The Pcloponnc*ian war Ioe of

-Thwe mipplantcd by a numerary fyctetii

dfat Dowm%l t and of her numerary system The Thirty
m of overvalued coins a failure Due to her

inferior civilisation and despotk government Athens, second period
Fall . ut* Recovery of Attic liberty, power, and

wealth RehaJ nerical system The Social War
YYeakcnin ite Fall of the numerical system Restoration of
oattl, -Seeds, leather,

ther base moneys Hopeless condition of the State, and final

destruction of it* free institutions.

Sof Greece generally, her supplies of metal

for the purposes of coinage were always irregular.

The supplies of gold were very scant, and these came mostly
from Lydia. Copper had also to be fetched from abroad.

There were some unimportant gold mines in Thrace, which

were captured by Cimon of Athens about B.< . i<' t. l>ut these,

together with the equally unimportant ones of Thasos, had

been worked out in a: tnes by the Phoenicians. At
about the same time, that is to say in B.C. hens had

a contest will ni for certain gold mines, but without

its adding to her metallic resources. In point of

Greece never possessed more than one great cl< f the

coining metals,and this consisted ofthe numerous silver mines

M
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at Lau riu m. As these mines were monopolized by Athens,

the other Greek states found it more convenient to employ
numeraries than to rely on Athens for silver. This expe-
dient was resorted to so commonly, and at so many different

times, as to familiarize the Greek mind generally \\ ith the

idea that money was an institution of law, and hence the

name of law, prescription, limit, numbers, or nomos, was

the generic name always conferred upon it.

The nuim-rary systems of Greece probably began with

the overvaluation of silver coins, a proof of which appc
the countermarks found on some of them. These were

designed to give them circulation in other cities than those

of tlit-ir fabrication,
1 an expedient that would hardly have

been necessary if they passed for their bullion value only.

The mines of Laurium were the property of the government f

and the coinage of money, as pointed out in a previous

chapter, was conducted in the temples and under the super-
vision of the priests.

In view of the great antiquity of metallic moneys in China,

India, and Egypt, and of the extensive and peculiar commerce

of the Phoenicians, it is difficult to believe that the last-

named people were not acquainted with the use of coins,

and equally difficult to believe that the Greeks, who de-

scended from them or mingled with them, were not also

acquainted with coined money long before the period

assigned to its invention by Herodotus and his modern

commentators. Julius Pollux does indeed intimate that

coins were used by the Greeks fourteen centuries before our

era, but this authority has been slighted in favour of the

more specific testimony rendered by Herodotus.
3

It is for this reason that all the archaic Greek coins

have been ascribed by the numismatists to a date which

1

Hmnjlir<'\-'
" An--. ;. 4.

I-lM.n. -De Vectfc.
1 The learned Boeckh admits gold and silver to have been in use in

at the time of the Trojan war*ay from B.C. 1200 to B.C. 1400.

Boeckb,
"
Political Economy of the Athenians." p. 766.
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with the account <>f this author, and the oldest of

these coins have thus been nttnl.uted to Phidon of Argot,
ito, however recent it may be

once to 11 of metallic money in Greece,
is nevertheless sufficiently remote to render it probable that

coins were known and in use in Greece before the time of

is.

Sparta. T >f obtaining sufficient and regular

Mwplii-H lotaU for coinage, or else the desire to

'tintry from the trammels of a metallic

basis of valua . . curgns, about the ninth ccn-

uise in that constitution, whose esta-

i rked the rise and pinnacle of social progress in

Spart a system of numerical money, the

to symbols of which consisted of a limited and speci-

fied number of iron discs. These, while red hot, were

dipped in vinegar, to render them tinmalleable and useless

for an purpose than m
rder to limits of this system from being

exceeded, the pro md importation of gold and silver

and their use as money were absolutely forbidden.
1 Such

se metals as the Spartans happened to capture in war
or came 1 >T ways, they deposited with the Arcadians

for safe keeping. The danger attending all public accumu-

ious metals is exemplified by what occurred

in tl :ice; for, says Athemeus, the Arcadians were
no sooner <1 with this treasure, than they pick

quarrel w Lacedemonians, with the express view of

ag upon it as part of the spoils of war.3
It must not

be supposed t discs of Lycurgus passed merely
value at iron metal, else there would have been no

hat gold
wa u*ed for tone purpose* by the Lacedaemonians in the time of Polj-
rretct of Sainoc (aU .M not hare been reported
that they had accepted tuch money from that monarch to rae the tteg*
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good reason for excluding gold and silver adjuncts iVm his

monetary system, nor any reason whatever for immor m-
the discs in vinegar to render them useless in the arts.

The discs were doubtless highly overvalued, so that each

one was capable of purchasing many times its own weight in

ingot iron. To maintain this overvaluation, it was necessary
to limit the whole number of discs at issue.

1

To the refined mind of the ancient Greeks, it was not

difficult to understand and put in practice such a system of

money, and we shall find this system imitated in many of

the Greek states and colonies ; but to the honest Plutarch,

who appeared nine or ten centuries later, and who could

see nothing more in a monetary system than an uncertain

and unknown number of ounces of metal to be exchanged
as commodities for other commodities, the numerary g\

of Lycurgus was entirely incomprehensible, and, in order to

deride it most effectively, he invented the silly story that it

required a cart and a team of oxen to transport the most

ordinary sum of the Spartan money. Like many another

false thing, this story has passed current for nearly twenty

centuries, perhaps for the reason that it has not been worth

anybody's while to contradict it.

There is every reason to believe that the monetary system
of Lycurgus maintained its ground for upwards of three and
a half centuries, and in fact that it remained in vogue so

long as Sparta continued to be a progressive state, and f'< 11

into disuse only when, after having long held the hegemony
of Greece, the Lacedaemonians were compelled to relinquish
it to Athens, B.C. 479.

After this date the fall of Sparta was so rapid, that

although at the period of the Persian war she had eight
thousand citizens, to say nothing of her Periceci and Hcl< >t >,

yet in the reign of Agis IV., B.C. 244-240, she could only
boast of seven hundred citizens, of whom one hundred alone

possessed most of the landed property of the State.

1

Their numerical character is fully recognized by Uoeckh, "Politic;.!

Economy of the Athenians,** p. 763.
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crime of Gylipus, B.C. 360, and the decree offered

upon it* exposure, vis.,
" That no coin of gold or silver

should be adi > Sparta, but that they should use the

money that had (formerly) long obtained/' shows that as

this decay of the State and weakening went on,

gold and silver coins at or near their bullion value gradually

crept into circulation again as money. The failure of the

decree to pass, is conclusive that the iron numerary system
was no lon^r o.

1

Ipnia was a Greek democratic republic in Asia Minor,
I inl by Atticans about B.C. 1 150, and comprised, among
possessions, the twelve cities of V Uyns, Priene,

"cdus, Colophon, Teos, Erythne, Clazomen,
S and Samos, on the islands of the same

names. To these was afterwards added Smyrna. Nume-
rous colonies, issuing from the original twelve, built towns

coast, and in time extended to many parts of the

terranean ai. .t. Ionia early became the rival

. vili/ation and progress.
1

s to this period of progress that must be ascribed the

emission of a numerary money in Clazomenaa mentioned by
.

'

This money was stamped upon twenty talents-

>n discs. The number of the latter is not

stated. To each of them was given an arbitrary value,

probably equal to that of the same weight of gold. Boeckh

ays sil\ wouM make the total too small 4

jKiwer and went - u- !, it i probable that

CXCCMIVC and aecret emission* of her ov. were made,
umterial v, >poed

them. If than b am truth at all in Tluttin h > ai-.-.-uiit. it relate* to

at tin- lii-torv of tlu- in>n money, ami net, a* be put*

art. "Thalaa."
ii. pp. 2, 16.

tnvn put 1 at ion, and baring thus tup-
.mount of ready money in the Scale WM

bich Urer had prerioiwlr done, and die nilrer which mnained
could be employed : urpnaea of foreign commerce. To thai
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Clazomenao was, however, not of suiii< u nt 1 im .

portance, nor far enough advanced in the scale ol'( -i\ ili/.ation,

to maintain such a system of money. The pieces were

subject to cou ug, to the smuggling of foreign-made

imitations, and to the influence of powerful citizens who

may have caused the emission to be increased or decreased

to suit their own interests. We hear of their redemption in

silver and the resumption of metallic payments, and this

took place doubtless long before the conquest of the Ionian

republic by Crccsus of Lydia, at which period, if not before,

the progress of Clazomenas was arrc-tcl and

destroyed.
1

Byzantium was originally founded l.y a band of .M( -arian

colonists, B.C. 658 ; it was destroyed by the Persians about

B.C. 500 ; and re-colonized by a body of Dorians and lonians

after the battle of PlataB, B.C. 479. At this period the civi-

lization of the two parent states to which it owed its origin
had attained its highest point. The new colony rose

rapidly to affluence and power. It obtained possession of

the grain traffic between the Euxine, Greece, and Egypt ;

and its fisheries were so abundant as to procure for its

harbour the name of the Golden Horn. It was during this

period, B. . -1:11-1-04, that the favourable condition of its

civilization and credit enabled it to employ a IIUUM

money. This consisted of discs of sheet iron having an

impression on one side and known by the Doric appellation
of sitlareoa? the best substitute for paper notes which tho

condition of the mechanic arts at that time permitted.
It is observable that as the resources and credit of the

government declined, its money was supplemented by cor-

porative issues. A bank was chartered, upon which

monopolies and other important powers were conferred ; and

extent the iron money was identical in its uses with tin JCIJHT money
of modern times.** Boeckh, 763.

1

Oceans reigned B.C. 568 to 554. liuwliiiH.u. in A^pleton's Cyc.,

2

Boeckh, p. 760, and Heeren, vi. p. 168.
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tlmt tho issues of this Iwnk, which at first

may have consisted of highly overvalued gold or H

coins, and afterwards of similar coins less highly over-

valued, gradually usurped the place <>f th< .mnent

numeraries as money.
" All persons were prohibited from

money elsewhere (than with this bank)

;ting the sums thus sold/'
* a provision

that is deemed to afford ample ground for the foregoing

ie, and as the decay of the colony pro-

ceeded, the cr he bank must have fallen, its power to

prevent counterfeiting and smuggling must have diminished,
and with it the ability to render its issues current at any
value above that of the metal they contain

Marseilles was founded by the Ionian Greeks about B.C.

1 100, and from its situation near the mouth of the Rhone
commanded the trade between the towns along that aurife-

rous river and the Levant It is only worth alluding to in

this connection as having been the channel through which

coins of the Greek type were introduced to the Gaulish

bribe*.
1

Athens. Kirst iYriod. The hegemony of Greece lost by

Sparta and gained by Athens during the period between

the battle of Plat, B.C. 479, and the Peloponnesian War,
vilization.

was the era of Pythagoras, ^EscI
'

ndar, Simonides,

Sophocles, Plato, Pericles, Thucydides, Euripides, Themis-

tocles, Cimon, Aristophanes, Phidias, Anaxagoras, Socrates,

>crates,
3

Democrates, and Xenophon. It was when
Herodotus read his immortal history in the < '-.mini, and

women hastened to Plato's garden, there to drink of his pure

philosophy.

Although the progress of Athens in letters and arts,

Marti
u lived ax. 460-359. The program of medical art

which hi- work nines*, betoken, refinement, a does obtervstion of

nature, and comparative freedom from superstition
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during the period of her hegemony was regular, the most

brilliant of ita ages was that of Pericles, who- -i ra-

tion, as we may call it, lasted from B.C. 469 to 429. To this

age belong the temples of Theseus, the Wingless Victory,

the Odeum, the Parthenon, the Propyloea, the Erechtheuni,

and the magnificent system of public works designed by the

sculptor Phidias.

During this age Athens was so rich that she possessed

in her public treasury a sum of silver (Athens first coined

silver about B.C. 562) equal to over a million sterling ; a sum

of gold embodied in the statue of Minerva equal to

than half a million sterling ; annual revenues from tributary

states equal to another half million
;

besides a sum equal

to 700,000 recently expended in public works. 1

As the Peloponnesian War went on, the once ample
metallic resources of the State became so reduced, chiefly

through payments to the troops, who were on foreign ter-

ritory, and for whom supplies of metal had to be purchased

abroad, that an overvalued system of coins was resorted to.

This was during the archonship of Antigenes, B.C. 407.
2

These coins were made of the base gold and copper compo-
sition contained in the statue of Victory. The credit of the

State stood so high that even this base money was lowered

without opposition or complaint. In a subsequent year,

during the archonship of Callias, about B.C. 405, a numerary

money was fabricated of copper discs, highly overvalued.

These were the first copper discs or coins of Athens.3

They
circulated concurrently with the commodity coin called the

chalcus, just as the "
greenbacks

" of the United States

circulate side by side with commodity silver coins of like

denominations.

The Peloponnesian War terminated B.C. 404 with the

surrender of Athens to the Spartan general Lysander, with

the abolishment of her democratic government, and with

1 These sums are according to Dean Smith, and are given in Jacob,

p. 19.
'
Boeckh, 76^.

' Matthew Raper, p. 533.
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the establishment of ty Tyrant* under the control

The walls of the city were destroyed, th.

arsenals and dockyards demolished, and the progress and

the State arrested. With tho latter fell her name-

rary money, which shortly afterwards was decried and

poatiMy liquidated, as we hear of no complaint of loss from

its employment. This took place probably within the year of

its emission.

Syracuse. A counterpart of the experiment made at

us was essayed about the same time at Syracuse, 1m t

It-rent means and results. Syracuse was a

i, and had passed through tlu-

*al phases of feudal oligarchy and monarchy into that of

a republic, when, coining into contact with tho overwhelming

powt> >vaa crushed and reduced to a tyranny

nysius, B.C. 405.

idea was derived from Plato, who visited

the court of Dionysius at this period, or from the frequent
trial.- neys which had been made in the Greek

states, is not known ; but Dionysius, about B.C. 387, issued

ms overvalued four times, and, upon another occasion,

silver coins overvalued twice. These he compelled to be

accepted under penalty of death.

ilixation of Syracuse, as compared with

MS, is marked by the character and fate of this experi-
ment. Had Syracuse possessed the freedom and credit of

us, it would not have been necessary for any metal pos-
sessed of value in the arts to be put into these moneys, i

have enforced t ion by a penalty. The complaints
to wli .inny gave rise prove that the fear of even

this penalty was insufficient to retain the coins in circulation

nominal, and they probably soon fell to their com-

modity, value, and at a loss to the unfortunate citizens. The
difference between tl ation of Athens and Syracuse
is sufficient to account for th.- -mire willingness of one to

adopt a wholly numerical money, and the reluctance of the

, other to accept even a partly numerical one.
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Athens. Second Period. The fall of the Thirty Tyrants
occurred during the year of their accession, B.C. 404, and

with their fall the freedom and progress of Athens and the

credit of her government and citizens were restored.

Although deprived of the islands of Lcmnos, Imbros, and

Scyros, the Athenians gradually acquired new possessions.

Ten years later, viz., B.C. 395, the powerful alliance between

Athens, Boeotia, Corinth, and Argos, induced some of the

allies of Sparta (namely, Euboca and the Chalcidians in

Thrace )
to revolt and join the fori

Conon's victory at Cnidus procured them many other tri-

butary cities and islands. Thrasylmlus conquered Lfcsbos,

restored the power of Athens on the Hellespont, and even

the payment of the sound dues levied at Byzantium. Indeed

the greater part of the Asiatic Greek coast, the mo.st of the

islands, and even distant Rhodes, were once more placed
under the rule of Athens. Her former political relations

were for the most part restored ; her former tributes were

re-exacted ; once more she manifested her naval supremacy,
and almost all Greece became subject to her. Although tin-

fatal peace of Antalcidas, B.C 387, deprived her for a time

of some of these possessions, they were all regained by the

campaigns of Timotheus, Chabrias, and Iphicrates, and by
the civic exertions of Callistra

Notwithstanding the losses which she had sustained by
the Peloponnesian War, Athens was still a wealthy state.

Twenty- six years after the war, to wit, in B.C. 378, an

assessment showed the value of taxable property to be

5750 talents.
1

Upon this basis Boeckh has calculated the

value of all the property of the citizens at not less than

30,000 to 40,000 talents,
3 or say 30,000,000 to 40,000,000

dollars.

So early as B.C. 37 1 , Sparta conceded to Athens an equal

participation in the hegemonia by sea and land, and by the

year B.C. 364 her power again extended from the Thracian

1

Polybiot.
''

Boeckh, 636.
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Botphorus to Rhode*, over the islands, and over many of t )<

nil ill-

i A was the period of l>fiuo*ihouni, IMiiio, Socrates,

's, A polios, CalisthencB

m, Ac.

i .c. 390-350, therehabilitated repu
then goverm notheuM, the son of CVi ued a

uey composed of copper discs highly over-

valued. These were receivable for all payments, the public
does included, and were nominally redeemable, at an indefi-

< silver, a promise of whose performance we
have no record.*

The termiii the Social War, . the pro-

gress ami m again prostrate, to rise no more;
and with her power fell her numerary money, and in its

place crept the use of coins and other commodities.

Ag i hat as the credit of the State de-

clined, there sprung up to supplant it the credit of corpora-
tions. V, hoar of a " State Bank in llion, in the third or

second century before Christ,"
*

probably the former, and of

its pa ut. per annum for the use of money.
is bank was probably accorded, in the spirit of such an

age, certain privileges, such as the monopoly of exchanges,
collection of the revenue, and the minting of coins. These

1 have afforded it an opportunity of sultitutii.

own overvalued money in place of that of the State.

IMmn and other temples, acting in -rporate

capacity, also became lenders of money,
4 and still later on,

idual bankers and money-changers and lenders are

mentioned as being established at Athens/ all of them, no

doubt, patriotically assisting to support the national u.

tary system of corn, cattle, and coins. Even the shop-

keepers h : valuable aid in support of this system, and

we read of lead, leather, and other base moneys, which it

1

Bo*okh,pp>$37,r/*f. 1

D*L .

I7t;.
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appears were issued by them ;t this period t<> oko out the

fcarcity of silver.
1

Bat the glory of the State had departed, its liberties had
i . i. ft rtn ><<!. :m-l iti monetary system,

1
-Imriti^ tin- t'ntr

of its other institutions, had gradually fallen into the

c.iixlition that at a Int. r j.cri.xl nmrked the moneys of the

1

Madden, p. 14. nn<l IW-kh. p. 769.

'. Tiner BO \-tein i- thus allndcil to
liy Aristotlr :

"XomiMnn (in-n. \) 1,\ itself in a mere device which 1m* value onlv
l.y

nouKM (law) anil not Ly nature; so that a change of convent ion 1..

those who use it, is snllii-irnt t<> deprive it nf value and its
p()^'

<>iir wants." Aristotle, "To:

\'luntary convention ii(.ini>iua finoney) has become
the medium of exchani:* . We call it noinisina, lin-an-e it- etli-

: t< nature l.nt to nom< (law), and lec:ui<e it i- always in our

r to control it." Aristotle. " Kthica."



CHAPTER XIL

GARTHAQE.

tod pcogreai of

Settlement* ami tartoric* on the wentern cwuuof Europe Tr.l

icot Treaty with Home EmbaMj to Atheiai

Nuroerary money Conquect of Spain Mining fercr Carthage be-

oomea agjpeaftire, am!
engage*

in foreign wan Fall of her numerarj

0007 Her gold and up-litr of Rome
wari Defeat of C'arthaife Her destruction ff**d disappearance fton

hiatorj.

A ! T writer, in summing up the few material*

^ A- which have come down to us of Carthaginian history,

says,
" There are still extant i of three treaties with

Homo, the log-book of an adventurous Punic admiral, some

precepts of an African agriculturist, a speech or two of a

vagabond Carthaginian in one of Plautus's plays, a few in-

sertp; iod twenty feet below the surface ofthe ground
and lately dislodged by the efforts of archaeologists, and a

few coins whose numismatic value is questionable. These,
with some aqueducts and substructions too massive to

be destroyed, are the only native or semi-native sources

from which the story of the great Phoenician empir
can be construct* <

materials of Carthaginian history are

not abundant, but they are by no means so scarce as hero

portrayed.

Carthage was founded by the Phoenicians during the

. B.C., and before the sixth . when she

made IUT first treaty of commerce and navigation with

Rome, she had explored the coasts of western Europe as

American Review," June, 1879, p. 682.
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far as the British Isles, founded numerous settlements or

factories in Spain, Gaul, and Britain, and conducted a

regular commerce, in which tin figured as a prominent

article, between the Cassiterides and the Orient. To these

nces of commercial enterprise is to be added that

striking mark of political progress implied in the sending

of an embassy to Athens, in the fifth century, for a copy of

the renowned Institutes of Solon.

It is to this progressive period of Carthaginian civilization

that with the greatest probability must be ascribed the use

of that peculiar money mentioned in the Socratian dialogues,

imputed to uEschines :

"The Carthaginians made use of the following kind

(of money) : in a small piece of leather, a substance is

wrapped of the size of a piece of four-drachmae ; but what

this substance is, no one knows except the maker. After

this, it is sealed (by the State) and issued for circulation."

The era of ^Eschines is fixed at B.C. 430-350 ; the "leather
"

may be reasonably conjectured to have been parchment;
and the mysterious substance either tin, or a compound of

tin and copper. The size of a four-drachmas piece was

about the same as that of an English penny.
There can be little doubt that tin- was a numerical

money, one whose value arose from a specifically limited

number of pieces in use ; because the substance of which it

was made was concealed from view and could only be ascer-

tained if at all by perforating or removing the parchment

enclosure, and thus rendering the pieces worthless. It is

evident that their value did not arise from that of the sub-

stance which composed them.

How long and under what circumstances this peculiar

money lasted, we have no means of determining, but it

probably went out of use within a half century after the

gold and silver mines of Spain were opened, about B.C. 408,

and regular supplies of these metals began to make their

1 *

Dialogue on Riches."



appearance i> ige. By tins time the prosperity of

iago had made her aggressive. She bad invaded and

iod tho ' erian peninsula; she had attempted
the conquest of Sicily ; and she had aroused the emu
Rome by landing an a Italy. A numerary money was

efficacious enough at home ; it would not servo for foreign

wars, nor for the pay: allies, nor the wages of mer-

cenaries,
1 nor f icnts to the Indies. Nor was

omed worth while to maintain a dual system of

uumeraries for homo use and the precious
metals for foreign. The conquest of Spain had bewitched

oople, as it afterwards bewitched the Romans, and as

t, at a later period, bewitched the

Spaniard- hing was thought of but rich mines,

voalth, and the conquest of the world. It was

probably at this period, when an eager cupidity had usurped
the place of reason, that the Carthaginians abandoned the

numerary system which had served them so well, and in its

place adopted a coinage of those glittering but delusive

metals, whose pursuit was soon to lure them to national

n.
1

I n less than a century afterwards, the metallic wealth of

iage began to excite the cupidity of Rome, who had

is time learnt the sources of her rival's riches and the

varied and extensive commerce with the Orient to whi

had given rise. In B.C. 205 began the First \V
f
ar;

in B.- last one, when Spain and the trade

Indies fell into the hands of Rome, and the Punic

power was definitely overthrown. In B.C. 11<>, when

iage was sacked and demolished by Scipio Africanus

the Younger, all the silver found in the city amounted to

lest than two tons in weight ;

*
the net results of an empire

'.4. tan the Carthaginian mercenaries were p*id in

1 The u of gold ami nilrer money bio Carthapv, and it*

fatal fflW 144.

jives it at 4370 pounds*
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which, having attained the ripe age of six centuries,

obliterated itself, for ever, through a single mistal

policy.
1

1 On Carthaginian hi-t'f\. i-.m-ult Hrm-n. \,,1. iv. ; I,
1

. I in* worth

Smith'*.
"

(\trthiijie iind tin- ( 'artli:iL'ini.i "lc(.n'.s
"

( 'a ;u\"
jtj).

106-8; Diudoni> Su-ulns. lil. J ; ani P.-lyhius, book i
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TTnenan aeron 'ion of Rome fabulou* Rome an

ruriaiw Origin, grandeur, ami Micial progretfl of

. commerce, arto, money Type of the laturr

copied by the Roman* Copper coin* the prim ij.al money Scarab*
.

1: L history has long since discarded the fable

,mo was founded by Romalos in the eighth

century B.C., and that to forward this enterprise the

founder made it a place of refuge for outcasts. That Romu-
lus augmented his following by such means is not doubted ;

>nly the outcasts, instead of being invited to build a new
must have found one already built ; for the Rome that

Romulus pretended to have founded was already an ancient

the capital < i, and known by the name, t

of Roma or Pallantium.

The origin of the Etrurians or Etruscans is involved in

much obscurity. Their language, arts, and archaeological

remains point to Pelasgian sources. The general outline

ir history appears to be connected with that of early

Lydia and Greece, and all these countries seem to have

been colonized by related bands of ad venturers, who spoke
the same or similar tongues, and brought with them from

some distant Eastern country a knowledge of mining and

of Oriental customs. The date of these colonies or con-

quests must be placed somewhere between the eighteenth
ftomth rriiturirs u. . In the fourteenth century the

Etruscans (Tourshas) invaded Egypt, < ith< r ;; ih< ir own
account or as the allies of some other Pelasgian race. In

the eleventh century (about B.C. lull) , Etruria was overrun

N
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by the Tyrrhenians also a Pelasgian race who, attt i

having amalgamated with the Ktrurians, formed that com-

posite race which iVll l>cneath the arms of Romulus.

At the date of the Roman Conquest the Etrurians had

long since passed beyond the pastoral state, and were ex-

tensively engaged in agriculture, manufactures, and r>m-

merce. They traded with interior Europe, and sent ships

to Greece, to Cyprus, to Asia Minor, and to Egypt, whence

tlu-y conducted a commerce with India, some es of

which have been found in ancient Etruscan tombs. Many of

their works of public improvement evince a high state of civi-

lization. They drained lakes by cutting tunnels through the

heart of solid mountains ; they constructed maritime canals

in Venetia; they excavated immense numbers of tombs in

the rocks ; they sculptured the latter with bold inscrip-

tions, to some of which dates were attached ; they diverted

the course of rivers, both for irrigation and mining purposes ;

they erected imposing public monuments and constructed

the Cloaca Maxima, the credit for which has been wrongly

given to the Romans; they fashioned works of art of

exceeding beauty ; and such of their social institutions as

their conquerors have suffered to escape what was intended

to be an universal oblivion, point to a degree of advancement

which, among contemporaneous nations, had been elsewhere

attained by Greece alone. Indeed, the social position of

woman which is always deemed to be a fair test of inter-

national progress was higher in Etruria than in Greece.

The Etrurians had a national literature, books, a drama,

poetry, and schools. They were eminent in agriculture,

military tactics, medicine, metallurgy, and astronomy.
The story of their overthrow is involved in as much

obscurity as their origin. It is supposed that Romulus was
a leader of the Alba Longa, a powerful tribe of the Latin

aborigines, who, impatient of the restraints imposed upon
them by the Etrurians, seized a favourable opportunity to

rise and subdue their masters. After Pallantium had been

surprised and captured, Romulus reduced the Etruscan
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inhabitant* to an inferior auto, who were permitted, from

vet of p in the govern-
in whom the conquerors did not dinda

copy many of their social <ms.

:v can bo little doubt that the

tns adopted the Kt Tuscan system of money, though pre-

iiis was at the time of the conquest is not clear.

ii part, at least, of large bronze cast pieces ;

i or these were overvalued or not, or were supple-

ys or not, does not appear from th'

ruscans employed some sort of money is not

l>y the conditions of their social life ; it is also

to b< then- (Mining operations,
1

their inter-

cours : *ypt and India, an<l ide with Cyprus;
'

is proved by their archaeological and numis-

matic remains.

Among the latter are immense numbers of scarabs,

i, bearing in mind the use to which these objects are

believed to have been put in Egypt, may reasonably be sup-

posed to have been used for money in Etruria. So common
are these scarabs that even at the present day new ones

are continually brought to light, especially near Chiusi and

Ssrteano, after a heavy rain.

Owing to the fa n and destruction of Etrurian

tory and monuments by the Romans, Etrurian coins are diffi-

>m Roman ones. Ovid (" Fasti,"

i 229) ascribes the prow on the Roman coins to Etruria

in itself satisfactory evidence of the use of money by the

last-named country. Notwithstanding- the confusion pro-
duced by this copying of types indeed, it may have been

an adaptation of the coins themselves many coins have

been recognized as belonging to an earlier period than the

mer mention* the exportation of copper from TCSMM. The
mine* of Knna (the modern CMtro Giovanni ) were work

wmote time* (! .Manual," The

portant topper minea were, however, in Campania and Tuscany.
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Roman conquest of Pallantium. Among these are said t

be a copper quincussis or what has been taken for such

by the numismatists found in the Apennines, and a num-

ber of copper coins found in the reservoir of the ancient

baths of Vicarello.
1

:,t'.>nn:iti< : MI-.' flic history ami civilixatimi <>t'

Ktruria, consult tin- following works: Purcau lr In Malic,
"

!'.. -n. 1V1.

det Romaines ;

"
Na|,<,lr<.n'.x "Cjr>ar." i. ll<;. 117: Adam9

*
u Rom,

Anti.j." p. 503, oiul Appi-mlix A.; Geo. Dennis,
** Citir- ami <

Uries of Etruria ;

"
Nu-l.ulir, Ili-t. Home;" and Mill:

Ron;



CHAPTER XIV.

BOMB OEHEBA

DUBenhlos b studying the details of the monetary systems of ancient

Rome Destruction of contemporary Uw ami historical work*

modern historian* mod commentators

Common theory of the subject The historical theory The legal

theory Reasons t- r .l..ui.t m- these theories to be adduced farther on

in entertained with regard to the true character of the

monetary system* of Rome.

\ \< 1 1!N T histoiy, or so much of it as has survived the

/I, wreck . presents two glaring defects. It is

mainly o with the description and fortunes of

persons, and the details of battles and sieges. It passes

too lightly over the growth of knowledge and invention.

These defects are due to various causes. Ancient history

has had to pass the barbarous and bigoted censorship of

some of its own eras, and later still, of the Dark Ages. The

books which contained facts or considerations beyond tlu

com] a or belief of these ignorant ages were de-

stroyed. Thus many of the most important subjects treated

we failed to be communicated to us in the

ks of their literature. Another cause of defect arises

from the probabi the most important subjects of

social life were never fully treated by them at all.

neglect a natural one is due to the peculiarities of sc~

cictary growth and decay.
The most valuable knowledge is acquired, and the most

important discoveries are made in the most progressive
countries of each given age, as, for example, Greece and

during their republican eras, and Great Britain and the

United States si the present time. The means of growth,
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the business of life in such countries, absorb the en

its inhabitants. Their work is to " make history," not to

write it. Especially was this the case with the progressive

countries of ancient times, whose societary organisms were

less complex, less differ, ntiainl than are similar societies of

the present time, and whose inhabitants were less free to

gratify their literary tast*

In such a country literature met with little encourage-

ment, and its pursuit was apt to be unprofitable. It was only

when societary growth ceased or paused, that literature and

its allied pursuits began to flourish, and it was here that man's

record of his own achievements commenced it is here that

written history usually begins.
But when such time arrives, it is too late for history to

be truthful, diffusive, and exact. The most valuable, be-

cause the most refined elements of this history are forgotten

and wanting, only the grosser ones remain, and, in time,

these too will be forgotten and lost. Even where no dark

ages supervene, where no widespread physical catastrophe

occurs, where no destruction of literature takes plac

meagre an account remains of past achievements and their

real character, that when a period of growth recurs, nearly

the whole course of progress has to be climbed again.

Even the knowledge embalmed in unconnected words, the

most imperishable of monuments, because the easiest pre-
served and the least exposed to accident, is apt to be

lost.

Instances have occurred where the entire language of a

people has been corrupted and changed in the course of a

single lifetime.
1 And even where a written literature pre-

serves the use of words, it fails to retain their significance.

The words will remain, but the gamut of meanings through
which they have passed will have disappeared. Nothing
but their latest and most corrupt form and use will survive.

The casket will exist, but the precious jewels that it con-

tained will have been swept into forgetfulness and oblivion.

1 MaxMuller.
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history is written and handed down to posterity, con-

tains but little of real value: it is written too late and

lacks precisioi 1 hence it is that if we would profit by
the experience of nations, we must summon to our aid, not

merely the -' !>o past, we must

recall with the help of archaeology anil

reason. th< tinsne of events that has perished. In a word,

we must as nearly aa possible resuscitate and rehabilitate all

the facto, and not depend upon the few and often unessential

ones that have accidentally survived a period of decadence,

ignorance, and vandalism.

endeavouring to perform this task with regard to the

monetary history of Rome, the difficulties to be overcome

are very great. Her laws, as enacted from time to time,

are nearly all lost. She has, indeed . r numismatic

remains to guide us, but unfortunately she has also left her

! ironiclea to mislead us, and such a mass of

bliml and mistaken commentary rests upon these chronicles,

that to sweep both commentation and chronicles aside and

reach .th, l.ut MM: bed by the frag-

ments of her archaeology, is a task of no easy ac

ptiahment
More than this : the peculiar conception of money which

we moderns inherit from the Dark Ages, has also assisted to

truth from us. This conception has rendered it

.It for us to believe that any system of money radically

nt from the ones with which we are familiar was

possible to be established or maintained in Rome or any
other important state.

The common view of the monetary systems of Rome,
led upon the chronicles of Pliny and the views of

more modern historians and commentators, is, briefly, as

follows :

1 That before the time of King Servins Tnllius, who

reigned B.C. 578-534, the money of Rome consisted of erode

copper metal in bars or ingots. Servius was the first to
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make an "
impress" upon this metal. The fraction of the

monetary system he established was the A*, which weighed

exactly one Roman libra or pound and hence went also by
I name as well as the other.

2. That for three hundred years, during which period,

according to the same popular belief, most of the sur-

rounding nations employed gold and silver coins for money,
Rome continued to use copper coins of the weight mentioned

above, and at tlu-ir value as copper, although at that time,

so far as we can now determine, that metal bore no higher

weight relation to silver metal than it does now. 1 At the

scale of prices then current this money must have been

exceedingly heavy and cumbersome.

3. That about the year B.C. 269, silver was first coined

in Rome ; that the first silver coins were called denarii,

weighing each one-sixth of a Roman undo, or ounce, and

ordered to pass current with the Ases at the rate of ten

Ases for one denarius, which made a weight relation of

about seven hundred and twenty to 01

4. That in B.C. 250, the As was degraded to one-sixth of

a pound. The weight of the denarius and its tale relation

to the As remaining unchanged, the weight relation became

changed to about a hundred and twenty to one.

5. That in B.C. 216, the As was degraded to one-twelfth

of a pound, the denarius to one-seventh of an ounce, and

the latter ordered to pass for sixteen of the former. This

changed the weight n -lation to about a hundred and twelve

to one.

6. That in B.C. 207, a gold piece was coined called a

scripulum or scruple, weighing 18.22916^ grains, and valued

at twenty sestercii, or five denarii, which made a weight
1 Tin- only in-tanci- of tin- relation apart from tliat which i- -hown

in the- : !!

'

. -which appears to have come
down to u from th- period in (juotioii. is derived from coinages in the

timeo! ifl 140 of copper to

silver (IW.-kh. "
!' i Aili.-n." p. 47).

* Armithnot. re-jardini: the denarius as one-seventh of an ounce, made
the weiirlit relati. n 840 to 1. Adam (-lion. an Antiq.")says 1,000
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relation of 17.2 of silver in the denarius to one of gold in

llir M-rup!.-.

Lex Papirius about B.C. 130, the As was

degraded to . urth of a pound or half an ounce.

The weight of the denarius and its tale relation to the A*
reran make the weight relation

of copper to silver al> tor one.

8. Ami .lulius Ciosar the gold aurens

was coined at the rate of the pound and its legal

value fixed a silver denarii.

sake of perspicuity these various details will now
be arrant and as they are based chiefly

upon the narrative in Pliny's
" Natural History

"
it has been

deemed appropriate to cull them collect ivVly th.- 1'

: >man monetary systems.

Tkr /'/i|-,iii IW of litf Roman Monetary Syitem*.
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;* is the Roman monetary system as framed by Plim ,

and generally accepted bv borianB ami commen-

tators. A somewhat diiV. n nt view has been d by

Colquhoun, an eminent commentator on the Civil Law. He

says:-
" In the earlier ages of Rome tho currency appears to

have been exclusively copper, but as the wraith of the

state increased, a silver coinage was introduced, and ulti-

mately though at a comparatively late period gold
-

; notwithstanding which, copper that is to say, an

alloy of copper must be considered as the standard of

value."

Although Colquhoun's language is far from being clrar,

it appears to me'an that copper (or bronze) at its bullion or

commodity value was the standard money, with gqld and

silver coins as auxiliary pieces, having no legal relation to

the former, and therefore no legal value or function of legal

tender. If this be its meaning, it differs with the Plinian

view, for according to the latter a double standard of silver

and copper existed from B.C. 269 to B.C. 207, and a triple

standard of gold, silver, and copper from the last-named

period to that of the Empire.
But this is saying the least. For reasons which will be

>rth at length hereinafter, it is maintained that neither

of these views, nor, indeed, no view that assumes the

Roman monetary system during the period of the Common-
wealth to have consisted of metals coined at their commo-

dity or bullion value, will stand the test of criticism. It

is bettered that these reasons, and the arguments accom-

panying them, will establish the fact that the Roman mone-

tary system was a numerary one, and that the numismatic

s which have been so long regarded by the learned

world as copper coins were essentially irredeemable notes

lit of the denarius. II unii.hreys, 383, says that the first

aureii weighed 130 grains. ColquhunV
"

< 'ivil L:i\\." iii. 154, says the

most ancient aureus we possess was coined under Julius Cesar, and

weighs 121 grains.
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stamped (for paper) on copper, and dented and

designed to pass in the exchange* for n much greater value

ihm voro composed.
i were (at first) aUo over-

valued, pawn ietal, whether silver or copper,
than they would have exchanged for had they bet-i

daoed U> it originally

the denarii were irredecin pasting for other

Treasury drat have been drawu for a given turn of

irredcoma whacks." And, finally, that these mea-

sures of ancient Roman finance were maintained by specifi-

cally or pract ug the emission of copper Ases,
tuiiiii).

monetary systems of Rome may conve-

y be throwu int owing summary form:

no possessed several monetary systems before

us.

I 1 . That the system of Servius Tullius, dating from about

the year B.C. 556, was based upon large circular Janus-faced

coins, specimens of which arc still extant, and that these

coins were, at li : valued, if at all, only to a small

III. That these coins were gradually lessened in weight

ucreasing their numbers, and thus

became highly o\ '.issed for more than the

in-ill was worth.

: om about the year of the Gaulish invasion,

ai...ut the year . the monetary system
mo consist <

iy known as

Ases; that the whol these nummi was lii

M senate ; that theywere a full and exclusive legal tender

for all purposes ; and that tlu v were rendered secure from

count -

by the arti uty and mechanical t

lence of the pieces and the vigilance of the law officers.

>9 to B.C. 250, the foregoing nume-
rical system was modified by the introduction of silver
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multiples, called denarii, overvalued, and devised to repre-

sent groups or sums of copper numermriea.

VI. That from B.C. 250 to B.C. 216 this modified nume-

rical system was altered only by lowering the weight of the

n urn in us, an alteration altogether nominal, and of no more

consequence than could have been a change in the size of

American "
greenback/'

VII. That from B.C. 216 to 207 the monetary system was

again nominally, though not really, modified, by again

lowering the weight of the nummus, by recoining the denarii

-evriuh instead of one-sixth of an ounce, and by alter-

ing the legal relation between these coins from ten for one

to sixteen for one by tale.
1

\ III. That in B.C. 207 the numerical system was defi-

nitely terminated by the free coinage of silver, and its adop-
tion as a full legal tender commodity money. The copper
nummi were not lowered in weight but degraded in func-

tion by reducing them to qualified legal tenders or
" tok They were henceforth, until the Augustan era,

known as Ases. A gold multiple was coined call<<! a

.pie.

IX. That about B.C. 170, the assumed date of the Lex

rius, the weight of the copper As was reduced to half

an ounce a mere nominal change in such a system. The

weights, function, and ratios of the silver and gold pieces
were not changed.

X. That about B.C. 46, Julius Caesar coined the gold

aureus, admitted gold to unlimited coinage, and adopted it

as the sole standard of value the silver and copper pieces

remaining at the same weights as before, but restrict <

1

Tli- lit. HI.II. <i. .1. (JoM-heii, in :m a-ldre- >

Institute ot Hanker-. April 18th, 1883, >aid ( Pamphlet, p. 1.3) that the

reason -t th.- Knman law> was that M

bad an -\pani\c currency." During the Republic, the in:

Rome. thm.'h not nn r\pani\ e. w:i (ponding one a

flirtiTi-nrr pointed out further '! one which the

distinguished gentleman may have held in mind.
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coinage and degraded in function to the rank of qualified

tenders.

it in tin- .arluT day* of the Empire, probably
: the reign of Augustus, a modified numerical system

was again introduced by re- the coinage of gold
coins and <>ppor numnii to full legal tendor-

tintl that subsfati his system survived, possibly

Mention*, until iilumi the thinl rrntury,

when it was finally destroyed by the adoption of a gold,

:-, and copper comim ney; that this last-named

system continued until tho Dark Ages, and has survived in

many conntries to the present time.

1< will be convenient to arrange these views also in

tabular form :

>oaf FiVir of tke Roman mtmtiary tyitrmtfrom Ike earliest period
to that of iff /-.'m.

1
1

*i

753 Karlj regal
'

.

556 -

385 (i.ul

.>.

Ul
09

^\'ar .

I'O

;,

; ..-

IS* tW 1*

16 6i*S

..

I iO

M
56

< !. !

-

1 The artiud v i,er Of o-cdli A ;riod, M
given bj 1 1 umphr.-v . i. 3,K5<;] ^rain* Troy, or about 8.8 Roman oanott ;

<re it reafoo to belim UMI thi^e wer swieivea.
' 8es chapter on M

Rrpubliran S^tcm."
to Cblqnhou ; i-lnu-hnuw coined by feates
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For the sake of keeping in mind these systems I have

distinguish them by the following names :

rirrulnted in Home at tlii- period. If-o. they could have liad n

. and pacd only ns bullion 9 ! .iii. ;5. -40: Li\\.

il in Adam. 1

* Le N'-niiand MiL'L'e-ts alMiut 4 OOIK
I,

1 7 ;>. grains, for tin- weight
\- at about thi- period.

: boldl that the A-, of the

year wh'-n the denarii;- wa- I; \\ei-ln-d ;{ Koman mm..
1 am inclined to tin- opinion tliat AM- of thi> weight

previous to thi.s <1.

i.. iii. 460.

Boerkh. 47. says 140 f(.r 1 : but tlii- i- be ! the

j; -jrainv. whcrca- it w,.i-hc<l nearly 7-'J grains at this

tin- ounci- ((n'lil.on. iii. I

' The relation of 16 Asos to 1 denarius continued fn.in this date

t . ,Iu-tiuian'> time, perhap- later. F<>r -oldier-' j>ay the relation w;i-

10 to 1. riiny xxiii., 13. Hut Matthew Haper, in hi- "Inquiry,"

p. 551. ad\anees reasons for the belief that the denarius wa* a-jain

nly rated at 10 Ascs (or minimi) after it had been rated ftl !'..

MI the period of the Second Tunic War to that of Nen>. the

Roman pondo or libra of silver was coined into 84 denarii, equal to

62{. gi About the period of Xero, JMI denarii were coined

from a libra (Boeckh, -J4). Such, perhap-. was the la\v ; but it was
.. t.

Adam (p. 4'J) says the aureus was first calle<l aureux ///////

rti .'.jual in weight to two denarii and a qninariu-." < >n :

he lays a denariu> was value<l at 10 AM-, and a quinarius at .

r
t i

wards 16 and 8 Ases respect ivelv ): hence *2 denarii and a ijuinarius

equalled 2{ <lenarii. This would make the weight of the first aureii

156, instead of 131^- grains each. Vet. on p. 42H, he distinctly says
that **

at first forty aureii were made from a pound of <rold." The gold
aureii of thi- period were too pure to admit of the explanation that the

differ* The diM-rcpancy must, t x-main

unexplained.
13

It is not improbable that at about thi- pi-rind the As piece went out

of circulation. Humphreys assigns the disappearance of the As to the

rcigu of Augustus.
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one tide ami thr prow of a galley
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i-mUaion are now relaxed, and

itlato at the rate of 1 for 10

of th.' nuimraric*.
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nxe nomerariea, after baring

fallen from exceadre emtMon* to

r commoditj value, were now
sent in large quantities t

> incea, there to be recotned at

an orenraJuation.

he temporary (all of gold in ilrer which occurred at Rome waa
induced by the plentiful*** of Cteaar . .ul. n.upl.-d with the

to O h despatch. Hut i

OM eonld not hare had the effect imputedfact, the



CHAPTER XV.

EARLIEST MONETARY SYSTEMS OP ROME.

\ith-tanding tin- opinion of Pliny, it is evident that

other moneys were used in Rome long before t l'ulliu>

The term "
pecunia" The copper ingots ascribed to Servius Tallin*

were of an earlier or later date, ami were not m<>ue\-, lut commercial

ingots, and probably Etruscan The a?s of copper probably never

d an aes or libra The pound sterling never weighed a pound.
n<ir the French livro. a livre No system of money ever rxi-ted in whieh

coins permanently passed by weight, becau>e the value of coins

to their numbers, and not to their weights The so-called ecs (of the

Janus-faced type) was a sesterce, and belongs to the era of Berrim
Tnllius.

" ly^ING SERVIUSwas the first to make an inn

I.V- upon copper. Before this time, according to

Timaeus, only the raw material was used at Rome (for

money)/'
In this passage Pliny asks us to believe that for a period

of nearly two centuries, namely, from B.C. 753 to 566, the

Romans used raw copper as a common medium of exchange,
and that the idea of casting it into masses of a uniform

weight and type, or of stamping it with some conventional

mark either of which acts would have converted it into

money never occurred to them, or to those from whom
their copper was obtained.

It has already been shown that money was used by the

Phoenicians, Egyptians, Greeks, and Carthaginians, in short,

by all the important nations with whom the early Romans
weio familiar; it has even been shown that it was used in

Italy and therefore in Rome during the Etruscan era;

the art of casting ingots of a uniform weight and type could

not have been unknown to the Etruscans, who produced
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copper from their own mines, and doubtless supplied
! tomans; nor could the easting of marked ingot* hare

(ailed to occur to the Romans themselves, who were workers

in bronse implement*, vessels, and ornaments, who pos-

sessed a sjsb xasures, and prosecuted a

foreign commerce important enough to require the building
of a new p< stia,

1 and tho making of commercial

treaties * yet in spito of all this evidence

the modern world has deferred to the authority of a care-

less and discursive author, who lived upwards of six cen-

turies after the era to which ho alludes, and whoso opinion
is derived from a source which was dubious in Pliny's day,
and is wholly beyond modern reach.

're are, indeed, emergencies in the historic* of all

countries, wl most uncouth and m de-

rioes or substances are use<l for inmny, a^ t.-npenny
nnils in Scotland in 1770, r Australia previous to

1850, and turnip* in Philadelphia in IS>:>. )>ut these were
i*r ful iii"ii"ys, nor did they long remain in use. If

Tiuueus referred to some such exceptional instance in the

monetary his' ro can be no objection to the

acceptance of his statement ; but if it be regarded as apply-

ing to Rome permanently and by force of law or long-estab-
lished custom, it must be rejected as untenable.

was used by the Romans long before the

period of Servius can be no reasonable doubt.

It is not only proved by the evidences already adduced, but

1 Before the Roman era the seaport of Rome was at Dragoneello, on
the TiU-r, at.. :,* below the

IUn . ,-ar Rome," p. 2S8). In the time of Anctw Marti

6SS414, a new port was built at < Mia. two mile, further down the

1 The tat treat arthage wa* made .-. 3O9. Hr thia

treaty the Romam and their allies engage not to *rood the

Bonum PhNBjontarfam (a cape tittiated to the north of and opposite

Carthage, and n ! The Carthagintana under-
take to respect .the Ardeatea, AnriaUm, Laurvnte*, Cirreii, aixi Tarra-

einti, indccil all the !^tm pejoplos subject to Rome*' (Poljbioa, iii. 3).
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also by others. Several eminent numismatists are of the

opinion (based on allusions in classical authors) that the early

Romans employed wooden tallies, clay tablets, and stamped
discs of Iniilirr, for moneys.

1 Suidas even supposes the clay

tablets to have been of the scarab type used in Egypt. The

isolated position of tin- < arly Romans, and their lack of

copper mines from whence to procure regular and ample

supplies of the material for copper or bronze moneys, render

this opinion all the more plausible. Nor was the prevail-

ing phase of rivili/sition such as to make a system of over-

valued moneys impracticable. The form of government
was an aristocratic republic. Under Numa, B.< . 71 l--'75,

the lands gained by conquest were parcelled out among the

people, instead of only to chieftains, as before. The public
works attest great proficiency in the mechanic arts. Among
these were the wall of circumvallation, the Capitol, and

the Circus Maxirnus. The artistic excellence evinced in

these works may have had not a little to do with the

destruction of the overvalued moneys which are presumed
to have been in vogue during a portion of the period under

review. Systems of this character are liable to be broken

down by counterfeiting, and unless the resources of the

government are kept abreast at all times with the progress
of the arts among its citizens and in foreign countries, it

cannot hope to successfully maintain such systems. That

this was the fate of the overvalued moneys, if such existc

of early Rome, is rendered the more probable from the

views advanced by the learned Dr. Adam, who supposes
the artisans of this period to have consisted of the con-

quered Etruscans, as yet not reconciled to the ascendan

of the Romans. It may therefore be presumed that they
were not indisposed to assist in undermining the monetary

systems of their conquerors by counterfeiting their over-

valued moneys.

"Many of the fines imposed by ancient laws, even :u

1

Suidaa, Sti-:litz. Quit;' ! Humphreys, &c. Tin- leather

redoui I ..

"
Polit. K.-..M. Athcn.." j. 7<
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Rome, were levied in cattle." < neither asserts nor

proves that the Romans used car money. The an-

laws of vere those of Btraria and, possibly, of

rurm, and old terms and forma were retained long
after ofulness had ceased. The Romans ot

regna probably construed a fine of an ox to mean so

many pieces of money proves this himself in his dis-

sertation on the survival of words derived from aw and from

..: the balance in sales of slaves,

of a sheep waa the first figure impressed upon
mow - >wea its name,

'

pecunia.'" .1 udg-

ing from analogy, pecunia is more likely to have been de-

rived from that use of cattle which antedated any kind of

mon< 10 oaae with fee, shekel, and
, view be admitted, pe<

gave rise to the sheep r m the sheep to pecunia.
like saocara canda (sugar candy), damajan

i
) ,
and cash, may have come from the most remote

eras.'

tig too literally the text of Pliny, some numis-

ts have regarded as money, and ascri

u Tul law, certa re and oblong masses of

copper found It will be shown herein that these

masses are ot on earlier or later date than Servius

Tullius, ii they wore not moneys, lut cumin

ingota.

& masses, of which a few are still extant, are of cast

r, and vary in length from one to five inches, and in

i u tjuartcr of an inch to an inch. I

weight varies from about liitlt-a-pouiul to five poi.

. 13.
1

8aeosm eaoda \ t'un<l in tiu- JM.-.J ancient Sfttucrit writing*

(I)ni

i\Vilkin%..- krth4pftnft,coin >r

imt rnentkNied in Kb -
Code.**
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Many numismatists have doubted that these ingots were

at nil R>iimn, und have :i-cril.ed them to neighbouring
Italian states.

1

Indeed, the only reason for ascribing them

to Rome is the mix )ii< vous passage in Pliny from Tim feus.

Respect for the antiquity of this literary fragment alone

renders it necessary to discuss its credibility.

It has been noticed by critical observers that the effigies

rabols on iln-sr ingots, though apparently iud<
,
;ire the

work of highly finished artists, and are really rude only in

the respect that they are designed with a bold and free hand.

This circumstance assigns the pieces to a period either long
before or long after that of Servius Tullius ; for, although

of tins era evinced skill in some respects, they were

wanting in that mastery of delineating human and animal

forms which first manifested itself in the Greek schools of

the sixth century B.C., and only made its way to Rome at a

much later period. The copper masses in question are of

this character. No inferior artists could have fabrir

them ; they are rude, but it is the rudeness of genius.
2

The vast size and weight of these masses forbids the

f that they were used as money, or if thus used, in any
wider sense than cakes of salt in Abyssinia, or bricks of tea

in China are so used at the present time. These commo-
dities are indeed used as moneys, but not generally through-
out the empires to which they respectively relate, nor exclu-

sively, nor by legal provision, but as voluntary and conve-

nient media ofexchange by the people of remote and sparely
settled districts, to which metallic coins seldom find their

way, and where the commodities of which these masses are

made are common and indigenous.
3

As previously stated, the weight of some of the copper
masses of Home which are still extant is not less than five

of the preat weight of one hundred Aes." or lilira- (Humphreys'
"Manu.i]." i. -j.14).

Manual," i. 2
8 Le Nonnand in Humphreys' "Manual," i. 257 and J
'
See chapter on China.
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pounds.
1

It iii difficult to bcliovo that such a cumbrous

matt of metal waa uaed aa money, and far more easy to aup-

poae ugot of copper cast

form t ioroialconveuionco, the effigy being no more nor

leat than a trade or deposit mark.' It i not impossible
that these manes were uaed as money ; n >t impro-
bable that they were so used, provided the supposed use be

d to the neighbourhood of the cop .'-a where

the ingot* were cast, or to the sense in which pig-iron was,
ami piir-iron

" warrants
"
are still, used as a medium of ex-

change in tin- i !! .. ind markets of England and

Scotland . is disputed is that they were the common
or the !- .1. or the only money of the Roman state, either

>it th . they are erroneously aacrii

any other period.
In ! -to pastoral district* of am y no

vere employed as money ; in the fishing
ii were similarly employed, just as

seal-skins are still used in some parts of Norway, and cod-

neighbourhood of the copper
mines of is not unlikely that theae great masses

were nsed for a m< ilium of exchange in certain special

1 tlu> -M-caiU-.i .juin.-iinx in the Earl of Pembroke's

collect may or may not bare been a
:! I tlii-r.- i- not !nii it > not a market

weight or a men in tin- rarium.

.-. ,- ullu.l .ien a
aari.

I
'

. I. :..', :.,
'

n. .t.. >: (h. . IN- :.. t\ ... .. ..--

i-..- mart recent authoritv , ., th. ,* of

opiniut) that thcae reiMen iy an ingou. bearing
a national tmUi| or Mal a> a guarantt II- hokb
tliat the <|tian> ingot* were rn- - r the UMI IT AJI

Sad ft>: .! irrariuin. Itroiue

armour an* i U ofwar ofthu metal were invariably rat into ingou
,

trimii|.i

Cur* R.C. 2d5. fome 238,000 pounds ofbroosewers

brought to Rome, MM! only 1,330 pound* of wlrer. th.-u-.-h tlie

were then a richer an.. u people than the

Manual,
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classes of transactions. But for nil other transactions it is

ved that coins or mum -Heal moneys were used in Italy

i the very outset of its historical period.

extreme fewness of the specimens extant nH'onl

another proof that the copper masses in .juestion were not

money. Coins of a tar more ancient date, and of a small

size, and for both of these reasons much more likely to have

been lost, have been found in con -id entitle numbers;
whereas but isolated specimens of tl,

main, and no assemblage of them 1ms M discovered.

Their irregular weight is another argument against their

admission as coins or money. In numerical moneys irregu-

larity of weight is unimportant; becau-e the value of the

pieces, whether of metal, leather, glass, clay, or paper, is

due to their legal course and limited munler-. In com-

modity moneys irregularity of weight is intolerable and

impracticable, and unless it is confined within very small

limits, must speedily lead to the downfall of the system.
One of the essential conditions of a commodity system is

that all the pieces of the same denomination shall contain,

approximately, a like quantity and quality of the commodity
that forms its basis. This is not the case with the copper
masses in question. They vary in weight enormously, and,

indeed, I have not been able to ascertain that any two of

them are alike. Even when coins arc clipped, the clipping
must proceed with more or less equality, or else there would

be too great a choice between the various pieces, to be dis-

regarded. In other words, the clipping would naturally

come to be general and uniform. Should it prove to be

otherwise, the system would fall
; for although in times of

a diminishing money people will be less particular than at

o tli erg as to the kind of money they take, no one would be

likely, at any time, to accept half a pound of metal when a

full pound was his due, nor to pay a full pound if half a

pound would answer the same purpose. The discrepancies
in the weights of the copper masses under review are even

greater than is here supposed, and are far too great to admit
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f the pica of their having been unlawfully diminished in

l low value of copper as compared with <t her com-

considiTM rushes another proof that they were not

mont r they were carri< ,1 iY..m the copper
mines or the place where they wore fabricate i<ota,

the more they would be worth ; thus their value as metal

woulu -:th 1 most every in ih- they travelled. In those

days, of difficult and expensive transp< rence

would be to great, that while in on< they would

pass as coins for their legal value, in the n. \ t one they

might pastas metal for twice as much. A money of tins

character would ! intolerably inequitable nvenient,
t is hardly to be supposed that, with th< thrn recent

example before them in Lacedemonia of the successful

use of numerary money, the Romans would have endured

so cumbrous and troublesome a system of money as the

one under review, when they bad a remedy so close at

hand.

t be urged in reply to these arguments that in modern
countries copper has been used for money at or near its

market value as metal, it is tobe observed in n ply that (1) the

ingots were marked, and (2) that all such . tits failed

after a trial of brief duration compared with the long period
lunn^ whi.-h t In- supposed Roman ingot system is assumed
to llHVr

The commentator- . t" Pliny make copper worth in weight 1,000 for

one ot .it, a hown in another chapter, there are reasons far

battering that ratio wan about 140 for one. Thb b a low

pper ingot tyatem lantcnl fn>m 1673 to 1763.

, nearly all thi. time the ingoU were deposited in bank, and re-

pvtteir i paper note*, and daring the rest by copper coin*

o?en Mies.

The Weimar copper ingot system of 1715 waa introduced by the

Swede*, and wat Mtnilar to their own,
The KuMtan copper ingot system lasted but for a tingle year. 17M4.

Before and after that the copper ingots (roubles) were, overvalued.
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With reference to the amorphous copper ingots found in

Italy, regarded as money, and ascribed to the ante-Servian

period ot . such ascription is purely fanciful and

erroneous.
1

At one time, according to Pliny, the As of copper

weighed exactly one libra.* He supports this opinion, not

by adducing the actual coins and their weights, but by
reference to words and phrases employed in ancient Roman
laws and customs.

3

This opinion is easily refuted. There is not a single one

of the numerous so-called Ases extant which weigh exactly

or nearly exactly one libra, and this assertion includes both

the copper masses above referred to and the heavily circular

so-called Ases of the Janus-faced type.
4

I say
" so-called

" Ases because, as will be argued in a

future chapter, these last-named pieces were really not

Ases, but sesterces of 2y Ases, the mark 1 upon them

signifying one nummus, and not one As, as is commonly
supposed.

Nay more, it may be confidently asserted that no system
of money ever existed in which the coins passed by weight
instead of tale, or wherein the coins preserved for more than

a very brief period the names and weights of well-known

measures of weight, as the libra, or pound, or ounce. The

object of conferring the names of libra, pound, or ounce

upon coins is not to denote, but to misrepresent their true

weights.
I am very well aware that, at least in recent times, it has

been proposed by certain thoughtless persons to make coins

1 One of these numi-m:! -

appeared in Scoit's Catalogue of

SchieflVlin'- OOJ Sib, 1879.
1 The weight libra of archaic ami imperial Koine lillercl. See the

Introdu* t B iin'>
" Pliuv."

It inunt be remembered in this connection, that all the public
records and books in Home were destroyed when the Gauls set lire to it.

Th- of a great number ot iper,

.niphrey*, and others. Some of them in private <-oll -

I have myself weighed.
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en weighu, and to call them by the names of such

weight*, anil it may be that similar project* were entertained

in ancient time* ; although this is doubtful ; because the

uto were far better acquainted with the nature of money
than we are, and were not so apt to entertain impracticable

ideas on the subj.

n to such a syn \vo-fold. First, the

practice would lead to confusion in contracts and exchanges ;

its to wl. pound weight of money or a

pound weight of something else was meant ; and second,

because the value of coins is derived, not from their weight,
numbers and legal functions a fact well known to

the a: ne sake of an extreme illustra-

tion, hundred coins, each called a "
pound/'

iiing exactly a pound of gold, were ii.

mportant country, and that all debts and contra*

Mu-h . were legally dischargeable only in such
"
pou would follow tl. of the coined pounds

wonl<i : housands, perhaps millions of

pounds < nod gold t<> the urgent and
> obtain them for the purposes of making

payu Such an extreme case would of course never

arise . because a system so limited would be too

be borne by any people ; but it serves to

that the value of coins arises from

I and functions, and not, as is commonly sup-

posed, fr hi. i 'ractical examples in point are

to bf uoneys of all countries. The
Carolus silver dollar of Spain, now no longer coined, and

therefore practically limited in numbers, though it weighs
but a few grain* more than the recout dollar of the same

country, is worth nearly halfas much again,
1 The American

ighing exactly the same in pure

to-day, is worth from $250 to $1,000,
1 Th coin* circulate clm-llv in th- tn-aiv ,M,ru of China. The

value. -ft) - ll:ir in Shanghai varie* from $145 to $1.30 in

American iKcr dollar*, which are of like
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or several hundred times as much. 1

Tin- .silver dollar of to-

day, of unlimited function and weighing :J71 4
graii,

silver, is worth more thnn the silver trade dollar, whose

weight is 382 J grains ]>un>. The legal tender of this coin

waa formerly limited to five dollars in any one payment, but

since 1877 it has been entirely demonetize! 1.

As this history proceeds, it will be observed that the

Romans and Greeks, back to the earliest times, were well

aware of this principle of money, and therefore were not

likely to have ignored it in practice, except perhaps during
s.-im- l>iief interval of time, when war or civil commotion

interrupted the ordinary course of affairs, and destroyed the

integrity of the government and the mints. It may be

confidently assumed that they did not ignore it for so long
a time as is inferentially assigned by Pliny to the supposed
"As libralis," namely, from the foundation of Rome, B.C.

753, or from the reforms of Servius Tullius, B.C. 566, to the

defeat of King Pyrrhus, B.C. 27 1.

As for the notion that the coin or sum livre of France

ever weighed a livre weight, or the coin or sum pound

sterling of England ever weighed a pound weight, there is

no warrant for it in fact, and it merely arises from the same

faulty method of reasoning from names, that induced Pliny
to connect "stipes pondera," &c., with a supposititious As
that weighed exactly one libra. The fact, in all these cases,

was, that the name of a superior weight was given to the

coins in after times in order to convey an exaggerated
notion of their value, and not because they ever actually

weighed as much. This is proved by the fact that the

names "
livre

" and "
pound," attached to coins or sums of

money, are of much later dates than the same names
attached to weights, and of later dates than other names

previously used for the same coins or sums.

The fraction of money in France when the livre weight
' few of these coins . the majority <>f the inintuL'e having

been lost in the war with Tripoli, where they were sent to pay the

crews of the United States* men-of-war.
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- n

ommodities was established by Charlemagne was tho

t denarii. "ho fraction of money
igland when th.-

p. commodities was

adopt N'ormandy was the tilver p-

In b re or pound employed at the mint

was the East* ; Saxon pound of 5,400 grains Tro .

s or pennies in tale equalled

one sol, sou, or shilling, and in b >'ter time*

twenty tola, sons, or shillings in tale equalled a livre or

pound (c. Thus 240 pennies (coins) equalled a

it has been

of a pound of pure or nearly pure silver

nod 240 pennies, and therefore that the weight of

is origin hough so

many as 12,000 of these coins have of late yean been found

in a single place, and the specimens extant are very

common, none of them are of this weight The silver

iiarlr nmgne contained about 20 grains, and of

the earliest Anglo-Norman kings about 18 grains ;* and as

time went on they weighed less and leas. Not < no speci-

>f tho penny has ever been found that weighs 240 to

tho livre or pound of pure silver, and this is very strong
no livro or pound, coin or sum of coins,

ighed a livre or pound weight of that met

nner the fraction of the monetary system of

iod now uml.T review was the As, and it

may have been called the As libralis, though whether thi.s

name was attached t<> 10 or afterwards is uncer-

iiil." ii. -i

>od the '240th part of

* l*>t. Following James 01 .<ct.be

M-l< nan Chronicle, and, in short, Mumran in

many .,-.- I without a numcroua

company m<i> l. : .i, . -!. .iuce money i always
national and price* nearly always local, all general principles of money
baaed on prices in one place are to be accepted with extreme caution.'
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tain ;
1-ut it can be confidently assumed that the As never

weighed a libra. None of the square or oblong Ases (so-

called) weigh a libra. They vary from about half a lil>ra

to about five librae. As to the circular Ases (so-cal

Humphreys (i., 257) says that none of them are above

9| ounces.

From these various evidences it may be assumed that the

copper masses under consideration were not used perma-

nently as moneys or media of exchange, and that, if used at

all, they were either employed exclusively near the copper

mines, or as a temporary device, or, like the Swc<li>h

ingots, as bank reserves, which were represented in the

circulation by more portable and convenient symbols, as

silver coins,
1 wooden tallies, or the like.

7

Accuracy in relation to the monetary systems of early
Rome is not to be expected in such an account as Pliny has

afforded us.
3

It must not be forgotten that this author

wrote under the censorship of a despotic emperor, whose

interests might have been averse to any precise recital of

the monetary systems that preceded his own,
4 and that Pliny,

in this instance, wrote of events which, in his day, were

some six or eight centuries old, and that he was neither a

political economist, nor a financier, nor a numismatist. No
one would look for accuracy in the description of one of the

1 Dureau de la Malle.
"

r!e..n. I'ol. !< - Komaim -."says that there are

Hi-man -liver coin- which an- a> old as Servins Tulliiis. i. 1 ~>.

l.ronze was employed in early Koine for lo(h amis and

tools. It was indispensable in war. and to invite accumulation

the government may have received it ,.n deposit at the a-rarium as money
and if- Ian tallie- to rej. recent it. Similar device- have been

tried in modern time-. !': IB extended account of wooden tallies, and
the manner of their use in the exeheji land under tin

man kim/s, see Mad.: '. of the K\. !,.." Ji.

d other learned critic- have pointed out numerous errors

in PIin\' account of the moneys ofB
1 There is evidence of censorship in Pliny's meaningless invective

gainst the "criminal" who first coined a -old denarin-. An ii.

-or-hip in modern monetary hi-tory i- wen by Tooke, vi. 375,
with reference to Paucton's "

Metrologie
"
of France.
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monetary systems of the Dark Ages from the pen of a

modern i. \vever eminent; and it in <1

soo why accuracy should be expected in the c**e of I
1

.

ve drawn a part of hw scant data on

this * >m some old and careless scripturo of the* early

Etruscan*, juntas some people to-day infor the use of coins

W.H fron ,'li*h translation of Abra-

ham's purchase of Macpelali.
1

There in n imstances of the

Roman stati . the appearance of its numismatic re-

b are better known and can be more

fully ilix-usscd to-day than in Pliny's time, to warrant the

belief that any essential change was made by Servins Tulliu*

Roman monetary system; and the entire foundation

'* statement if indeed there was . rical

a nil may have been that Servins ordered

a new coinage or casting of coppers, or subjected the mone-

tary system of his day to some new regulation or reform of

i no precise information has come down to us.

Upon a review of the facts and con- .s which be-

long to t)i -
period, I am inclined

to the op. .stem of Rome during the

Etruscan era consisted of gold md copper coins, and

that this system was contin ilus and his successors

so long as sufficient MPJ> hose metals were rec>

from the mines or derived operations of commerce.

Gold was obtained by washing the sands of the Tiber, and

until Greece and Carthage ;
bi.

vt period, r, ti 1.1 only have been obtained from distant

us, or conquered from the Ktrurians. The difficulty of

procuring supplies of this metal probably led to the use of

copper coins, overval u i ron ones of neighbouring

Sparta, or the parchment -covered discs of Cartha^

growing scarcity of copper, clay, or terra cotta coins,

leather discs and woodi : may have been tried as

moneys. The failure of these systems probal re-

1 On the BiUkml nmti. tee Dr. HpicK
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nowcd efforts to command ample supplies of copper. T

efforts resulting successfully, probably led to a copper ingot

system, in which the ingots were deposited in the roranmn

and represented in the circulation by tallies or <li

The evidence of their use is so meagre as to suggest only

a brief usage of tallies and discs for money. It is, there-

fore, not likely that they were twice used, first as numerahes,

and afterwards as representatives of copper ingots ;
but only

once and either in one of these ways or the other.

The ease with which these numeraires or representatives,

whichever theywere, could be counterfeited,probably led to the

adoption of a copper commodity system of money consisting

entirely of the Janus-faced circular coins, of which so many
are still extant. These may have been adopted before or

after the reign of Servius Tullius there is no evidence to

establish their date, nor is it of material importance. The

substantial fact appears to be that they were in use at some

time during the era to which the name of that monarch is

herein attached, and that they and the silver coins indicated

by Bureau de la Malle are the oldest moneys of Rome of

which we have any positive knowledge and remains.



CHAT ,1.

K SEBVIAV ST8TEN, B.C. 506-385.

>e baafc of the

Servian yu*ni The*e coin* were ori^ iimll v rvalue*I

iog, at tii

1 (hi* *
; :mit-l. mi, I t! piece* roae in ralnc

-Thw induced

counterfeit: . nll.-.l t!,,- M.icm ami led to the coint being
-:i .. x ::.-: . i

'

.-'

KIUS TULLIUS reigned from B.C. 578 to

584. In 500 he promulgated a new code of laws or

constitution for the state. It will U- .-.:. to regard
this date as that of the commence! Servian

system of money.
1

I <>n must have occurred at

abou? of the Gaulish invasion, i

The large circular copper pieces (probably sesterces of

Vses) of the Janus-face type, undoubtedly formed the

basis of the Servian system.* The mode of reckoning by
Ases belongs to this period, and so does the style of art

i characterizes the pieces named. It is entirely want-

ing in th uguishes the coins o

(later) republican era, when the influence of Greek art

mt uu.it, -U i a monetary nrntcm related to the eomtitution of a

laic, that, in modem time*, at leant. UMTS it carcdr an instance of

change in the on ; a coincident change in the other, and it -

bolicv^ | that thu moat hare been abo the ca*e in ancient time*.

u..l. a* IIUMI.-.I in MMI.I;.!.

.- the earl ,-rcin he <*

!io recognuc it a* Etnucan. He DM no
other warr i
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fifth and fourth centuries B.C. had had time t<> make itself

frit in I!'

The first-named pieces li >v. the <lnulle-f:teod Janus on

one side, and the prow of a galley on the other. They are

destitute of any other designs than these and tin- one m. n

tinned below, and consequently fail to show either tin -ir <i.tt

or denomination. Some namism -K-.I them

to be of a period subsequent t< Servius Tullius, because this

enables them to ascribe the oblong copper ingots to the era

of that monarch, and thus conform to Pliny. Tlu-v are also

aasumed to be Ascs, because Pliny says that the two-ounce

copper pieces of the first Punic War had the Janus face and

galley prow. After what has been set forth in the previous

chapter, it is perhaps hardly necessary to remark that these

assumptions are without sufficient warrant. The figure
"

1 ",

or upright dash, on the pieces, may mean one sesterce instead

of one As as generally assui

Of the many large circular pieces still extant, none have

yet been found to exceed nine :m<l a half Roman (which are

assumed to be the same as the modern avoirdupois) ounces

in weight. If these pieces or any fraction of them were

ever called Ascs Jibrales, it was not because tli he<l ,i

pound, but because, like the pound sterling and the

fran$ai*e, they did not weigh one.

If the Janus-face pieces were indeed Ases, they were

overvalued to the extent of the difference between the

weights of those now extant, and twelve ounces, and at the

Roman mint were delivered to the public in exchange for

a pound of raw metal, the difference in weight constituting
the seignorage exacted by the government. This hypo-
thesis would account for the use of the expression, As
librah's. I am inclined, however, to the belief that the

seignorage exacted was more moderate,
1 and that these

pieces, as will be explained hereafter, were probably not

Ases, but sesterces.

1 Xietmlir ilciiifs an<l Boeckh jillirm- the exaction of neignorage by
Romans (Boeckh, 26).
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As time wont on, and it was perceived that pieces weigh-

ing less than nine and a half ounces '

passed as readily as

those of full weight, the suggestion could not bare failed to

present itself, that copper metal could be economized, and

the pieces rendered more portable and handy, whilst every
>se of money would be subserved by making them

lighter. Such a suggestion has only to occur in order to

be acted upon ; and accordingly the weight of the coins

was repeatedly lowered until, at about the period of the

*h invasion, it had fallen to throe ounces or there-

abouts.
1

have the evidence of prices to assure us that, down
to about the year B.C. 452, the Ases, though they may have

been greatly reduced below their original weight, remained

substantially a commodity money. This result would natu-

>m the non-limitation of their coinage.
Had there been limitation, the value, instead of depending
ou that of the commodity of which they were made, would

have depended on their number. Indeed, when it is

borne in mind that the coins of this period were cast, not

k, it seems improbable that, even were it so designed,
their emission at any great rate of overvaluation could have

been successfully and permanently limited. This reasoning

may not appear to be altogether conclusive. The Chinese

have had cast numeraires which lasted for at least r

years/ But these pieces were much superior in execution

to the Roman Ases of the period under review. There-

fore, the argument that coins rudely cast could not

> i* the .1 fa number of extant pieces examined
: imphreY*. T ilar piece in an excellent

f preservation, and kindly milnnitu-d to the examination of the

r by a coin collc< t<-r in San Franc-urn, wait 7j ounces Roman.
. vs the A* of the tirv ar weighed two ounces ; but

Irnt tlm- formation on this subject was secondhand and

erroneous. A gradual lowering of the coins previous to the first lowering
reconl inphreys, i.

258, and >

'
See chapter on China.

I
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have been permanently highl. ilued, is not without

weight.
To rcturii to the evidence of prices : by the Lex Menenia

302 (B.C. 40^) it was enacted, that in imposing fines,

a sheep should be estimated at ten Ases, and an ox at one

hundred. 1 If we regard the Ases of this period as weighing
about one-third of a Roman pound, and as but moderately

valued, the relation between ingot copper and r;n

;ited by these prices, agrees with their value in silver

during the Empire, provided the meanwhile changed
tion of copper to silver be taken into account. A conclusion

so natural as this one is, appears to confirm the various

by which it is reached, and amongst these is the v

the As at or about that of the metal it contained.

But this evidence does not stand alone. There is a

passage in Livy which runs as follows :

" There was as yet (B.C. 406) no coined silver : some of

them (the patricians) conveying their weighed (he;i

bronze to the treasury in waggons, rendered their contril'ii-

tions very showy."
This statement, which related to the contributions made

to pay the army, is usually held to imply that, at tin

referred to, the current money of Rome was so bulk\

need conveyance in waggons ; and that, being bulky.

not greatly overvalued.

To this implication it might be replied :

1. That money is not mentioned in the passage, but only
bronze metal, out of which money would have had to be made,
whether it was overvalued or not.

_. That even if the bronze metal had been bronze money,
the fact would not disprove overvaluation ; for a large sum

(sufficient to pay off an army) in bronze coins, however much

overvalued, would suffice to fill several waggons ; just as a

large sum in paper notes of small denominations would re-

quire a similar conveyance at the present time.
1

Fefftus in "Pecul -aragner's translation, p. 409, identifies

this ordinance with the time of Tor \ . i\. 60.
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That even if the bronze metal hid boon non-overvalued

coin*, the fact would not prove that the money of the time

generally was not overvalued ; for this lot of metal might
have been coined especially for the army, who could not

hope, in the foreign countries to which they might be

d, to employ overvalued metal as money without great
loss. In alter times instances occurred in Rome during the

existence of both numerical and mixed systems of money,
tl non-overvalued, and others of extra-

ordinary over-weight compared with their denominations,

were struck for "soldiers' pa
; . Seventeen years 1 n the date referred to by L

a transaction took place which shows that gold was used for

a certain payment and that it was weighed . but these facto

do not prove the use of non-overvalued gold, nor, indeed,

any kiml of gold money in Rome, since it is well established

evidences that the first gold coins employed in that

commonwealth were struck so late as B.C. 207. The trans-

action referred to occurred in B.C. 389. A ransom of one thou-

sand pounds of gold was agreed upon between the Romans
< rauls, the Utter being under Brennus I., who had be-

sieged the capital. This gold was weighed. Whilst it was

6 balance Camillus repudiated the bargain, gave battle

to the enemy, and saved both capital and ransom. 1 This

gold had been collected from the temples and the women,
and was afterwards restored to its owners.

. wrote four centuries after the events alluded to,

huuUl not be held too closely to his text, especially in

nical matters, and in relatively unessential particulars.

His "
treasury waggons

"
might have been in fact a single

ot, without any damage whatever to his general character

^torian.

standing all this, I am inclined to regani

passage from Livy as substantially correct, and as meaning
the patricians made their contributions in copper or

bronze coins which were but slightly, if at all, overvalued.

LITT, T. 4B.
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Accepting the passage as correct, it enables us to bring
down the era of the commodity or else slightly overvalued

As to the year B.C. 406.
1

Between this date and that of the Gaulish invasion must

have commenced that high overvaluation of the As of which

other evidences will be given as this work proceeds, and of

which the first, in order of time, is afforded by the prices of

cattle.

At this period, says Gibbon,
7
ten Ases would buy a herd

of cattle. How many cattle a " herd "
consisted of, we can

only conjecture, but. assuming that it did not include less

than ten cattle, and that the As of this period had lull en

from a quarter to a sixth of a Roman pound in weight, it is

evident that it was highly overvalued ; for if reckoned

merely as metal, ten Ases at four ounces each would make
but 3-f pounds weight : a consideration obviously too small

for a herd of cattle, however limited in numbers. It there-

fore appears to follow that the As of this period was highly
overvalued.

To render such overvaluation effective, it was only neces-

sary to limit the coinage of the pieces, and there can be little

doubt that such a measure was in fact adopted at this period,
and that, consequently, the purchasing power of the coins

rose above that of the metal they contained.

In the course of time this overvaluation probably led to

counterfeiting, and this, again, to the fabrication by the

government of improved pieces, of more artistic design, and

struck with the cuneus. The period of this last-named

reform removes the era of the struck pieces to that of re-

publican Home.

1

In B.C. 406 ten Ases were paid for a day's wages for three ;

wldiers or one cavalry-man. Consult Merivale, i Xiebuhr, ii.

438; Momsen,
" Rom. Tribtis," p. 43, and Del Mar'> WB

p. 27.
2
Gibbon's "

Rome," 4to. ed., iii. 419.



CHAPTER XVII.

THE REPCBUCAX 8Y8TKM, B.C. 385*269.

really lasted from B.C. 385 to i.e. 9071
. it. duration herein to .c. ttIu characteristics wen gorern-

is;.-ut in.-Ji.-j- ::/uti.iii, aiM liinilati. n !' thr rmiM. :.* . Y BJOSM x
.

. :.,

kind of ID- h overvaluation of the material used for making the

symbols ; and security against forgery Summary ofargument* employed
. system The arguments stated at length.

THE period to which it has been determined to assign
the Republican system of money in Rome, commences

with the Gaulish Invasion and ends with the appearance of

the Family denarii, the date of which, following the Plinian

has been fixed by modern numismatists at B.C. 269.

his date be correct we have no reason to doul>t it

the Republican system of money was not terminated by
the circulation of the Family denarii ; because the latter

were not legal tenders. The Republican system, therefore,

really la>t> ! until B.C. 207, when silver coins were first

made legal tenders and a gold scruple was struck ;

'

in

It U perhaps rather to the destruction of the m
the coinage of gold, both of which occurred at the same time, that Pliny
referred in thi* otherwise unmeaning sentence :

M The next crime com-
mitted again* t the welfare of mankind was on the pan of him who was

toe first to coin a denarius of gold, a crime, the author of which is un-

known 13. In chap. 2 he calls gold
** a bane for the human

race,** ami in chap. 3 exclaims,
" Would that gold could bare been

banished for erer from the earth, accursed by universal report, reviled

reproaches of the best of men, and looked upon as discovered

r the ruin of mank lie preference which he next affect*

for barter appears to be a veiled attire upon the use of gold for money
in toe place of minimi, the fonmr bring really a barter of one con-

modity for another, the latter the determination of relative value by
means of numbers. It is evident that Pliny wrote under the

of a
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words, it lasted continuously ami without legal i

n f T upwards of one hundred and seventy-eight years.

13 also maintained in a certain way for a long period

afterwards. So far ns can be ascertained the Republican
nummi were never demonetized nor decried. Beginning
with say B.C. 207, their fabrication was arrested, and they
were gradually supplanted by other moneys : but they

probably continued to remain limited legal tenders until they
found their way into the treasury and were melted.

1

Notwithstanding these facts and inferences, it has been

deemed more convenient to confine the duration of the

Republican system to the period when it was both un-

modified by legal provisions and unaffected by usage.
The characteristics of this system were the monopolisa-

tion of the fabrication of money by the government ; the

specific limitation of the emissions ; the singleness of

money, there being but one kind for all purpo>-s ; tin-

peculiarity of the material out of which the symbols were

fabricated ; and the means taken to secure the latter ag

counterfeiting.
The material selected was copper, and the means to pre-

vent forgery was to strike instead of cast the piec<

employ the highest resources of art in the preparation of

the dies, and to threaten the severest penalties of the law to

forgers. The pieces were then overvalued, at first, by

denominating each one of them, which, by the way, weighed
less than an As of the period, a numrmis, equal in law to

2? Ases.* This overvaluation was permanently supported

by specifying the limit of issue in the law, and maintaining

1

This conjecture, if well founded, will account for the rarity of the

Republican copper nummus in numismatic collections. 1 with

that of the As which preceded it, and of the coins which followed. In-

1873, the United States Government adopted a similar policy with regard
to it* nilver dollars. Th.-ir >inage was stopped, but they remained full

legal tenders until, by an unwarrantable construction of law. which was

incorporated in t f 1873, their tnidor was 1:';

to five dollar*. Rep. United States Silver Com., vol. i., App. p. 90.
* Matthew Ru



il operations of the minU. The
. was afterwards enhanced by holding to the

he growth of population and exchanges had

callc<i enlargement ; in other words, by limiting the

supply after the demand had increased.

h regard to the probable origin of this system, t*

remarks will be offered hereinafter, but it should be stated

in this place that the numtni were not obsidional coins, nor

coins of necessity. They were evicl ited and

tl on principle, and with a clear perception that

their value depended upon numbers, and not upon the

material of which they were composed.

ng these inductions the author has a double

task to perform : he has not only to const r true

:ie to pull down the* false structure

ii has been erected upon the mischievous text of Pliny.
i instance will explain the method he has adopted

:o following array of arguments, some of which are

10 theory, and others to disprove

1. Mnno|>oly, resitru-Utl emission, and overvaluation of

copper pieces by the state.

Absence of complaints about repeated reductions in

of these pieces.

restrained coinage of gold and silver by Roman

I M -nopoly of copper mines by the sta

us upon commerce in copper.
s of qualities of copper employed in fabri-

ces.

Lack of uniformity in the weights of the pieces.

8. Abundance and cheapness of copper metal

9. i 'ness of copper implements and utensils in

Roi

of copper to gold and silver for com-

modity money.
1 1 . Amplitude of gold and silver supplies to Rome.
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1 J. Preposterous coinage relation of silver to copper.

13. Difficulty in accounting for certain mint operations.

1 l. Incredibility of prices and sums relating to this

period, and mentioned in ancient authors.

1 V The example of other states.

1 i . Advice of publicists.

17. Extreme danger of a commodity system of money at

this period.

18. Allusions to a numerical system in the literature and

laws relating to the period.

!'.. Generic word for money used by the Romans.

These points will now be taken up and briefly treated im

the order indicated.

1 . Monopoly, restricted emission, and overvaluation of

pieces. The fabrication of the pieces of this period was

monopolized by the state.
1

They were all stamped S. C.,

meaning Ex senatus consulto? This expression is trans-

lated by Dr. Adam,
"
by decree of the Senate," and para-

phrased by Humphreys as indicating "the act of t lie-

Senate which directed the emission/'
1 Such power wai

indeed exercised by the Senate up to the last moments

when it possessed any power at all.* But in later times it

had not the significance which it had during the consular

republic ; for then the pieces marked S. C., were the only

legal tenders in circulation, whereas, later on, these legal

tenders were coupled with others not emitted under restric-

Kckhel in Humphreys' "Ancient Coins," p. 14.;.
'

II umphreys' "Ancient Coins." p. 145 mid 150.

Humphrey*' "Ancient Coins," p. 145.

i hough the emperors coined gold and silver independently, n.j.pi.-r

could only be coined ex senatus conxultn. ly decree of tl

( Humphrey*'
" Ancient Coins," p. 150.) This mark of the sena

be found on all the copper nummi after the period of the Gallic invasion,

B.C. 385. It will rarely be found on silver j-M-i-es until after the coi

of Spain, nor upon gold ones until nearly a century later. The As ( cin-

were discontinued under Gallienu- :rit." p. 383. Consult also

Rear-Admiral Smyt . 7 Huinjihn -. 1-J7. 145. 150.

Gibbon, 121,270.

'
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to Senate, tuch as the silver and gold coins, first

i us, afterward* of the Senate, and hutly <

I
' "

There is no indication in all Roman history, up to the

time of Caligula, that any attempt was made or permit ted

< part of any person or corporation, except the Senate,

to fabricate the copper pieces which paased as mon<

Rome. Humphreys' "Manual," i. 2(59, says:
" The great

national coinage of copper remained to the end ot

:\ charge of the ancient Senate, while the coinages)

of gold and silver were considered prerogatives of the

The pieces were of uniform design, and executed with

art and mechanical skill, that they have rarely failed

to ex admiration of numismatists; facts that of

themselves point to monopoly and limitation of the coinage.
As to overvaluation we are informed Verent pieces

were fabricated in each district or colony of the republic,

that these pieces were distinguished from others by peculiar

miDt marks, and the pieces belonging to each place were
i y being rendered uncurrent or subject

to a disi Such control and restr

would not have been necessary with a commodity system in

ioces passed value in metal.

According to the advice of Maecenas to Augustus, B.C. 28,

it appears that none but Roman coins were permitted to

.n the provinces.
1 Such a regulation could only

be of advantage to the state when the coins were over-

valued \Vr art* further informed that the Romans sent

coins to displace the gold and silver of con-

quered countrie- : the copper coins wt over-

valued this action would not only have been meaningless,
>us. If on the other hand they were over-

ii .uC p. lf.7. There U an exception to

iwd on p. 188.

:

>o.
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valued, it would have been a profitable transaction.

which produced enormous amounts of silver for Rome, was

deluged with her copper coins,
1 and the writer himself saw

them in common circulation in the former country so late

-
year 1847.

hough these transactions relate to periods subsequent

to the Republican system of money while it remained un-

modifi< 1. tlu i

y belong to what afterwards remained of that

system, and therefore are pertinent as proofs of its

Absence of complaints about repeated reductions.

According to Pliny, the copper As was reduced three times :

according to the evidence of the pieces in the possession of

numismatists they were reduced many times. Yet nowhere

in Roman history do there appear any complaints of these

reductions, and only in one place, viz., in Pliny's rambling

narrative, are any reductions mentioned at all. Tin.- -ingular

circumstance is readily accounted for, if we regard the

system of money as numerical ; for in that case the r<

tions had no significance, no more than reducing the length
ur thickness of a "

greenback
" note would have had while

the latter was irredeemable. But if the system was "
in-

trinsic/' then the reduction of the copper pieces which con-

stituted the fractions of the Roman measure of value, was of

tremendous importance, and could not have failed to cause

the most serious revulsions of prices and trade. When the

Roman system, during the decay of the Commonwealth and

rise of the Empire, did become "
intrinsic/' and any degra-

dation or debasement of the current coin was attempted
as in the time of Livius Drusus, and afterwards under the

emperors history did not fail to record the fact and its

consequences.
4

Why, then, should it have failed to do so

Humphreys, 309.

V,
;

-. us saith: 'The steps by which the (Roman) State descc:

i-il-le most by the general alteration of their coins
;
and there is

no surer symptoms of consumption in a state than the corruption of

money/
"

Speech of Sir Thomas Rowe at the Council 1 inland,



: ./.u.l to the monetary system of the Commonwealth,
unle*a the same WM numerical and the reduction

copper pieces was of no importance, beyond the saving of a

certain quantity of metal to the state f As, according to

the 1 "w, the As still remained a full legal tender,

an act would have suddenly altered all debts, obliga-

tions, and contracts to the extent of five-sixths of

amount, and completely deranged all the relations of so<

It could scarcely have occurred in any country, certainly

in republic, as Rome then was, without occasioning
the i commotions. On the contrary, history

mentions nothing of the sor complaint arise

protest is made, no outcries are heard. It is 1 '.iny,

three hundred years later, to record this momentous fact,

'. nobody appears to have heard of, and to which none

'f the myriads who were anV it offered any objec-

tions. '1 In 1,1, a i. simply incredi

i private coinage of silver and gold by

gentes. In the year B.C. 269 there commenced to be

coint me a vast number of silver pieces, and in B.C.

ertain gold pieces, known to numismatists as gentes
coins. These pieces were not coined by the state, but ly tlu

rons patrician families, whose names have been ascer-

tained, and whose insignia are found upon the coin- 1:

has, moreover, been determined that the state did not coin

r silver or gold until some time after these metals had

been coined by the gentes, and that the gentes coins were

not legal tenders, though it is conceivable that they might
have been received by the state for religious or other

special dues. Their primal function, however, was to re-

ward the retainers of the gentes who served as soldiers in

the armies of the republic. The Roman gens were con-

ed something like the Scottish clans: to each one

in July. 1640..(uocr<l in Harrison "Coins" ii 1O. Antoninu* Augtutiou*
rather aa'pecied thai money bad more to do with the

*

distemper
'

of th?

Roman Empire than the Him* snd Vandal*." Greaves ou Coin*,"
317.
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belonged, not only the patrician whose name it bore, lut

alto his family, his adherents or retainers, and his slaves.
1

AV hen Rome commenced its policy of foreign conquest it

became necessary for the gentes, who alone supported tin-

burden of war,
2
to pay their adherents in money made of

a material that would insure its circulation in foreign

countries, and light enough to be convenient for transpor-

tation abroad. This accounts for the emissions of Family
denarii. The origin of their tale relation to the As, as given

by Pliny, may be explained by the necessity of devising a

portable and exportable equivalent for the As, in which

last-named money the rate of soldiers' pay had been ex-

pressed in the law of B.C. 406.
3

Silver coins were familiar

to the Romans since, at least, B.C. 317, for at that date the

silver tridrachmas of Magna Graecia appeared in Rome,
4 and

silver metal was to be obtained, and was obtained, if not

from the mines, at least through commerce or conquest.
The fact that it was not permitted to form part of the mone-

tary system of the republic, and that the gentes were per-
mitted to coin it without restraint, is therefore regarded as

a proof that the monetary system stood in no need of

silver ; and this could only have been the case if the copper

pieces were overvalued, and the system was numerical.

Otherwise the cumbrousness of the As no matter whether

it weighed three ounces or nine, it would only have passed
in a commodity system for its contents of copper metal-

would have been intolerable.

Monopoly of copper mines by the state. The res

tion upon mining, mentioned by Pliny,
3
is quite sufficient to

indicate that the mines were under the sole control of the

'l
"

Ca?sar."
* DionvMiis of Halicarnassus, iv. 20.
' This law first granted them any pay at all. Of .UI-P to pay the

Aoldier in overvalued silver denarii was to cheat him. an<l no doubt this

radone. As to date of this law consult Alam. 329.

ftttauT in Humphreys, 316.

rimy. iii. 24, and xxiii. 21.
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state, and that no mining was carried on * if express

permission, and upon such conditions, including that of

production, as it might deem proper to dictate. Its plain

meaning is that no mining was permitted to private in-

uiN. The state its< if it saw fit, miuo for the

copper that it might have needed for monetary symbols or

any other purpose.

Depping says the mines were first declared government

property and taxed during the consulship of Cato the Elder,

he passage of Livy upon which this statement

is founded relates to certain mines r Spain, and runs

as follows: "Having restored quiet in the province, he

(Cato) settled the iron and silver mines on such a footing
that they produced a large revenue ; and in consequence of

the regulations then made, the province daily increased in

riches
"

(for the Romans).
1 No allusion whatever is made

to copper mines either in Spain or elsewhere.*

ions upon commerce in copper. It appears
from a passage in Cicero that the Romans were not un-

familiar with the policy of restricting the commerce in the

substances of which the symbols of money were composed.
4

It is therefore not improbable, though we are without any

positive evidence on this point, that they restricted the

commerce of copper during the consular republic and the

prevalence of the numerical system of money.
6.

'

f qualities of copper employed in fabricating
the pieces. Pliny informs us that sesterces and double Ases *

1

Deppin, 21.
'

JMX.b^utraHmt,p. 7ti, tluit. '-Therw"noinfonnlkmtobcg*ioed
respecting the node in which the few copper and iron mine* they (the

Romans) then pomessd (about B.C. 260) were administered," is far too

sweeping. The copper mines of the Romans were not few but many
(tee point 8), and the mode of their administration, as seen in tbt

mi. pro L. Flacco, cap. 28.

hc*e the -great sestwcea
"
alluded to in Tacitus, i. 8

so, they belong to the numerical system, and were, properly speaking.
not multiples of the As, but of the anmmna.
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were made of "
aurichalcum," a superior sort of copper,

Ases were made of Cyprian copp<-i ,
\vliich was of an

inferior quality. He assigns no date to this distinction of

coins, but as he informs us that the mines of aurichalcum

had been long exhausted, and that this variety of copper had

been superseded by the Marian or Cordubnn (supposed to

have been obtained near Cordova, in Spain), which vnri< t\

was almost as excellent as aurichalcum, it is to be inferred

that it relates to a time which comes within the period now
under review.

1 Not only this, but assays of the coins still

extant show that the material of which the various copper
coins of this period were made was different. These in-

ferences and facts are fatal to the theory of a commodity or

"intrinsic" system of money; for, according to a rule

. istophanes, erroneously credited to Greshain, a diffe-

rence in the standard of intrinsic coins, when the coinage is

open or " free," will occasion the melting and disappearance
of the more valuable ones. When the coinage is not open
or "

free," the system is one of monopoly and restriction,

and partakes of the numerical character.

7. Lack of uniformity in the weights ofthe pieces. Says

Humphreys :
" No As of the circular form has at present

been discovered of the full weight of the oldest described

by the ancients, viz. twelve uncia."
u The heaviest pieces of

this coinage (known as the uncial) weigh 9^ Roman ounces

(88065: grains) .* These pieces are regarded by Humphreys
as Ases, but a comparison of them with the Sicilian cast

coins of the same period proves them to be either sestercii

of 2y Ases,
4 or dupondiarii of 2 Ases. This makes the As of

2. An. -lent Coins," p.
1

li-i'l. 129. Humphreys adds: this type" appears to have l,r-n :iN.

the most abundant, as the great majority discovered of tin- cnlur
:<xls are of this weight."

* The "Encyc. Brit.," 8th ed., art. "Numismatics," p. 383, mid

; .Dreys, "Manual," 301, assert that the copper sesterce was not
i in Rome until after the time of Julius Ca?.ar

;
but this is an error.

See Pliny, xxx iii. 17.
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the period weigh either 1542 * grain*, or else 1928* 12 grains,

probably the former.

krrton assert* that when the denarius was first issued,

B.C. 209, the As weighed only 3 uncia, or -ruins.
1

Anthon says that Asea of 11, 10, 9, 8, A I
;
oz.

are still mphreys says there are circular Ases

of 9}, 8, nd 4 oz., and other odd weights.

heae statements and inferences are to be relied upon,

impoasible that the Roman monetary aystem ot

period could have been "
int: is essential to

nil
"

intrinsic/' or commodity systems of money that

piece of like nominal value shall be of the same weight and

ness of metal or other material.'

These data also corroborate a conclusion previously

reached here y ascribes the first lowering of the As
i* year i md say.- A*as suddenly reduced

from one pound to one-sixth of a pound. The coins extant

prove that the As was lowered previous to the Gaulish in-

vasion to 3*8 oz., and in i oz. ; and there might
have been, and probably were, other intermediate reductions.

8. Abundance and cheapness of copper metal. At this

fore, copper was cheap and abundant, and

therefore almost as unfit for a commodity system of money
as would be the blank paper upon which, at the present date,

Government notes are printed. It was not worth in silver

than is now the "d t

"
paper

upon which such notes are print nl. It waa abundantly pro-
I in various parts of Italy, in Campania, Tuscany, and

any of the mines worked at that period, at

first by -cans, and afterwards by the Romans, re-

main prod uc he present day.

However, it was not until long after the commencement of

the period, during which, according to the Plinian view,
Rome employed copper for money at its ingot value, that

r on Medals" cd. 1808, rol. i. p. 162.

rorc* him*elf to hsvc been awaro of t <le in the

ptcr 24.
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she conquered the countries which possessed these im-

portant and productive mines. It would have been a

singular and ruinous policy, had the Romans adopted for

money, at that time and at its commodity value, a metal

over the production of which they did not exercise sub-

stantial control. It can hardly be supposed that they

possessed so little foresight as to employ for money c

coins at their ingot value, whilst Etruria and Sicily held

control of the principal copper mines of Italy, and would

have thus been enabled to withhold from their enemy the

material out of which he had obliged himself to coin his

monetary symbols.
IMcntifulness of copper implements and utensils.

Although the art of reducing iron ores was known to the

Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans long previous to the period
under review, iron was so rare a metal, that except for

blades and cutting edges, it was not in common use before

the second Punic war. The usual material for the fabrica-

tion of weapons, tools, implements, utensils, and works of

art, was copper or bronze.
1 Had the monetary system of

this age been "
intrinsic/' an enormous mass of copper or

bronze would have stood ready at all times for conversion

into money, and this fact would have endangered the

steadiness of prices, and exposed to entire subversion all

those relations of society which are affected by prices. As

history fails to note any such derangement and it is difficult

to believe that it could have occurred without notice it is

reasonable to infer that the monetary system of the Republic
was not subject to it, and, therefore, that the coinage was

overvalued and monopolized by the state.

1

Pliny, in book xxxiv., gives a circumstantial account of se

thousand bronze statues in and about Rome, also of bronze furniture.

< >n the hypothesis of a commodity system, these works of art ab-

sorbed so vast an amount of the metal by which the value of all pro-

perty and debts was measured, that it is inconceivable that it should

have been allowed to remain uncoined. Imagine the financial effect at

the present time of withdrawing or sequestering a relatively equal mass
of gold or silver from the circulation of the world !
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f copper for commodity money. Had
the money of Rome at thii period been "intrinsic

would certainly have been made of gold or silver r

than copper ; the but-named metal being in many respecU
inferior to the others, for the purpose mentioned. <

among these are its liability to corrosion, ita relative
j

falneos, the absence of any great stock on hand, and the

;lty of protecting copper coins from counterfeiting.
To meet the difficulties here presented, it has been imagined

by Colquhoun that the precious metals were exceedingly
scarce in Rome, just as to meet similar difficulties in the

case of Sparta, Plutarch imagined that it required a yoke of

oxen to haul ten minao in the ancient iron numeraires of

that country. So far is Colqnhoun from being correct, that

Rome, during the period of her copper money systems,

possessed no inconsiderable quantity of the precious metals

in hi ; treasury (the wrarium sacrum) ;

'

while both

gold and silver coins of foreign fabrication, and numerous

as of domestic fabrication, were employed in Rome
from hand to hand, either for commercial payments to

foreign merchants, or for religious purposes, or the use of

soldiers, as previously conjectured. These coins were not

money, and their uso in Rome, coupled with the fact

a period in question, gold and silver money waa em-

ployed by several of the nations with which Rome was theu

connected by commerce, proves that it was neither scarce

nor difficult to procure.

Says Humphreys :
" The Romans adopted copper in con-

tempt of the gold and silver of their neighbours, which

(metals) they were acquainted with, but would not adopt; for

according to Festus, foreign money of gold and silver circu-

lated in Rome in the earliest period.'
11 These coins were,how-

ever, not money in Rome : they were simply merchandise.

r*lle da XlXih Siecle," art.
- .Erarium."

' Ancient Coin*,** p. 190. The fec-aimile of a river

tridrachma, which u believed to hare circulated in Rome about E.C. 317.

b taown on pp. 136 and 137 of the fame work.

Q
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11. Amplitude of gold and silver supplies. Had tlu

Romans of the Commonwealth not purposely designed
avoid the establishment of a commodity system of mom -y. it

is natural that they would have selected for their system
the best instead of one of the worst materials out of whk-li

to fabricate their monetary symbols ; gold or silver, instead

of copper. A comparatively small quantity of the precious

metals would have enabled them to fabricate coins of con-

venient sizes and denominations. Their resources in this

respect were ample. They had not restricted their mining

supplies as had modern Russia, when the latter resorted

a copper currency ; they had not parted with a long
hoarded stock of bullion, as had modern Sweden when t

latter resorted to copper ingots and paper certificat*

They were not destitute of gold and silver mines, as were

the modern North American colonists when they resor

to paper bills. On the contrary, as Pliny testifies,
"
Italy

yields to no country in the abundance of mines of all the

several kinds of metals/'
l and the mining interdict to which

he next alludes, was probably not enacted until the time of

Spartacus. Placer gold was obtained from the rich mines of

Piedmont, from the Maremma and the valleys of the Tiber

and its affluents, and from Aquileia, while quartz gold
came from the foothills of both the Alps and Apennines,
from the former of which localities it is still produced.

2

The precious metals were also obtainable by commerce.

Greece and Carthage had silver and the Gauls had gold, to

spare, at that period ; and Rome traded with all of these

countries. Ample supplies of the precious metals were

1

Pliny, iii. 24.
'

In the author's "
Rape of the Earth." the entire history of

g

mining in Italy is traced from the operations of the Etruscans dou
the present day. The date at which the minim: interdict <>f the Senate

wan repealed is also fixed in that work. For other references on

subject, see Livy, xxxiv. 21, and Deppm?. ii. 7/J. On the goldmiix

Aiuileia, consult Polybius, xxxiv. 10, anl Stralio. iv. vi. 12. On the

sih "f Italy, consult "Report of the United St;r n of

. N j;>, for the year 1869, p. 283.
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thin to be procured had Rome needed them for her mone-

tary *ystfiii ; uul that the preferred to do without them and

to lubstituto copper place, can only be credited

upon :oiheit that the latter waa not employed on

the level of a commodity, but waa highly overvalued, ao

that comparatively light and small coins were made to

anawer all the purpose of exchange. To maintain such

overvalu would have been necessary to limit and

perhaps to specifically limit the emissions of coins; and it

is precisely this combination of circumstances that con-

vs a numerary currency.

Preposterous relation of silver to copper. According
to Pliny, who evidently dorives his opinion from

mology of the word denarius, rather than from an .

al knowledge of the monetary system of the period,

the value of the earliest silver denarius was ten Aset.

These denarii are said to have been coined at the rate of six

to the ounce, or seventy-two to the pound weight of s

Ases weighed a pound each, and ten of them wei.

inrius, aa Pliny maintains, this would make the relation

of value between silver and copper as 1 is to 7

The actual average weight of these denarii, as deduced

from many thousands of them still extant, prove that they
were originally coined seven to the ounce or eight

ound. Assuming Pliny's tale ratio and weight of the

As to be correct, this makes the relation of value between

totals as 1 is to 840.

learned Dr. Adam asserts
1

that the denarii were
"
at first

"
coined one hundred to the pound. Still assum-

ing Pliny's tale ratio and weight of the As to be correct,

would make the relation of value between the metals as

.'XX), and such is Dr. Adam's conclusion.

-vill now be shown that the least incral hese

three relations of value is quite preposterous, that the

.'. relation of value between silver and copper was about

140 for 1, and, therefore, that if the denarius passed f

Ami
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i, the latter did not weigh above 2| Roman ounces each,

instead of a pound as Pliny states. Moreover, that if the

denarius passed for ten Ases, and the As coin had the same

value as a pound of uncoined copper, the As coin was over-

valued in the coinage laws about five times.

The first thing to examine is the evidence concerning the

actual market relation of silver to copper at the time. This

evidence will of necessity have to be obtained from count ri -s

other than Rome, because, if the views herein maintained

are correct, there was little or no silver in Rome to make a

market with, not on account of any difficulty in obtaining

it, but for the reason that the monetary system of the

Republic did not permit the use of silver coins or bullion

for money : it was not legal tender, nobody was obliged to

accept it in payment, and there was therefore little or no

demand for it.
1

Says Boeckh,
" in the most ancient times (of Greece) the

average relation of the value of copper to that of silver

was as 300 to 1."
a

This evidence is not applicable to the

period under review. The " most ancient times "
of Greece

was many centuries earlier than the republican period of

Rome. It was not until some centuries after these " most

ancient times
"

that any copper coins at all were made
in Greece. " In the Greek series the earliest copper (i.e.

copper coin extant) is supposed to have been issue

Macedonia by the king ^Eropus about the year B.C. 397.
3

" The oldest copper coins of Athens do not ascend beyond
B.C. 400, although we find copper coins attributed to Gelo

of Syracuse, a Greek colony in Sicily, a century earlier."

As copper mines abounded in Greece even so far back as

the era of Cadmus, and as down to the fifth century B.C.

'

In B.C. 156, the Roman treasury possessed altogether 17,410 pounds
of gold bullion, 22,070 pounds of silver bullion, and 6,135,400 in "nume-

rate,** or bronze sesterces. Tliny, xxxiii. 17. This, however, was after

the Republican era.
8
Boeckh, 47. mphreys' "Manual," i. 195.

4
Madden's " Jewish Coinage," p. 37 ; Raper ;

Boeckh ; Humphreys.
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there existed no such ready market for the meUl M there

would have been had it been convertible into money, it U
> be wondered if prerioai to that date it waa compara-

tively cheap. Hence the extremely low value deduced by
Boeckh (and not upon any very euro grounds at that) must

o held to have any pertinence when applied to the

period at present under review, and when the nae of copper

me, both in the coinage and for other purposes, afforded

it a ready market. The paasage in Boeckh is thus not only

inapplicable as regards ita date ; it is also inapplicable as

regards analogy of surrounding circumstances.

The next evidence relates to the era of Aristotle :
" In

in the time of Aristotle, B.C. 384-322, according to

the value of the new talent, the value of copper teems to

have been fixed at 140 to 1 of silvc : As it is the

market value of copper in silver that forms the subject of

inquiry, this evidence is also defective; for it is derived

from the Sicilian coinage, in which the value of the two

metals was fixed arbitrarily, and it may therefore not indicate

! >uring the dynasty of the Ptolemies (B.C. . the

relation of the value of silver to that of copper in the inexact

d of coining which prevailed, seems to have been that
'

This evidence has the same defect as the

last. It relates to the metals in coins, and unless open or

free coinage existed for both metals, the relation may have

been arbitrary.
.s also dt a not relating to a sufficiently precise

date.

Upon the basis of a reward offered for the discovery or

remand of two fugitive slaves from Alexandria during the

reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, B.C. 220, Letronno calculates

the relation of copper to silver at 60 to I.
1

This evidence

doea not relate to the period under review.

Dr. Arbnthnot was of opinion that at the period of the

first Punic War, B.C. 204-41, the relation of copper to silver

1

Boeckl I :

'
Leutmne, 15.
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was the same as in 1729 about GO to 1. Tin- evidence

doe* not relate to the period under review.

In choosing between these various imperfect evidences,

which are all that appear to be attainable on the sul'jVct,

the preference is accorded to the second one, or tli

ratio in the time of Aristotle ; and for the following reasons :

1st. It relates to the period under review.

1. Sicily was much nearer to Rome than Egypt, a fact

of no little significance in those days of difficult ocean

commerce and frequent piracy.

3rd. Sicily was a large original producer of co;

metal. It is not known how much copper was produced in

Egypt.
1-th. Sicily was an ally of Rome : Egypt was c

5th. The early monetary systems of Sicily and Rome so

closely resembled one another, that some numismatists have

supposed the latter to have been borrowed from the former.*

Both systems were at that time "
intrinsic/' Whilst Rome

is believed to have afterwards changed her intrinsic system
to a numerical one, that of Sicily, at least in principle, is

known to have remained unchanged. It was essentially an

intrinsic or commodity system at the period under review.

In such a system and in a small and unimportant country,
the coinage ratio of the metals cannot be permanently fixed

without regard to the market ratio in other countries ;
and

for this reason the coinage ratio adduced is believed to very

closely indicate the market ratio.

Assuming this view to be correct, it appears that the

market ratio of copper to silver in Rome, was about 140 for

1, and not 720 for 1, as deduced from the text of Pliny.

Indeed, if the hypothesis that the copper coins were
"

intrinsic," is regarded from the most direct point of view,

namely, that of the known coinage ratio in Sicily and the

coinage ratio in Rome, as deduced from Pliny, it must

appear to be untenable : for it requires it to be believed that

while the Sicilian mint was exchanging a pound of silver for

1

Humphreys and authorities cited.
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:>ounds of copper, the Roman mint, not three hundred

miles away, was willing to pay 720 pounds of copper

So far nit i ho ratio between the silver in the early denarii

ho copper coins of the same period is concerned,

impossible that the coinage ratio of copper to silver should

have been higher, than the market ratio. The denarii were

i'gal leaden. To use Pliny's phrase concerning the

lllyricnm coins in Rome, they could only be " looked upon
as an article of merchandise." * Hence they could not have

been overvalued in the copper coins. Indeed there could

have been no overvaluation of silver coins in the copper
coins of Rome until the coinage of silver was under-

taken by the state, and the coins were declared to be legal
:.<! n

t while the silver coins were not overvalued in the

copper ones of this era, there can be no doubt that the latter

were highly overvalued as against copper metal and all other

commodities, except silver, which latter having come into

the hands of the patricians, at first from the capture of

Tareutuin, B. tod afterwards from the conquest of

Spain, was coined by them at the same rate of overvalua-

tion with o to other commodities as was the copper
of the state. When, in B.C. his usurped privilege

obtained the sanction of law, and the silver denarius became
a legal tender, the republican system of money, already

handicapped since B.C. 209, came definitely to an t

13. Eh:' n accounting for the subsequent opera-
tions of Caligula. It is related of Caligula, who reigned

at he was the first to break through the re-

he Senate relative to the emission of the copper

nummi,' that he stopped the provincial mints, so as to

13.

he Roman* found for the jirt hmr the plunder of an opulent

rarriagts loaded with plate and other otusmsnts of ttlTer and

lt.il." FloTua, in Fergtuon* 106.
'

Hnuptatrt,
M Ancient Coin*," 155.
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monopolize the coinage of the nuinini himself;
1 and that

he proceeded to coin them as rapidly as possible. These

proceedings relate to a period long after the assumed rise

and fall of the numerary system of Rome ; but they prove
that at the time they happened, the nummi must have been

again overvalued, or else that Caligula was a fool for his

pains; more likely the former. If the nummi were over-

valued in Caligula's time, the fact lends strength to the

opinion that they had been overvalued at a previous date,

during the Commonwealth, when the power of the

Senate to keep the emissions within specific limit w;t~

greater than it was during the Empire.
1 L Incredibility of prices and sums mentioned in ancient

authors. Augustus is said to have received by the testa-

ments of his friends 32,291,666 ; Tiberius left at his death
k
._! 1 . 7 '."',* 7 ~, which sum Caligula lavished away in less than

a single year; Csesar owed 2,018,229 when he set out for

Spain ; he bribed Curio with 484,373 and L. Paulus

with 1279,500; Antony squandered of the public money
M,041 ; Lollia Paulina wore jewels worth 322,916;

Cleopatra swallowed a pearl worth 80,729 ; Caligula laid

out on a supper 80,729; Messala bought the house of

Antonius for 352,786; the villa of M. Scaurus cost

807,291; a fish-pond cost 32,291; and the fish of

Lucullus a similar sum, &c.~

The Abbe" Barthelemy, whose " Travels of Anacharsis "

evince a profound critical knowledge of the history and

manners of Ancient Greece, spent several years of his life in

a study of the coins and prices of that country. The result

of these labours is thus summarized :
"

J'ai trouve tant de

variations dans celles d'Athnes, et si peu de secours dans

les auteurs anciens, que j'ai abandonne ce travail."
:

In a similar way the equally learned Marquis de Garnier,
after examining the sums and prices in Roman history, as

Humphreys,
" Ancient Coin*," 163.

1 Adam' "Roman Antiq.," pp. 431-2-3, from Pliny. &c.
3

Quoted in Jacob, 91.
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translated upon the bjpotheait of a commodity mon*y
system in Rome, declare* them to be as little reliable aj

the Arabian Nights
1

Tal-

bon and McCulloch write in the tame train.
2 The

reader ha only to consult the first book of Boeckh's " Poli-

tical Economy of the Athenians/' the sixth chapter ofJacob's

the Precious Metals/' and Smith 1

* and Adam's

works on "Roman Antiquities," to be convinced of th<-

soundness of the- or example, we are told

that at one period travellers' board cost but a farthing a
'

that at one time corn cost 4<f. a bushel, at another

'., and at a third 6 8*. ; that an ox cost at one period

3*., at another 12 10. ; and at another that a herd of

e sold for ten pounds weight of copper, and so on.
4

These sums and prices are simply incredible, and there is

ne way to reconcile with truth the statements from

which they are translated. This is to regard the sesterce

or numinus as an actual copper coin, once known as the

As, then overvalued and afterwards forced down

commodity value by means of excessive issues.

15. The example of other states. It has been shown in

the preceding chapters of this work that monetary systems
of a more or less numerical character had been tried in

several of the states with which Rome waa connected

through commerce, notably in Greece and Carthago. With

both of these countries the commerce of Rome was impor-
tant and continuous, and it is inconceivable that tin-

Romans should not have become acquainted with their

monetary systems, and the principle upon which they were

founded that of numbers. Having learnt this mu
is exceedingly improbable that the Romans should not

Memoir* nr U valour det Itoonaiet de Conpte chei Ic* Peoples
,111*- par M. b Comic de Gamier. Paris 1M7.

**. ed. I83S on."
'
Boecth,**.

4
Set authentic* mentioned in the text, alto Jacob, p. IS*, and Gibbon,
.19.
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have endeavoured to secure for their own rising state the

advantages which these systems affonlnl. The Romans

were quick to follow Greek examples in the other depart-
s of law and administration, and it would have been

strange had they neglected to copy them in so important a

one as this. They adopted the Greek name for money ;

they called it nummus, after the Greek nomisma ; and it is

regarded as quite out of the question that they should not

have known the meaning, or understood the significance of

this t

l'. The advice of publicists. Moreover the Romans ha-1

constantly before them allusions to such systems iu those

productions of Greek learning which they justly rega

as models of intellectual vigour and refined taste. Socrates,

Plato, Aristotle, Zeno, and other great teachers of philo-

sophy and politics, had all written of numerical systems of

money, and the most revered of them all had recommt :

such a system for his Ideal Republic. It is difficult to

imagine that these discourses and recommendations, coming
from sources so comparatively recent and so highly re-

spected, should have been wholly disregarded by a nation

with whom it had become a habit, nay, almost a passion, to

be guided by Greek writers in every other department of

science and art.

17. Extreme danger of a commodity system at this

period. This point has been alluded to in a previous

chapter of the present work. In the ancient times there

was not, as now, a vast stock of any commodity, say of gold
or silver, suitable for an " intrinsic

"
money, and amenable

to the demands of all commercial countries. Each country
\hen had its own stock, which was therefore comparatively
. mall. The influence upon it of any fresh supply of Minilnr

Jietals, whether from pillage or from the mines, was so

great, that violent fluctuations of its value at once ensued,

and this unfitted it for money. In other words, the unit of

value for each country of the modern world employing a

commodity system of money is the total stock of the pre-
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ciou metal* in all countries a (act which, practical.

tied by the qnai. HOOD metal* that temporarily

remains in each country by iuolf, at well aa by the freedom of

trad* iwe of paper adjuncts in each country, and by
considerations not sufficiently important to be men-

tions * place. Contrariwise, the unit of value for

each country of the ancient world which employed a system
of money composed of gold or silver coin* at their bullion

value, was the stock of such metal in that country by

1 1 is easy to perceive that such a condition of affairs ex-

posed the state to grave dangers, and practically obstructed

its industrial and commercial progress. It was only neces-

sary for an enemy to quietly withdraw some of the precious

metal in < u,oras > add illegally fabricated,

albeit full- weighted, coins t vulation, in oni

produce a prolonged financial crisis, and alter the entire re-

lations of society. Nay, the vicissitudes of the mines/ or

even the caprices of fashion, as the wearing or disuse of

gold embroidery or jewellery, might have involved the for-

tunes of the state.* The frequency of wars and interrup-

tions to foreign commerce, the great disparity of civiliza-

tion between neighbouring countries, and many other

instances peculiar to am a, but greatly modi-

fied in modern ones, were all sources of danger in the use

of a commodity system of money by the Roman Common-

wealth, and they furnish a strong presumption for believing
ts system was numerical.

Commodity system, or a system substantially "in-

trinsic," cannot safely be established anywhere unless the

commodity adopted as money is in common use throughout
the commercial world ; unless its possession is widely

r, Italian* aiding the barbarian* in working the fold digging*
.ilria. about B.C. 186, in the tparc <>f two month* the value of
a. .liminUhiM thn -uirh. -ut the whole of Italy by one-third." Poly.

r. 10; Strabo. K
' On the we of gold eahfrfdery,jewellery, &c^ tee Pliny, book xwrffi.
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diffused, and freely amenable to commercial demand ; unless

the amplitude and steadiness of its future supplies from the

mines, or otherwise, is assured ;
and unless its coinage is

more or less open and gratuitous. All these requirements

are fulfilled at the present time by either gold or silver.

They were certainly not fulfilled in remote and compara-

tively non-commercial ages, either by these commodities or

any others, and least of all by copper. The Romans would

have exposed their state to speedy ruin if they had opened
their mints to the copper bullion of all comers, and under-

taken to coin it gratuitously, or for brassage, or any mode-

rate rate of seignorage.
If they levied an immoderate rate of seignorage upon the

mintage of their copper pieces, or else procured and coined

the metal only for and upon account of the state, and only

to the extent that the state decided, in either case the

system would have been less
"

intrinsic
" than numerical.

That the necessities of their position must have caused

them to adopt one or both of these devices, there can be

little doubt; indeed we know, from positive evidence, that

they adopted the latter. There was no open and gratuitous

coinage of copper. The citizens of Rome never had the

right to carry their copper bullion to the public mint to be

coined without limit and without expense, as have, at the

present time, the citizens of Great Britain, the United

States, Germany, and other countries, with respect to gold
bullion. They had no right to coin it even upon a seigno-

rage. The Roman copper coinage was strictly monopolized

by the Senate. All the numismatists and cambists admit

this; and yet, with strange illogicality, they nearly all

treat the product of this monopolization as though it had

been free. Rome could never have become a great state

with "free" coinage laws ; for in those days there was not, as

there is now, a vast accumulation of the coining metal on

hand to steady its value and lessen the danger of continual

revulsions of prices. The only steadiness it could have re-

ceived must have come from restriction of the coinage, and
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there can be little doubt that such was the policy of the*

18. Allusion* to a numerical system in the fragment* of

literature supposed to belong to the period of the Common-

wealth, and preserved in the Corpus - ili*. lu the

Pandect* of Justinian! tenth book, occurs this remarkable

passage from Julius Paulus, a jurisconsult of the thin)

century of our era
44 The origin of buying and selling began with exchange.

Anciently money was unknown, and there existed no term*

by which merchandise could be precisely valued, but every

one, according to the wants of the time and circumstances,

exchanged things useless to him, against things which were

useful; for it commonly happens that one is in need of

what another has in excess. But, as it seldom coincided

m time that what one possessed the other wanted, or con-

versely, a device was chosen, irAo* legal and permanent
value remedied, by its homogeneity, the difficulties of barter.

This device being officially promulgated, circulated and

maintained iU purchasing power, not to much from its tub-

itance, at from its quantity. Since that time, only one con-

sideration in an exchange was called merchandise, the other

is called price."

The Code of Justinian, following this opinion of Paulus,

probably without fully understanding him, declares that the

power of money resides not in the tubstante, but in the

tfuantity. This is unquestionably a great truth, but it was
no more recognized in practice at the time this code was-

compiled than it is now. Even in the time of Paulus it

was antiquated, and survived only in the letter of a dead

law, and the outraged symbol S. C. which still appeared

upon the copper sesterce, as if to remind the Senate of the

great trust it had betrayed, and the people of the liberties

they had lost.

Paulus probably wrote, as afterwards d \[atthew

Hale on the same subject, either to sustain a case, or else

to follow those ancient models, whose wisdom he had learnt
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to revere, and without stopping to inquire whether li.

had not reversed their wonted relevancy.

The ancient authorities of Paulus are quite lost t<>

The literature of the Roman Commonwealth has entirely

perished, and little remains of the wisdom it embalmed

beyond the fragments, which, like the one preserved by
Paulus and Justinian, have survived the ruin of time, chiefly

.because their deep significance has never been noticed, or

their practicability demonstrated by an actual test.

19. The terminology of money. This subject has 1

so fully treated elsewhere in the present work, that it is

only necessary to say here that the generic name for money
during the Servian period of Roman monetary history was

88, referring to the principal material of which money was

composed, whilst during the Commonwealth its name was

uumuius, which as plainly refers to its numerical character

at the last-named period.

It is not pretended that each and all of these various

evidences and considerations prove the existence of a

numerical system of money in Rome, although some of

them are regarded as being quite conclusive. Others,

while perhaps not conclusive by themselves, serve to leml

force to the rest. Taking them altogether, it cannot be

denied that they form a mass of evidence and argument
which strongly appeals to conviction.

The details of this extraordinary system are lost. The

system probably grew out of the inconvenience of the uncial

coins, and the determination of adhering to copper as the

most suitable material of indigenous production for money
symbols ; but whether the limitation of coinage which

forms its essential feature was adopted as a matter of ex-

pediency and usage, or was specifically decreed by the

Senate, cannot now be determined. The latter seems most

probable.
" Senatus Consulturn was used to denote what

the Senate decreed,"
* and it was evidently not inscribed

1

Adam, 14.
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,

upon tbo bronze mumni of thin period without an

at reason. It <li<l not appear upon the Ases of

the previous era, nor upon the Ases of this era,

before or after their name was changed to numtni, nor upon
the Ases of subsequent eras.

1 The Aset and their frac-

tions and multiples were always cast, the nummi, except
for a short period n: r inception, when old Ase*

were used for the purpose, were always struck. The sign
does not appear upon any of the cast coins : upon all

ins that were legal tender, it does.

toes not appear what other reason there could hare

been for tin. juishing these pieces beside that of

limitation of issue. It was not necess i

thus designate the fact that they were legal tender, for the

As and its parts had been legal tenders, and the denarius

its parts were afterwards made legal tenders, without

being thus stamped. It was obviously not a mint mark,
for the sign varied in form an ud appeared upon the

coinage of numerous mints. It could only have been a mark
1 1 served this money was different from

all <!' 1 such a difference could only have been limi-

u of issue, or, as Paulus expressed it: "This device

(moii- ly promulgated, circulated and main-

tain* hasing power, not so much from its substance,

as from its quant
The decrees of the Roman Senate, after being wrr

rdod in asury (/Erarium), where also

r writings pertaining to the Republic were kept. The
decrees when not carried to the Treasury were considered

Senate had the Treasury, and

uey at pleasure,
8 and although so

early as B.C. j suffered some diminution/ it

Asea were con: I* nut for several centum*
use as religion* off. V similar .

mill mains in Japan in respef . some specimen* of which

xtemion.

1
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cannot be doubted that with regard to money and finance

this was not impaired until after the Social Wars.

lU records, however, have perished. Except a few de-

crees which, on account of the lustre they added to some

hero's renown, were committed to brass, not a line of them

remains. 1

The numerary system of Home was certainly in < \i>tence

at about the period of the Gaulish invasion. After the capital

was saved by Camillus, the citizens "set apart particular

funds in the treasury, to be spared in every other possible

emergency, and reserved for the case of invasion from Gaul

alone."
2 These "

particular funds " must have been a sort of

money which could be useful abroad as well as at home, in

other words, gold or silver. In order to spare a s]

accumulation of these metals at a time when regular supplies
uf them could not be depended upon, it was certainly safest

to demonetize them altogether; to have a money the ma
for which could always be obtained in sufficient quantity, it

became necessary to adhere to copper ;
to avoid the incon-

venient weight of the uncial coins, it became necessary
to overvalue the new copper coins ; to maintain this over-

valuation, the emissions had to be restricted by the state ;

and to prevent such restriction from being broken down by

counterfeiters, the coins had to be struck from dies of the

highest artistic value. The Romans had already, B.C. 452,

imported the laws of the Twelve Tables from Greece, and

must have been apprised of the Greek system of money
which provided numeraires for home use, and the precious
metals for foreign service. It seems extremely likely that

under such circumstances the Romans should have copied
this system.

If not in existence before the Gaulish invasion, the

numerary system must have been established shortly after-

ward. The invasion caused them to change many parti-

culars of their policy.
3
Among these would very likely have

1

Adam, 15.
2

Ferguson's
" Hist. Rome," i. 75.

Ibid.
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been the system of money. The embesslemente charged to

Camillas have impelled snob a change in

the monetary system, as promised to remove in some mea-

sure the tern to repeat snoh an offence, and no

measure could have been more effective than to demonetise

nrecious metals.*

gard to the downfal system, this is to be

ascribed, firstly, to the permission accorded to the gentes to

coin ttilv<- i without Jjmit, and at a value recognised
in usage. conferred by law, which rendered these

denarii coadjutors of the overvalued nuinmi of the state ;

, to counterfeiting. The introduction of gold

coins, as appears to be suggested by the Plinian text, where

the circumstance is alluded to as a "crime," may have

assist 1 -iwnfall. tmt it is certainly not responsible for

its origin. The numerary system lasted for nearly two cen-

turies, during which all that was admirable of Roman civi-

lisation saw its origin, its growth, and its maturity. When
the systei mo had lost its liberties. The state was

to grow yet more powerful and dreaded, but that state and

its people were no longer one.

i ill subsequent a< resources

of the Roman treasury appear* a piven t< Iver. and a
nuN of money in seaterceo. See Pliny. .7.



CHAPTER XVI 1 1.

RISE OF THE ROMAN COMMONWEALTH.

Triflin-.' pro.jrena made by Rome during the first few centi;

existence a an independent power Ite Militant i:il prorre.-s only began
after the political reforms of n.c. 509 to 408 These measures greatly

increased it population and solidifird it- pn \vn- -The roncjnest of

Central and Northern Italy which followed, increased its wealth and re-

sources Expanion of the Republic now rapid Political reform- and

militar fallowed incessantly Progr^ iltmv. manufac-

ture, commerce, and the arts Difference between an expanding and

expaii The Republican system of money the natural corol-

lary of the expansion of the Roman Republic.

ROME
owed its origin to a revolt against an old esta-

blished and well organized government, from whom
it inherited both wealth, religion, and a code of civil laws.

Commencing with these advantages, and supplementing
them by offering itself as a place of refuge against oppres-

sion, it is remarkable what little advance it made as an in-

dependent power during the first few centuries of its exis-

tence. The explanation of this lies in these self-same inheri-

tances from Etruria, whose retention reduced the results of

the revolution to little more than a mere change of rulers.

The extravagant privileges of rank, the system of slavery,

and the inequitable distribution of lands and wealth, which

distinguished the Etrurian system of government, likewise

marked that of monarchical Rome. It was not until the

nation reformed its government and swept away these abuses

that any rapidity is discernible in its progress. When it

entered upon this phase of its development, not merely
a few oppressed but all the oppressed, and all the discon-

tented inhabitants of the surrounding states fled to it as a

home, and its progress changed at once from slow to rapid.
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The reformt consisted in the abolition of monarchical and

adoption of a republican form of government in B.C. 509 ;

us concession* to the plebu in 493, 1

448, t ho law* for the division of conquered land*

in 480 ;
tli. increase in the number and proportion of tri-

bune*, 457 ; the adop
1 he Ten '

(afterwards increased

l) Tables of Solon in 450 ; the creation of quawtor-

ships in U I ,
ui-1 t! 1(

. admission of the plebs to these offices

'8.

These measures invited to Rome a continual accession of

inhabitants, whose interests they so enlarged, and whose

power they sosolidifir I<-KIK{ nest of all Central 1 and

y soon followed. With the reduction of each

important stronghold of the enemy, Rome came into the

possession not only of immense wealth in the form of archi-

tectural struct ures, roads, canals, mines, improvements of

all kinds, endless works of art, and vast stores of minor

commodities, but also of a fertile and cultivated territory

T laws, was soon to be transferred from

the few, whose titles were derived from ancient discovery, to

the many who founded theirs upon present occupancy and

labour.

vius nt this perioil that the progress of Rome became
most raj' is and military victories fol-

lowed each other incessantly. In B.C. 376 the Licinian

laws were passed to equalize the possession of lands, r

rs, and open the consulships to the plebs ; in 307 and

ticate, augurate, and other religions offices were

opened to th.- plebs by means of the Sibylline and Ogolnian
laws;

1
in 360 th< pnetorship and curule magistracy were

established, and in 336 opened to the plebs; and in 286

Ituililhbu (tee p. 63, ante). Hebrew., and Greek*, each had
? :-..: 1 . I ill, .

. >

' Between .c. 396 *n.l 1 ra*ion, Rome cap-
! iiuleed, nearly all the rich

:

the iinportanos of theae lawg consult ArnokU A pp. Cyc..
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enacted the Hortcnsian law to reduce debts, divide lands,

and confer legislative power upon the people by tribes inde-

pendent of the Senate. In 342, by a series of victories

over the Snnmites, the boundaries of the Republic were

extended beyond the Liris ; in 338 the Latins were incorpo-

rated ; in 310 the Etrurian territory, cities, and mines of the

Upper Tiber were conquered, plundered, and annexed ; in

804 farther extensions of territory were conquered from the

Samnites ;
in 293 and 292 the rest of Samnium was con-

quered and many of its cities plundered ;
and in 290 the

Sabine country was conquered and annexed.

With this expansion of population, territory, and wealth,

occurred a corresponding progress in the arts. After tin-

expulsion of the Gauls, Rome was entirely rebuilt, and upon
a tar more splendid scale than before; in 368 the Temple of

Concord was erected ;
in 312-10 Appius Claudius constructed

the great highway and aqueduct which bears his name,
erected the public baths, and drained the Pontine Marshes

;

in 288 M. Curius cut a canal from Lake Yelinas
;

in 272 a

friendly embassy was sent to distant Egypt, and Curius

Dentatus commenced the construction of the Anio Vetus ;

and in 260 a vast fleet was constructed to protect and extend

the commerce of the Republic on the Mediterranean.

These instances are only types of the progress that marks
this period. Numerous works of public improvement were

constructed in all parts of Italy ; agriculture was prosecuted
with ardour ;

! commerce was opened with Carthage, interior

Europe, Egypt, and India ; local manufactures arose, and

Rome emerged from the obscure position of a rebellious

province to that of a great nation, whose limits extended

from Sicily to the Padus, and whose freedom, energy, in-

dustrial resources, and military prowess became known from

hage to Greece, and from Gaul to China.
2

An expanding empire needs an expanding money. This

is not the same as an expansive money. The former means

1

Adams,
" Rom. Antiq.," pp. 460, 461.

a
See p. 19, ante.
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one that by regulation can be made to keep era pace with

increating exchanges; whereat the latter is one th.v

oroaaee with-.m regulation, either from tho adventitiou* pro-

lificacy of mines, the conquest of the money metal, the un-

d emission of government notes, the licence of private

coiners, or tho greed of private hanks of issue. With the

increasing numbers and mobility of her population, with tho

continual expansion of her territory, and with tho growing
needs of her commerce and exchanges, it is inconceivable

that Rome could have tolerated such a monetary system as

careless chroniclers and uncritical commentators, have as-

: a system composed of copper cast into great
round masses, passim its raw metal, subject
to fitful increase of numbers from mines and foundries, and
to capricious diminution from the demands of the arts.

is a correspondence in the various institutions of

led, and nowhere and at no time

: ospondenco have been more violently and

injuriously upset than in ng Rome in the period of

tost substantial and rapid growth to accept the rigid
and mischievous conditions of a money composed of a com-

modity of which neither that nation, nor any other, pos-
sessed any considerable stock, or controlled any assured

supplies.



CHAPTER XIX.

TIIK PATRICIAN SYSTEM, B.C. 269-250.

r -jH.il
of Southern Italy fallini: largely into the hai.

the Roman commanders, the latter obtain from the Senate tin- pri\ ile-e

;. it into . ! denarii ilatiou of tlie-e pieces as

Congener^ and multiple- of the o\er\:ilued AMI eon-tituted the 1'atrieian

system of money Details of the system The As Reasons for

valuing tli' denarius It was not a forced but a permi ory money
Possibly received for taxes, and paid out for -nj.|.l:i- an.:

Resemblance to the old time American state-hank nou -.- Seignorage
Number and rank of gentes coining overvalued denarii Xo care

taken to guard this privilege from abuse 1; r this ne_

Place of coinage the Temple of Juno Moneta : hence the name, "money**
Effects of the new coinage Its uncxpceted extent Inflation of the

currency Gradual fall of both silver and copper nuineraries toward

their bullion value Destruction of the Republican Ijlten of BUM

ETWEEN the years B.C. 277, when they took Crotona

and Locri, and B.C. 250, when they defeated Hasdrubal,
the Romans conquered the whole of Magna Grsecia and

> , together with the islands of Sardinia, Corsica, and

Malta. The defeat of Pyrrhus and Hasdi nl.al, both of

whom carried valuable military i-hests, the spoil of th(

city of Tarentum, the plunder of the silver mnx.'.s in Sar-

dinia, and sack of the opulent Carthaginian towns of Sicily,

brought a considerable quantity of silver into Home :

as this metal seems to have been especially coveted by
the victorious commanders for their personal share of the

spoil, it fell chiefly into their hands, or that of the pati

families to whom they belonged.
1 To these circumstances

r military spoils of this period and their influence upon the stock

:'-iher in R. me. .nsult D'Avenant's Works, iii. 32 et seq. and 330;
and Humphrey-'

" Manual." i. IG.'J and i>f,fl : and for the avidity shown

by the Roman commander- for silver, see accusations against Camillu.s

nd Scipio, the one before, the other after this period ;
also one against

Lucullufl in Plutarch, "Lucnllus," xxxvii.
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be ascribed the origin of the Patrician System of

m.<n.-\.

According to Pliny no reduction of the At libraiia took

place until i.e. 250, while Pinkerton affirms that the As of

the year when the denarius was first issued only weighed
three Roman ounces.

1
I am inclined to nion that

this reduction took place before B.C. 269, and that a further

reduction occurred by that year, so that the As only weighed
two and a half ounces. But precisely when, and to what
extent the As was reduced, provided it was reduced at all

of which there can be no doubt whatever is of Little im-

portance. Long before this period the As had become a

nnmerary money, whose emissions were controlled by the

Senate, and whose value was determined altogether 1

extent of such emissions, and not at all by it* weight. As

previously shown, this value was many times that of the

metal contained in the pieces. The coinage of new pieces
of lesser weight, which were issued in place of the heavier

ones recalled, provided the whole number of pieces waa not

increased, could have had no effect upon the value oft ho

outstanding pieces, and this value must have remained the

same aa before. That all of the heavier pieces did not find

their way back to the mints is proved by the specimens still

extant, l>ut this IB a circumstance that will occur in the case

of all r. is of large emissions.
3

Heavy or light,

weighing 2[ ounces, or 3 ounces, or even 9; ounces each,
as the case may have been, it did not pay to melt them,
and they must have continued to circulate at a like value,

the heavy pieces being worth no more than the light

8, believe* that the patrician or family denarius wa

oopisd from a Sicilian coin; ptobabty fensiaf part oftiii ^wfifrosi
lenariuiof this period was coined,

kerton on M
Medals," i. 16*.

1 Of the fractional
"
greenback* of tl>. Inch the

whole ram . nr.n, ,| WM about $44,000,000 and which were recalled

manj year* ago, there are sereral millions of dollar*' worth still out-

standing, the main portion of which is supposed to be lost, perhaps
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This resulted from their high orervaluation, which in the

case of the light pieces was at least five times, and in that of

the oldest As libralis (of 9j ounces), if any such yet re-

main* <1 in circulation, at least one-third.

To this system, which by itselfconstituted a purely nume-

rary one, and which had lasted more than a century, the

patricians) abont B.C. 269,
! obtained permission, or usurped

the right, to add a ten-As piece composed of silver, weighing
one-sixth of an ounce, and called a denarius. At this valua-

tion, and upon the tolerably safe assumption that raw

copper was worth at the time at least the one hundred and

fiftieth part of raw silver, these silver coins were overvalued

against commodities as much as the newest and lightest

copper ones were. In other words, a pound of silver coined

into denarii would purchase five pounds of raw silver, just

as a pound of copper coined into Ases of 2 [ ounces each, and

of suitably limited emission, would, and did purchase, at

least five pounds of raw copper.
From what source permission was obtained for the family

denarius to circulate as the equivalent of ten Ases, whether

it was accorded by the Senate, or followed as a custom

(Wived from usurpation and maintained through ignorance
in the popular mind as to the true relation of value between

the overvalued national copper coins and the silver bullion

of the gentes, cannot be determined . Probability points to

the former. The Senate was still largely patrician, and, as

the quantity of silver obtained through recent conqi.

although considerable, was not so great as to menace the

integrity of the numerary system if coined at the proposed
rate, and moreover as the population and commerce of Rome
were rapidly increasing and needed an augmenting volume

cL 1858, art. "Numismatics," says that no
nlver 1 narii have lieen found whirh are ascribed to an earlier l:itr than

B.C. 'JOT: hut Kfar-Adminil Smyth ascribes many of the family <1< narii

to from B.C. 280 to 269. See "Descriptive fatal..-,,,, at a Cal.in.-i nf

Roman Family Coins belonging to Hi- <ira< .- the Duke of Northum-

berland, K.< :<ar-Admiral Win. Henry Smyth. London, 1856.
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ney to facilitate exchanges and sustain prices, there

were not wanting special interests and plausible arguments
to urge the a a measure. Nor were these'

the only argument* to urge in iU behalf. Part of the silver

had gone into the public treasury. To leave it there

ued would be to ren -elosa for the payment of

the troops on foreign service-, -thor disbursement*

abroad. To coin, without overvaluing it, would have pro-

bably consigned it to t -pot. To coin and over-

value Uelonged to the people,
r a lik- privil.'ge to the owners of the

remainder of 1 be to reward with a valuable raono-

those to whom tlu-ir share of this silver cost nothing,
>se who had won the whole of it

valour an hazard* ives. Rather should tlu

latter be -d to coin their share of it first and the

state wait its share when occasion called for the use

As for the value of the proposed silver coins, it

appeared unjust that it sliuM ! nirl any lower than

to outstanding copper coi

iiese arguments are specious
and soph enough seemed t

were addressed to a tribunal, a large portion of whose
>ers were already inclined from personal interest to

aoco rable con

-u-h the new coins, if coined at their bullion

value, failed to be melted, they would have gradually lost

value as t uage went on and as the whole volume of

money was increased by their accession. If immediately
after the acquisition of the silver spoil an ounce of silver

1 purchase a given measure of wheat, it surely could

od to purchase a similar measure when some
million* of such ounces had been added to the circulating

1 The Roman troop* were fint paid in B.C. 406, 59 ; but

Niebahr, u. 458, in a lecture cleroted to thb subject, dates

it earlier. The original wage wat 2 obok a dav. whir). N u-bUhr com-

pute* at S| Ate*, or 100 ounce* a month, ami ten month* to the year.
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money of the n-puMir in the form of silver coins. The first

coiners would therefore have enjoyed an advantage over the

later ones ; and was it fitting that the heroes of wars which

had brought such lustre to the Roman arms should be forced

into an undignified struggle to get their spoil first to

market?

The Spanish conquistadores of the sixteenth century
were in a similar predicament. They were overloaded with

silver spoil, which the state, however, refused to coin at any
other rate than its bullion value, and rather than submit to

a regulation which they were aware would rapidly lower the

purchasing power of their spoil, they resolved not to coin it

at once, but to work it into rough plate, and only coin it

from time to time as occasion served or their needs de-

manded. It is this policy that accounts for the once extra-

ordinary accumulations of plate in the leading households

of Spain.
1

The Roman Senate was more generous to its heroes than

the Spanish Crown. Perhaps it did not scrutinize their

motives so closely. However this may be, it did not r

to coin their silver at an overvaluation, but in this respect

placed them on a par with the people generally, whose copper
was coined at five times its value. I think it must be con-

ceded, upon a careful consideration of the subject, that this,

or something closely resembling this, was the course pursued.
The weights and fineness of the coins themselves indicate

legal regulation,
2 and legal regulation implies permission to

circulate. The earliest family denarii are of very irregular

weight; those of this period, although struck by many
different families, are almost uniform in weight. Their

fineness is about '995 or *966,
3 which is substantially pure

1 The Dukes of Mt-dina-Cu-li. Aha. and others arc m-ditrd with

having pOMCSted more than a hundred dozen of >ilvcr j.latcs cadi. !.-

*hc* and other vessels to match. See chapter on Spain in the

tory of Money in Modern Countries/'
s Sir John Lubbock, in

" Nineteenth Century
"
Magazine for No-

ranber, 1879.
'
Eear-Admiral Wm. H. Smyth's

"
Catalogue."
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silver, and probably as fine as the ooinera of the time knew
how to make the pieces.

1

value, aa related to the Ases of the perk*i
indicated ly their name. This name prove* that originally

they did not circulate for more than ten Ases each, and both

prob 's averment point to their not having

passed for leas. Relative to commodities, raw copper and

raw silver in- his value, as already stated, was over-

rated at least

"
probable reasons why they were overvalued at all

already been gi\ The reasons why they
were overvalued at tl. ular rate may have been due

to the expect i at such rate (that nt winch the copper
H were overvalued) , and with but a

comparer -riant quantity of silver demanding
coinage, and in view of the urgent commercial requirements
for an increase of circulir numerary system would

remain intact ; in other words, that no immoderate or

injurious rise of prices would follow.

As to whether the gentes paid anything for the valuable

privilege of coining silver at an overvaluation, in other

words, whether the state exacted a seignorage from them or

<>t be determined. The gentes could well afford

it, an even have been anxious to pay it, in order the

more A- privilege, should it ever be-

come a question, to the people.
H who exercised the privilege of

ug these overvalued and permissive denarii have not

been distinguished by the numismatists from those who
coin* vhcn this permission became a right, and the

coins were accorded the t'um-t:- n of legal tenders, the date

cd. 1858, art.

fine!* fault with (irvarea for not awmug the family denari

ui: them to be M fine a* Britiah M!>.-

916}. They arc in .mrh liiu-r. Tho*e examined by lioarkh

were regarded to be as fine a* the Athenian drachm*, and he aay that

paated one for the other. Boeckh, pp. 21, 2*.
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of which radical change of system is fixed herein at B.C.

207. The whole number of gentes' names in Rear-Admiral

Smyth's Catalogue is 160, of whom 14 were patrician, 26

patricMiin with plebeian branches, 7 equestrian, 91 plebeian,

_'_' unknown. It is probable that of the denarii coined

previous to B.C. 207, the majority were struck by patrici.-m

families, at least by the families of those who were leaders

in the wars through which the silver out of which they were

coined, was secured.

The family denarii were not, however, legal tend

They circulated, like the old time proprietary or "
state-

bank" notes in America, because they were convenient, and

the circumstances of the times demanded more money, to

prevent a fall of prices. No man was obliged to take them
;

no sums of taxes, fines, debts, payments, or treasure of the

period are stated in denarii. It is possible, again like t lu-

cid "state-bank" notes of America, that at one time, the

Roman treasury received the overvalued denarii for taxes,

only to pay them out again at the same overvalued rate for

supplies and services; but of this there is no certain indi-

cation.

It may, perhaps, be imagined that the Senate in granting
so important a privilege as the coinage of highly overvalued

s took care to guard it from abuse; but this does not

appear to have been the case, and no limits are known to

have been assigned to the right of coinage. This neglect

was, no doubt, due, first, to the limited quantity of silver

obtained from the conquest of Southern Italy and the Islands

and the seeming improbability, at that time, of capturing
further supplies ; and, second, to the practical difficulty of

enforcing such a restriction. The Roman Senate, powerful
as it was, could hardly have established such a surveillance

over the numerous families who exercised the privilege of

coining overvalued silver during this period, as would have

prevented them, had they so chosen, from overstepping the

limits of the law. A precisely analogous case is afforded

by the old proprietary "state-bank " note system ofAmerica.
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There was no limit placed upon the emissions of the note**

They were Mummed to be issued upon depotiu of certain

presumably valuable "
stocks/' although these " stocks"

were often nothing more than shares in " wild-cat " enter-

prises, and entirely worthless, and upon this false assumption
and because t i f deposit "stocks" was known to

uited, and also because it would hare been unconstiiu-

l Tinted States government to exercise control

over a bank incorporated under the laws ofa state, and imprac-
ticable for a state to maintain so close a mce over

the openr such a corporation as to limit its emissions

tos; the result was that tin -re was no legal restriction

to such emissions, except as to the proportion of notes to

so-called "atock> .radically no restriction whatever,

beyoii'l tl mdfl of the public f.r curn-n.-y mi tho

Kind, and the conservatism or caprice of dealers in uu-

current notes on the otli-

The place of coinage for some or all the new pieces, and

eventually fur all tin- silver coins of Rome, was the temple

no, known as tha ueta, because the goddess
had reoen o Romans a warning (monere) in the

field of battle, which had saved thorn from defeat. II

pieces of the new coinage came to be known generic-ally as

moneta, and this name eventually extended itself to all

adeed is the origin of the word by which money
is most commonly known to the western world.

mediate effect of the coinage privilege granted to

the gentes was an increase of the whole sum of money, an
" inflation" of the currency, as it is called in modern days.

Every time a silver denarius was coined by them, it was as

though ten additional copper Asea were fabricated. How
far this inflation was counterbalanced by the growing needs

<>f tlu UopuMu- for money cannot be determined. In B.C.

280 the census of Home returned 278,222 citizens ; in B.C.

t gave 282,284; and in B.C. 252 it gave 297,797. During
this period tho whole of Southern Italy, including numerous

ports and other centres of commerce, were added to the
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Republic, and the new denarii may well have been needed

to replace the overthrown or captured moneys of these places,

without occasioning the slightest
"

inflation."

The ultimate effect of the license to coin denarii was of a

far less innocent character. No sooner was it generally

known that coined silver was several times more valuable

than bullion, than a rage set in to coin it and supplies made

appearance from the most unexpected sources. Th--

pitricinn class were soon compelled to share their valuable

coining privilege with the equestrian, and the latter with

the plebeian, until the plebeian coins became more numerous

than both of the other classes put together.
1

Silver not only

came in as spoil, it was imported as merchandise, chiefly

from Greece, and some of it, in the form of drachmas, even

went into the circulation before recoinage, and at the same

rate of overvaluation as the denarii.'
2

The consequence of this continued and unrestricted coin-

age was that, after having passed the point at which they
could be sustained at their initial overvaluation, they com-

menced to decline in value, and each day brought them
nearer and nearer to that of the bullion of which they were

compose* 1.

Not only this, the copper nuinmi fell in like manner, and

with the same rapidity. Either law or custom had un-

changeably co-related these coins. It mattered not that

they were made of different materials. Every denarius was
ten nummi and every nummus the tenth of a denarius.

When a denarius was added to the circulation it was the same
as though ten nummi had been added ; when a nummus was

added it was the same as though the tenth of a denarius had

been added. Thus they rose and fell in value together:

they rose from restriction of the whole numbers of money,

1 Overvaluation is the one thing that accounts for the vu*t numlicr

of rentes coins which have come down to n~ i'mm this period.
Boeckh. 21, -2~>. A parallel case is afforded by the jr--nt < in u-

Iitic.n of tin- highly overvalued French two-sous bronze piece, as a

penny, in England.
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they fell as that restriction was removed. Until B.C. 969 the

numbers of money consisted of uummi, the coinage of

h was limited by the Senate ; after that year the whole

numbers consisted of un-l .l.-nnrii, the coinage of

i was no longer limited. A breach had been made in

the Republican system of limited money, and that breach

was now to widen every day until the system and all it*

beneficent consequences were to disappear entirely.



CHAPTER XX.

FIRST PUNIC WAR SYSTEM, B.C. 250-21'-

Reduction ot 'ih.- < oppcr nuininus from two-and-a-half I., t

:t\ \siili the changed market relation of copper to nlv. r

Inflation of the currency, chiefly by means of the ov rvalned -il\.-r

coined without limit by the -ente> I'rol.aMc fall in the value

of both silver and copper coins auain-t commodities K\t:int coin- pn,\.-

1'liiiy'.- account of the monetary -ystcm of this era is wrong an to

both fact and in!- ' l"d tin- system 1'ccn
"
intrinsic." :ind the state

wished to make a financial re<oun-e of the coinage us lie Mipposes, it

could have done far better by reducing the .-ilvcr rather than the copper

coins.

THE
next change that occurred in the monetary system

of Rome was, according to Pliny, "during the fir-t

Punic 1 War." As this war lasted from B.C. 264 to 241, tin-

year 250 has been selected to represent the date thus vaguely
alluded to. The change consisted in the reduction of tin-

overvalued bronze nummus from 2~ oz., its weight during
the Republican era, to 2 oz. The nummus still reni

the sole legal tender money of the commonwealth, and all

sums and prices of the period were couched in it, but a large
and increasing coinageof family denarii, or ten-nuinmi pi

had been and was still taking place, and at a rate that pro-

bably exceeded the increasing wants of the people ;
and both

nummi and denarii sank more and more toward their bullion

value. In other words, the "
currency

" was being
" in-

flated/' and this inflation was brought about chiefly, if not

altogether, by the increased numbers of the overvalued

silver denarii coined by the gentes.
To what degree this inflation lowered the overvaluation

1
Punic M from Pcenua, the Latin word for Phoenician or Carthaginian.
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from the assumed rate of fire time*

tho Republican era, can only be conjectured. It

i scarcely have lowered i than to three times,

*>ss than to four times, the probability being in favour

During this era, therefore, it may saf<

assumed that both tho nummus and denarius coins were in

Koine about four times as valuable as the materials of which

they were respectively composed, and would exchange for

about four times as many or much of commodities as tho

raw metal would. It is, however, not impossible tint this

value underwent important fluctuations.

Another feature of this system in\ n. The

respective weights and legal values of the copper nummus
and silver denarius (see p. 189) make the ratio of value

between copper and silver in these coins as 120 is to 1, and

as nearly as can be determined from a comparison of tho

various imperfect evidences which remain to us on the

subject, this was approximately the true market relation in

Rome aii i ^hbonring countries at the time. Indeed,
it maybe assumed with safety, that no matter how much or

the Romans overvalued their coins as against commo-
, they seldom ventured to overvalue them in one

anotl

is, while in one sense (see p. 188) the lowering 01

so-called As really the nummus to two ounces was of

no importance, in another sense it was significant. Con-

sidered by itself, it did not matter what was the weight of

the nummus, its value being due to the whole number of

Mich nun. h the state emitted. This was the supply.
Tho demand was the need of tho public for money where-

to pay debts, fines, and taxes, and to make purchases.
The relation between this supply and demand was value the

value of the nummi in commodities, or the value of the com-
modities in numm .1 considered with reference to the

facts that the law or custom probably the latter pern:
denarii to pass for ten nummi each, that denarii were made
of silver and nummi of copper, and that the market relation

s
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of value between these metals had been changing, that copp T

was becoming more valuable in silver, and silver less valu-

able in copper, then the weight of the nummi became a

matter for careful consideration and adjustment. For it

must be remembered that these coins, though overvulu

home, would sink at once to their commodity or bullion

value abroad ;
and as both the silver and copper coins

needed by the Roman soldiers when theycampaigned abroad,

and by Roman merchants when they traded abroad some

foreign nations coining only copper and others only silver

it was desirable that the relation of value between the

coins should not depart very much from that of the u.

of which they were composed. When war or any other

serious obstacle to commerce prevails, the overvaluation of

coins will not prevent them from being exported, be<

coins are always easier to transport than merchandise ; and

when the coins are made of two or more different metals,

the exporter will naturally prefer the one least overvalued.

Hence it has usually been the practice of nations and the

Romans do not seem to have formed an exception to the

rule to make the relation of value between their coins con-

form, at least approximately, to that of the various metals of

which they were composed, even when all the coins were

overvalued in commodities.

Such is an outline of the Roman system of money during
the first Punic War. Respect for the honoured tt

Pliny, and for the many eminent scholars who have con-

strued it and commented on it, seems to demand that his

account should be examined in this place, and with reference

to this period. Pliny's words are as follows :

" The weight
of the libra of copper was diminished during the first Punic

War, the republic not having the means to meet its expen-
diture ; in consequence of which an ordinance was made that

the As should in future be struck of two ounces weight. By
thig contrivance a saving of five-sixths was effected, and the

public debt was liquidated."
There is but one fact alleged here, namely, that the copper
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libra or As term* used synonymously was reduced during
the first Punic War from twelve ounce* to two. TV

not have the mean* to meet iu expend:
t saved five-sixths, or that the public debt was 1

dated, are inferences, not facts ; and their value rests upon
the fact from which they profess to be derived.

It has been already shown that this alleged fact is no fact

at all. Reason and analogy prove that the ws never weighed
twelve ounces the coins themselves prove that it never ex-

ceeded nine and a half; they also prove that the As was re-

peatedly reduced in weight previous to the period in ques-

tion, and that for many years past it had been coined at

ounces, and probably at two and a half.

If any corroboration were needed of this moat po-

sort of evidence, it is to be found in the exceeding unlikeli-

hood of a sudden reduction of the As which Pliny assumes

to have been a non-overvalued coin from twelve to two

ounces. Upon his own theory it was the common measure

of property, ofdebts, and of taxes. To have suddenly lowered

sixths would not only have reduced the public d

that extent, it would have also reduced the public income to

the same degree. It would also have suddenly voided all

icts, and violently strained many of the numerous re-

lations of 8" It is impossible to believe that these

occurrences could have taken place without making some
mark upon the legislation or history of the times. On the

.iry, no sign of it, no mention of it, no allusion to it i*

is to be found anywhere else but in Pliny's
" Natural

Histon

So much for Pliny's fact. As for his inferences, they are

hardly worth discussing. It is possible that the republic

may have been pushed for means during the war, but this

does not prove t -graded the coinage; it could not

have saved five-sixths if the coins were only reduced from

2r ounces to 2; while as to liquidating the public debt,

is no intimation from any other source that the re-

<c was in debt, or that such a thing as a public debt
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known to the Romans of that period. If the Roman
state had already sunk so low that no better resource re-

mained to it than that worst of all resources which involved a

sudden and great repudiationofall existingcontracts bet

man and man, namely, a degradation of "
intrinsic

"
coins

to one-sixth of their previous weight, it might have gained
far more, and risked far less, by reducing the silver denarii

than the copper roses, because it need only to have handled

one- 120th of the same weight of metal, and only to have re-

coined one-tenth of the same number of pieces.

Indeed, there was an easier resource than this : the state

had only to limit the number of pieces, after reducing their

weight, when the lighter pieces would have maintained an

equal value with the heavier. In those days of state mining,

monopoly, and carefully-guarded commercial intercourse,

this device would have been quite practicable ; but neither

Pliny, nor any of his numerous commentators have ever

supposed its adoption. That it was indeed adopted we have

already had ample proofs, but this was done long before the

Punic Wars ; and it was those wars which, by opening the

silver mines of Spain to Rome, brought into that country
sudden and vast supplies of this metal, and broke down the

overvalued money system of the commonwealth, instead of

furnishing an occasion for its adoption.



CHAPTER XXI

SECOND PUNIC WAB 8TSTIM, B.C. 216-207.

,-hu of the numimu and dcnariu* both lowered, the ratio of r lu-

- n then Altered, a silver tctterce coined worth four copper ata-

Icrcea, and the coinage of silver probably inonopolucd by the State

of thete measure* Decline in the overvaluation of all money.
the copper aetterce or munimi- Flm-mat:

niuney occasioned by the war.

Tl
I K second \\

f
ar lasted from B.C. 218 to 201.

Says Pliii;. n Hannibal was pressing hard

upon Rome, in the dictatorship of Q. Fabius Maxima*

(B.C. 210), Ases of one ounce weight were struck, and it

was decreed that the denarius should pass for sixteen Ases,

the quinarius eight, and the sesteroius four. By this reduc-

tion of the weight of the As the Republic made a clear

gain of one-half. However, so far as the pay of the so.

is concerned, the denarius has always been paid for ten Ases."

re is no reason to doubt tbo substantial accuracy of

this account, albeit it is inexplicit, incomplete, and wrong
as to inference. It is inexplicit in failing to notice that

the sestercius here alluded to was a silver coin now issued

o first time; it is incomplete in omitting to state that

the denarius was lowered in weight from one-sixth to

one-seventh of an ounce, a fact proved by the coins them-

selves ; it is wrong in its inference that the Republic made
a clear gain of one-half. The Republic made no gain at all.

tied new copper numini weighing half as much
as the old ones; i Iced it could not, call the

old ones in. Many of them were lost in the towns cap-
tared by Hannibal, and the rest must have remained in

; hit ion, for vast numbers of them arc still extant.
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There are other defects in Pliny's account; it fails to

lie As of the period (not the As of the old law-

books nor the As of account, but the coin As) with the

nummus or copper sesterce ; it omits to state which of tlu'sr

various moneys were legal tender ; and it entirely ignores

the conditions of coinage.

With regard to the first of these subjects it has been

sufficiently discussed already. The term As was, no doubt,

still in use with reference to fines, dues, and emoluments

fixed by ancient laws ; it was, perhaps, still used in accounts

as a measure of rents or services of ancient origin ; but the

copper or bronze coin described by Pliny, and commonly

regarded by numismatists as an As, was a sestercius or

numrnus, and there was no actual As coin of this period,

unless it was a minute copper coin employed for religious

offerings, and practically useless for commercial purposes.
\Yith reference to legal tender, my impression is that the

As, or nummus, or copper sesterce, was a tender by law,

and the silver denarius and by consequence the silver

quinarius and sestercius were tenders by custom, during
this period; and each of them to an unlimited amount.

As to the conditions of coinage, the State appears to

have continued its monopoly of the copper coinage. The
conditions under which silver was coined are, however, not

so clear. It is difficult to believe that, after the great advan-

tage the State had already accorded to the gentes by per-

mitting them to coin their silver at, say, five times its value,

it now gratuitously accorded them the still further advan-

tage of rating these coins at sixteen instead of ten Ases or

nummi each. In order to gain the assent of the patricians
to lower the weight and increase the emissions of the

copper nummus it might have been necessary to covertly
bribe them by offering to increase the value of their future

silver Coinages. But this is exceedingly improbable. Far
easier is it to suppose that at this juncture the State declined

to permit any farther coinages of silver by the gentes, and
that the increase in the value of the silver coins only applied
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iose already -once and such other* at it might
ilaelf detenu : to coin.

The lowering of the w. he numinus waa by iuelf

> consequence. Hannibal's march through Tuscany
bad placed the copper mines of that portion of Italy under

-1 ; copper had become scarce in Rome ; the Stato

waa obliged to economize ita use ; and as the nummus was

already highly overvalued, ita weight was a matter

once to the people. The emission of new coins of leas

weight, provided u of total money to total

exchanges was maintained, could injure nobody. It is not

pretended that this proportion was known, or if known,
Indeed the probability U against both suppo-

sitions. Hut a* this state of affairs would have been the

same whether the nummus was reduced in weight or not,

n was of no importance.
The lowering of the weight of the denarius was of another

character. The increasing scarcity of copper had advanced
:irket value from 150 or 140 to 120 or 110 for one of

Had the weight of the nummus been lowered to

one ounce without altering the weight or value of the

denarius, ation between copper and silver in the

coinages would have been as s> > one, and this would

have differed so greatly from the market relation as to have

dangerously increased the temptation to counterfeit the

nummus. To keep the legal and market relations of value

between these coins in harmony, it waa necessary either to

reduce the weight of the denarius nearly down to ono-

:.th of an ounce or raise its value to about nineteen

i. The same result was attained by a compromise
between these two extreme measures. The denarius was
reduced in weight to one-seventh of an ounce, and raised

in value to sixteen uummi, making a weight relation to the

new one-ounce nummus of 1 to 1

There is every reason to believe that the relation of value

between the coins of this period and commodities, sustained

a decline, not so much from any absolute increase in the
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emissions of money as from a relative increase of moi.

exchanges. Upon the assumption that the overvaluation

of money during the Republican era proper was about five

to one of commodities, it will probably not be far wrong to

regard such overvaluation as having fallen during the second

Punic War to some point between five and four to one

as between silver coin and commodities, and between four

and three to one as between copper coins and commoditu >.

I think there can be little doubt that the copper sesterce

lost more of its previous overvaluation than the silver de-

narius and its parts, else there would have been no necessity
for coining a silver sesterce. A somewhat analogous case

occurred in the monetary system of the United States, when
the five cent paper greenback overvalued several thou-

sand times (the difference between its value as paper and

its value as money) was emitted at the same time with tin-

five cent silver coin, overvalued less than 20 per cent.

There must, however, have occurred important fluc-

tuations in these rates. Hannibal had brought the war
to the doors of Rome, and every incident of the conflict

must have found its reflex in the value of the fractions

of the expiring numerary system.



CHAPTER XXII.

DECAT OF TBI COMMONWEALTH.

The indnttrUl profttM of Rone ce*ed tod iu toctml decadence
commence*! 1 'roofi of the correctneM .

opinion.found in the neglr t and decrease of popu!
i ereot The Moottd Punic War left it completely e*hmited
t rccupenuire rttoorOM It had thenceforth either to uuun-

n or to pcrih Iu iubeeqnem progret* du.

.1-1 Iinj.m.-tiral.ility <>f maintaining a numen

III
not an easy matter to fix with precision the time

when societary growth ceases and decay begins. Among
those illustrious men who have written upon the history and

ation of Rome, there has been a singular unanimity
reference to the period that marked the summit of

Roman progress. The most illustrious of them all, con-

fining his work to the decline of the Empire, has opened
ion of the Augustan era, and thus by the

units of tho work plainly intimated his opinion

regar d when Roman progress ceased and decay
::.:... n<' <1.

This opinion has been that of near other w
o subject. In one sense it would be rash to contro-

. The Roman empire was doubtless more extensive,
it was more powerful, it was richer, in the Augustan era,

than ever before. In another sense the opinion is open to

Was Rome more progressive at this period ; was
it more productive ; did its government more efiectively

promote the welfare of its citizens ; did the latter enjoy
more . more opportunities, more advantages, more

happiness, than at other periods ? To these questions
can be but one truthful answer, nnd that answer is, N
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imps the most reliable indication of the progress or

decay of a free state is the movement of its population. So

long as the population increases, it is evident that progress

in the arts must continue, for an increasing population be-

speaks the command of more food, clothing, shelter, tools,

implements, machinery, and luxuries, and these can only

be permanently supplied through such progress in the arts

as shall outstrip not only the growth of population, but als->

the growth of the requirements of cadi individual member
When the population begins to diminish, it is equally

nt that these arts have decayed, for it is a well-esta-

blish* : hat the tendency of population to increase is

such as always to keep it close to the limits of its produc-
tive resources.

The decrease in the population of the Roman state

noticed so far back as the time of Polybius, who
buted it and doubtless with entire accuracy to the

ravages occasioned by the Punic wars. When it is remem-

bered that in the second of these wars Hannibal maintained

a numerous and mercenary army in Italy for sixteen years,

that during the whole of this time he received no aid from

Carthage, and, therefore, had not only to forage upon the

Roman magazines and fields for food, but also to appease
the clamours of his soldiers for pay and rewards by sacking

every town he could capture, the devastation committed

during this war will be realized. The Union army occupied

portions ofthe Confederate States ofAmericaduring only three

years of the recent civil war, yet the mischief it wrought
was so great, that, but for the natural advantages which

remained, and the conditions of progress which were re-

stored, to that portion of the country, its progress and popu-
lation would have probably received a permanent el

These advantages never belonged to Rome, and these con-

ditions were never restored to it after the first two Punk-

1

Polvbius, vi. 3, 2, notices that at this period Rome had reached it

proitperou* era, and had begun to decline.
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So long as Rome was confined to Italy it never potieeeed
aoh a vast area of rich and virgin lands at itill await the

occupation ury of the Confederate population of the

Suites
; it had no navigable riven, no railway**, nor

r means of rapid communicntion throughout the count:

it !uJ but littlo tnnl>er ) and no coal, either for building pur-

poses, fuel, or motive power ; it had no such correspondence
nerce with other nations as tend to invite the invest-

ment of foreign capital in the Confederate States ; it en-

il no such system of popular education to promote the

preservation of . the respect for law, the industrial

.1:1-1 tin- continued progress in the arts which dis-

ui.sh those States; it was not isolated from the rent of

the world as the entire United States are, and consequen
njoyed neither such natural advantages nor such coi.

us of progress. It had maintained a powerful and de-

structive enemy on its soil for sixteen years, its valleys had

long since been ruined by the Etruscan miners,
1

its plains

had long been stripped of their tii. ta people com-

posed of alien and conquered nations, but ill cemented to*

gether by its form of government were exhausted, and

trial habits destroyed by a long war upon their

own soil ; its industrial resources were few, scattered, and

inadequate ; and it was surrounded by hostile nations, ready,

upon the slightest pretext or opportunity, to challenge its

rigl -tonce.

Under such circumstances, there was but one course

open to Rome. It had cither to plunder, or be plundered ;

to conquer, or be conquered ; to domineer, or to die.

irst Punic war Rome lost four large naval fleets

and one-sixth of its fighting population ; in the second one

its losses were still greater. In addition to these losses, an

entire generation of its people had grown up who had n-

known Italy to be at peace ; who had lived in daily fear that

1

See the author'* Rape of the Earth," chapter on the Tiber.

onr formerly abounded in Jbretta. Guau*i HMU
li'l
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fields would be trodden down by hostile troops, tln-ir

homes despoiled, their relatives slain, or themselves forced

lie hideous slavery of the Carthaginian mines in Spain.

The prosecution of industry, the progress of the arts, under

such conditions was impossible. Agriculture declined, com-

merce declined, manufactures declined, population declined.

The progress of the industrial arts was checked, and, as it

turned out, permanently. Henceforth Rome was to discard the

arts, as a means of progress ; industry was to give place to

conquest, and production to spoil. It was to no purpose that

the temple of Janus was closed from B.C. 235 to 218. This

closure did not mean that peace was to be restored to Rome:

it simply meant that for sixteen years Rome failed to find any

people it could rob, or any place it could despoil.

With this new order of affairs arose a new form of govern-
ment. The republic decayed, a new aristocracy arose,

and following the new aristocrats were yet to come new

dictators, and eventually emperors. The liberties of the

citizens were lost, and with them their opportunities in life,

the advantages which they formerly derived from the nature

of the government, and the happiness that resulted from

these circumstances.

Had no increase whatever occurred in the emissions of

copper nummi and silver denarii during this period, the

diminution of the Roman population and commerce within the

army lines, to say nothing of that check to the growth of the

population and commerce of Italy which is herein assumed

to have occurred during this period, would have been suffi-

cient to bring these coins nearer and nearer to their bullion

value. A diminishing population and commerce need a de-

creasing money, and when, in spite of these circumstances,

the volume of money remains undiminished, it must neces-

sarily decline in purchasing power, and this decline in the

power of the whole money must be accompanied by a cor-

responding decline in the value of each fraction of it.

Not only did the Roman money remain undiminished

during the Punic wars, it was possibly increased. Besides
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large accessions to the volume of copper nammi, the nilver

ooini teem to hare been increased with every fresh acces-

sion of spoil. Part of the Roman circulation was, no doubt,

wept away in every conquest made by Hannibal, but some
of this was recovered and recoined.

While the sum of money remained thus nndiminished, the

demand for it declined with the decrease of population and

decay of commerce and the arts ; and there can be no doubt

value of money declined with the demand for it.

", however, was not the same with the two

kinds of money now used in Rome. The copper nummi
h more than the silver coins, and while the

latter, perhaps, still maintained an overvaluation of four or

five times as against comm< he former must have

fallen to leas than four times, perhaps to scarcely three

value when melted.

rouM it have been otherwise. A state of war is

not favourable to the maintenance of an overvalued money.

Every military success will tend to increase its value by pro-

^ victory, peace,and a resumptionofcommercial act;

/ disaster will tend to lower its value by its presage of

defeat and the overthrow of the government which alone can

maintain the overvaluation. And especially would such in-

fluences tend to break down a system based on two different

substances, whose respective overvaluations were continually
liable to vary from the unequal proportions of the coinages

(1 from time to time. War absorbs the national

energies and restrains industrial development ; it

puts an end to commerce, or restricts it to very narrow

limits, and it weakens that respect for law which lies a

base of all numerical systems. It is not to be wondered,

therefore, that the Punic wars put an end, among many
other notableinstitutions, to the peculiar monetary system of

republican Rome.

Abandoning itself to a policy of war, conquest, and

rapine, it was fit that Rome should exchange its nutnerary
: u for a commodity money. It was henceforth to live.
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not upon its own resources, but upon the plunder of

nations and commerce with strong ones; and no money
conld have been so suitable for the purposes of such a

commerce than that which, coined or uncoined, stamped
with "

Roma/
1

or thrown into the melting pots of Egypt
or India, would pass more or less at the same valuation.
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THE SCIP10V SYSTEM, B.C.

1'liuian narrative Effort in fix the em .

iikm of H
arithmetical puxile M. ParUot'a untucceatful attempt

. -me*, was not legal tender, and [turned by coon
I

adoption of tflver for money I <

S in and the aftiurance of ample iiipplie* of tilver meul
iti Rome deriTed from poU* of war Silver coin*

formerly oTcmdaed ft* ftfftinst commodities rapidlj fall during thfe

^altie^P* numerical

v ended Copper coins fallen nearly to their ingot value.f in vat immben The legal tender
v (hu* become token*

capital*n

A PARAGRAPH in : :an nan .ates that

J~\ "
the first gold coin was struck sixty-two years after

that of si ! This fixes the date of an important change
iii the monetary system of Rome at the year i

1 n tli- preceding paragraph Pliny says :

reduction of the 890 or nummus to one ounce) ,

Accordance with the Lex Papirios, eases were coined

weighing half an onnce only/
1 and he thus indicates the

date of another important change in the Roman money.
vctly what this last named date is, there are no means

of determining. The name of Papirius among the magis-
trates of Rome was very common. Gibbon, viii. G, doubt*

the date usually assigned by the commentators of his time,
h was about B.C. 107. Adam and Lempriere assign the

date B.C. 191 ; McCulloch says i
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Geschicht . i. J"7, ascribes the Papirian law to Verres or

.ilerius Flaccus, B.C. 86. My own researches induce

me to place it at about B.C. 130-119, during the magi>
of Caius Papirius.

1

Bat since there intervened between B.C. 207 and B.C. 130-

in important series of political events which grew out

nf the agrarian troubles that began in B.C. 170, events which

could scarcely have occurred without involving changes in

the monetary system of Rome, I am disposed to believe

that the system of B.C. 207 did not last until the enactment

of the Lex Papirius, but was modified during the period of

the agrarian commotions. From the name of the most

prominent person concerned at the time in the movement
and disposition of the precious metals in Rome, if, indeed,
he was not himself the sponsor of the system, the latter is

herein designated the Scipion.
In delineating the character of this system I shall begin

with the position of gold.
On this topic, as with many others connected with the

monetary system of Rome, the careless narrative of Pliny
has only served to obscure the truth.

Says that author :
" The first golden coin was struck

sixty-two years after that of silver; the scruple of gold

being valued at twenty sesterces; a computation which

gave, according to the value of the sesterce then in use,

nine hundred sesterces to each libra of gold."
This account involves an interesting arithmetical puzzle.
The scruple weight was the twenty-fourth part of an

ounce, and the latter the twelfth part of a libra: hence

there were 288 scruples in the libra. If the scruple coin

contained a scruple weight of gold and was valued at twenty
sesterces whether of silver or copper it does not matter for

the present the libra of gold was worth 288 times as much,

1 Cains Papirius Carbo, Roman orator and tribune of the pc<>j>lc:

about B.C. 130; a friend of Tiberius Gracchus; consul after the <1* ath

of Caius Gracchus, B.C. 120; accused of peculation by the tribune L.

Gracchus; commits suicide B.C. 119.
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7(10 sesteroes, instead of 900 aesteroes, a* calculated by

.crepancy of Pliny's baa been noticed by oilier

u given rise U> much dispub .to which

the English translators of Bonn's ad .y attempt to

settle by offering the solution of M. 1'nrisot quoted in the

notes to Ajaafton's edition, a solution which tin- translators

oomplacently regard as "
equally simple and satisfactory."

>ws:

. the AH nr libra of two otftiuttf there were 288 scruples.

Now the scruple remaining the same when the As or libra

was reduced to one ounce (B.C. 216), it would contain but

: th< s,> *.-nii.'..-,. Th.-n on making the As the sixteenth

part of a d< -imrius (u. nstead of the tenth (as before

that date) it would lose three-eighths of its value in scruples,
or iu other words 54 scruples, thus making it (the libra)

worth but 90 scruples. Then again by the Papirian law,

the weight or value of the libra was reduced one half,

making its value in scruples only 45, or in ihcr words

la of its original value, when ' VQ uncia or

ounces." Hence, he concludes, that with 20 sesterces to

the scruple and 45 scruples to the libra, there were but

900 sesterces to the libra, as stated by Pliny.

Cast into tabular form, this solution appears as follows :

No. of

1 . icrti by Parwot.

t< lii.ra. Gm .:u.

iajfoiv I-,. 1M*'> . J- 8*04

B.C. 8 -4

00 *4

LexPapirins . 45 "I- FU

. Parisot's ox plan s but unsound. 1

I. He starts with the assumption that in ilu> imagined

i
u iry," offer* another tulti t tot i of Pliny's

puxzl it the latter meant denarius'' where he wrote

"Mttsfcraa." Thk solution hat not eren

T
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libra weight of two ounces there were 288 scruples. There

was no libra weight of two ounces. There was an As or

iiuimmis min of two ounces, struck about B.C. 250; but not

an A* Hl'nili*, nud the two must not be confounded. The

libra weight was always of twelve ounces ; and we have no

evidence to show either that this weight or its subdivisions,

the ounce, scruple, Ac., were ever reduced, except through

gradual neglect in 1<>: picnt :ijes and in the manner

and to the comparatively slight extent mentioned in another

part of this work.

2. He next supposes that when the As or minimus coin

was reduced to one ounce, B.C. 216, the libra weight was

similarly reduced, yet that the scruple weight, a component

part of the libra weight, was not reduced, but remained the

same as before : neither ofwhich suppositions are warranted

by authority, or supported by fact or probability.

3. He supposes that because the numerical relation of the

As or nummus copper coin to the denarius silver coin was

changed B.C. 216 from 10 for 1 to 16 for 1, that the libra

weight changed its relation in like proportion to the scruple

weight, and contained but 90 scruples instead of 288 as be-

fore, while the scruple weight remained unchanged ; suppo-
sitions which are still more extravagant than the former ones.

4. He confuses the terms "
value,"

"
worth/'

"
contents,"

and "
proportions/' and so applies to weights changes in

relations which were only enacted with regard to coins or

sums of money.
5. He supposes that the Papirian law which reduced the As

coin to half an ounce, similarly reduced the libra weight,
but left the scruple unaltered : both of which suppositions
are gratuitous, unwarranted, and improbable. In short he

supposes a number of alterations in Roman weights, which,
so far as we know, never took place ; which are not assumed
to have occurred simultaneously, but which are made to

happen now or then at pleasure of the commentator ; and
all of which are extremely improbable.

6. Both the text which was before him, and the weight
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of coins till .-\tint, prove thai M. Parisot's views are on*
: 1. In vory same paragraph, only a part of

;i has M. ParUot attempted to construe, Pliny says
lator times an ordinance was made that golden

denarii (
. the

hl.ni." Many of theae aureii are now extant and weigh
ach, a weight that at the rate <> > the

lilm* weight of the libra 5,250 grain*

uy thousand* of the silver denarii, still extant,

Letronne, Greaves, and other metrologists have obtained

weigh '.*>9 to 5,246 grains as that of t !>

libra. These results prove that the libra was not reduced

10 extent supposed by M. Parisot, if indeed it was

reduced at nil until a period long subsequent to the one in

hypothesis makes the relation of silver to

gold as 103 to 1, wh example: Pliny

says that the gold scruple coin was valued at twenty sesterces,

ity sesterces were equal to five denarii. The
denarii were silver coins, vast numbers of which are

extant, the average weight of those belonging to the period
when the gold scruple was first coined boing 62 1 grains.

Consequently five denarii (equal in value to twenty sesterces)

weighed 31 2 J grains, and this, according to Pliny, was the

legal equivalent in silver of the gold scruple coin. Now,
as the actual twelve-ounce libra weighed 5,250 grains,

reabonts, M. Parisot's imaginary two-ounce libra

weighed only 875 grains, and as the libra contained 288

os, the weight of each scruple coin, according to

Parisot, was < ! + grains, say S'04 grains: and
this weight of the scruple, he says, remained constant.

Hence, according to Paris grains of gold were equal
in value to Hl:>; grains of silver, a relation of 1 to nearly

ther consideration which appears to have been over-

looked is that a coin weighing but 3*04 grains of gold, un-

alloyed, would be too small to handle.
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8. Mr. Anthon states that a gold scruple still extant and

deposited in the British Museum, weighs 17*2 grains. If

this coin were really a scruple its weight alone would settle

the controversy ; for this weight lacks but a single grain of

the scruple weight ; and no matter how carefully it has been

preserved, the coin may easily have lost a grain by wear

during the twenty centuries since it was struck. But th<

no positive proof that it is a scruple coin : on the contrary,

ita weight rather repels the notion. The doubtful numeral

upon it is the only evidence in favour of its being a scruple.

9. M. Parisot is guilty of an anachronism in employing
the Lex Papirius to prove the weight of the scruple during
the second Punic War.

In short, M. Parisot's solution is no solution at all.

Indeed it is doubtful whether Pliny's statement, as it stands,

will admit of a solution. If the proportions given at the

beginning of the quoted passage are correct, the arithmeti-

cal conclusion is wrong: if the conclusion is correct, the

proportions given are wrong. We must choose between

one or the other, for both cannot be right. According to

the conclusion the ratio of silver to gold was 2*678 to 1.

For example, 900 sesterces equalled 225 denarii. Each

denarius contained 62 1 grains of silver. Hence 225 denarii,

equal to 900 sesterces, contained 14,062*5 grains of silver.

According to Pliny's conclusion this was the equivalent
in silver of one libra of gold. The weight of the libra was,

say, 5,250 grains : and as this number goes into 14,062*5,

2*678 times, the relative value of silver to gold was as

2*678 is to 1 ; an absurd conclusion. For the treaty of

the year B.C. 189,
1 made it optional for the ^Etolians to pay

tribute in gold at the weight ratio of 1 to 10 in silver ;
and

this must -have been nearly the true relative value of the

metals at the time.

So much for Pliny's arithmetical error and M. Parisot's

attempted solution.

1
Polybiua xxii. 15, 8

; Livy xxxviii. 1 1
; Boeckh, 44.
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ill be observed rtlludos to
" tho

then in use," as though it <h tiered from tho sesterce- now (in

ne i in u.io. This phrase appears to offer a key to the

it' i li-t.- y were oorractad to as to presenre
between the ancient and modem sesterces

mentions 1 !>> him, it would read as follow*: " Tho scruple

of gold was rained at twenty (copper) sesterce*, a computa-
tion which gave, according to the value of the sesterce then

in use, 900 (overvalued silver) sesterces to each libra of

- interpretation would bo found in the following
scale of equivalents :

i *
.

. i

Wefehu and cobs. ^^ i6,t<WM> i,2sfsi.

1 libra weight of gold . . 900 7 '

A of a libra, or 1 aureus gold coin . - 1 ,440

>f n li lira, or 1 scruple gold coin _

- u> tli is scale the silver sesterce was overvalued

times as ag:t copper sesterce, which must be

assumed -to have fallen nearly to its bullion

igh rate of valuation at this late period is

qnestiona unless it be admitted, Pliny's puzzle must

.in as he bequeathed it t-

e weight of the gold scruple is not positively known.

Following the usual law of coins it was probably called a

not because it weighed a scruple, but because it

fell short of one. The small gold coins have been regarded
tnatists as scruples, chiefly because they weigh

There is no mark upon them to desig-
nate nation and none to in -Union to

Other coins except the arrow-head and the XV In default

of possessing the exact weight of the scruple, the disserta-

tions which have been written to prove the ratio of silver to

gold in tho scruple coinage of B.C. 207 lose much of their

value. The market ratio was probably 10 to I.
1

IVI Mar " Hist. l*r* ..239-40. To the evidence* thma
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The gold scruple was not a legnl tender. It w.i> n t

coined by the State, but by the gentcs, of whom Colqulmun,
iii. l.M. furnishes the following list: Arria, Calpurnia,

Cassia, CYstia, Claudia, Cornelia (the family of tip

Domiti:i, Julia, Livineia, Mu.ssidia, Xumonia, Servilia,

Sulpicia, and Vibia. Further proofs of its non-legal tender

character are afforded by the fact that so far as wo know it

was never debased, whereas the silver coins were ; by the

implication in the treaty of B.C. 189, that the monetary
standard of Rome was silver and not gold; and by tlu

common use of the term sestercius, or its derivatives for

expressing large sums of money during this period.
1

The same considerations which prove that during this

period the gold coins of Rome were not full legal tei<

indicate that the silver coins were, and that the copper
numeraires had lost this important attribute. These con-

siderations are as follows :

1st. Denarii of both the third, second, and first centuries

u.c. were coined by gentes,
2 and although the number tlms

coined increased very rapidly after the beginning of the

period under review, the coinages of denarii by the State

also greatly increased, and their emission began to be

regulated.

2nd. Whether the sesterce, previous to B.C. 216, was a

copper coin, or whether, according to Humphreys, it was a

mentioned should be added the ratio L'iven in I, ivy. \\xviii. 11. mi the

occasion of a peace with the J-Jolijin- it .< . 1
v !. which \\ as fixed at 1 to 10.

Also the rat i<- in (Jreavo. -J71. 273, 274. and "Jirj. ANo in Ilmii|.hi
-\ -'

"Manual," i.. p. 275, which says that the aureus whm first <<>imd \\a<

at the ratio of 1 to 10 of silver in the denariu-. I
|.
on the assumption

that the ncruple coin weighed a scruple. iWckh, 44. deduces a ratio

of 1 to 17'1, hut regards the true ratio as bavin*: lieen about 1 to 137.
II iiuphrcy*. "Manual," i. 274, is of opinion that in point of fact

the gold aureus wa first coined at the time that Pliny states the gold

M-riijile was first coined, viz., B.C. 207. Therefore Pliny in giving the

relation of the H-ruple to the sesterce at that date, committed an ana-

chronism, unlefts, indeed, both an aureus and a scruple were coined.

:itca coins were issued after B.C. 269 and the last about
the middle of Augustus's reign. Humphreys,

"
Manual," i. 282.
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ii from the third century B.C. up to the reign of

, matters not connection. The fact remains

luring the period under review there waa a silver see-

teroe, and this name aestorce, or ita derivntivea, aa seat'

eatercinm, aeatercia, etc., ia almost invariably uaed for the

expression of large aums of money in the documents and

other literary fragments belonging to the period under re-

Tiew^afaotthAlindsoatea the aeateroe to have been a full

legal tender.

3rd. The pagiagea relating to the payment of taxes and
tributes in Polybius (xx. 15, 8) and Livy indicate that at

this period such contributions were accustomed to be paid
in silver coins, an implication that tends to eatablish for

them the character of fall legal tenders.

4th. The official debasement* of silver coins at a later

period, presently to be noticed, establish an important
inference with regard to the Scipion system of money. They
prove that the system of the time to which they relate waa
intnuMr ;

"
that silver coins were at that time a full legal

tender ; m-i that this system extended backward from their

time to that of S< lumph.

Says Pliny (xx.\ .us Drnsns, when tribune

8 people (B.C. 91), alloyed the silver with one-eighth

part of cop|>< s waa not the act of an individual, but

of an official. Drusns was not a forger, he repreaentexl the

state, which by his act alloyed ita own coin. <

1C) :
" The triumvir Antonius (B.C. 43) alloyed

the silver denarius with iron ... A method was devised of

assaying the denarius, the law ordaining which waa so much

MM. 48, there occur* an instance of a popular comri-

of an At," to defray the funeral expenses of

the general role laid

Miar have been doe to the religions cha-

racter of the contribution, or from the force oflong habit, aa tfce use of
the term -

.
-. .the account* of ailrer bullion in the Unit*.! Stales*

after the silver dollar ceased to hare a legal existence and before

it was remonetised. For an account of this last-named curious efaeaav
ee -

Report United States Monetary Comirinot

~
L, Appendix.
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to the taste of the plebeians, that in every quarter of the

v was erected a full-length statue in honour of

Mantis Gratidianus," who was praetor at the time, about

30.

We know from the coins themselves that the den

after these < vore made of pure, or nearly pure,
silver ; consequently the effect of the law of Marius Grati-

dianus was not merely to test, the denarius, but also to

purify it, and prevent it from being again alloyed.

The solicitude of the people or the nobles, as the case

may have been, for these reforms, as evinced by their grati-

tude for their accomplishment, could only have arisen out

of the prevalence of a commodity system of money. With

a numerical system it is inconceivable; for with such a

system it would have made no difference to them how much
or how little silver was put into a denarius. Neither would

the purity of the coins have been of any consequen

them, had they been other than full legal tenders, and open
to free and gratuitous, or nearly gratuitous coinage. For

example, it makes no difference to the people of Great

Britain or the United States at the present time how much
metal is contained in their subsidiary or " token " coins :

they are not full legal tenders, and are not open to unli i

and gratuitous coinage as their gold coins are. Hence, it

would appear that the denarius in B.C. 91 and B.C. 80 was a

full legal tender in Rome. The treaty and tax law of

1 89 carries this characteristic of full legal tendership
back to that year, and the enormous influx of silver into

Rome which followed the conquest of Spain by Scipio,

together with the other changes in the monetary system of

Rome which occurred at the same date, to wit, the coinage
and use of gold scruples for certain classes of payments,

carry it back to B.C. 207, or thereabouts.

5. The conquest of Spain not only yielded to Rome an

enormous mass of silver, part of which was displayed in

Scipio's triumph, it insured, for the first time, constant

supplies of this metal for the future ; for Spain was at that
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period, n: i for many ages to remain, the

ipul silver-producing country of the world.

- Roman conquest of Spain was like the Spanish con-

quest of America, and it led to similar consequences in

respect of money. The money of Spain before the conquest
nerica consisted of ooppt>: riginally overvalued/

but eventually reduced by over Usues or counterfeiting to

their commodity value. The money of Rome before the

conquest of Spain also consisted of copper coins, also over-

valued and also reduced, by over issues or the success of

counterfeiters,
3
to or near their commodity vni

prevalence of counterfeiting in Rome ; the known
of the silver spoil obtained in Spain; the well

established productiveness of her Spanish silver mines,
-. rnuM U worked, as the Carthaginians had worked

them, with tli. forced lab- 10 natives; the wealth and

powc: thage, so abundantly evinced during the war;
i in th< mimU of the Romans might very natu-

rally have come to be associated with the n*e o;

money that had now obtained currency in that

state ; the avarice of ian generals, who had appro-
"d part of the silver spoil iiselves, and naturally

desired to have conferred upon it tl -n of money;
ufluence of the noble families to which many of them

belonged, anil who with other noble families might hope
to, as in fact they afterwards did, obtain leases of the silver

mines from the govcrnuu nt : the cupidity of the legions

awakened by an ample booty of silver in Spain and else-

where;
4 and the general i>ntluiMu -army occasioned

> of Money in Modem Countriw," chapter on Spa
..elm nuiiiinuri HO.

r UXOM on iron, poM, and M!MT mines in Spain (none mentioned

on eoppct rj.

umlaut vat money (Pliny am
meant ail' he meana from about B.C. 06 to

consult 1. 1\\. .,.,, K \\\i\ '. t. : tii.i- t
1

..- i*ople amtaatd
f.-r A COOtn .. -. I. Scipi t-. A fraj

'

ipt SM - t

whicb be cdebratel.
M

T^.n the conqueat of sfaecdon, .c, 168, the
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by the brilliant close of this memorable war all these cir-

cumstances must have combined to bring about a change of

the monetary system of Rome from copper num. rarios to

silver coins.

For the reasons herein adduced, silver coins must !>

regarded as the basis of the monetary system of Rome from

or about the year B.C. 207 . The rate at which these >

coins circulated, was several times their value as bullion.

This brings us to consider the position of copper in the

Scipion system.
The copper sesterces or numeraires were probably red i

to near their ingot value. This degraded position was pro-

bably due as much to counterfeiting as over issues.
1 But

whatever the cause, the result can scarcely be doubted ; for

at this period an enormous export of copper coins occurred

from Rome to her provinces, there to be circulated or re-

coined
;
and it is confidently assumed that such export

would not have taken place had they been overvalued ; for

the state would have sustained a great loss in buying
them up." The evidence relied upon to establish the export
of copper coins from Rome is as follows :

1. Says Humphreys :
" As the Roman conquests spread

we find the gold and silver coinages of other countries dis-

appearing and the Roman coppers with Roman weights and

values taking their places, and that with a rapidity truly

astonishing. As the several countries were successively

brought into Roman subjection by force or diplomacy and

Roman* appropriated to tl. :he produce of all thr^'old and -ihvr

mine* of the kingdom, beside.- levying tribute upon the inhabitants.
-

Hist. Rome," by Th. Arnold. London. 1 v,7. i. 17.

1 A Roman coin-mould for copp- mu found :ii WakelieM,

England, in Iv2<>. 1'biladelphian
" Numismatist.'

1

p. 46. It had e\i-

dently been employed by forjn-r>. Ibid. 1.37. Thi- mould probably

belonged to tin- Imperial period : but oilier evidence-, already ad-i

prove that counterfeiting in Rome was of a inurb earlier d
8 On the difficulty of maintaining artificial MandanU or ratio- in

presence of many mints, see
"
\V(-tinin-ter Kevieu." October, 1879,

p. 287. Also Daniell's pamphlet on East India and bi-metalli-m.
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form province*, a governor wa appointed
i :i mini fhtnblifthetl in th

the i -tiuingc' <**ocoin*,

except in a tingle instance, were always of copper) ,

, 1. i.l th.- number set opposite
nniufn: Phrygia . * 20, besides

Gala* :n, Hithvnm, 1'hu-inna, Gaul,
1

:igt, Corinth, an ; Nemansus

ml was the only colony permitted to strike silver/

i toman copper money in Spain must have

been numbers of ancient Roman coins being
it ion even to the present day, worn, it is in.

most oases to Hat pieces of copper."
*

man copper coins of this period, which have

been /row less and less numerous : those of Spain

provinces more and more numerous.

iu-s upon the conquered countries

in silver. To supply them with money of some sort she

oins after they had fallen to near their

bullion value. nstmcted the provincial mint*

to recoin at a high overvaluai

vns silver declared the standard of money in

Rome than a rage took place for mining/ one that the ran-

sacking of all Spain and (mul for the precious metals scarcely

appeased, i

ly was now hunted over for gold and

rilv.

The Scipion system of money is now before the reader.

It was essentially a single silver standard, yoked, on the one

1 Some of the Koii. .linuctl to coin piece* to Ule
at the rt-i Debonnair. Humphry uinft,

M

|i 164 St- aUo V.il!ni.i .-a
- Koman Colonial Coin.," cited in Hum.

306.

. 162, 163, 163.

i. 309, and Dcpptn-
imilar n. took place in Kngland

after t payment* in 1824. M.< ,,!!,,*. "Cow.
1 Scales aArr the rv-

sumption of I-'
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vitli gold coins struck by the gentes, and possibly re-

ceivable for certain classes of dues to and from the State,

and on the other with copper coins, which wero being rapidly

exported to the provinces. The coinage of silver was pro-

opened freely to the public, and the silver coins

rendered a legal tender for all purposes and to any amount.

The copper numerical system was ended : the silver system
had begun.

This change of the monetary system harmonized with the

altered phase of society, and the new order of affairs. Since

the limits of the numerary system, and it i relations to popu-
lation nnd industry had been altered, whether from the

operation of war, over-emissions, or counterfeiting, it mat-

tered not, since all security for the t'ut ure of prices had been

destroyed, since the currency had become the football of

politicians and the tool of capitalists, it was better to

degrade it to a level upon which, however prejudicial to the

higher interests of society, it could rest undisturbed. And
this suited the interests of the classes in power, who had

amassed fortunes in land, merchandise, and slaves, of whieh

they were unwilling to run the risk of being deprived through
the agency of prices which might be legislated to the order

of th< MS. Jt also suited the interests of the now much
diminished commercial class, who were willing to forego the

advantages of an equitable currency for the sake of possess-

ing one that in times of commotion promised a higher

degree of stability. Finally, it contented tin- people, who,

perhaps, fanci< d that they could add without limit to a

commodity money either by the produce of the mines or

the spoils of conquest.
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.

!:>. .. . ... i;

>iu meuU. the .

itir.. atl

thoae lew only

token* I'

<>cca*ionai -ilvcr : emJatioot of all-

!ver coin* loll legal tender

l Their

try of tto-pft -tern*

THE principal events whi.-h JT .''.-i
'!;, influenced th

systems of money during this disordered period were

as follows :

The Agrarian troubles, which commenced in

and ended in 1-1 with the sumptuary laws ant) the death

ius Gracchiw. This period also embraces t

donian War, 170 to 168; the th

the destruction ol ^re and Corinth, Spanish
War iuest of the Salassi, 143 ; the first

Sen md the enactment of the

Lex Papirius, about 130.

11. The S, So. This period embraces

the rule of the oliga Jl -'.! ; the Jugurthim War,

-umptuarr l\ t-nc of any enter-

tainment at tai Ate*, and another of the aame year limited

uch expejuc to 100 AM . 148 L*liu and Scipio

proposed agrarian reform*.
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1 1 1-107 ; the tlircatened Teutonic Invasion, 106 ; the second

Servi .11 Sicily, luj-'.i'.i ; tin- Marsic War, 91-88 ;
th.

first Civil \Var, 88-86 ; the first two Miihri.Utic Wars, 88-

:id 83-82 ; the proscriptions of Sulla, 87
; and the esta-

blishment of the Sullan constitution, 82-80.

III. The Social Wars, 80 to 4(3. This period embraces

the insurrection of Lepidu-, 79 j
the insurrection of Serto-

rius in Spain. 79-72 ; the insurrection of Spartaci;

-71: tlir third Mithridatic \Var, 74-68 j the

ravages of the Mediterranean pirates, 06
;
the conspiracies

of Cataline, f>5 and 62; the first Triumvirate of Caesar,

Pompey, and Crassus, 60 ; the conquest of Gaul and Hri-

t-iin, 5S-.">1 ; the second Triumvirate of Csesar, Pompey, and

Crassus, 56 ; the end of the Triumvirate, the Dictatorship of

Pompey, 52 ; the rupture between Pornpey and Csesar.

the crossing of the Rubicon, 49 ;
death of Pompey, 48 ;

and appointment of Csesar as permanent Dictator, 46.

The supplies of the coining metals during the period
under review were obtained chiefly by plunder.

Paulus ^Emilius, after defeating King Perseus, and thus

concluding the Macedonian War, 168, brought to Rome,

according to Plutarch,
1

2,250 talents of silver coin, and 23 1

talents of gold. Valerias Antias, probably with the most

truth, estimated its value at 120 million sesterces, but

Livy
* deemed this computation too low. Valleius Pater-

culus valued it at 200 million sesterces.
3 Besides this,

there were numerous vessels of silver chased and wrought,
without reckoning 100 denarii to each foot, and 300 to each

horse soldier.
4 A portion of this booty came from the

'

IMutareh in Paul. .Em.," 32, 33. Livy. xlv. 40.
1
Val. Pat. i. 9; Pliny, xxxiii. 17, says "300 millions of seste

* The plunder obtained by Paulu> /Kmiliiis. i- -aid to have been so

great, an to render it practicable to absolve tin- < iti/cn- of the city of

Rome fr>iu th<- payment of taxes for 1-J. year-, vi/.. until the eon-ul-

*!ii| of Hirtiu* and Pansa, B.C. 43. Vet in it <;. 88 th< -usury
i- rejre-ent-<l tolmvebeen ><> entirely exhausted, that in order to raise

money to equip an army, the Roman." had to sell the land in front of

the Capitol. Leigh ton. 240, from Momm-en'- I:
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e silver mines. These, though small, were monopolized
which, however, permitted iu citizen* to work

those of copper and iron.
1 Thin policy, continued I

Roman conquerors, affords a proof that it was no longer
deemed necessary to uphold the value of the bronze

coinage* of the Roman state by monopolizing the mines of

copper.' Anoth- n <>f the Macedonian booty may
" oome out of Alexander's plunder of Asia, B.C. 326.

Andriftrii*, who, it is alleged, was only a pretended son

afforded the

Romans a long covet >

destroy Corinth, and
terminate its commercial importance. This was done

by Mnmmiu> . and iu works of art and other

treasures were removed to R<>

Scipio Africauus, the son of Paulus /Kmilius, ended the

N'ar by destroying the great commercial n
iage, from whence he carried to Rome 50,000 captives

and an immense booty, i

This same Scipio substantially closed the Spanish wan
by capturing and destroying the important city of

a, the capital ot nans, reducing iu inha-

bitants to slavery, and plundering it of great booty, B.C.

The Salassi were a tribe of go rs, whose works
were established in the foot-hills of Piedmont. Upon tin-

nee probably not destitute of foundation that

miuin^ ditches withdrew water from the streams, particu-

larly : Dora Hal tea, which was needed for irrig

ints of the plains below, the Romans, u

inarched upon this people, whom
they defeated and plundered, B.C. 1

The wealth of the Alpine mines is to be gathered from

Strabo, who t<!U u* tint Polybius thus described those of

the Taurisci Norici :

tolls us that in his time" (his history

v.29.

Mtrtx.i!, *
'

\\ *; K. ..... -." : ; ; . '.;; \ : . \
>\ H> ; K.

rper*t Ed., i. 119.
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written about the year i . . I I") .

" tho gold mines we:

rich about Aquileia,
1 but particularly in the countries of the

Taurisci Norici, that if you dug but two feet below the

surface you found gold ; and that the diggings (generally .,

were not deeper than fifteen feet. In some instant -s i In-

gold was found pure, in pellets, about the size of a be*

lupin, which only lost an eighth after melting; in other

instances the gold, though requiring more fusion,
3 was still

very rich. Certain Italians aiding the barbarians in work-

ing (the mines), in tho space of two months tho vain

gold was diminished throughout the whole of July ly one-

third. The Taurisci, on discovering this, drove out

fellow-labourers, and only sold the gold themselv

The expression that "in the space of two months the v

of gold was diminished throughout the whole of Italy by

one-third," is susceptible of various explanations :

1. The gold may have been sold near the mines at a

price far below its mint value. This has occurred in

modern times in California and Australia.
4 Such an expla-

nation will, however, not cover the assertion that tho value

of gold fell
"
throughout the whole of Italy."

2. The quantity of gold derived from these mines au 1

those of tho Salassi was so great, that the Roman mints

could not coin it in time to prevent the value of tho bullion

from falling. Of this I am doubtful. The mines may
have been exceedingly rich, but gold from mines com

gradually ; whereas if it was plundered from the miners,

the quantity must have been small, for miners are never

rich.

3. Gold coins were not a legal tender.
5 Hence any

*
Possibly licit Arjuilcia near Trie-te. where there \va- im -joM. Inn

Acjuil. rirtv-t'.ur miles *outh-e:i-t of Turin. Sec the anil.

of the Earth," chapter on the Patlu^.
1
Probably gold imbedded in quart/ float."

v.vi. 12.

immen.u- iii-tancca of tin- kind consult the :iuthi:-'> 'Hi-tnrv

Precious Metal-."
1 v-*

perhaps, for two years under the Sullan constitution.
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* it the true explanation can hardly bo doubted.

>o mine* of Italy (of tho Peninsula only)

ware closed, not long after, by order of the Senate. There

hat been .to concerning the date of thi closure

1

tho old *
. and obaerring the influence which they

have had upon the flood* of the Tiber, and adding
what had already been gathered on tho

subject) com- the date of the cloaure during the

our era, and he deems it exceedingly pro-
bablc a closure was connected v. was

ly cauacd by, the inaum* ^partacus, B.

> -ana had washed the auriferous gulches
B upper valley of the Tiber and Gianis, the produ

tins region c have been important until tho second

centu when the Roman conquests in the East

I

taly vast hordes of slaves, whose lives their

-a masters would be only too glad to turn into wealth,

by condemning them to the hard task of panning go.

the Maromma iustry if Mich it may be called,

whose consequence was the extermination of those em-

I in it was at its height at the period when Sportacus
ami his _'<u),000 fellow bondsmen cast off th.-ir chains and

struck for liberty. With this .-v.-nt it sulU-nly came to an

. 84,* and afterwards Liu-ullus, n. . 69, and

Pompey, \v from A si bout 20,000

talents, besides an equal suui distributed by them to their

r' Rape of the l-Urih/' where the whole .abject is

oeatfal n d u k DI ik

'.," xxr.

-bon'i niatrmt ;. that before the eonqueta of Poaipey
there were in ch, Koman trwuurr. 1,9*0.829 poomb of gold, U cri-

dently baMd on Vl^y'* HUU-UHM , ueatary

poeieMed, 1,090,831 pottntb of gold. The latter it either doe to a

blunder in notation, or U a gnm exagjeratioii. 1'

D
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soldiers.'
1 ' In the triumph of Lucullus at Romo there was

shown a golden statue of Mithridates, six feet high, his

shield being set with precious stones; twenty stands

covered with silver vessels, and thirty-two others full

of gold cups, armour, and money. These stands were

carried by men followed by eight mules, loaded with golden

couches, and after these fifty-six others carrying ingots of

silver, and 107 carrying silver money, amounting to 2,700,000

drachmas.2

Cato Uticensis plundered Cyprus of about 7,000 talents,

B.C. 50.

Suetonius furnishes the following particulars concerning
the spoils acquired by Julius Caesar:

"
Having renounced all hope of obtaining Egypt," a

gold-mining country,
3 "for his province, he stood candidate

for the office of chief pontiff. At the expiration of his

praetorship he obtained by lot Further Spain, and pacified

his creditors, who were for detaining hint, by finding sure-

ties for his debts." Further Spain was Hispania Boetica.

He got this office B.C. 61. According to Appian he owed,
when he went thither, to use his own words :

" Bis millies

et quingenties centena raillia sibi adesse oportere, ut nihil

haberet," i.e., he was 2,000,000 and nearly 20,000 sesterces

worse than penniless.
"
Being now supported by the influence of his father-in-

law, Lucius Piso, and son-in-law, Cneius Pompey, he made

choice, among all the provinces of Gaul, of the one most

likely to furnish him with means and occasions for triumphs.
At first, indeed, he received only Cisalpine Gaul (the gold

regions of Italy) with the addition of Illyricum (another gold

region), through a decree proposed by Vatinius to the

;.oleon's "Csar," 127. In Napoleon's work, the Adi
Euboic talent i- n-. k.| U -<l ut '2<> kilofrrams 196 irrain-. ami, when of gold,
it* equivalent at 5,821 francs, or 232 16*. sterlini:. 1'Yom Mommsen's
u Romwchea Munzwesen." pp. 24, 2(>. 55.

'

IMntarch in
"
Lnrullus," xxxvii.

' The vast number and prolificacy of the Egyptian gold mines is

described in the author's "
Rape of the Earth," chapter on
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1

people ; but toon afterwards obtained also from the Senate

imu (tho ^ .1.1 regions of France), the senator*

being apprehensi- i refuse it to him, thai

province, also, would be granted him by the people.
It will be observed that Cssaar tried to get control of

each great gold region successively : 1, Egypt ; 2, Spain ;

in I that he really got three oat of four

">sed ''an annutl tribute of forty mi

sesterces," besides plundering the country of all the treaanre

it contained.

mined from the spoils of war, ho began to

construct a now forum, the ground plot of which cost him

above a hundn n of seatercea." Upon entering
Rome aft v.-ry foot soldier in his

veteran legions, besides the 2,000 aesteroea paid him in the

beginning ot .rave 20,000 more in the

shape of -vise allotted them lands,

i contig i t the former owners might not be

ly dispossessed. '!' the people of Rome, beaidea

of corn, and as many pounds of oil, he gave 800

sesterces a man, which he had formerly promised them, and

100 to en. .o delay in fulfilling his engagement. He
likewise I i a year's tax due to the treasury for such

houses in Rome as did not pay above 2,000 seatercea taxes

a yen: through of Italy for all such as did

taxes 500 sesterces. To all this he added a

io entertainment and a distribution of meat, and after

>anish v 16 two jwMif dinners: because,

consi st one as too sparing, and unstated to his

so liberality days later, added a second one,
''. was most They likewise report that he

invaded Britain with the hopes of finding pearls."
favoii- tress was I* the mother of Marcus

Brutus, "for whom he purchaseil, in his first consulship
after the commencement of th- :ue, a pearl which ootl

illions of sesterces. But his abstinence did not
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extend to pec Advantages, either in his military com-

mands or civil offices ; for we have the testimony of some

writers that he took money from the pro-consul, who was

his predecessor in Spain, nnd from the Roman allies in that

quarter for the discharge of his d< plundered at the

point of the sword some towns of the Lusitanians, notwith-

standing they attnnpted no resistance, and opened their

gates to linn upon his arrival before them. In Gaul he

rifled tin chapels and temples of the gods, which were

filled with rich offerings,
1 and demolished cities oftener for

the sake of their spoil than for any ill they had done. By
this means gold became so plentiful with him that he ex-

changed it through Italy and the provinces of the Kmpire,
for 3,000 sesterces the pound. In his first consulship he

purloined from the Capitol 3,000 pounds weight of gold,
and substituted for it the same quantity of gilt brass.

2

He also bartered with foreign nations and princes for gold,
the titles of allies and kings ; and squeezed out of Ptolemy
alone near 6,000 talents, in the name of himself and

Pompey. He afterwards supported the expense of the

Civil Wars, and of his triumphs and public spectacles, by
the most flagrant rapine and sacrilege."

:

Suetonius omits to add that besides the 3,000 pounds

weight of gold of which Caesar robbed the treasury during
his first consulship, he afterwards plundered it of 15,000

pounds weight of gold, 30,000 pounds weight of silver, and

300,000 sesterces.
4

The position of gold during this period has been already
outlined. As a general thing, gold coins were not legal

tender, and only passed as merchandise or by coui

They were certainly merchandise when Sulla struck ;:

1

Cortea afterwards did the game in Mexico.

uhtlf.-s aurcii made of 1 i

* From Suetonius* "Ca--ar." chapters xviii.. xxii., xxv., xx\i..

xxxviii.. xlvii.. 1., nnd iiv.
*

Pliny, xxxiii. 17. D'Av< rant (Works, iii. 36), makes it 4,136 pea
of silver and 900,000 pounds of gold !
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o the pound, and they were as ceruinly

legal tender when the Lex Cornelia nummaria WM enacted.

My impression is that their legal tend* : .to onlj luted
< years' existenoe of Sulla's COD , and

that afterwards the/ became merchandise, or paaaed bj

courtesy. met, gold became unusually plentiful,

the gold coins paased at a discount , which, as has been

seen in two sereral instances, amounted to twenty-fire per
. fairly be conjectured, that at <> * it*

value in silver at the nominal and customary ratio of 1 : 1
"

tlurtu.it .1 I- 1 ween 25 per -count and par.
tip- aurous wan .iins, or

uo have been found of this weight,
roost _r from 1 1 1 grains. "Some of

the heav ilia weighs 105 grains. This is now
thou. the gold coined for Sulla by Lucullus, and

i >nrd ly I'lutarch as the Lucullan money. Each of

these pieces, though passing under the usual name, as an

aural*, was expressly made heavier as a c- . t . t he

'rs, who were paid in this -in ; by \\hi<-h means their

pay, though nominally the same, was much increased/'

u> of tin pieces wei: /rains. One coin at

h Muxuni weighs 1 1 another 166Y? grains."

8 gold money issued under Sulla was coined from

ts imposed upon Asia after the peace
Initiates. It appears thn Lu.uim \vlla,

reece, an office similar to those j< <|uestor

urba r monetatis, in Rome iu

re are other and easier ways of bribing soldiers than

.rvalued coins, which they ouild only
use to advantage by immediately
ksaTier gold ooins of this period appear mAkerl n] -l\

an effort to make up for that depreciation of gold "

had been occasioned by the great and sud i x of that

metal from the wars and the mines. Plutarch, who was

II
j.p. 141.
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entirely ignorant of the principles of money, may v< i \

naturally have suspected tin- extra weight to be inten<l< !

aa a bribe to the soldiers. These heavy aureii afford a proof
that at the time they were struck, gold coins were not a

legal tender in Rome.
The position of copper can now be desrril ><<!. During

the Scipion era, the nuinmus or overvalued copper sesterce,

had been demonetized or degraded in function by reducing
it from a full legal tender to the position of a "

tol< It

had lost its name of numinus or numerate, and was .:

known as the As. During the confusion of the Social Wars,

attempts seem to have been made, by enlarging its legal

tender function, to reinstate the nummus in its old position,

not as before, in order that it might form a unital and regu-
lated money which should equitably measure the volume of

exchanges in the state, but as a financial resource, to palm off

overvalued coins of unlimited issues upon the people. It

was as though increased emissions of the existing
<

valued British penny or American cent were forced upon

unwilling creditors, while the gold and silver coins, operat-

ing as multiples for the others, remained in circulation to

increase the total volume of money. It is needless to say
that the effect of these measures was to ren<l< T tin- so-called

copper nummi now really Ases a drug, and to cause tin -in

to be sold at a discount to the mone\ -< 'li.iii'j* i >, who pro-

bably awaited their opportunity to pass them off again, to

the needy, at par.

Of this character may have been the coinage of half-

ounce Ases under the Lex Papirius. These coins, accord-

ing to Pliny, were made to weigh only half an ounce each,

coins of the same denomination having previously weighed
one ounce. This reduction was of the same character as

the lowering of the great copper penny of Great Britain to

the present lighter bronze coin, or the lowering of the old

American copper cent to the present much smaller and
more convenient one. Neither of these coins, British or

American, were or are legal tenders, except to the extent of
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a trifling turn in any one payment, a petition in the laws

i hat earned for them the obn<turt of
" token*." If,

when they were lowered in weight, this function of tender

had been enlarged by law, and they had been made unlimited

legal tenders, they would hare been in the eame position in

which aome of the copper emissions of the Roman Social

Wars were attempted to be placed.

There is, however, a difference between the position of

copper coins during the Roman era and at the present time.

Copper metal is nerer likely to become so scarce nor to

oiate so value as compared with silver metal,

as to raise the British copper penny or American copper
cent to a premium in silver coins ; whereas in ancient Rome,
because the supplies of both copper and silver were fitful

moertain, this may have occurred. Hence the relation

ur between them was exposed to violent fluctuations.

ting their relation in the Lex Papirins at 56 to 1,

some respect was doubtless had to the market relation of

the metals at the time, which, it may be presumed, waa

about 00 to 1 ;
but as this relation was apt to fluctuate,

say, between 50 and 100 to 1, it might have happened,

ios, that the copper coins were not sufficiently over-

valued to prevent th< ir being purchased at a slight pre-
i and melted. It will be seen, therefore, that there

were influences in operation which, at one time, may
have rendered the copper coins redundant, and at another,

MHO*.
The position of silver was of importance during this era,

for it formed the basis of all the monetary systems. Beside

what she received from spoliation, Rome now possessed the

means of obtaining ample and perennial supplies from the

mines of Spain, into which it was her atrocious design to

thrust the prisoners whom her marauding armies might
capture in Gaul, Asia Minor, and Africa, But the agrarian
troubles and social and servile wars of this period must

have greatly interfered with or postponed the execution of

this design, for there are not wanting evidences that the
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supply of silver occasionally ran short. These evidences

ound in the emission of alloyed, debased, plated, and

forged coins, numerous examples of which now occurred for

the first tiiM- in the history of Rome.

In B.C. 01 Livius Drusus, the tribune, authorized the

coinage - denarii *875 fine, or alloyed with " one-

eighth part of copper." Some authorities have held

that he went so far as to issue "copper denarii ]>luti<l to

resemble those of silver."
*

Some of the denarii of the social (M.-irsic) war were

valued at ten Ases, others at sixteen.
3 As the legal value

of the denarius was now, so far as we know, sixteen Ases,
the practice of valuing it sometimes at ten may have arisen

from its being alloyed or debased.

It is possibly to some of these debased or plated pieces
that Sallust alludes when he says that, by a law of Valerius

Flaccus, the interrex, under Sulla, B.C, 86,
"
argentum re

solutum est," silver was paid with brass.
1

Valleius Pater-

culus explains the operation of this law by saying that it

"
obliged all creditors to accept a fourth part of what was

due to them/' 6 Watson's (Bohn's)
"
Sallust," p. 39, explains

that it enabled an As to be paid for a sestercius. Dr.

Arnold says that this law only applied to the creditors of

insolvent debtors." None of these explanations are alto-

gether satisfactory. It is quite evident that Sulla always
meant to assert the right of the state to make money of

whatever material it pleased, and he was not the man to

stop short at making it of overvalued brass. This was

good enough for the despised people. For his soldiers he

coined silver pieces of extra weight, and when Marius

(iratidianus, B.C. 84, attempted to enforce the old law by

instituting a trial of the pix, he annulled his decrees, pro-

y, xxxiii. 13. U-ighton, 2:U. Humphreys, 140.
4

Salltiftt, Cataline, xxxiii. Yd. ii. 1>:J :
( 'ao. IM1. Civ. iii.; Ni.-toniu>,

" Julius O?ar," 14. i. I 'at. ii. 23.
*
Arnold's "

Rome," i. 205. Insolvent debtors bad already been fa-

roared bj A law of the consul, A. Semprouius Asellio, B.C. 90. Ibid., 181.
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ud handed him over to the feromooi

who slew him bejrbaroual) i only when the mat

regarded from t ravagant
honour* which the people conferred upon (Jmtulianus can
i- iO i ! Pi

r Sulla lin.: ited all the silver of the sUte to

his soldiers, and thu* employ* Complete the degrada-
tion of his countrymen,

9
hecoinj- r, with grim

tomage to the instrument of their own enslave-

ment l>y iuir<*iu his short-lived cor n the

most severe penalties against debasing or counter!

gold or -

immmaria applied to "
false money,

fire and water, those

who ml i. the gold and -

by swen
1 ough t tin or leaden

money and fraudulently
- same, to which provisions

others were addci unions."

however,
suffice to rsons from this seductive offence, for we
learn from Pa the Letter class were transported and

the baser condemned to t 1, and manu-

mitted slaves capitally punished on admission of their guilt

ii his time."

Of '

iay be said that the monetary
e varied and confusing. ro evid

alludes to this condition of affairs when, in connection with

.

tO, w

Kemail conul, I., ('nljmnuu* li-*tia. and presi-

dent Africa ortamibly
to carry on the war i i, hut rvallt with the purpose e/ being
bribe* i Rome,** *.' ilrgm!-
tion ot A nlnliii;

-0. when Prrrluu \.. ri\e the nagMtrstea of ROOM
baiuU of Ousts. Napoleon

1

. ( '-*r." 3*6.7.
1

Coiquh.. I I'hrrv appear* to bare been

hoice between the Tarioos mK
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Marius Grntidinnus, he says: "At that time the currency
was in such a fluctuating state that no man knew what ho

was worth." 1 There were silver and gold and copper

moneys, both " intrinsic" and overvalued ; the tale relations

between all of these moneys were exposed to continual

changes ; there were moneys coined by the state, others by
the gentes,

8 and still others by forgers ; there were coins of

pore metal and others of alloyed; and as if to render tin-

measure of value of still more uncertain limits, a portion of

it consisted of grain, which was paid to the state for tithes,

and sold to the people of Home at a loss, to appease their

clamours, and purchase their suffrages.'*

" De Off," L. iii. -20.

' Mo*t of tin- family coins (extant) belong to a comparatively late

period of the republic, ruiii'in.ir from less than a century ;

tin- time of Julius Csesar, to -hortly after the time of Aii-u-tus. They
principally of -ilver denarii, and, more rarely, of gold."

Humphreys' "Ancient Coin-," 14.1.

Tin's is mentioned in the Lex frmnentaria, one of the Semproniaii
laws of B.C. 123-2. Liw, ep. 60; Leggett, 20<J; I

Roras." ii. ,'VJ n.

If it seems strange that the Gracchi and other agitator- during this

disordered period failed to refer to the condition of the currency, and

to propose its reform, it -honld he remembered that at the present

time, though reform in the in-titnti<>n of money would remove many
causes of popular discontent, it i- never referral to b\ a.iaiia:.

formers.** The fact is that money i> a rcn.nditc Mihject. cm- usually

beyond the scope of popular agitator-, who mon-over mav fear to risk

the popularity of their own remedies by alluding to the existenee f

othen,
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THE JULIAN SYSTEM, B.C. 46-81.

QMS the tandard of value in Rone -The change of
tAwUnl

j.r..
I.:!> due to Omar's dttiie to monetise U plunder of

ReaemHaoce to toe monetary pocition of *

I *70

The positioa of il%-r ul copper coin*.

F' >M the year that Julius Cawar was proclaimed Die-

tat* UJ, commenced a new and memorable

change in the monetary system of Rome.
'

here doe*

not appear to have been any formal nun-.. that

henceforth gold instead of silver coins were to form the

standard of value in Rome, yet a change of this character

seems to have been practically adopted. This may have

arisen from the tamperings with the silver coins which

ug the social wars and continued even into this

era ;

l or it may have grown out of the fact that, under the

influence of large accessions of silver spoil and of supplies
from the mines, prices had greatly risen, until it was no

longer convenient to mm-h m M. .* the larger sums
in ordinary uo ;

or it may have been due to the impression
that the supplies of silver were more fitful than those of

gold, and that the latter would, therefore, prove a safer

measure of value. Whatever the cause, it now became the

custom, for tho first time, to express large sums of money
in gold aim:;. All large sums were not thus expressed ;

.o contrary, most of them were couched in silver de-

narii or silver sesterces, but many such sums were ; whereas

this had never been the case before. This custom continued

ere emitted during the comnlthip of Caver,

alloyed with iron. Adam'. " Kom. A
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to grow, until it at length received the sanction of law in

the dictatorship of Cesar.

With the exception, perhaps, of two years under the

Sullan constitution, gold coins had hitherto not been coined

by the state, but, like the earlier silver coins, by the gentes.
In the same manner that the state eventually subjected the

silver coinage to its control, so it now subjected the gold.

has been shown that, according to Suetonius, Caesar

sold the gold proceeds of his forays in Gaul for 3,000 ses-

terces the pound. These are taken to mean silver sesterces,

each one-fourth of a d< -minus, with twenty-five instead of

twenty, as formerly
l

of the latter as the equivalent of the

gold aureus and forty aureii to the pound ; in short, 4,000
silver vs to the pound of coined gold. To receive

but 3,000 sesterces for the pound of bullion, was to lose

one-fourth of its value, either because gold coins were

not legal tender, or because the state was not prepared to

coin gold bullion with sufficient despatch. The valuation of

the aureus at twenty-five denarii settles this question. It

proves that gold coins were already legal tender either by
law or custom, and renders it all but certain that, assuming
the account of Suetonius to be correct and precise, the mint

could not yet coin it fast enough.
With all his prodigality, Caesar was not the man to put

up with losses of this character longer than he could help
it. No sooner did he succeed in grasping political power
than he got control of the mint; and it may be safely sur-

mised that after this time no gold bullion of his was sold

at less th;m its full value for lack of coinage facilities.
3

Thi* im-a-un- \\ a- cither adopted by Pompey, \\ n-ii weigh
but 60-6 grain, or Cwaar, whose first wci_'h 'i(> 4. mid Ian

grain*. Con-ult Rear- Admiral Smyth and Greaves, p. 309. It in-

dicates that the state reeognixed the gold aureus as money, and perhaps,
ako, coiix-d it.

II--
.1;. (minted to the management of the mint and the public

revenue of the state some servants of his own hon-chold; and entrusted

the command of three legions which In- 1- ft at Alexandria to an old cata-

mite of his, the son of his freedman Rufinus." Suetonius, "Casar," Ixxvi
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Indeed be began to c- 10 of forty-two anreii

to tbo pi. i* making tho ratio of weight between bi

old and iiilvor coins about one to eleven, inrtead of one to

,

That in die faco of a recent and Urge increase of tbo

Hupply of gold
9 an enhancement of iU val

il bare been adopted in 1 regarded a*

n.! |>riK>f tbat tho first-named metal bad now beoomo
the practical standard of value.

Tbo position of silver coins during this era is not .--.

gether dear, but I am confirmed in the suspi*

previously full legal tender charaoter waa impaired, by the

fact tbat tbo silvi-r mines were farmed to individual*, whilst

those of gold wore monopolized by tho state.'

Tho copper coins wore merely token*, overvalued, but

possessing only a limited legal course. Shortly after this era,

to wit, in tho reign of tho Emperor Octavius, we learn that

the copper mines, formerly to jealously monopolised I-

state, had fallen into tho hands of individuals. The copper

Spain was named after and probably
owned by the consul Marius; that of Savoy belonged to

Sallustius Crispus, tho historian, ono of the secretaries of

Octavius, while tin* copper district of Li via in Gaul was

owned by Li via, the Emperor's \\

- a -inj'ilur coincidence tbat the plunder of < ,. Mid

itder again it, \.i> ! .Id have led to nitntlar n

legiUu entabluhmeut of gold a* the

standard of valu i-.lv existing doable taudanl.

This waa the cane both in tlu> Roman and German empire*.
9.

1 4<>, and note b, Bohn's ed.



CHAPTER XXVI.

THE AUGUSTAN SYSTEM. B.C. 31 A.D. 41.

Kxhau-tion <>f tin- richer portion- of the placer mines ;in<l fall:!

.
: -iipplics

( Maviii- averts the eon-ejiient thn .

fall ofpn'ic- by i-suiiiL' :i ne\\ mcrvaliied copper >e-tem Precautions

t.iken approval of this measure Uc>emblan<-e tn Mr. Chase's

i:il measure- romp lete raOMM 'f Octavius Scale of values

adopted (iradual rise of jrold and -ilvcr coin- to a premium Their

di-appear:iu < frmn the cin-ulat ion M ea-ure- nfTilirriiis Of Caligula

-The latter ^-i/,-> the municipal ami provincial mint-, and \\ itlmu;

-cut of tin- Senate ci.ins an ineredilile nunil.er of o\ er\ alne<l >est< r

It is in the overvalued and redundant .-otcrccs of this period that the

>tii|.enlou- Mini** of money mentioned l>v IMiny are couched -Ditlicnlty

of computini: their value in silver The minute "token" As, a de-

penem; lant of the great archaic coin.

THIS
period embraces the reigns of the emperors

Octavius, Tiberius, and Caligula altogether eighty

years.

The vast supplies of comparatively easily-found pi

gold, which had been obtained during the previous era

chiefly by Julius Cassar, in Spain and Gaul were now
hausted. The precious metal was no longer to be wrung
from the natives, or found in nuggets by scratching the

surface of the auriferous fields. It was only to be procured
in minute grains and by means of large works l and a mul-

titude of slaves. In other words, the placer mines had

been worked down to the productive level of rock mines.

The author ha- examined a number of these works in A-turias,

(Jallicia, Leon, and I.u_'o. and can bear witne-s to the character of the

:ous pravel- in which the Unmans of this aL'<' delved, and to the

prmndeur ..f the hydraulic- work- they erected to assist them. They will

be found described in his "Rape of the Karth." chapter on the Minho.
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There wo* plenty of gold jet in them, but it henceforth

oould only be obtained like gold from quartz, or silver

ores with great pains and expens* the pro-

nun and of Australia after I860, thn

Spain mu*t hare suddenly (alien off after the Julian

period, and the Roman goven und itself obliged to

depen applies of the precious metals upon the slow

t* elaborate h.\ md subterranean

remote and widely scattered provinces,
a later period, ami m. .rin of ignorant

tyrants -and greedy usurpers, this diminution of supplies
would have been met by ruinous debasements of the

coinage. Octavius was not a monarch of this character.

His piii .-*, his measures of administration .

postal system, his lost statistics of the empire, all prove,
nont was far-seeing, wise, and being-

while his treatment of the senate, his disposition of

religious matters, and numerous other political arrange-
ments indicate an intimate knowledge of the history and

traditions of his country.
is therefore not at all surprising to find that in this

8 resorted to that device which had served the

country so well during the republican era. Octavius was

fond of restoring old forms and institutions. He repaired
the oKl temples to the gods, he erected new ones, he had

the Sibylline books revised, he filled up the priestly

offices > whirh had remained vacant M
'

irius he issued edicts to restrain luxury, he limited

expense of the public games, he enforced the laws

against bribery and corruption, he discouraged oelibs*

fostered commerce, and he greatly strengthened the eques-
trian ord. i consisted chiefly ofbankersand merchants.

Necessity impelled him to meet the failing supplies of those

materials out of which money had come to be mad-

substituting in their place a material of which the supply
1 Thote who poMewed 400,000 c*tcrrc, 'and were bom of frtc
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was ample and assured. I ndm.-ition induced him to rein-

state all those measures of the old republican system winch

did not appear to threaten the permanence of the empire
he had established. Among these was the copper nuine-

rary system of u. -''J9.

But here a great difficulty confronted him. Ifherest

the numerary system, cither the senate or himself w>uM
have to regulate the entire volume and emissions of money.
To entrust the senators with this tremendous power, would

be to deliver up the government to them. The power
would probably be abused, the country would again be

plunged into civil dissensions, and the empire \vhich lie had

striven and ri>ki-<l so much to erect, woul ,dl to

pieces. To regulate the currency himself \vnuld expose
him to the attacks of every dissatisfied class. A purely

numerary money is inconsistent with a despotic govern-
ment ; and, if Octavius was not wise enough to perceive

this, his friend and counsellor, Msecenas, to whom he

deferred in measures of this character, certainly was.

Nor was this the only difficulty. Vast numbers of gold
and silver coins were in the coffers of bankers and mer-

chants, in the hands of the people, and scattered through-
out the provinces. To demonetize these coins and offer

overvalued copper pieces in exchange for them, would be

to array the whole empire against himself.

The commerce of Rome extended to the Indies, and in

modern times silver coins of the early Roman emperors
have been found entombed in the Buddhist topes of that

country.
1

Pliny, who wrote shortly after this era, says :

"
India, China, and Arabia withdraw from our empire, one

hundred million of sesterces annually,"
2
meaning, probably,

one hundred million sesterces' worth of silver. Then as

now Oriental commerce consisted chiefly in an exchange of

spices, silks, and gold, for silver ; but the profits then were

much greater than now, and often amounted to many times

the original cost of the merchandise exchanged. The de-

1 See chapter on "India."
'

Plinv, xii. 18.
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by suddenly throwing a vast qu;
! toman market a* , would hare engen-

dered great competition in the Oriental trade, and greatly
reduced ita extravagant profits ; and the demonetization of

gold would have put a stop to one of the most luo

branches commerce. Either measure would have

arrayed against the government the influential classes who

engrossed the advantages of the traffic.

The systematic mining of silver in Spain had also be-

come an important industry, and one that was managed by
classed o; us whose loyalty the newly-established

government could hardly afford to alienate. It employed
an army of slaves whose return to Rome would have

dered them an intolerable burden to their owners, and an

ional source of danger to the government, and who, if

led to shift for themselves in Spain, were numerous and

desperate enough to have torn this coveted province from

short, the demonetization of the precious metals,

however practicable it may have been to the Republic, was
he question for P>re, and Octavius was

obliged to take that same middle course, to adopt that same
sort of mixed system of money, which nearly every govern-

of the world at the present time finds itaelf compelled
to accept ; a system consisting partly of highly overvalued

pieces, and partly of coins at their bullion value. In

modern days the overvalued pieces are made of paper,
romise something. In the Augustan era the

ieces were made of bronze, and promised

ng. The modern systems and the Augustan system

possessed one great feature in common. The volume of

money had no specific limit. To the overvalued portion

there was a certain and foreseeable limit. To the
"
intrinsic

1'

portion, and therefore to the whole volume of the measure

re was none. The limit was whatever the

les of conquest, mining, and demands for the

metals in the arts and for foreign commerce chanced to

x
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make it. In this most important of all the features of a

monetary system, that of Republican Rome differed {'nun

all of those alluded to; its entire limit or volum.

regulated from time to time by the Senate, and being ki

to the citizens afforded them an equitable measure by which

they might compute value and compare services and wealth.

In carrying out the important resolution to which these

various circumstances impelled him, the first care of Octa-

vius was to improve rsonnel of the mint. This

office was originally in charge of quaestors, whose probity

they being of the patrician class was assured 1
i .ride

of ancestry and love of fame. During the adnni

of Julius Ctesar no quaestors were elected, and the mint

was filled with the Dictator's servants. In B.C. 28 Octavir.s

committed the treasury and mint to the prgetors, and thus

restored these important offices to a class of men who

might be relied upon to fill them with intelligence and

honour. This year has accordingly been fixed up<

that in which the new system was begun.
The principal features of this system were the coinage of

a distinctive sesterce known to modern numismatic

first bronze composed of bronze, and weighing about two

ounces. This coin was made legal tender to any extent

and for all purposes. A scale of relative value was also

enacted, which, as nearly as can be gathered from existing

evidences, was as follows :

1 aureus of gold, 120 grains
1 iz 25 denarii of silv<

60 grains, *940 fine
8 zz 4 great sesterces of copper, eacli

of nearly 2 oz.,
4 or 4 small sesterces of silver, each of

about 14 grains. There were also subsidiary coins of the

As series, which, like the copper coins of modern monetary

systems, could only be tendered in payment to a trifling

amount. Four of these Ases went to the sesterce/'
1

1

Greaves and Smyth.
8
Bonn's "

Pliny," note 45 to xxxii
1 The extant coins weigh 59*8 grains, nwl contain 50'2 _

r rui

fine silver. (Rear-Admiral Smyth's
"
Catalogue.")

I ." ed. 1858, art. "Xuminat: Ibid.
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Bc*t omisftions of the new sesterces proved to be

o great as to < influence prices, Octavius became
itt to conciliate the cUuw whose privilege to coin gold

and ilvi n <>f the senate would ean
to possets any advantage (*.<j. t that of freedom from a

eignorage) when these coins were driven out of circulation,

</ were soon certain to be. Accordingly the families

privileged to coin the precious metals were appointed

tnoneycrs to strike the new bronze coins, and for this service

were pai In a ftimilar way, during

icut of the greenback system in the United

<, the secretary of the treasury, Mr. Chase, conciliated

the retiring
"
state-banks," by granting them equally valu-

able privileges as " national banks."

secure for the state a quantity of gold and

reign wars or commerce, Octaviu*, acting
finder the ad % laoenas, forbade the circular.

provinces of any coins but those minted by or under tlu*

m state/ In like manner Mr. Chase

borrowed $50,000,000 or 10,000,000 in gold coins from

the "
state-banks," and then procured the passage of an act

r notes out of existence.

Proceeding with great caution, Octavins caused the

effigy of iosar to be stamped upon his first emission

of sesterces. Mr. Chase, with less prudence, cause

own portrait to be printed upon the one dollar "
green*

backs/
1 and there! >y incurred the rebuke of Congress, v

ordered that thereafter the portrait of no living person should

appear upon nal mot:

As the emission of overvalued sesterces went on, it was

table that the gold and silver coins not overvalued

I

-J. The revenue* were, bom.

ordered to bo
j

\ioce in Hver. Jacob, 100.

1858. at make* tfce

mistiiK it the* coins were faned by Julio* GMST
rrected by Km Uu

Coin*," London, 1860. v.
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would first rise to a premium and afterwards disappear from

circulation, and this is really what happened.
1 Indeed the

bronze sesterce became "nearly the only monetary unit

(fraction) used in calculation in Roman pecuniary a!

though the As yet continued nominally in use in fines and

other matters connected with ancient law.''
-

Continues Humphreys (p. 150) :

" As the noble copper

coinage of the early Republic, the grandiose As and ifti

parts, had distinguished the coinage of Rome from that of

all other nations, whose standards were gold or silver,

though they had subordinate copper money; so, at the

period of the establishment of the empire, when the gold and

silver of the world had flowed into the coffers of all-powerful

Rome, copper was still maintained as the material of the

national monetary standard; and though the As and its

parts began to disappear, a new and noble form replaced it,

that of the great First Bronze, as it is termed, or rather, in

other words, the sestercius, of which a magnificent series

s from Augustus to Gallienus, containing monuments

magnificent both as works of art and as historic records.

Thus, as I have said, copper was still the great national

coinage of the Empire, as it had been of the early Republic ;

and though the emperor coined gold and silver inde-

pendently, copper could only be coined ex senatus consulto,

by decree of the Senate."

Such was the system of money established by Octavius

Augustus throughout the Roman dominion, and it was

during the virtual
"
suspension of specie payments

" which

it involved, that the Saviour of the World first saw the light.
3

To what extent the bronze sesterce of Octavius was over-

1

Humphrey*, 302, attests the disappearance of the silver so
sinl ^mailer silver coins. On p. 143 he says the emission-

denarii, more rarely of gold," also cease* 1.

'

Humphreys, 301.
1 The birth of Christ is fixed by the Benedictine authors of " L'art

rifier les Dates
"

at B.C. 7, and by Lydiat at A.D. 4. There are

authorities for each one of the several years between.
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valued as against commoil is difficult to determine.

iy have been, and probably was, overvalued many
times, until tin- coutinually increased emissions of this coin

: the emperors Tiberius and Caligula reduced its pur-

chasing power to little more than that of the metal it

contain <

Upon the accession of Tiberius, A. o weight of

the bronze sesterce was lowered, and new emissions took

ace of the old ones, and perhaps augmented their

ition is to be observed in the weights of the

gold aureus or silver denarius, though each was a grain or

two lighter than before. It is probable that neither of

them were in circulation except for the pay of the army
u commerce.

h the reign of Caligula, A.D. 37, commenced a new
and alarming augmentation of the overvalued bronze cur-

rices rose to an unprecedented height. Upon
atll<>cutio" coins of this emperor, or those which

represent him as addressing the cohorts, the customary
does not appear ; from which it would seem that the

coinage was carried on without the consent of the senate.*

Upon Caligula's death the senate ordered a recoinage of the

sesterce genes. Humphreys, who never wholly gets rid of

the erroneous notion hese coins were "
intrii.

as the reason of this recoinage
" that the odious name

of Caligula might be forgot t The true reason was of a

far different character. If the sesterces were "
intrinsic,"

why should Caligula have hastened to coin them in such

11 u mi !-. and why should the senate have decided to con-

tract the currency by melting down especially Caligula's

coins ? Surely they gained nothing by exchanging Caligula

lius, or the latter for Nero. The pretence of

effacing his name or effigy on the coins is absurd, first,

because these did not appear on all of his coins ; and, second,

n-M-nt time thate oofai are far from
JIu:
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because from the number of them still left from his short

reign of four years, it appears probable that if the currency

was contracted at all, it was done by melting, not parti-

cularly Caligula's coins, but any that could be coi.

retired from circulation.

Besides the imperial and licensed mints in Bon

were several hundred others in the various provincial

all of which during this era and up to Caligula's i

employed in striking moneys under the regulation of the

central government. In furtherance of the financi;i

source of which the tyrant had begun to avail himself in

Rome, he is said to have suddenly withdrawn from the

provincial cities the privilege of striking their own
coii:

If these coins were "
intrinsic," why should Caligula have

stopped the provincial and colonial cities from coining ? If

it was merely the designs on the coins that he wished to

change, if he merely wished his own name or effigy to be

placed upon them, this could easily have been done by

sending the cities new dies, without stopping them from

coining. The fact that he desired to himself control the

coinage shows that it was overvalued and' not intrinsic. The
vast number of coins issued during his short reign proves
also that although he may have withdrawn the privilege of

coining from the provinces and colonies, he did not shut up
their mints. If he did, it is difficult to see by what means he

could have coined so many pieces. He probably seized the

provincial mints, and turned them to his own us.

It is through the medium of this system, and the remote

relation which its overvalued portions bore to silver i:

that we are to read the stupendous sums in "sesterces"

1

Huiuj.hr Cobs,*' p.
!

Mry measures of this reipn arc the emission of a

debased denarius, which may have been hiti -j,<l <! to n -pn > nt the true

value, at Mme given moment, of four f-opper lesl i; this is

doubtful, becau*. th.- -Icprcriation of tin- ft rfcl probably far

greater than the debasement of the denarin*.
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handed down to us by Pliny Mid others ; ; upon the

false assuuH'iii'ii that those sesterces were of silver. What
. < n of value was cannot be determined even approxi-

mately until ati entire re-arrangemt : -ho monetary

symbols oi m is made by numismatists. When
is done a clearer light will have been shed upon the whole

us can be made.
i

, no doubt, that this relation was incon-

stant; that tlu \ *estercf very
rence or rumour tlmt threatened the peace of tin-

em pi t rose when Druses marched through Germany ,

: -i us subdued it ; toll when Pannonia and Dalmatiit

revolted ; and rose again when Tiberius revenged the bloody
defeat of Varus. But these fluctuations of value, which art*

inseparable to all moneys, must have been subordinate to

that continual decline in the value of the sesterce which

arose from the increasing emissions of that monetary

symbol and the existence of an unknown number of gold
and > stood ready at all times to increase

the general volume of money.
Of the copper tokens or Ases,

1

whi< .uuod from a

preceding era, were coined during a portion of the reign of

ius, a new emission was authorized by that monarch,
3

ii were much lighter than previously, and made with

more artistic skill. Concerning these coins Humphreys
remarks :

"
It is singular that the last copper coinage of

the empire, tottering to its fall, was a reproduction in a

minute form of the As, which in its grand original propor-
tions had been the first coin of the Republic in its hercu-

lean youth. So that the As . . . forms at once the Alpha
< >mega of the long and splendid series of the Roman

coinage."
:

But such coincidences have a merely rhetorical

value. It was equally singular that the principal coin of the

>lic was the nummus, and the last one of the empiiv,

1 Known to nuuumatiU it Second Brsat.

rxl Bnu.
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the noumia ;

l and still more singular that both the first and

last of the long line of Roman monarchs had tin

nun*.
1

.:njhrry-'
" Am-u-ut ( 'nil.

a One Komo! ! tin- oiiipiri*. u.<-. 7.53: tl;- B ni.lns

ugUMtiliis. .li-np]cariM! with it, A.D. 475.



CHAP II.

PROM THE AUOrSTAN IRA TO THE DARK AGE*.

KVM .

-NutnuuiaiUts and numismatics Growing scarcity of th.

age metal* Debased corns -They form the bulk of

medium Degm -oln* The silver denarius dwindles until it

becomes too small to handle, and is thereafter made of copper Though
uied, because not lawful money, the aureus continually

(twind ccotnes reduced to less than half its original

.s," and after* t -Dwindling
^appearance of the copper As Dwindling and disappearance of

the copjH-r esterce The copper denarius alone survive*, and confers

is* name ujou all money in Southern Europe Legal tender Revenue*

INI- Im|H-riul plunder of the provinces, the

depositor!**, an<! tr mining

>ina;*e A mines
1 coins 1> > tinguiitbed fnm the debase* i

f the moneyers Their renn .1 aud

igiioragc I). Dark Ages

TH
! iry systems of Rome which succeeded that

of the Augustan age, were all of a class that comet so

y within the comprehension of the average numis-

havo been very fully and satisfactorily

descr ;r works. Thfre is, therefore, little left

\planation or elucidation. All these systems were

Generally speaking, money consisted of an

number of pieces of various commercial com-

modities, gold, silver, billon,
1

copper, bronze, potin/ lead,

its value was that of the substances of which it

was made. This was a system easily grasped by the modern

1

Hui
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>nly to assay and weigh tli.

stances brought to his notice, and the wli< ution

of money to which they belonged stood revealed. Tin-

symbols or inscriptions had next to be deciphered, and

the era of the system was fixed. His function was

ended. The economical conditions for ition,

or mining under which the substances were produced, the

laws of legal tender, the rights of coinage, the conditions of

seignorage, the number of pieces emitted from time to time,

or in circulation at any given period, the obscure problems
of price these were subjects which no longer required to

be considered. The system of money had beco:

ally, one of barter. Certain metals, the whole

quantity of which was unknown and unknowable, were

mged for certain other things, the whole number or

quantity of which was equally impossible of ascertainment.

The expression of these exchanges was in
] Inch,

under the conditions of such exchanges, could have no pos-
sible relation to prices resulting from exchanges under

>ther conditions, conducted elsewhere, and at otlu-r periods
<>t' time. The entire subject lay within a nutshell, and

the numismatists found no difficulty in comprehending it.

But the science of numismatics has a higher function

than this petty one. It has something more to do than to

decipher inscriptions, explain symbols, and fix dates. It

has to deal with the law (nomos); it relates not merely to a

collection of toys, but to monuments of legal institutions,

whose establishment, growth, and decay, have never failed

to keep even pace with the other phases and marks of

national civilizations ; it thus holds the key to the study of

these civilizations, and forms an integral part of that body
of knowledge or experience, without which every new

legislative or administrative measure of the modem world>
would be a step in the dark.

This higher function has not yet been so fully recognized
and discharged by numismatists, as the interests of histori-

cal research and progress in administrative measures seem



to demand. As a rule k too clo<

Bodi narrow view* of a school whose foun- i

was laid in tin* gross materialism of tho Dark Age*, and

whose only logical consequence has been the plunder of

Aboriginal America, the establishment of the .V

system, and the Devastation of those newly-found countries,

so unfortunate as to possess soils impregnated wit!

r

nued to ma.: int-irrit\ , and precisely when it

ended, cannot be satisfactorily determin* was pro-

bably greatly weakened by tho excesses of Caligula, and
uto decay in the reign of Vespasian.
m the Augustan era to the time of Nero, the nse of

nummns as a generic word for money became less and leas

common, and Pliny, whose " Natural History
" was wi

at this period, shows himself to have been either unaware

xtory of this most significant term, or else com-

pelled, in deferei: ng monetary system and

the ii. us or bias ot perial censors,
1

to pass it

upon the traditionary and exceedingly
doubtful As libralis.* Tacitus, who wrote toward the end of

the ti evidently marks the distinr veen

the overvalued copper and "iutrinsi-- , by

designating the former as "great" and the latt<

ue of majesta* was eta!< 8 rninua, B.C. NX-

..uinpion* i -eian. Sulla appli-
law remained the san>.

ritin^ it bring the emperot
conten ^ till t'u rtlu-r widened its acopr. . but

eren w thn-ntm the emper-
nbclorn ot . were decUrn

braced in the law, and gave ri*e to a hot .f tnfonnen (dtlatnrr$). who
often became the instruments of private revenge. It waa aa dangerou*
to be silent an to speak, aa dangerous to apeak aa t< nd a*

dangerous to write a* to commit an overt art

y mar have been a
" Imllim at the Rcpu(!

of her debt* prove*, at least, that he-

\\.- .1 BKnar
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About half a century later, in the reign of

Antoninus Pius, A.D. 138-161, a congiarum was given of

eight aureii per head, and Gaius, an author of this period,

alludes to
"
pecunia numerata et ponderata," a distinction

that suggests the destruction of the old numerical system.
1

Henceforth the money of Rome consisted invariably of

commodities, that is to say, of coins of gold, silver, or

copper, having permanently no other value than that of tlio

metal they contained. Various emissions were made of

overvalued coins, both of gold, silver, billon, and copper, not

upon any system of numbers, nor usually with the view of

benefiting the public, but to enrich the emperor, or those

whom he permitted to enjoy the valuable privilege of coin-

ing. Sooner or later the coins thus issued fell to their

commodity value, and the profits of the emissions came to

an end.

While in many cases the emission of overvalued pieces

was surreptitious, and was employed as a financial resource, it

cannot be doubted that in others it was superinduced by the

increasing and observed scarcity of the coinage metals,

whose effects it was ignorantly hoped might thus be reme-

died or palliated. It is impossible to distinguish these two

classes of emissions from one another: indeed it is not

known how many of them were made nor of how many coins

any one of them consisted, nor precisely in what proportion
the coins were debased. Little more is known than that

coins of gold and silver have been found with c<

regnal marks upon them, which coins were alloyed, debased,

.stuffed, or plated. The following is a list of them :- -

Table of Debased Coins.
!;._: ;

year*. Monarch. Coins. Autl.

ulu . . Debased denarii . . Ju.b.
41-54 (.'landing. . Iron denarii, plated . . Wright.
54-68 .\ : . . . Debased denarii . . . .1

1

"Commentaries on Gain*/* by Tomkins and Lemon, London. 1869,

f>. 492.
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!

- Hadrian . . Stuffed au

I'.

193 !>.-!. U-. luh.iu Debased denarii .

193-211 >. j. :.>.. -. Debased denar

i alflead .

.'abalus Den u

.Severos Denarii, *nl-
c<ip)><

154*20 i-lutcd .

148-967 1' : .
-

Mirt-linn. :t of moneyers
- Odoacer . . Copper denarii. 'Silv,

ppean

Lenormant.

ten.

Hum,

Smytl.

Hun.

Hum

This list is very imperfect. It can scarcely be doubted

that after the first century of our era the practice of alloy-

ing and afterwards of debasing
' the gold and silver coins of

the Roman Empire, became general. The proportions of

fine, alloyed, and debased coins which have come down to

ns do not represent the proportions of these various classes

of coins in circulation. The former were coined for expor-

tation, for soldiers' pay, and for other special purposes, and

have survived the wreck of time ; the latter were coined for

ition, and were melted and recoined by one

emperor after another, as the process of debasement and

1

Pin- :>rii and ijiiinarii hare been found both of about

the Mine sue. The former ha mark.

Tbe*e marks may be fallaciously int but win are or

i important fact th:r -s judging
umUT and variety (in imall detail* of minting) of thote

extant, must hare been very great.
11 of silver :% or of base metal

into silver one*, does not exceed those proportions which better fit

these coins for wear say from one-twelfth to one-eighth they are

regarded as having been alloyed ; after that they become M debased.-
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degradation
1 went on. This subject will receive n<l<lr

illi^ farther on.

The degradation of the Roman coins kept even pace

with their debasement. The silver denarius of Rom<

originally copied, both as to material and weight, from the

This coin is conjectured to have weighed
from the time of Solon to that of Alexander G7 grains, and

from that of lor to the Roman conquest of Gi

60 grains, fine. It was during the last-named period that.

the denarius was coined first at Capua and afterwards by
the Roman gentes, and for a long time both the he-

Greek drachma and the lighter Roman denarius circu

side by side at the same value. The denarius was first

coined in Rome at six to the ounce; afterwards, in B.C. 216,

n. In 45 both Cassar and Brutus coined it at eight

to the ounce. Thereafter, the contents of fine silver in the

coins which have come down to us were as follows : Octa-

vius, 59'fi troy grains; Caligula, 58*0; Claudius, 5<H^:

Nero. pasian, 54*9; Donritian, 53'0; Hadrian,

Heliogabalus,4i-2 ; Gallus,34'0; Gallienus, 37'5 ;
rind

so on downward, until in the reign of Romolus Augusta-

bulus, who was expelled by Odoacer, A.D. 475, it contained

no silver at all, but was made entirely of cop]

In the Eastern Empire, however, the silver denarius

maintained a longer footing, and in the reign of Haeraclius,

A.D. 609-640, during which occurred the Mahometan Hegira,
.1 contained 10 grains of silver, about the same as the

existing debased three cent (11''. sterling) silver coin of

the United States of America. 8

Denarii have been found of Sept. Severus and Gordianus

containing 621 grains of fine silver; but they were evidently

coined for special purposes, perhaps for exportation to

India.
4

They could not have been in general circulation,
:

Degradation, as applied to coins, means a reduction <>t \\ ,

in|.hrev-'
'* Ancient J7.

Humphreys' "Manual," 382.
4

Perhaps it was the
44
full weight" of this class of denarii rather than

the grandeur of Roman institutions which so much excited the admira-

tion of the East Indian potentate alluded to in Pliny.
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ii Rome : o than a denarius

(of t

gold coins is sufficient evidence that except in the rare

instances presently to be mentioned they were not legal

tender. The stuffed aun-ii of Hadrian and Commodus bare

already been alluded to. A portion of the gold was re-

moved from the interior of these coins, and the space filled

Use metal , doea not appear that they were

issued autli- d denarii with the effigy of

Domitian, and evidently intended to pass as aureii, have

been preserv- -se, too, may have been issued

sun r by counterfeiters.

a degradation of the aurens went on steadily. The
coins of Octavius contained about 120 troy grains ; Tiberius,

Claudius, 118; Nero and Galba, 1 1

109; Yitellius and Vespasian, 1U
; Titus, 11": Domitian,

rajan, and Hadrian, II.
1

:
to 1101 .inn*

vus Aurolian, 120 to : us, I 11 ;

and so on downwards to Macrinus, 90 ;

'
Heliogabulus, 80 ;

(Jnll us, OS ; Gallicnus, 75 ; Constantino, 73 ; Majorium and

Heraclius, 68 ; and Nicephore Phocase, A.D. 9G3-

coin was known aa the solidus,
4 and later as the

beiant.

now come to the principal money of man
: e the copper sestcr

The As series of coins, though long since degraded to the

I:

' Some of Hadrian's aureii weigh 12:2 grain*. Create*.

yearn before the acoaation of Artaxerxe*, there had

been a Midden i -ern Asia of Roman gold, in cooaeqoeaee
>ncludecl between Artabaim* and Macrintiv

me undertook to pay to Tarthia an indemnity f aUve a

million and a half t>t i

p. 360. It U probable
that the payment waa motly made in aureii.

M "The Seventh <

Geo. Kawlinnon, London, 1876, pp. 89. :

the origin of * aolidna
"
aee p. 43, note 3. ante. Raper (

<tt) *ar it was firnt named t rema to distinguish
it from hi* half ami third aureos niscss.
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function of tokens, continued to be ! until tin-

reign of Gallionus, when they entirely disappeared.

The bronze sesterce of Octavius, overvalued an

tained at such overvaluation by limiting the emissions,

gradually lost its superior value, and fell to that of the

copper it contained. It was, thereupon, gradually degr
until it became too small in size for practical use, and Dis-

appeared. Meanwhile the silver denarius had gradually

usurped its place, each denarius being counted as four

sesterces. The various debasements and degradations of

the denarius brought this coin also to be made of copper.
It was made of about the same size as the Augusta n

terce, but was called a denarius, and passed for four "
ses-

terces
" of account.

1 This copper denarius, denny, or penny
survives to the present day in the coinage of Great Britain,

but only as a " token/' The letter
"
d/' which represents

it, is the initial of its ancient -name. It also survives in the

generic term for money used in Italy, Spain, Portugal, and

the colonies, namely, danaro, dinero, dinhiero, &c. In

fact the copper denarius had become the only money of tho

Roman Empire in its decline. The few silver and gold

pieces upon which, unfortunately, the numismatists have

centred their attention, were currency only in a few great
marts and sea-ports. They had no more connection with

the measure of value throughout the empire than Carolus

dollars have with that of China to-day.
It is difficult to specify what was legal tender money

during the decline of the Roman Empire.
3

Generally speak
-

1 In I.D. 553 Procopius alludes to bronze coins that were i jual in value

tosihrr. Humphreys'
i% Ancient Coins," :J74.

M. Lenormant's opinions on this subject are : 1, That Octa

established a single gold standard (vol. i., p. 183); 2, that II, linj.il.alus

and Alex. Severua demanded treasury payments in gold, in . nl.-r u to

secure the fixity of the public revenues
"

(i. 185) ; 3, yet that soon

afterwards the value of the aurens varied monthly (i. 185) ; 4, that the

result was a virtual demonetization of gold (i. 185) ; and, 5, that gold
is unheard of in history for a century after thi- (i. 185). In all of which

as well as where he says the ancients never established a
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ing, copper coins only were legal tender, and tbeae were

nearly always issue*! at an overvaluation. Various restric-

tive measures !mn limitation of issue, were enforced

from time to time to maintain such overvaluation. Some-
times the copper coins were restricted in .n to

oertai or provinces;
1 at others they were counter-

marked to pass in other c< iea or provinces, but not

illy throughout tho Roman dominions; and in some
instances they were refused to be received for certain classes

-f j'.iyiM. H[,.

Some of the emperors, while they only transmitted over-

valued copper coins for governmental disbursements in the

provinces, required the revenues to be collected in silver,

others demanded payments into the treasury to be

made in gold ;

' but these measures were soon abandoned
i practicable. So long as they could, the silver-pro-

i provinces were compelled to pay silver, and tho

gold-producing ones gold. Where it was known that any
considerable quantity of these metals were collected together,

: in tho provinces or in Rome, the Emperor used the

taxing power to despoil the owners of them.
1

Hut, after

that, neither legal tender laws nor robbery could bring forth

gold or silver. There was none to be had. The aborigines
had been stripped and worked to death, tho mines were

worked down to the last phase of Roman mechanical and

lurgical resource; the depositories in Rome had been

plundered ; the bulk of the precious metals had gone to

! uUe staixUrd (i. 173, 296), the author is obliged to

differ with

M Lenonnwit, i. 239-50, include. Among this class of coins certain

copper ones, issued mainly during the second century at the mines of

Dalmatia. Mesie Superior (Bosnia), Norica (Carimhia and Austrian

. and I'annonia (Stvria and Carniola). Although many of these

*ued from Imperial mine*, they hare no "S. (V on them, which
ihrd nu.uiMM.it>! reganb as a certain rign that they enjoyed

only illation/*

Lenormant, i. 183, mentions, in this connection, Hcliogabalu*

I be government lay in wait for all sarings." Leighton, p. 466.

T
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(.'< MMMTThere was nothing left to make money of but copp
and towards the fourth or fifth century even this inet:d had

btMBM NHW.
The progress and condition of gold placer mining

already been described. All the easily-found gold had long
since been obtained,and the placers had next been worked for

fine gold by gangs of slaves, employing ground and board

sluices and blankets. The modern adjuncts of iron
;

for a head of water to break down the gravel, and of quick-
silver to secure the gold, were not employed at this period.

The breaking down was done by hand, assisted, in some

instances, by streams of water, without pressure, which

were conducted to the top of the gravel bank and some-

times in tunnels through it. When the produce be

too meagre to pay for the bare subsistence of the si

the gravel mines were abandoned, and many of them can be

seen to-day in precisely the condition in which tin y \\ i-<

left nearly twenty centuries ago.
The Romans met with little success as gold qn

miners.
1 Veins of this material, usually imbedded in hard

slate, are commonly narrow and expensive to work, on

account of the great extent of excavation needed in order

to secure a comparatively small quantity of auriferous rock.

Thus if the passages are made high enough for a man to

walk through and wide enough for two men to pass each

other, they must be seven by four feet in dimensions, and if

the quartz vein is but one foot wide (the average), it follows

that twenty-eight cubic feet of rock have to be excavated, in

order to secure seven cubic feet of quartz, to say nothing of

shafts, winzes, adits, cross-cuts, and other " dead-work."

When this work has to be done as the Romans did it, with-

out the aid of gunpowder, it becomes exceedingly toilsome

and expensive, and only the richest class of quartz veins

"f which the number was exceedingly limited and these

only for a short distance downward, paid to work.2

fact is noticed by Strabo, Bonn's ed., i. 219.
2
Thi* follow* for two reasons 1, as a rule, most of the gold in a
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h regard to iilver mines, the principal ones worked

ie Romans, previous to the removal of the capital to

Byzantium, were in Spain and Gaul ; afterward* in Thracia,

Dacia, Germany, Ac.
1

vat the opinion of Depping,* and hat been the result

of my own researches in the ancient quarts mines of Europe,
that the Romans opened but few new mines of this okas,

most part, only improved, extended, and

deepened those which had been previously opened by the

Etruscans, Carthaginians, Thracians, Ac. The difference

between the character of the work done by these nn

enables this fact to be decided with ease. For ex-

haginian shafts and galleries were irre-

gular he Roman shafts were round and the galleries

smooth and sometimes even lined with cement.
1

Gene-

rally speaking, their mining work was more perfectly and

neatly clone than that of either their predecessors or suc-

cessors. It is a curious fact that some of the silver ores

were carried to the city of Rome, there to be crushed and

treated.
4

The number of slaves employed in certain of these mines

product, compared with the necessary cost of

subsistence, enables it to be affirmed with great con-

:.ce that but few of them paid to explore/
So little attention has been paid by historians, archaaolo-

gists, and miners to the copper mines of the Romans, that

but 1. iiu information is to be gathered on the sub-

sides those in the Peninsula and the islands already

quart* vein lie* near the surface of the earth ; 2, the deeper a mine i*

worked, the more it costs to hoint rock, pump water, Ac.
1 A gold quartz mine was worked bj the Romans in Cannsrtheothire,

'.th ed., art. Gold."

76.

4
See a passage in Martial (about A.D. 93) on the noise of the stamp

"1 Mar's - Hit .9 n.
1

Ju.
;..

101. I VI Mar. -
Hist. I'rec. M

p. 98.
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alluded to in the present work, there were others in Gaulish

Italy,
1

Gaul, Spain, Thracia, Dacia, Germany, and, indeed,

in almost every province of the empire. As with very few

:>tions these mines have never since been opened, it is

impossible toknow the condition theywere commonly in wh n

they were abandoned. If conjecture, based on a general

knowledge of the conditions of copper mining, be allowed

to eke out this paucity of information, it may be assumed

that the copper mines began to show signs of exhaustion

during the first century. Before the end of the third century
the increasing scarcity of copper attracted attention in

Rome, and by the fifth or sixth century that scarcity was

known to be irremediable.

It is an inference of the numismatists that the coinage of

copper was always controlled by the senate, while that of

gold and silver was reserved by the emperors, and this

opinion has been expressed so often and with so much con-

fidence, that it has almost passed into history as a fact.

Such, however, is not the case.
3 The senate was composed

as the emperor willed ; it exercised such prerogatives as

he chose ; it was little more than an echo or a registry of

his wishes or actions. Had gold or silver been the stan-

dard of the imperial systems of money, it is very likely that

the emperors would have monopolized their coinage, and

relinquished to the senate the valueless but showy preroga-
tive of coining copper tokens ; but such was not the fact.

These supposed tokens were really the basis of the whole

monetary system. They were not tokens, but full legal
tenders. Their value never fluctuated in denarii or aureii,

while that of the latter usually rose and fell in copper
sesterces in which all contracts were made and all prices
-x pressed.

With regard to the administration of the mines during
the period under review, the gold mines seem to have been

1 An auriferous copper vein was worked by the Romans at Ollomont
in the Val d*Aorta.

a
This has been noticed by Gibbon, vi. 536.
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monopolized by the emperors from the time of Julian Ci

onwartl . during the same period the silver mines which

previously been worked by the state, were owned or leased

<;* and the copper mines, which had

been worked by the state until about the period of Nero,

were afterwards leased to private parties.
3

Livy mentions a

tax on the gold, silver, and iron mines of Spain, but none

<>n those of copper.
4

Depping says, that under the last

pagan emperors (third century), the number of mine lessees

greatly diminished; the mines became less productive;

many- of them were abandoned ; and a law, censoria, was

pasted, i . the number of workmen whom the

loMoet might employ, so that the exhaustion of the mines

might be less rapid.
5

Beside the base and false coins issued by the emperors,

provincial governors, ni omraanders and others,

some were fabricated by counterfeiters, and it is not

always possible t iruish one class from the

iis subj. _rht has afforded some interesting

ils.

ive no traces of a Roman mint in Britain until

the reign of Dioclesian and Maximian. . . . 1 1 is, however,

hat Roman money was not coined in the

island before it was thought necessary to indicate th<

cnmstance, and we cannot but be astonished at the extra-

ordin he Roman mints in Britain during the

usurpation of Carausius, A.D. 287, and Allectus, A.D. 293.

The great mass of their coins appear to have been striu k in

It is to be remarked t usular coins of Carausins

are not in general inferior in purity of metal and in execu-

tion, to the contemporary coinage of the continent. But

no less t
'

among the Roman money found in

this country we find a great mass of debased or adulterated

Bohn't til., i. 222. 1

1

I -29.

*

Depping. ii. 73.
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coinage, and, which ia still more curious, th.n \< r\

manufactures of spurious money have been n <

" A few years ago, during the excavations for laying the

foundations of King William Street, in the city of London,
a considerable quantity of coins made of iron, plated with

silver, intended to pass as silver, were found packed up in

tiers, as they had been imported into Britain, probably to

pay the troops. The latest of them were of the emperor

lius, which was, perhaps, the time when they

brought over hither. Most of these coins are in the cabinet

i* M r. Roach Smith, who also possesses a number of Roman

forged coins cast in lead, found chiefly in the Thames.

Amongst the numerous coins found at Maryport, in Cum-

berland, were a great quantity of forged denarii of Trajan
and Hadrian, mostly, like those in Mr. Smith's museum,
cast in lead. It has been remarked that genuine coin

must have been exceedingly scarce among the soldiers of

this camp, and their credulity very great, to allow of the

circulation of such base imitations.
" Extensive remains of the manufactures of spurious money

under the Romans have been found in several places in thi.s

island, but more especially at Lingwell Gate, near Wake-

Held, in Yorkshire; at Edington, in Somersetshire; at

Ruyton and Wroxeter, in Shropshire; and at Castor, in

Northamptonshire. The last three places were the sites of

well-known Roman towns, Rutunium, Uriconium, and Duro-

brivffl. The manner of casting the coins was a very simple

process. A fine clay, found in the locality, was formed into

small round tablets of uniform size and thickness. A coin

of one of the emperors was pressed between each two tablets,

so M to leave a perfect impression; and the latter were then

arranged upon one another in files or columns, the upper
and lower tablets being impressed only on one side. A
notch was broken into the side all the way down, which

admitted the metal into each impression. Two or three of

these columns, as the case might be, were placed side by
side, with the side notches joined together ;

and these were
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ill tho impressions.

arrangement was observed in tho moulds found at Lingwell
It was only necessary that care should be taken to

place the tablets on one another, so that the reverse might

correspond with the head belonging to it. Their misplace-
liose wrong reverses which are some-

times found among ancient Roman coins, and which have

often puzzled the numismatist.

number of those moulds, which are found on

the sites where they occur, we might imagine that, after

being used two or three oy were thrown aside as

waste, and new ones formed. In an account of those found

ling-ton, in Somersetshire, printed in the t'

volume of the '

Archteologia/ the wr raw us that
' the Held in which they were found is a meadow that bears

no mark of ever having been ploughed ; which accounts for

the moulds remaining so long undiscovered. It is situated

north edge of Polden Hill, at about a quarter of a

mile to the north of the village at Chilton. We were led to

r spot by a person who had some time before

cut through a bed of them in digging a drain. They were

lying promiscuously scattered over a space about four feet

e, and from six inches to a foot below the surface of

tK ground.' Hi- adds that in th- M>;I, -,- , i IB 1.. Of |fcaj

n several hundred moulds. They are found also

scattered about very plentifully at Lingwell. In some in-

es pieces of metal have been found ; and at Lingwell
Gate an earth Me for melting it was met with. Some
moulds have even been found to contain the forged coins as

the metal had been poured in, which had never been taken

Is 't' the same kind have been found in France,

espe. md at Damery, near Epernay, in the

department < larne. This latter place occupied the

site of a Roman station. Excavations made there in the
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winter of 1829, brought to light, under a heap of burnt

matt' fmains of extensive buildings, which had appa-
v been destroyed by fire, and appeared to have con-

sisted of baths and a moneyer's workshop. In some of tlu

apartments were found vases full of coins. The first con-

tained at least two thousand pieces of base silver, more th.m

fifteen hundred of which bore the head of Postumu

remainder presenting the series which is generally found

from the elder Philip down to that reign. The fabric was

bad, and the metal much alloyed. Another vase contained

a silver coin of Antoninus; five small brass of the money
of Treves, with the types of Rome and Constantinople ;

a

hundred other small brass of the money of Treves, Lyons,

Aries, Aquileia, and other towns, with the heads of Constans

and Constantius, sons of Censtantine; and nearly four

thousand pieces in small brass of the fourth size, all of the

same emperors, Constans and Constantius. All these coins

were so fresh that it seemed evident they had been made in

the place where they were found, and that they had never

been in circulation. This circumstance was soon explained

by the discovery in an adjoining room of a manufactory of

money which, at the time the buildings were destroyed,
must have been in full activity.

f

There, under a heap of

ashes and tiles, were found together, shears and the remains

of other instruments suitable for the making of money ; and

several collections of moulds of baked earth, still containing
the pieces, which had been cast in them, and the ingot
formed by the superfluous metal. These moulds \vciv

moulded from the money which they were intended to re-

produce, by pressing the models between discs of worked

clay of larger diameter, in order to form ledges, and were

then placed one upon another, so that, with the exception
of the first and last, they received on the two faces the stamp
of the obverse and the reverse of a piece. The cavities and

impressions being obtained by this process, both easily and

accurately, the discs composing the moulds were notched, in

order to form a passage for the fused metal ; they were then
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ame order as when moulded/

It has been a question rather learnedly and warmly
ssed, whether these workshops were those of private

m, or whether they were establishments under th.

.iiiperial government. Th- lit: r supposi-

tion seems to be authorized by the fact that they are found

in la*ge towns, and apparently in some instances in public

nogs. The moulds foun<i n Hill, in Somerset-

, were of Severus and his wife Julia, of Caracalla,

i*, Heliogabalus, Julia Paula, Alexander Sero-

us, Maximus, Plant ilia, and Julia Mammcea.

'.compared with other circumstances, seem to show
t hat the forgeries were carried on .- reign of Severus,

and that it was probably one scheme of the fiscal admin

tion to raise money by the issue of debased coin, whi<

protect the reigning emperor from odium, was cast from

us emperors. Of course, it does not follow

necessari some of the moulds which have been

found laces may not have belonged to private

forgers, who thus ei -s by defrauding

1

lii the reign of -ccurred

.Vvolt of th. M These persons had

ige of the troubles of the empire during the

last fifty years to coin base money ; and finding that Aure-

lian was determined to reform this abuse, they, with

.3, took arms, and assembled on Mount
i hey resisted with such fury tin- troops sent

against them , ven thousand soldiers are said to have

11 before the rebels were subdued." *

: .man, and the Saxon," bj Thorn** IMiila-

<* prat*, t

1

rank lilt, in t Bank* and

;
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To account for a force so great as to create this havoc,

Humphreys reminds us that "
it was not Rome, but the

world, that had to be supplied with it- ing medium,
icas coi^

The remark italicized is important; the explanation is in-

ent. Though
"
they had not inv< -ntcil the screw press,

but struck up each piece by means of repeated blows with

the hammer," the number of workmen at base money alone

could hardly have been sufficient to maintain so formidable

a revolt. The moneyers had evidently not been coining
" base

"
money, but additional money. They probably lunl

some colour of authority for this, or could scarcely have got
so many workmen into the business. They had usurped or

in retaining a valuable privilege ; and the revolt

was in all probability occasioned by an attempt of A in-

to monopolize the coinage himself.

These various facts and considerations, particularly where

they are coupled with the previous ones, relative to the ex-

tensive coining arrangements and numerous base coins

found in France, very clearly establish the practice of

seignorage in copper, as well as silver coins, the difference

between the weight or purity of the " base
"

coins and those

which they simulated, constituting the exorbitant profits of

the Crown, part of which were shared by the money < is, who

paid for the privilege, and were sometimes, as in the present

case, robbed of it before it expired. There is but slight

difference in principle between this episode and the "
fight

"

which the American " state-banks " once made against the

ral government. They both ended the same way the

moneyers were crushed. 1

But the defeat of the moneyers in Italy only led to tli- ir

removal to France, Britain, and the other provinces of the

empire, where they could purchase their coveted privilege

1

Lenormant, 248, regards the emission of symbolic money u

r, and as having led to the "great in<<ii> "t the

third
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from the local governor or military commander, and eu

lets fear of molestation. The evils of an unlimited

and continually debated coinage were no longer to be

remedied The empire had long been in a

decline, it ml the operations of the moneyen represented

only one of those many disorders \v: ided and a-.-

the dissolution of the falling state.

Soon this state was to split into many fragments, each one

having its obscure moneys and monetary history, daily

growing more and more "
nit

,
in the gloom of

the Dark Ages, corn, and cattle, and even human beings filled

that place in the law which once had been occupied by the

iius of the Roman republ

Looking back, now, upon the monetary systems of Rome
as they have herein been resuscitated from her nu

remains and the few and disjointed fragments she has left

her laws and history, it appears :

I. That about the period when the Gauls were expelled
from Rome the Roman repobl --palely and purposely

adopted what we should now call an irredeemable paper

ncy, only that instead of being printed upon paper,
.i then unknown, and paper flimsy,

1
it con-

sisted of numerals stamped upon bronze, whose emission

was controlled and regulated by the senate, who jealously
<l and guarded this privilege, only yielding it

when the constitution was overturned and the senate itself

had sunk to the condition of a mere registrar of the

of ephemeral tyrants.

That gold and silver coins had previously long been

in common use among all the nations surrounding Rome ;

that gold and silver in ample quantities were easily obtain-

1

Papyrus was not used in Rome until after the time of Aleau

parchment until the Ptolemies began to reign in Egypt.

They were both unuiunl tor money symbols. See Adam'
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Able by the republic had it seen best to use them for

coins ; that these metals were bought and sold in republic m
Rome as commodities ; that they were stored as bullion in

vaults for use in foreign wars, and shipped to India in

exchange for merchandise ; that they were allowed to be

coined by Roman families long before they were used as

money in Rome ; and that in choosing to adopt an

deemable currency the Roman senate did so from a convic-

tion that at that time gold and silver were an ins.

foundation upon which to rest the industrial and social

superstructure of a great state, and not because of any

inability on its part to command what would, at that period,

have been ample supplies of these metals.

3. Thnt so long as the Roman numerical system was

preserved intact, the state continued to increase in popu-
lation and productive resources ; that long before the nume-

rical system was abandoned it was encroached upon by

silver, and afterwards also by gold, in the legal use given
to these metals for the payment of troops, who having

themselves been the means of capturing large quantities of

bullion from the enemy refused to receive their pay in

tokens which had no value beyond the confines of the re-

public, and whose patriotism was thus corrupted by the

spoil of battle ; and that from the time of this introduction

of silver and afterwards gold into the currency, and perhaps

partly in consequence thereof,
1
the state began to d

because prices came to be based upon the bullion value of

the precious metals, instead of the legal value of bronze,

and with tins change, prices immediately began to fall, and

continued to do so for over ten centuries. The tremendous

social consequences of this continued fall of prices has

already been fully depicted by David Hume *
and Sir Archi-

bald Alison.
3 Whether this picture is exaggerated or not,

it is no part of the author's design to discuss in this

place ; but certain it is that, as Antoninus Augustus said,

1

Jacob, ;

a
H.imc's "

'
Alton's E*..
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uey had more to do with emper of the Roman
:o than the Hunt and the VandaU." '

After the Augustan era, the Roman institution of money loat the

power which it had once poneeiBd to aMt the development of the
The refined conccpiioiu of the Commooweelth bed diMppeared.

Law had in great measure reeigned the paternity of moocjr. Number
had ceajed to form ita eaaence ; nummi no longer waa iu name. Hence-

ty wan in the miaea of distant countries or the apoO of

conquered nationt ; ita eetence waa commoditiea ; ita name mo*n
-lace where theat ffAmiwHWt* were fabricated into eoina.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

TERMS FOB MON

K.i-. B -i Dinar, <lin. i diuero

Floo*, feloo* and folli- Nomi-ma. 111111111111$, and nmnerary IVrmiia

A Numinus Mom-la The last-named term, though it dates back

to the Scipion period, did no- to general u-r until the Dark

Age* Its defect S;n--i Coin Unit of money T

ney a key to theconn-ption of in-

THE
most ancient generic term for money of which

we possess any certain knowledge at the present
time appears to be the Tamil word kasu,

1 which in Todu is

rendered as kas,
2

in Sanscrit, karshapana or karsh.i

Singalese, kahapana,
4
in Hebrew PIDS (caseph), in Kordo-

fanese, kashasba, in modern Persian, cashbekes, and in Eng-
lish, cash.

6 The probable origin of this word is allucl

in other parts of this work.6
It appears to date from certain

copper moneys which were in use at the period when the

extant code of Manou was compiled. Whether it had or

had not some remoter origin cannot be determined.

Another very ancient term is dinar, which is used in the

Indian Vedas,
7 and meant a certain coin. From this word

seems to have sprung the Arabian dinar,
8 and the Roman

word denarius ; although Pliny traces the latter to dena-

1 Thomas' "Pathan Kings of Delhi," p. 361.
a

Ibid.
'

Ibid, and Madden, 22.
<

P. K. I).. 361.
5
Cash is used in the seaports of China, meaning the small copper

coins that constitute the principal money of that empire. I am donbt-

fal about its Indian origin, but believe it was introduced into China by

Europeans from India. Tseen is the Chinese word for money.
*

Seep. 69, note 1, and pp. 77, 149, 153, ante.
T
See p. 69, ante.

'
See p. 99, ante.
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. and modem numnmatisu the thing it repreten
the Greek drachma. However this may be, either tin*

Indian dinar or the Roman denarius, has smriTed t

present day in the generic term for money employ
, Spain, Portugal, Mexico, and South America.

.is seems to have come from Arabia. It appears in

that 'liiopta as floos, in Mongul India as

feloonor follis,
1 and in Byzantine Homo as fal or follis, plural

folles.' I am not awar * in any of the

Western languages.
the Hebrew (origin tin) wordcaseph

oldest word for money which survives in modern languages,
ek nomisma, which ians translated num-

uius, ncli use as numeraire, and the English as

l>era, numismatics, numismatist, and other

words are derived from the same root. Nomisma was

from nomos, which was a Dorian word, and therefore of

Pelasgian or Phoenician origin, and was probably introduced

Greece before the alphabet.
9

classical Greek, nomo* meant law, it also meant

ors, numbers being ideal relations which are made
e by signs or symbols instituted by law, or recognized

by convention. Aomot meant anything assigned, <

I, or dealt out; nomizo related to customs, usages,
us ; nomikos meant of or for the law, resting on

the n of law, learned in the law ; ttomimo* meant

lawful, legal, conformable to prescription; and nomitma

meant anything established by law, or usage, as numbers,

weights and measures, institutions, customs, &c. Xomit-

mena was translated by the Romans as inttituta, and MO-

/ia as ntimmtK.

-eems very t :n>m these cognate terms, all of

op. 98 f antr.

or, in his
-

I
;

*t npn, define* it M a

little I'ji- or puree, whence it came to be tued (in Bvtai

J On the precedence ofthe lue ofnoMy before letters, *e p. 15. <M^.
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which were used by the comraeni.il il asses of Athens

during tin* fifth and fourth centuries B.C., :md are to be found

ascribed to them in the literature of the period, tint tin-

conception of money was inseparably connected with the

powers and limitations affixed to it by law ; that money was

garded as an institution of law or custom, and one that

upon the withdrawal of this support would become

valueless.
1

In Rome the generic terms for money seem to have 1

successively pecunia, As, nummus, and monet. .

appears to have come from the period previous to the use of

the Etruscan bronze money; and aes from the use of that

money. Xummus, as already mentioned, followed the

adoption of the Greek system of money, either when t In-

laws of Solon were introduced, or after the expulsion of the

Gauls. From nummus there flowed nummus aeris, bronze

money ; aureus nummus, gold money ; nummus asper,

newly-coined money ; nummularii, bankers or money-
lenders ; nomen, a debt ; nomnia facere, to contract debt

;

appelare de nomine, to pay, &c.

The origin of moneta has already been given. It is

rived from the name of the temple in which, or in a

building attached to or next to which the money of Rome
was coined after the defeat of Pyrrhus, B.C. 270, more pro-

bably after the capture of Tarentum by the Romans, B.C.

-.-' It probably did not come into use until after the era

of Scipio, and then was only used occasionally until the

period of the Empire, when it and its derivatives became

more common. Nummus, nevertheless, continued to hold

its ground until towards the decline of the Empire, when it

went entirely out of use, and moneta and its derivatives

1

Sec opinion of Aristotle in a previous part of this work.
* On the origin of this term I like the account of Suidas best 1 1-

ays that during their war with the Tarentines the Roman*, being in

want of money, prayed to Juno, and were assured by the god'l----
licit

no long M they observed the principles of equity. m.ncy would always
be within their reach.
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usurped it* pi**-,
-\ ;

it it ha* OOatfnM i

'.
1

Moncta is therefore substantially a term of the Dark

Age*. It hat never been applied to a uuinerary, because

there hat been no radically nnmorary systc-m in uae ainoe

moneta originated. Tho idea associated with mypetA L

,
whnA YrlnA "* dftriwvi mainly* from that of tht>

material of which__thflj wort- /whiUtthejdea
aatooiated with nummus is a system 4Tf symbols whose

was derived irom legal bin >m the fact

\Xt language spiaug frolu the Dark Agety we have no

generic wonl fr iimm-y tlirr th:ui moneta, which only ^
relates to one kin.l of money.

1 For a similar reason, the^
'

comparative newness of the English tongue, we have no

word for a piece of money except coin, which, properly

speaking, only relates to one kind of piece, u . ..t

which is struck by the cnneus. s hardly in

common use as yet ; and " a piece of money" would not be

*xl to include castings. For want of more corn-

has been found necessary throughout
this work to employ "moneys" to embrace numeraries, and

us" to embrace castings.

The term money has yet another deft roes

used to mean the whole volume of money, and at others

a portion or fraction of that volume, as a piece of money,
and !ffore ambiguous in several ways; but there

seems to be at present no help for this except by means of

new and uncouth terms.
" Unit of money," meaning a fraction of the whole

volume of money, is erroneous. There can be but one

unit of money, and that is the whole of it. Anything less

than the whole must be a fraction, and not a unit. How-

m.raberlcM dcrirmrirw from moneta, Me Do Caiqp'i GlotMrj,
Moneta."

a The words M
specie** and M

spedes," sprang from the rery depths
!>ese ages, probably from the custom of paying in kin.l. They are

too ambiguous for modem use, and should be permitted to drop.
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ever, these are refinements of language whirl, it is not

necessary to enlarge upon in this place. They belong

to the history of money, than to the science or principles

which are to be deduced from that history.
1

Although the various shades of meaning through which

words run from their origin to their extinction, is often

misleading with regard to their application at particular

eras of time, yet, viewing the matter broadly, it inny !><

assumed that the generic term commonly employed for

money, in any given age, affords a key to the conception of

money which that age entertained. It is not an indication

to be relied upon entirely, but when corroborated by other

circumstances, it affords a very safe guide. Confirmed by
the explicit words of Plato and Aristotle, there is no more
doubt that by nomisma the Greeks understood a whole

money, whose value depended upon the law, than that by

species our English forefathers meant a piece of money,
the only measure of whose value was to be found in another

piece of the same kind.

1

See the author's "Science of Money," for a full discussion of this

subject.
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OP MONEY BT THE AXCIEJCTH.

jul.it. ! money b an equation
.u leader- upled

value of die coining metal..

the t- -toiu The ancient oot.

money i* en tin- it MM- "nomuma** and " numerate** Foreign
wan linkr down thee nynlein- 'inception of money

i: :

nderata Thi* wa the

. :e, and from it ha\ .til modern laws

lie ponderata hat since advanced to the

i , .. .1 . . i .
: .

i

' ' '

:

'

:

Ul'l
; ! progressive eras of the nations of antiquity

it seems to have been observed exchange of

.commodities and services by means of "
intrinsic

"
coins

was merely a< , and that no greater advan-

tage was gained by it over direct barter than the con-

lungs exchanged ; whilt*

ii of money that of rendering each exchange
an e; one was not fulfilled by such coins at all.

total number was not amenable to control. It was

reaso or diminution from success in war and

ig discoveries, from the operations of commerce.

the designs of counterfeiters, and

even the capr -hi.-n. And the use of such coins for

measuring value had resulted in fluctuations so sudden and

enormous as to antag< interests of classes, and m
thr security -f tin- rttte.

The earliest efforts to overcome these defects are traceable

backward almost to the first of money in the

arliest effort made in the Western world was,
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so far as we know, in Laconia or Sparta. From the iron

numerarj of that country doubtless sprang those of the

various Greek states and colonies, as well as those of Car-

thage and Rome ; and from this frequent and common use

of numerary systems resulted that general conception of

money throughout the ancient world, which U cml><><lied in

its classical names of nomisma and numerate. 1

Polybius attributes the abandonment of the numcr

system of Sparta to the lust of foreign conquest.* And this

seems to have also been the cause of its rrlin<juMmiont in

Carthage and Rome. All of these nations grew richer and

more powerful in after times ; but they never were more

progressive than during the period when these >\M< ma were

in vogue. Wealth was more fairly divided ; the opportuni-

ties of life were more evenly distributed ; each citizen was

filled with ardour for the welfare of the state j
the various

orders of society were bound together by common interests

and aspirations ; there was no fear of the future, no hatred

of classes, no social discontent, no civil commotion.
3

With the subsequent decline of these great states, and

the systems of money which had served to equitably

1 Consult Colqulioun's "Commentaries on the Civil Law," IfcJ

"Solutio;
"

also tin-
"
Pandects," book x.

* "So long as they confined tlu-ir views of conquest to the neigh-

bouring states, awl to tin- limits of Pelopnnncsn*. they were a

draw from Laconia itself such supplies as were sufficient for tin- *

plishinent of their designs, as all things that were necessary were col-

lected within their reach, and as the distance was cominodiou- tin- tin ir

i back again to their country, and for transporting all their stores.

But when they attempted to maintain fleets upon the sea, and to send

their armies beyond the bounds of Peloponnesus, it very soon was seen

that neither their iron money, nor the exchange of their own natural

commodities that was permitted by Lycurgus, was capable <>t supplying
all their wants, but that stores drawn from foreign countries and money
of a common value were needed to support such enterprises." Polybius,
book vi., extract iii., chap. i.

*
Polybius bears direct testimony to this :

" At the time of the

invasion of Hannibal . . . the government of Carthage . . Had de-

clined from its highest point of vigour and perfection ;
whereas the

Romans at this very time had just raised their constitution to the most

perfect and flourishing state." Book vi., extract iii., chap. ii.
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moa> Ubour, productions, and social righto
-dual and h classes, tho conception of

moot went a change.
' o of spoil, the attrac-

itaiarda of gold and silver mining, the fancination of

possessing those beautiful metals, rendered the governing
classes blind to tho influence which their adoption as money
was exercising upon the welfare of the state. The old

'Hams concerning money were forgotten. Money was

uger an n of the state which connected every

exchange, both with tho past and the future; it was no

longer an was a fact ; it was no longer a symbol, but
>t thing; and to that thing, as it came, radiant and glisten-

ing, from the temple of Juno, cleansed of tho blood of

innocents, and tho sweat of captives that had won it, was

forward money ceased to be looked at

from a comprehensive point of view. There was no such
- as a system of m<>n a was no attempt to asoer-

a to rep of money ; there was
no law of money. The unit of money was no longer all

. provided it had upon it

mark of \ which

i of money lasted until about the third or

n it took another step toward

i. h had fallen from numerata to moneta; it

was now to fall from moneta to ponderata.
1 The mark upon

uoy was no longer an assurance of

ty. It was now necessary to weigh them.9
It was no

longt people were dealing in: it was quair

Kverybody was a buyer and

of junk.
The poudernta - n of money continued substan-

n mimerata and pondcrata will be found in

Tomkint and

i' the law- that contract*

be made >t and finenoj* of metal,

oro Roman Law," .-.n* and Jeacken; London, 1870,

p. 305.
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tially until tho re-opening of conum -n < l>y tho Venet

It was the conception, par excellence, of the Dark Ages.
Breaks took place now and then, exceptions occurn <1 In n-

and there; but this was the general view of money from tin-

fourth to the eighth centuries, and in some countries until a

much later period.
1

Money was not tho only institution of

government that had perished: all institutions had jM-ri-lml.

There was no government, except the sword. There was no

ntoney . Exchanges were made in kind, or for slaves, or 1
- >r

bags of corn, or lumps of metal, which men weighed to one

another.

From this degraded posture of money have sprung
modern laws and ideas on the subject. When the decline of

ilixation was arrested by the establishment of

stable governments in Asia, and the re-opening of commerce

with that continent, and when its stationary condition \\,is

changed again to one of progress by the discovery of

America and a sea-route to the Indies, the practice and

conception of money advanced from its position of pon-
derata to moneta, and there it has substantially rcm.

ever since,
2
notwithstanding the decisions of Sir Matthew

Hale, or of the Supreme Court of the United Stni

"History of the Kxrhequer
"

there will In- found

numerous instance* of the practice of w< <1 MSayio

money, trjing by
" combust:

I fd ward Coke had laid it down ( In-tit. :,77) that "the DU

.'laud must cither lit- of pold or silver." when Sir Matthew 11

di-rid. . 4S) that a promi-c of IJ100 >tcrlii

ith i'100 of the n \ervaliu-il -urd hy ^ueeii Kli/

me Court of tin- 1'nite.. \t re.-entl\ dericicd that :t

promise of $100 was payable with the overvalued and irre<!eema!>le

iack notes issued by the government, under the Art of Feb. 25,

1862. >.i Marti,, w Hale's deei>ion wa> certainly out of keeping with

:ue- in which lie lived. The progress BAD alone d

mine the c- : tin- Supreme Court's deci-icn with the -pint of the

prwentmge.
I i' most carefully framed Constitutions are worthless unless they

be embodiments of the popular character; and governmental arrange-
menu in advance of, or In-hind the- time, will inevitably lap-.

ooogruitv with the time." Herbert Spencer's
"
Essays."



CHAPTER XXX.

-

IN
a previous work the author showed that the world's

plies of the precious metals were dimiuishiog, and
that there appeared no prospect that these supplies would

be augmented; that, contrariwise, the dema ihese

metals was da asing; that of the stock on hai

the commercial world a large proportion had originally been

obtained through conquest and slavery a circumstance that

had lowered its purchasing power and raised the price* of

commodities ; that this enhancement es had been

maintained by the gradual b of paper notes,
i now formed one-half of the olume of money,

.cy to increase still fu ill the known

placers had been exhausted of their easily-found gold, and

that both placer and quartz and silver mining had hence-

to be conducted upon an economical basis ; and that

< level of prices it was impossible to produce
these metals at a profit (except in a comparatively few and

ii mines) , so long as the old and cheaply ac-

d stock of precious metals remained unconsumed, and,

especially, so long as the level of prices which that stock

had created was maintained by means of paper notes.

Now that the days of conquest are virtually over, and,

nations can no longer hope to recruit their supplies of

metal through the spoils of war; now that the days of

slavery are ended and such supplies can no longer be

obtained by forcing captives into the exterminating labours

of impoverished mines, it results from the foregoing pre-

mises, that unless the proportion of paper to gold and
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silver in the moneys of the world is still further inn-eased,

we most be prepared to witness a permanent and indefinite

fall of prices, and to incur that era of commercial depression

and industrial distress, and, perhaps, those political com-

motions which have ever proved to be the concomitants of

such a state and tendency of affairs.

The author is not at present prepared to say whether or

not a further extension of convertible paper would be safe

or desirable. Nor is he yet prepared to examine and dis-

cuss those other features of a monetary system, which relate

to its bearing upon the welfare and progress of society.

These are questions for the legislator and moralist ; not for

the historian. His object in the present work has been to

place before the reader as much as possible of the expen
ofthe ancient world regarding the institution of money, \vith

the view of enabling him to form his own opinion concerning
such measures as the present exigency may bring forth.

There his design has ended.

The efforts which he has made to explain and elucidate

the monetary systems of antiquity, and the ideas that con-

trolled them, must not be mistaken for an advocacy of any
of those systems or ideas. He has failed to be understood

by the reader, unless he has conveyed the conviction, which

with him is a very strong one that monetary systems,
however well adapted to the requirements of one age or

country, may be wholly unfitted for another, and that upon
this subject, perhaps above all others, each nation must be

a law to it>elf. It does not follow, because Greece or Home

adopted numerary systems, that modern nations must
follow them. Their circumstances were quite di fit-rent from

ours. Apart from all other considerations, the institution

of money is of so complex a nature, that unless a state is

virtually composed of a ruling aristocracy as in Greece or

Rome, or a highly intelligent people as in Great Britain or

the United States, a numerary system would enjoy no op-

portunity of being considered, much less adopted.
The change to such a system from a commodity or mixed
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tyttem of money, such a it that of the countries latt named,
it a grave tobject for consideration ; and nothing Im

convict inn that i remediet for fu

lating prices are t'utilr, i- .-\ - r likely to induce these

rtant state* to enter upoi
cannot part with hit reader \\ iisclaim-

ing 11 That

h hat engaged the attention '*ing the

nt of tuch matter mindt at Aristotle, Plato, T

Brahe, Copernicus, Lot \vton, Smith, Mill, and

Spencer, it sarely a study which no man can afford to

roach with rashness nor leave with complacency.
ion the principles which uu nn thoroughly

rttood, money is, perhaps, the mightiest engine to

h man can It n<l Ins -u lunce. Unheard, unfelt, almost

unseen, it hat the power to to distrit> burdens,

ticationt, and opportunities of lifts that ouch individual

shall hat share of them to which hit meritt entitle

him, or to ditpcnae tl so partial a hand at to violate

even >le of ju .! perpetuate a succession of

social slaveries to the end of t
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